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Ua Ao Hawai‘i
Kau e ka wena o ke ao i ka lani

He wekeweke i ka pØ pili puka

He ‘elele o ka poniponi hikina

Kau ke kÅhe‘a wana‘ao i ka ‘Åla‘apapa

La‘i ana i luna o ke kËkulu o ka lani lÅ

‘O ka‘u ia e huli alo nei i ka ulu ‰

‘Ae, ‘ae, ua ao ‰, ‰, ‰, ‰, ‰.

HØ mai lÅ ko mÅlamalama

I ka honua nei, i ka mauli ola

Ua ao Hawai‘i ke ‘Ølino nei

Mai ka pi‘ina a ka welona a ka lÅ

KÅhiko ‘ia i ka ‘ike manomano

Ka ‘ike kØli‘u mai o kikilo mai

‘O ka‘u nØ ia ‘o ka pËlama

A pa‘a ma ka ipo o ka ‘ike ‰.

‘Ae, ‘ae, ua ao ‰, ‰, ‰, ‰, ‰.

He mele no Hawai‘i, ua ao.
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‘¯lelo Ho‘ÅkÅka

Ka ‘¯lelo ‘¯iwi

‘A‘ole pau ka ‘ike i ka hÅlau ho‘okahi. I mÅkia
maika‘i kËpono nØ paha k‰ia no kÅkou a pau e
ho‘omaopopo ai ke komo aku kÅkou i loko o ia
mÅhele ‘o ka ho‘oponopono. I loko nØ o ko kÅkou
hÅnai ‘ia a kula ‘ia ‘ana paha ma ka ‘ike ‰ he
‘ao‘ao pololei a he ‘ao‘ao hewa ko nÅ nÈnau a pau,
ke ‘ike nei nØ na‘e kÅkou i ka na‘auao o ia ‘Ølelo e

kau maila ma luna nei, ‘o ia ho‘i, ua hÅnai ‘ia kÅkou
ma loko o nÅ hÅlau like ‘ole he nui wale a ua ‘oko‘a

ka mana‘o o kekahi a ‘oko‘a ho‘i ko kekahi. ‘A‘ohe
hÅlau e kaena a‘e i mua o ke Åkea ua pau ka ‘ike i lalo

o kona kaupoku, no ka mea, ma kona kaena ‘ana i ka
pololei o kona mana‘o, eia nØ kÅ ‘o ia ke kapa nei i ka

mana‘o ‘oko‘a o kona hoa i ka hewa. Mali‘a o ‘ike ‘ia
auane‘i i ka lÅ ‘apØpØ ka pololei o ka mea e ho‘okae ‘ia nei

i k‰ia lÅ ua hewa. Na wai ho‘i e ‘ole ka hilahila?

(Language Policy)



No ka hØ‘ike ‘ana i ko kÅkou mana‘o ma o ka
palapala, ‘a‘ole ana paha e nele ke kË mai o
kekahi kanaka me ke koikoi ‘ana mai e mÅlama
‘ia kekahi kulekele kËmau ma ka pela ‘ana i nÅ
hua‘Ølelo Hawai‘i me ka ‘okina a me ke kahakØ.
E ‘Ølelo mai paha k‰lÅ ‰ ‘o ia ka mea e akÅka ai
ka mana‘o o ia mau hua‘Ølelo ke heluhelu aku. A
he mana‘o maika‘i nØ paha k‰lÅ. Eia na‘e, e kË‘‰
mai paha auane‘i ka mana‘o o kekahi kanaka ‰ he
mea k‰lÅ e pa‘a ai k‰lÅ mana‘o a ‘ike ‘ole ‘ia ai
ho‘i kona na‘auao ma ke ‘ano laulÅ a hohonu
paha. A no laila, ma kahi o ka ho‘oka‘awale ‘ana
i k‰ia mau mana‘o e like me ko kÅkou mana‘o he
pololei a he hewa, e huli hou aku kÅkou i ka
‘Ølelo a ko kÅkou po‘e kËpuna i ho‘oili maila ma
luna o kÅkou, a no ka mea, ‘o ia ana ko kÅkou
‘ike a mahalo ho‘i i ka na‘auao o ua mau hÅlau lÅ
a ‘elua.

Mai nØ a kuhihewa e ka mea heluhelu ‰ he pono
kÅkau wale aku ka hana me ka nÅnÅ ‘ole i nÅ
loina kÅkau e laha nei i k‰ia wÅ a kÅkou e ‘ike
nei. ‘A‘ole nØ p‰lÅ ka hana. ‘A‘ole lÅ! He nÅnÅ
‘ia nØ e nÅ luna ho‘oponopono k‰lÅ me k‰ia
hua‘Ølelo me ka loihape pono aku o ka maka
ma nÅ ‘ano a pau. ‘O ke ‘ano na‘e o ia
ho‘oponopono ‘ana, ‘o ia ho‘i, ua waiho ‘ia ka
mana ho‘oholo i loko o ka lima o ka mea kÅkau
e ho‘oponopono ai i kÅna hana pono‘È e like me
kona mana‘o he pono.

Despite the increased interest in and awareness
of ka ‘Ølelo ‘Øiwi (the native language), or per-
haps because of it, several points of contention
regarding translations and the use of diacritical
marks (the ‘okina, or glottal stop, and the
[kaha]kØ, or macron) have arisen in the past
several years. This is not a new subject. Since
the first missionaries sought to represent the
spoken language using a standardized alphabet
and written form, issues of “proper” or “cor-
rect” marking, vocabulary, grammar, and trans-
lation have been disputed by Hawaiians and
non-Hawaiians alike. The disputes are not a
matter of mere whim, but are seriously consid-
ered choices arising from different philosophies
regarding language—its place in our lives; its
power and its inadequacies in representing the

oral; its ability and its limitations in capturing
thought and feeling and in translating that
thought and feeling into another, sometimes
very foreign language.

In response to the diversity of perspectives, we
are implementing a policy regarding language
use which allows for broad individual choice.
This policy applies to Hawaiian, English,
Pidgin, and any other language. Translation of
works between Hawaiian and English is also
left to the discretion of the author, even though
we have decided—not unanimously—to trans-
late material from the past (such as nineteenth-
century Hawaiian-language newspapers and
other historical documents) into English in order
to make them more accessible to those who
can’t read Hawaiian. This policy explains the
seeming inconsistencies you may notice from
piece to piece—why some are translated and
others aren’t; why some include diacritical
marks and some don’t; why some names are
marked and not others. These differences reflect
the vitality of language.

Some notes: In keeping with normal publishing
convention, the use or absence of diacritical
marks in quoted material, including the titles of
works, remains true to the original (e.g., the
name of the newspaper Ke Aloha Aina).
Similarly, some personal names are not marked,
depending on the preference of the person or
family or on popular useage (e.g. David
Kawananakoa). Regarding the use of the term
“Native Hawaiian,” unless otherwise stated, we
do not adhere to the restrictive definitions
employed by the state of Hawai‘i to refer only
to those Hawaiians of 50% blood quantum or
more, but are using that term instead as we do
in our lived community to refer to all Hawaiians
with pr-contact genealogical ties to this ‘Åina.
Finally, it is not our policy to italicize Hawaiian
words, an editorial practice used to mark lan-
guages other than English as foreign, as
Hawaiian is not a foreign language to us.
However, some individual writers choose to fol-
low this practice in their pieces, which is their
choice. 





Editors’ Note: Huliau

NÅ Luna o ‘¯iwi
On February 1, 2003 (Chinese New Year), the ‘¯iwi staff met
at dawn at the beach of Ka‘Øhao, Kailua, Ko‘olaupoko,
O‘ahu, in honor of Founding Editor D. MÅhealani Dudoit’s
Chinese heritage. Ka‘Øhao is a special place where
MÅhealani’s ashes were scattered after her untimely death in
August 2002.  After greeting the new day, we gathered at the
home of Kuleana ‘¯iwi Press Board member Ka‘imipono
Ka‘iwi in Ha‘ikË, KÅne‘ohe, Ko‘olaupoko to compose our
Editors’ Note. This issue of ‘¯iwi is dedicated to MÅhealani.
We are proud to have known her, and to call her, above any-
thing else, friend. We are proud to be a part of ‘¯iwi, her most
excellent vision and contribution to the Hawaiian nation. Me ke
aloha pumehana a mau loa aku, a hui hou e ku‘u hoa.

All: E hØ mai ka ‘ike mai luna mai ‰
O nÅ mea huna no‘eau, o nÅ mele ‰
E hØ mai, e hØ mai, e hØ mai ‰.

Laiana: People ask about huliau…what does that mean? Huliau is
when things shift, change. Huliau is something that happens all the

time—it’s not like one time you just have this big huliau and then every-
thing is this new, different way. It’s always happening. And so as we con-

front the things that have happened, we should keep that in mind.

Noelani: Huliau also has
another significant meaning,
and that is to recall the past.
It seems to make intuitive
sense somehow that passing
through a time of change,
like the one ‘¯iwi is current-
ly experiencing, invites one
to reflect upon what has gone

before. Although the two
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meanings of huliau might not necessarily always
be connected, reviewing what has passed may be
a helpful step towards moving progressively and
positively in another direction.

Laiana: When you see change occurring, you
don’t really know what direction it’s going to go
in, and so that’s the thing you really gotta
watch. I’m thinking about Hawaiian language—
I’m always thinking about Hawaiian language
immersion programs, and now this big surge in
Charter Schools. Actually, the Hawaiian lan-
guage movement is—it looks like from the writ-
ing on the wall—fading. I don’t know what
that’s going to mean for the future of Hawaiian
language, but everything is changing, and we
need to see what direction it’s going to go in. 

ku‘ualoha: Charter Schools and Hawaiian lan-
guage immersion are important because this
issue focuses on Hawaiian education. Think of
huliau in relation to Hawaiian education, and
education in general—as reform has been talked
and talked about for so long in Hawai‘i—and
then within the Hawaiian community as well,
with more Hawaiian scholars graduating with
Master’s and PhDs. At the lower grade levels,
too, is this idea of huliau as well. People keep
saying that they’re tired of the same old system,
that the system is broken, etc. Back in the
1970s, this led to the idea of Hawaiian language
immersion schools, and the need to revitalize
the Hawaiian language became more salient.
Now it appears that time is shifting, and we’re
perhaps heading in a different direction.

Kaleo: To me huliau is more internal. Many
KÅnaka Maoli have a hard time with change.
Today we don’t have the time to mourn together
like in the ancient days when everything
stopped and we went into our quiet places with
our families, friends, and kËpuna just to be
together in that dark place for just a moment.
We don’t acknowledge our need to mourn
together; our lives are such that we are forced to
mourn alone in the off times. We cannot pub-
licly demonstrate our loss in any way because it
is perceived as us having a problem. You must

have a problem with change; you need to move
on. I have a very difficult time with huliau. Loss
is final. And it’s really deep. 

There’s the memory of us being together—as a
group, a family, a nation, a community. But
we’re told to forget the past and forge ahead.
Yet even in that moving on, we are so apprehen-
sive because we don’t want to offend, we don’t
want to leave somebody behind, we don’t want
to seem callous. The loss of so many good peo-
ple in such a short space of time has struck a
deep cord inside of me. We’re not going to be
here forever; somebody’s always next. What do
we do with that message? How do we prepare
our keiki? As teachers in the classroom, that’s a
tough responsibility. We must deal with the pol-
itics, the administration, the curriculum, the lan-
guage, the culture. But what about the individ-
ual? When does our society open up that quiet
time for people? Is there a place? Today no one
says, Everybody, if you’re experiencing a loss,
go to the heiau. No. Instead, they say, Go see a
psychologist, go get some pills. I have a prob-
lem with that because it doesn’t match our
native peoples’ way of thinking. 

Laiana: Our native way of doing things is also
constantly evolving; there are many times where
we try to keep it from shifting too quickly.

ku‘ualoha: Or shifting under someone else’s
cultural paradigm.

Laiana: This morning at the beach I was trying
to figure out what huliau actually means. What
does au refer to? Previously I had only thought
of its meaning in terms of time reference, as
opposed to the ocean, and how tides shift. Then
I started thinking as you were talking just now,
Kaleo, that au has to do with the au inside, the
internal organs or na‘au. Maybe that’s the per-
sonal side; the act of huli upsets our equilibri-
um.

ku‘ualoha: Kaleo, I really like how you talk
about the effect on the person. One of the other
reasons people resist change is fear. After Sep-



tember 11th, everyone was afraid because no
one knew, Will I be next? What else is going to
happen? That kind of fear can be difficult to get
past. Far too often we get caught up in hope-
lessness, in the idea that the world is so big and
there are so many hateful things going on, what
can I possibly do to make a positive difference? 

In the larger history of the world, positive huli-
au has been accomplished through individuals
who chose to act. Gandhi. Martin Luther King
Jr. Queen Lili‘uokalani. George Helm. The urge
to fight back when someone has done you
wrong comes quickly, while the decision to sit
quietly and not retaliate with violence is diffi-
cult, but courageous. Resorting to violence
doesn’t solve problems. Even though it’s been
over 100 years since the overthrow and we’re
still dealing with the same issues, our Hawaiian
population has grown. I keep thinking about
how we’re continuously described as a dying
race of people. But we haven’t died. We’ve
changed a bit, and we share different degrees
and kinds of hapa heritage. Yet we’re still here,
which is more than can be said for other indige-
nous people in other parts of the world. 

MÅhealani’s one stubborn vision is that she
wanted a place for Hawaiian voices to be
expressed within a cultural paradigm which was
run by Hawaiians and encouraging to
Hawaiians. On one level, ‘Oiwi is such a small
act. But it is something positive. 

MÅhealani: MÅhealani has put into place a way
for us who, in ancient times, would have gotten
together and done everything. In this modern
life we really don’t have the time, our schedules
are not all the same, and of course our memo-
ries are not as good. I know we’re supposed to
be able to listen to someone oli to you, and be
able to oli it back right away. But our brains
aren’t like that anymore. So she has made this
change for us, established‘¯iwi as a place
where our writings express what we think, what
we feel, and share in a way that is accessible to
all of us at different times, when we need it. So
many people say, I love that journal!

Laiana: I think that the lesson here is to read the
writing on the wall and just do what you can.
Lili‘uokalani—her wisdom shows through now.
But what were people thinking at the time? 

ku‘ualoha: That’s one of the reasons it’s so
important to use Hawaiian language sources.
Scholars like Noenoe Silva, who have been
looking at Hawaiian language newspapers and
other records, are bringing forth scholarship
which contradicts the widely held belief for
generations that we just gave up our country,
became Americans, and lived happily ever after.
We’re seeing that it is wrong, that Lili‘uokalani
had tremendous support. Who would have
known if Hawaiian language had died, if
Hawaiian people had died off as anticipated at
the beginning of the 20th century, and if we 
didn’t take it up again, and start looking?

Laiana: Or if we had taken it up later when we
had less to work with. The sooner you take it
up, the more you have to work with. You keep
waiting and waiting, especially if you’re waiting
to realize some kind of benefit. The benefit may
not come until 500 years from now.

Kaleo: It’s like when we were talking earlier
today about ‘ale. Huliau is like a ripple. You
throw a pebble and it creates a ripple that
expands out. MÅhealani was the one pebble in
the midst of‘¯iwi which set it in motion. Even
with her gone, that ripple continues to hit all
shores. So when you were speaking, I saw that
picture unfolding, because we were sitting down
and trying to decide what huliau is by looking at
the ocean and all the ripples, and making com-
parisons with all the different things that can
huli. That’s what I saw—one pebble which
becomes an ever expanding circle on a calm
sea. Yet today the sea wasn’t that calm. So we
started talking about the different levels of
ocean, the different names that our people had
for all kinds of ocean, and oceanic experiences
that ‘¯iwi is all about. 

ku‘ualoha: The cover art of volume 3 is a really
stunning piece by Malia Ann Crowningburg



KÅne which was part of the KË‘‰ Native
Hawaiian artists’ exhibit a few years back. “Aia
NØ Ke Ola I Ka Waha; Aia NØ Ka Make I Ka
Waha” is a mixed media print on acetate, which
features historical photographs of KÅnaka Maoli
whose mouths have been covered up or ripped
out. Hawaiian language newspaper text excerpts
have been overlaid over the photos, creating a
poignant commentary which embraces the
importance of our ‘Ølelo makuahine, and speaks
against the banning of our language. KÅne’s
piece is meant to encourage KÅnaka Maoli to
use our ‘Ølelo makuahine, and to resist colonial
oppression. It represents the dismemberment of
the LÅhui, and is very powerful. 

I was thinking of this artwork when considering
a theme for volume 3. To prepare, I re-read the
Editors’ Notes from volumes 1 and 2. I came
across the portion of the Editors’ Note from vol-
ume 2 in which MÅhealani and Laiana were dis-
cussing the Hawaiian term for millennium. The
word huliau came up as one which was more
culturally appropriate than the Hawaiianized
“melenia.” As a concept which is centered more
culturally, I began thinking about all of the
things we’ve gone through both personally and
collectively. Looking back, different periods of
huliau our LÅhui has experienced are reflected
in the cover art. 

Culturally, we’re supposed to consider all the
positive and negative meanings of words. Huli
doesn’t always have positive connotations—the
overthrow, for example, or canoes which huli in
rough seas. But I also thought about huli being
the part of the kalo that you replant to feed the
nation, to sustain the next generation. This kind
of huli represents regrowth, rebirth, and our
connection to the ‘Åina, to the cosmos. Earlier
Kaleo mentioned the creation chant Kumulipo,
which begins “Ke au huli, wela ka honua.” This
kind of overturning, and creativity being birthed
out of the universe illuminates our cultural
understanding coming out of this concept of
huli: change and rebirth. This is important,
because in a sense we are reestablishing
Hawaiian literary arts by creating this space

where people can bloom. Like MÅhealani did.

There are few venues for Hawaiian literary
expression in English. We have hula and differ-
ent contexts where Hawaiian poetry as mele is
still performed. It is amazing to me that people
share their talents so freely; that is one of the
best things about being a part of‘¯iwi. The act
of creating art is very personal. I feel honored to
be gifted with other peoples’ art. 

Leslie: Like with MÅhealani’s art. MÅhealani’s
writing connects her to the next generation. A
lot of the grief we feel about her untimely death
will be irrelevant, as what will resonate for the
next thousand years is her vision and her writ-
ing.‘¯iwi ensures that her writing will go on,
whether it’s in volume 3, 5, or 25; it doesn’t
matter, it will be there. Somebody, our great,
great grandchildren maybe, will pick up this
third volume of‘¯iwi …

Shana: Like we do with the old Hawaiian lan-
guage newspapers…

Leslie: Exactly. It will have the same impact.
She’s left us with a great gift. So while we
grieve her absence, often times, I don’t feel like
she is absent, because so much of what we do is
what she really wanted. That ripple—you never
really know the true impact you have in this
world, you really don’t. MÅhealani had no clue
just what exactly she has set in motion by perse-
vering in getting‘¯iwi off the ground. 

Shana: It’s like our own history book.

Leslie: Yes. Even the people featured in Notable
Hawaiian Profiles. There are many people who
were nominated who don’t feel like they are
even worthy. They’re overwhelmed to even be
thought of in that category. They’ve said, Why
am I so notable? I don’t feel I’ve made much of
a contribution. I can see MÅhealani saying
something like that. But she would be wrong to
think that she didn’t make a significant contri-
bution to the Hawaiian community.



Shana: That’s a very Hawaiian way of thinking.

Laiana: Getting back to huliau, I think huliau is
the time to be reading signs and observing;
that’s basically how our people lived their lives
and survived, by reading the signs.

Kaleo: There were signs before. Kamehameha
was born at the time of Halley’s comet.
Lili‘uokalani was named Kamaka‘eha when she
was born because her aunty’s eyes were red—
that was the sign to them. We have hØ‘ailona
now. But how many people pay attention?

MÅhealani: Part of our fulfilling MÅhealani’s
vision is—even if we don’t see it right now—
for us to understand why she picked us. Some
of you are confident in what you’re doing and
what you know, and some of us are not. Ku‘u-
aloha mentioned that sometimes she still has
conversations with MÅhealani, and sometimes
she still doesn’t win. Part of that is ku‘ualoha
saying, No I cannot, and MÅhealani saying, Yes
you can.

Kaleo: Supporting one another is what this is all
about. We gotta learn to embody the concept of
lØkahi. We need to stop just putting it on t-shirts
and bumper sticks, stop just singing about it in
reggae songs. We need to take Hawaiian
activism to another level. We may not all be on
the frontlines, but we on one line together some
place. That’s what I want my students to see
when they look at me. I don’t even see myself
anymore. When you’re a teacher, you are your
curriculum. All that you set in front of them,
that’s what you have to emulate, who you have
to be, because your students are watching you.
They have to get it. 

Shana: We can’t just be on a pedestal saying,
We’re not Americans. But we’re going to see
how we can be Hawaiian in our own place, on
our own land.

Kaleo: I appreciate that, because that’s a part of
my life where I finally became aware of my
Hawaiian self, that identity grabbing, gotta

know who I am person. As much as it was a
rough time, where it was really hard to distin-
guish what was true from what was false, I am
so grateful that there are these spiritual entities
which are still connected to me in so many dif-
ferent ways. 

Laiana: That’s because MÅhealani established a
template to guide us. Huliau. Basically, you just
gotta step up. We all do. It’s as simple as that. 

Shana: It’s up to us to change the conditioned
responses for Hawaiians in a positive way. It’s
not just about going back to the past. We honor
the past, but need to move on in the present. Get
past the stereotype that all Hawaiians do is
dance hula and chant. The idea of a journal
which travels the globe like MÅhealani did is
incredible. This is exemplified in Notable
Hawaiians: there’s a bull fighter, a bagpipe
player, an opera singer for example. Who knew?
People say, There was a bull fighter? A bagpipe
player? An opera singer? Who were Hawaiian? 

Ka‘imipono: It’s similar to African American
history. There was no official recognition of
African Americans in history books until they
began to tell their own stories. For Hawaiians,
history has been told and taught from the haole
perspective for so long. To have our history told
and taught from our own perspective is chang-
ing Hawaiian education.

Laiana: With huliau, it’s not like there’s only
one direction to go. What happens is that there’s
this ideology of modernity—like you mentioned
in the first Editors’ Note, ku‘ualoha, about nails.
When Hawaiians first came across metal, they
didn’t say this is foreign and we not goin’ use
em. They made use of it and adapted it to their
world. A lot of people look at renaissance
movements like ours and label them as back-
wards, saying, Why do you want to live in the
past? I read this one guy who had a counter-
argument to that. He said, Is it so wrong to look
to a time when things were better, and try to
have that come up again? What’s bad about
that? Why is that automatically backwards? 



ku‘ualoha: To learn from previous examples,
from the past. To learn from history, to try and
not repeat past mistakes. 

Laiana: I think he said something like, What
was once a neighborhood with clean streets
where families got together has now changed
for the worse. Is it so wrong to want to try to go
back to that time? That somehow people think it
is automatically bad to want to reclaim some-
thing, that it’s like going in reverse. Looking
back is frowned upon as being negative. I don’t
think that’s the case. And I don’t think
Hawaiians think that’s the case.

Kaleo: We should not be saying, Our language
is dying, our culture is dying, because we have
adapted as a people. Yet no one has ever come
to us and said, Congratulations for surviving,
congratulations for having the ability to look at
something foreign and adapting it into our
lifestyle to make our lives better. The 100 or so
years they gave us to disappear—it didn’t hap-
pen! At UH, my Hawaiian language kumu
Pualani Hopkings used to say, Visualize what
they thought would happen. Look at what didn’t
happen, and why didn’t it happen? It’s because
of people like MÅhealani, entities like‘¯iwi, and
all the other Hawaiians out there who have
taken something foreign and adapted it into
their lives, saying, Look, it works, it fits. 

I am very productive in both worlds. I can dig
deep into my genealogy, my culture, and look—
I pulled out kapa making and it fits. I pulled out
Hawaiian language, and I’ve contributed to
building the lexicon, and it fits. So, what does
this do for the rest of you out there? Well, take a
good look. Take a really good look at Native
Hawaiians. We are not backwards. 20-30 years
from now, people are going to flip ‘¯iwi open
and say, Who said Hawaiians never get togeth-
er? Who exactly said that? It’s like we said, Oh,
poor ting Lili‘uokalani, she never pick up arms
and start fighting. She’s been persecuted for
many years for her decision. But her choice was
to save the blood of our people, and those who
were innocent.‘¯iwi will be seen as a cultural

product that can only be described as cutting
edge. In the face of the constant encroachment
of nÅ mea haole and people writing negatively
about us, the KÅnaka stood up in unity and cre-
ated something positive. 

Shana: Just like Herb KÅne folks, when they
dreamed HØkËle‘a. A canoe. Across Polynesia.
People said, You’re crazy. Like it never hap-
pened before! Now look.

Kaleo: And even now some try to say it never
happened, the migrations across the Pacific.
Poor ting, yeah? All those men out there in their
malo. Weathering all the storms, and still some
people think they didn’t even do it. 

Shana: But HØkËle‘a used modern technology
as well, and married it to cultural tradition.

Ka‘imipono: A culture that is not evolving is
dead. And we’re not dead. My students at
Kamehemeha and I have this conversation
often, where they think sovereignty means
going back to wearing malo. I say, Let’s look
culturally and historically. ‘Iolani Palace had
electricity and running water before the White
House. That tells us our kËpuna didn’t think that
the way things were needed to be preserved. It
is very cultural for us to incorporate technology
and new practices.

Kaleo: The attraction of new things is there for
our people. Let’s be real. We’ve always been
maha‘oi. KalÅkaua was sitting down on a toilet
with his Queen while the President of the
United States was running around outside in the
dark looking for one hole. I tell my students that
every time. 

Shana: Didn’t KalÅkaua go around the world,
too?

Leslie: The first ali‘i—from any country—to
travel around the world.

Kaleo: Ka na‘i aupuni right there. Like her
(pointing to MÅhealani’s photo).



All: Laughter.

ku‘ualoha: That’s very ali‘i. When you use
words like “Monarch,” “King” or “Queen,”
peope often imagine jewel-bedecked, snobby
people sitting on a throne, being waited on hand
and foot, pointing a finger at servants to do this
or fetch that. That’s very western. I think of
Kamehameha. One of his epithets was kua uli,
“dark back.” Why? Because when his people
were sick and destitute, bruddah was the first
one hunched over in the lo‘i, pulling weeds and
planting huli. That was the mark of a good ali‘i.
MÅhealani was kua uli, too—as an artist, a
writer, an editor, and more. 

Kaleo: Our artists have their role in this whole
scheme of things. That’s another form of huliau.
We need the writers and artists. 

Shana: At one time Hawaiian designs weren’t
considered “beautiful” because it is a different
kind of art, a different kind of aesthetic. I’ve
learned that in the field I’m studying, agricul-
ture. Some landscapers say, Why plant Native
Hawaiian plants? They won’t grow. But then
people who grow native plants say, They’ll
grow, but you have to put them in the right
environment. 

Kaleo: Native plants look different, not all fake
and “Disneyland”—that’s why they’re called
native plants. 

Ka‘imipono: How ironic to think that they
won’t grow in Hawai‘i. They’re native! If they
won’t grow here, where else will they grow?

ku‘ualoha: It also touches on the responsibility
to put something in the right environment,
whether we’re talking about native plants or
native people—it’s the same thing. You can’t
plant a coconut tree on the summit of Mauna
Kea and expect it to thrive. 

MÅhealani thought about native aesthetics and
ideas of doing things for a long time. It really
came together in volume 2 with ‘Alika’s vision

of indigenizing Hawaiian graphic art design. He
talked about how book design can replicate the
physical culture. So by opening the book with
the oli kÅhea before anything else, it functions
as a ritualized permission to enter; the book
itself then becomes like a heiau, like a commu-
nity, like a “sacred” space that you’re asking
permission to enter into and engage with. I
thought a lot about this for volume 3, because
this is not an aspect of the journal we’ve had
much time to talk about. Usually the opening oli
came towards the end of the process after every-
thing else was pau. The inoa of the journal came
towards the end, after an identity had been
formed. It’s just like our cultural practice of
naming babies. You don’t just pick a name out
of a book. You wait to see. After all the pieces
came in to volume 3, and the difficult circum-
stances surrounding its birth, that’s when the
name came. After the name came, and the idea
of going to Ka‘Øhao and sharing this with
MÅhealani on Chinese New Year at dawn during
the breaking of the new day, huliau, the break-
ing of a new time. And with all of those things
resonating, this idea of opening with Larry
Kauanoe Kimura’s “Ua Ao Hawai‘i,” the rising
of the sun on a new day, a new time. Reflecting
on a new ao, and a new au. I like the mana‘o of
that.

Laiana: And like au, the internal organ, the
internal self. Then there’s “Ke au o ka
mo‘olelo.” I don’t know how to describe it in
English; it’s like a ‘current’ or ‘theme.’ “Ke au o
ka manawa” is another one. Manawa doesn’t
only mean time. It’s the seat of emotions, too.
So how does that change it? That’s the thing
about Hawaiian language. The context kind of
narrows what you think it might be. But when
you open that context up, it gets broader.
Hawaiian words mean a lot of things.

Shana: That’s what makes it easy. And hard.
ku‘ualoha: That’s what makes it beautiful, too.

The depth and complexity of something so
seemingly simple.



Ka‘imipono: Two letters can mean so much.

Kaleo: I believe that has been our sticking point
as a people. Cuz nobody knows us. There’s so
much to know about us, that they don’t really
know us, and that’s reflected in our language. I
tell my students, You’re not going to really
embrace this culture until you know the lan-
guage. You may not master it, you may not even
be able to carry on a whole conversation. But
when it is impressed upon you, then you know
that nobody else really knows you unless they
appreciate the finer points that come from the
harmonious tones found in our language.

Why isn’t aloha expressed all the time? We live
in the “Aloha State,” yet people still say,
“Aaaaallloooohhaa.”

ku‘ualoha: Cuz girl, we be livin’ inna MTV
nation. Kids today are like, Yo dog, wassup? 

Kaleo: I’m serious. Their language has changed
even the way we teach our kids. Others don’t
understand us, and that’s why they keep picking
at us. They pick at our religion. They pick on
our language. They pick on our food. They pick
on how our keiki are groomed. They pick on us
as a whole and say we are uneducated, or that
we’re landless. Landless? We’re not landless. I
see my land right outside there. Just so happen
somebody else is living on it. But I see it.

Shana: What you’re saying is true about how
others see us. I was thinking about all the nega-
tive statistics. I’d like to meet those Hawaiians,
because most of the Hawaiians I know are not
part of those negative statistics. The more
Hawaiians I meet who are doing something pos-
itive, the more I think, Who did they interview?
What are they looking at? Because if a
Hawaiian came in and did these tests the way
the haole do, we would have different questions,
and a different set of answers.

Kaleo: I agree. When you look at their statistics
you think, Huh? They didn’t talk to me.

Laiana: The whole thing about statistics—it’s
not my thing. You can make any claim off of
any numbers, and read it any kind of way. We
don’t have to know the number to know that
there are problems. The thing we have to
remember is we don’t have to be defined by
those statistics alone. You don’t have to become
debilitated by a statistic.

ku‘ualoha: Exactly. Not letting that label shape
your identity, your actions. We all know many
Hawaiians who don’t fall into those negative
statistics. But even for those who do, it doesn’t
have to be debilitating.

Shana: That’s another aspect of huliau, that
we’re here to change those statistics. I cannot
stand any more to hear words attached to Native
Hawaiians such as “Disadvantaged,”
“Dispossessed,” or dis-anything.

ku‘ualoha: One of my students calls it the “Four
Ds—Disease, Depopulation, Dispossession,
Displacement.” And I thought, Four? There’s
more like 24! 

Laiana: The bad thing is that people tend to
believe in that.

Ka‘imipono: That’s the power of ‘¯iwi as
well—it brings so many diverse people together.
Readers should be able to connect with at least
one or two people in the book. They will be-
come the new people that we look to. One
example is Anthony Kekona’s artwork. He’s one
of many contemporary Native Hawaiian artists
who is challenging the way we think about art.
It’s very powerful.

MØhala: It also demonstrates how much talent
there is out in the Hawaiian community, and
that Hawaiians are working within our own
community to better things. They aren’t always
well known. The Notable Hawaiians who are
featured aren’t always widely known. Some are
recognized only within their community or for
one thing. Some are known to the Hawaiian
community, but not necessarily to the larger



society. So ‘¯iwi is a book that is special to us
because it brings forth our history from our per-
spective. It can travel all over the continent, to
other countries, where people can read it and
begin to understand who we are, and what
we’re about. And that is very cutting edge,
because it’s not like you have to wave a sign to
be an “activist.” You can do activism in many
ways, and you can honor your history, your peo-
ple in many ways, and this is one of them. 

Kaleo: I think our kËpuna would be pretty
happy with this kind of activism.

Shana: That’s the Hawaiian way, where every-
body has their role, their kuleana.

Kaleo: I know that my path, as much as I’ve
been part of this or that movement, is inside my
classroom. I can sit there and I can help the kids
see that there is a picture larger than just me
saying, Let’s learn this chant. It’s really nice to
see now that schools are showing more respect
for each other, for our ‘Åina, our community,
and our kËpuna. When I was in school, that was
never taught. This is also what ‘¯iwi is about,
the way we take the words of our kËpuna, our
current writers, our artists, and share with the
world and invite them in a more honorable way
to see how we’ve adapted to the western world. 

Laiana: We’re sending a message out there that
we’re going to start to redefine what people are
thinking all the time about us. I think the exam-
ple of the Notable Hawaiians is a good exam-
ple. I think that initially, some people will say,
Oh, how come so and so is in there? What did
s/he do? By putting them in ‘¯iwi, you gotta
start rethinking what a Notable Hawaiian is, a
Hawaiian who is worthy of note.

Ka‘imipono: That’s our task. More so since
there’s an educational component to it. As edu-
cators, we know how hard it is. We know we
function in two worlds: as Hawaiians, and as
educators. We also have to be able to negotiate
between curricula. Additionally, we have to be
even better than the best because we come from

another place. Teaching is a delayed reaction
profession in the sense that my students sit there
and go, Yeah, yeah, yeah. A few years later they
come back and say, Oh, now I got it. One of the
honors and privileges of teaching at Kameha-
meha is that I teach Hawaiians. I can say, You
know what, our kËpuna did this. This is your
kuleana, because you’re Hawaiian too. Don’t
give me this, Oh, I don’t feel it. You think you
can walk away?

ku‘ualoha: That’s also why it can’t be Kameha-
meha’s kuleana alone, because very few
Hawaiian students have the opportunity to go
there. There is a move now to put KS campuses
on other islands to reach more Hawaiians. But
even then, it can only accommodate so many.
The State of Hawai‘i has that kuleana, too—it’s
their job to educate all children in Hawai‘i.
There’s a large number of Hawaiian children in
public schools who deserve an education which
includes access to their culture and language
(which were effectively banned in the school
system prior to the establishment of the DOE,
but which the DOE for the most part has rein-
forced despite changes in laws). 

What we’re also not addressing is the increasing
number of Hawaiians in the diaspora, meaning
they are living, growing up, and being educated
outside of Hawai‘i, away from our homeland, in
places that have no cultural, historical, legal or
moral obligation to educate them in any aspect
of our culture or language. Some have been
away for generations, and they’re often ignored
when we talk about Hawaiian education. 

Another challenge is indigenizing curriculum.
All of us went through school systems in
Hawai‘i—and I say in Hawai‘i only because
outside of Hawai‘i they don’t carry this kuleana
(it’s a given you aren’t going to get it)—but
inside Hawai‘i, you’re lucky if you had
“Hawaiiana” in the 4th, 7th, and 10th grades,
learned the island colors and the flowers, and
had a May Day court. And that was about it
when we were in school.



Shana: Kamehameha was the same way when I
went there.

Ka‘imipono: Because that was the time.

ku‘ualoha: There was a time before—and
you’re still young Shana—when Kamehameha
was culturally less Hawaiian than other schools
on purpose, because the old missionary-instilled
idea was that Hawaiian culture was a bad thing.
The purpose of the school was…

Shana: To make “good and industrious men and
women.”

Leslie: Where the only Hawaiian spoken was
what was sung at song contest.

Shana: And we didn’t know what we were
singing about.

ku‘ualoha: And that was what was happening at
that time; now it’s somewhat different. Maybe
now we’re still mid-tide on that, not just at
Kamehameha but at other institutions. At the
University of Hawai‘i, most of us remember the
time when Hawaiian Studies was not even a
Center. It was part of an interdisciplinary pro-
gram, and not even in its own building. We had
one-fourth of one floor in one building for the
entire program. And so there has been that
growth.

Laiana: Not just the kind of growth in terms of
what kind of office, or in what building. But
what Ka‘imi was saying about Hawaiians and
our kuleana. What I was saying earlier about
MÅhealani’s questioning. She was in my 401
Hawaiian language class the first time I taught
it. She had asked a question in one of her
papers, and I responded by writing my response
on her paper, Because you are Hawaiian and
that’s your kuleana. She came up to me after-
wards, with that smile on her face, and said,
What do you mean by this? And she forced me
to try to articulate it to her. I was thinking, I
don’t know how to explain it—I thought you
just get it. 

Shana: The idea of being Hawaiian and not
understanding Hawaiian ways is because of the
educational system that we have which is all
reading, writing, books, and just going to class.

Laiana: For most of us it’s been the same thing.
The idea of knowing how to be Hawaiian is a
topic we need to dedicate a few issues of the
journal to. It can be problematic, because we’re
in an age of discovery. We’ve been cut off for a
number of reasons, and we’re now trying to
reconnect. What we don’t want to do is have to
learn to be Hawaiian. It’s weird. You don’t want
to have to set up some kind of recipe whereby,
if you follow the directions, now you can be
Hawaiian.

MØhala: And if you step out of the line you’re
not.

Laiana: Yeah. We’re so diverse, it’s dangerous
to do that. All it’s going to do is marginalize
someone.

ku‘ualoha: It’s dangerous to equate any kind of
cultural identity with a particular practice or set
of practices because then you set up a false
argument. Was MÅhealani any less Hawaiian
because she went to Israel and not Ni‘ihau? Or
hiked Katmandu and not HaleakalÅ? Are we less
Hawaiian because we wear jeans and not malo
to school? Or go to worship at a Christian
church, and not a heiau? There are so many
examples.

Ka‘imipono: I always tell my students, If some-
one is born and raised in California, are they
Hawaiian? They say no. I say, What about me
and my sister? I was born and raised in
California. I didn’t come home until I was 27. I
knew nothing about being Hawaiian. I couldn’t
even pronounce my last name correctly. Every-
thing I have learned about being Hawaiian is
through my hÅnai family. So what I teach in my
classroom is what Mom and Dad Hanohano
taught me, which has become a part of my life.
So in cultural practice, I’ve only been about 14
years old as a Hawaiian. But genealogically?



From the moment I was born.

ku‘ualoha: Genealogically, we’re all at least
2,000 years old.

Ka‘imipono: How many ancestors does it take
to make you Hawaiian? One. But we forget. We
think, You’re Hawaiian because you do this and
this.

ku‘ualoha: Or because you look a certain way.

Ka‘imipono: What do we do to our people when
we make those kinds of judgments? We disin-
herit them. And then we give it to people who
don’t have the blood at all.

All: Hawaiian at heart!

Leslie: That’s the trauma of identity politics. 

Laiana: Blood quantum becomes cultural quan-
tum. The reason I started saying this is because
when I mentioned a recipe, even though it’s not
our intention to make ‘¯iwi a recipe for being
Hawaiian, it could be used that way. Because of
the staying power of the written word.

MØhala: The Charter Schools are pushing that
envelope with diversity because their foundation
is wahi pana, or place-based learning, incorpo-
rating chants and stories of the places they’re
from into the curriculum. When they all come
together as a hui, like NÅ Lei Na‘auao, they
share the chants and mo‘olelo that they have
learned from their home district with each other,
which demonstrates that being Hawaiian covers
a whole spectrum of things. 

Laiana: We’re always confronted with this dis-
course that demands we come together before
we can ever move ahead, and it never happened
like that before. People are starting to realize
that Kamehameha uniting the islands made it
easier for haole to take over. The MÅori of
Aotearoa certainly recognize that. Mason Durie
talks about “Maoridom,” a PÅkeha-derived col-
lective MÅori grouping, versus iwi, an indige-

nous MÅori term. MÅori recognize their differ-
ent iwi, and don’t necessarily want to be put
into some kind of collective MÅori identity.
What happens when the outside culture can
label you like that is they can deal with you one
time, rather than island by island, or iwi by iwi,
and more easily usurp native lands and govern-
ments. 

MØhala: Even in the Hawaiian community, we
work with different people who hold different
political beliefs. But we come together on cer-
tain topics that we all have an interest in and let
the other things lay; we unite for a common
purpose and a common goal. 

Ka‘imipono: If we were all the same, it would
be very boring. Aunty Pualani Kanaka‘ole
Kanahele talks about the concept of makawalu,
multiple perspectives. I try to teach my students
to look at Hawaiian literature in the same way.
By looking at all these different perspectives,
you begin to see all the different parts of the
mo‘olelo. We practice makawalu all the time—
looking at issues which affect us, by each repre-
senting different perspectives, the way our
kËpuna did things. That is important to cele-
brate, rather than saying, Oh, Hawaiians can
never get it together. I don’t want us to ever
“get it together,” because then we’re defined.
The beauty of who we are and our culture that
goes back forever is now in a box.

ku‘ualoha: That can be packaged and sold to the
tourist industry.

Kaleo: When talking to a forum of people at a
health conference, Malia Craver once said,
When you cut yourself off and you don’t identi-
fy with the rest of yourself, you also cut your-
self off from all your other kËpuna. If you do
this, how can you have harmony within? How
can you heal when you aren’t whole? What
about the keiki, all the nieces and nephews, all
your hÅnai—and we all have hÅnai, because we
hÅnai everybody. That’s part of our healing as a
people. We need to connect to those kËpuna to
identify our full potential, our full spiritual



selves. And in turn, all of these facets talk to us
and help us to heal from within. She said, We
gotta stop turning our backs on each other.
These ancestors need to embrace each other.
How do you know your PÅk‰ grandfather isn’t
talking to your Hawaiian great-grandmother on
the other side?

ku‘ualoha: At the same time, for most of us
being Hawaiian is the foundation. Every single
one of my other ancestors, from my PÅk‰ great-
great-grandfather to my haole mother, left their
homelands. They made a purposeful decision to
do that. They left behind their languages and
their cultures to embrace Hawai‘i. To marry my
Hawaiian kËpuna. In doing so, their kuleana is
to uphold this land, this culture, this heritage,
too. I don’t deny those other sides. When people
say, Oh, what kind of Hawaiian name is Meyer?
Trask? Stewart? Wong? When they say that,
they are playing identity politics. We are not
denying these other ethnicities, these other line-
ages. Most Hawaiians don’t try to deny that.
But when these ancestors give that up and come
here, they are dedicating themselves to this land
and culture, even when they won’t admit it.
Sometimes they are openly hostile to the cul-
ture, to the Hawaiians they marry. That is why it
is important to pick it up and carry it on; even
when there was hostilities between families
when one member married into a Hawaiian
family, that DNA is still mixed, and you are still
rooted to this land base, to this culture. 

Kaleo: The problem becomes, How Hawaiian
do I have to be before you embrace me? It has
been a big conflict for me. I don’t fit in, I don’t
know everything Hawaiian. 

Laiana: This idea of ‘know everything, do
everything Hawaiian.’ Those things can be done
without the genealogy, too. 

Shana: There are those out there that speak way
better Hawaiian than me.
Laiana: But that doesn’t make them Hawaiian.
Even coming from California, like Ka‘imipono;
the bottom line is, if someone asks you if you

are Hawaiian, you cannot deny it. It’s as simple
as that. Whatever you know, about history, cul-
ture, language, whatever, that’s a different ques-
tion. You can learn that. 

ku‘ualoha: It’s dangerous to think that our
kËpuna knew everything. They specialized.
Fishermen knew about the ocean and fishing,
but they probably didn’t know what bird catch-
ers knew about their art, and vice versa. Maybe
we shouldn’t know everything. Rather, whatever
it is we do, we should strive to do it well. How
we connect to the ‘Åina is very important, too,
as it demonstrates pride in place. 

It’s important to acknowledge the Hawaiians in
the diaspora. There’s often conflict of identity
between Hawaiians living in the homeland, and
those living away. ‘¯iwi is one area where those
from away have had equal footing. We’ve pub-
lished fewer writers who live away, and I think
that’s only because they don’t know about us
yet. When you’re being raised in a foreign envi-
ronment away from Hawai‘i when people don’t
look like you and don’t have the same cultural
practices as you, the whole “ugly duckling”
syndrome applies. To pick up something like
‘¯iwi, where you can see, Hey, I look like that.
Or read the writing and say, Hey, I’ve felt like
that. We keep talking about education, but what
about the process of being educated, of learning
from each other? I haven’t yet met every con-
tributor to‘¯iwi, but the connection comes
through reading their words or looking at their
artwork. We said this in a previous Editors’
Note, where we talked about re-creating a liter-
ary community similar to the one which flour-
ished in the pages of the 19th century Hawaiian
language newspapers, where writers from all
islands were in dialogue with each other in that
forum. That is what this issue of Huliau is all
about. 



Kamaka Kanekoa


Graphic Artist’s Note:
Native Hawaiian Design—

the Conveyance of Meaning
through the Context of Culture

Traditionally, western culture views “authorship” as the act of
one person “who originates or gives existence to anything”
(Rock 1996: 44). Yet for Native Hawaiians, authorship is typ-
ically more complex than a singular notion of individual
genius. In Hawaiian, the “author” is traditionally the mea
haku, the one who “composes, invents, puts in order, arranges
or braids, as a lei” (Pukui and Elbert 1986: 50). As such, prior
to the invention of a written alphabet and introduction of the
printing press to Hawai‘i in the 19th century, all Hawaiian
compositions were oral. In a purely oral culture, one of the
basic strategies employed by the mea haku to assist in memo-
rization of complex and lengthy works was the use of poetic
devices, and group composition. Thus, Hawaiian concepts of

authorship greatly differ from western ones. This is true even
with the advent of printing, when the mea haku became alternate-

ly known as the mea kÅkau. The term mea kÅkau literally means
“writer.” Yet the verb kÅkau refers to other types of printing/writ-

ing, including the printing of designs on kapa, or the act of tattooing
(ibid. 119).1 As such, in Hawaiian culture, reference to the mea kÅkau,

the writer, doesn’t necessarily evoke a sense of an individual “who
originates or gives existence to anything;” rather, it suggests the act of

an artist working within a larger cultural context. 

Currently, the meaning of authorship in the field of graphic design has
expanded to include more than the western notion of a single source. Designers

can now contemplate authorship as being the product of any number of author
functions. An author function is any of the many points within the discourse of
a work where meaning is generated or changed. When viewed within a Native
Hawaiian cultural context, this concept has always been a part of Hawaiian
design, as the author function or kuleana of the mea haku is to weave together
different cultural symbols, metaphors, and icons to generate or change meaning
within the design, whether stated or implied. As such, this is the kuleana—the
right and responsibility—of the Hawaiian designer.

Because people communicate and gain cognition and accord through the uti-



lization of visual and verbal signs or “lan-
guage,” these are the basic tools of any graphic
designer. For a designer of Hawaiian ancestry,
the basic visual language incorporates Hawaiian
symbols and objects from the natural environ-
ment and material culture, while the basic ver-
bal language is ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i (Hawaiian lan-
guage). 

Ka Leo o ka Maka: Visual Language, Kaona
and Metaphor2

Visual symbols are an important part of design.
In a Hawaiian context, the primary patterns
implemented in design are typically based on
objects from nature and the surrounding envi-
ronment. Like kaona in the Hawaiian language,
objects in nature also have a representational
quality. This translates into a form of meaning
that is, in a western sense, iconographic in
nature.3 These references are important when
designing images with a Hawaiian audience in
mind, because each image used has the potential
to simultaneously create and reflect meaning. 

Another important aspect of traditional
Hawaiian cultural thought which factors into
Hawaiian design is the marriage of opposites or
complimentary pairs exhibited in the concept of
pono (balance, harmony). Because our Native
Hawaiian ancestors were keen observers, they
noted the concept of pono, or the dualities ever
present in nature—the mountain and sea, the
earth and sky, male and female, etc.—also has
profound meaning, which was reflected in vari-
ous Hawaiian art forms (such as kakau and kapa
designs) and in literary arts (such as the compo-
sition of the preeminent Hawaiian chant of cre-
ation, Kumulipo). Within Kumulipo, for
instance, references to a plant growing on land
(ma uka), which could also be a kinolau of an
Akua, would be paired with a plant growing in
the sea (ma kai), as the two are recognized
within Hawaiian cultural thought as having a
symbiotic relationship with each other. A few
other examples of how pono is demonstrated
within nature are reflected in the following pair-

ings; all of the elements in the left column cor-
respond with each other, while simultaneously
linked with its antithesis directly across it in the
right column, and vice versa: 

wahine (female) kÅne (male)
hema (left) ‘Åkau (right)
komohana (west) hikina (east)
honua (earth) lani (sky)
mahina (moon) lÅ (sun)
pØ (night) ao (day)
PapahÅnaumoku WÅkea 

The reflection of the duality of existence, partic-
ularly between the natural male/female ele-
ments, is relevant in the creation of Hawaiian
designs as they are all possible iconographic
choices Hawaiian designers can make to com-
municate a myriad of ideas such as gender, reli-
gion, or relationships to or between particular
mo‘okË‘auhau (genealogies), mo‘olelo (histo-
ries) or wahi pana (specific places), amongst
other things. 

From cover to cover, the layout of this volume
of ‘¯iwi purposefully reflects the volume name
and textual theme of huliau and its various lev-
els of kaona, incorporating visual symbols and
patterns based on nature. The huliau (overturn-
ing, transformation) of celestial bodies, time,
tides, tastes, history and personal growth are all
present within these pages, and reflected in the
visual design of the book. One of the most
important visual aspect of the book design is the
concept of mÅhealani, the full moon, and related
celestial and astronomical images. Viewed
metaphorically, this intentionally and simultane-
ously suggests both the full moon and the name
of our founding editor, and is a visual theme
which resonates throughout the book, reflecting
the concept of huliau at another level. One
example is the use of kiko poepoe (round dots)
rather than solid lines. Collectively, the lÅlani
kiko (rows of dots) suggest a solid dividing line.
Yet viewed individually, each kiko, as a full
round circle, is a replication of mÅhealani, the
full moon. Combined in different ways, these
kiko poepoe suggest additional Hawaiian cultur-



al elements. For example, the placement of kiko
poepoe in horizontal rows of above and below
the photographs of the mea haku also reflect a
sense of pono (balance). In the opening pages of
the book, there are four rows of kiko poepoe.
The number four adds another layer of meaning,
as four is an important number in Hawaiian cul-
ture, as it alludes to the four main gods (KÅne,
KË, Lono and Kanaloa), the four directions
(‘Åkau, hema, hikina and komohana), and the
Hawaiian system of counting by four (kÅuna).
In addition, the use of a lunar eclipse image and
icons of different moon phases throughout the
book, sometimes combined with text, can be
read directly for what it is, while also implying
another meaning, including references to Kumu-
lipo, which itself references cosmogonic huliau.

Aside from the individual mÅhealani moon, the
general mahina image is important in the book
because of the relationship of celestial bodies
like the Makali‘i constellation and moon phases
to the Hawaiian Makahiki. More than just a
transition from one season to another in the
Hawaiian calendar year, the Makahiki is signifi-
cant because it was the time of year in which,
generally speaking, Hawaiian arts—which today
includes literary arts—are celebrated. The moon
icons used in the papa kuhikuhi (table of con-
tents) and throughout each literary and art piece
represent the different phases of the moon from
the beginning to the end of the month. More
specifically, the positioning of the moon icons
are patterned after the 2004-2005 Makahiki
lunar calendar beginning with the rising of
Makali‘i in IkuwÅ (October), reflecting the pub-
lication date of this issue. In addition, instead of
the book being laid out with individual page
numbers, each piece is presented as a “spread,”
where every two-page layout equals one pØ or
night. Visually, a moon icon corresponding to
that night of the moon calendar represents that
piece on the page, as well as in the papa
kuhikuhi. This links each piece in the book to
the opening oli page, as well as replicates a
sense of unity or pono (balance) from cover to
cover within the book.

The concept of huliau is reflected in the visual
design layout of the book several ways. One is
the multiple layering of images on the cover.
The underlying artwork, excerpted from a larger
piece by Malia Ann Crowningburg KÅne called,
“Aia nØ ke ola i ka waha, aia nØ ka make i ka
waha,” calls attention to a historical period of
huliau in which ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i was forcibly
stripped from our kËpuna. An additional layer
of kaona exists in the inversion of the image so
it resembles a photograph negative, and is remi-
niscent of an x-ray, suggesting a view of the
inside of something from the outside in a way it
wasn’t necessarily meant to be seen. The verti-
cally stacked hala icons, are called puahala, a
traditional kapa design (Pukui and Elbert 1986:
345). The puahala design depicts huliau as each
row symbolically represents different genera-
tions. The use of the fountain pen, paintbrush
and pencil icons suggest a transitioning not only
of time through innovation and changing tool
technology, but also an incorporation of new
and different kinds of element in design, and in
extension, hints at the diversity of literary and
art pieces within the covers of the journal. 

Perhaps the most obvious depiction of huliau is
the solar eclipse image, a direct representation
of the huliau of celestial bodies and the passage
of time. It is perhaps not coincidental that the
dominant color scheme of purple, teal and red—
colors suggesting the transitional period of time
from night to day—was created in an entirely
separate process from the choosing of the open-
ing chant, Larry Kimura’s “Ua Ao Hawai‘i”
(“Hawai‘i is Enlightened”). When designing the
cover, I was unaware of how it so perfectly
complimented the mana‘o of the opening oli.
While the oli speaks encouragingly about the
continuity of Hawaiian knowledge, this mana‘o
is presented through the metaphor of the huliau
of time and the transition from night to day.
Within the dawning of this new day, Kimura
uses specific words detailing this conversion of
time through the changing of colors in the night
sky as dawn approaches, in particular, he ‘elele
o ka poniponi hikina, “a messenger of the pur-
ple glimmer from the east” and kau ke kÅhe‘a



wana‘ao i ka ‘Åla‘apapa, “streaks of red color
appear in the long cloud formations” as the
impending dawn approaches. As day breaks,
this specific color imagery is replaced be refer-
ences to “mÅlamalama” (light), as ua ao
Hawai‘i ke ‘Ølino nei, “Hawai‘i shines brilliant
in the brightness of day.” 

This last representation of huliau, a shift of time
from pØ to ao, is carried into the journal itself.
The background image on the opening spread is
Ka‘Øhao, O‘ahu at daybreak. The combination
of map circles illustrating the path of the most
recent Hawaiian solar eclipse and a curved ke
ala (pathway) graphic implies ke ala i ka hikina,
or the path of the rising sun; the movement
from darkness to light suggests the huliau of
time, of history, in it’s referencing of the Kumu-
lipo, of celestial movement, as it transitions
from pØ/mahina into ao/lÅ, and personal huliau
as we move from hurt to healing. In addition,
the use of inversed pages using white text on a
black background throughout the book solidifies
huliau as the juxtapositioning of black and
white demonstrates the celestial aspect of huliau
through the concepts of pØ (night/darkness) and
ao (day/light). 

Two major graphic design elements incorporat-
ed throughout the pages of the journal are a
kiwi (curved) and hala (triangle) image. The
kiwi image suggests other Hawaiian cultural
objects such as a mÅkau; when combined with
the hala design, it resembles an ahu‘ula. The
curved design also suggests male/female dual-
ism (four kiwi, two parallel lines). The puahala
(vertical) design which opens each spread
echoes the design on the cover. Within the
pages of the journal, however, the bottom or
“youngest” row of more traditional hala icons
“morphs” into the modern fountain pen, paint-
brush and pencil tips, symbolizing the huliau of
generations of artists from traditional to contem-
porary times. The horizontal row of hala which
opens each piece is intentionally placed in
downward pointing position, directing the read-
er’s attention to the appropriate starting point.

I ka ‘¯lelo ke Ola: ‘¯lelo Hawai‘i, Kaona
and Metaphor

Since colonization, the basic verbal language
utilized by Native Hawaiians is more complex,
as ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i has been, for the most part,
supplanted by the language of the colonizers,
English, and Hawai‘i Creole English (HCE or
“pidgin”). Thus, today the basic verbal language
utilized in Hawaiian design could encompass a
single one of these languages, or any combina-
tion of two or more of them. While visual and
verbal signs alone can be successfully employed
by designers and interpreted or read by different
audiences, when combined, they can yield more
information, or a greater depth of meaning than
either one alone. It is this fusion of powerful
visual/verbal images which are central to the
conveying of cultural meaning in Hawaiian de-
sign to a Hawaiian audience. 

The power of Hawaiian language is reflected in
the traditional ‘Ølelo no‘eau, I ka ‘Ølelo nØ ke
ola, I ka ‘Ølelo nØ ka make, “in the word there
is life, in the word there is death” (Pukui 1986:
129). As a complex, metaphorical language,
‘Ølelo Hawai‘i is an important asset graphic de-
signers can draw from in developing communi-
cation strategies for a Hawaiian audience. One
important aspect of this metaphorical attribute is
the concept of kaona. Kaona adverts to the
sometimes concealed multiple meanings embed-
ded within the language which can simultane-
ously deepen and broaden it through direct and
implied references. Irish poet Padraic Colum
once claimed that there were always four layers
of kaona in each Hawaiian legend he translated,
“an ostensible meaning, a vulgar meaning, a
mythico-hystorical-typographical meaning, and
a deeply hidden meaning” (Elbert and Mahoe
1970: 17). Yet from a Native Hawaiian perspec-
tive, this isn’t necessarily true. Venerable
Hawaiian scholar Mary Kawena Pukui points
out that “there are but two meanings, the literal
meaning and the kaona, or inner meaning”
(ibid.). 

Mea haku deliberately employed metaphorical



language for different purposes. On one level,
Native Hawaiians relish the indirectness, ambi-
guity, and double entendres created through
kaona used in everyday speech to formal chant,
protocol, and recitation of genealogies or mo‘o-
lelo. Sometimes, the hidden meanings were
intended only for specific individuals or groups
of people, such as family members or ali‘i. As
political tensions increased between Hawaiian
ali‘i and haole missionaries (and other foreign-
ers) towards the later part of the 19th century,
kaona became an important way for Native
Hawaiians to communicate with each other,
using kaona as an internal cultural dialogue to
circumvent being chastised by the missionaries;
these ambiguous kaona-laden messages were
the result of missionary opposition to many
aspects of Hawaiian culture and lifestyle, such
as the practice of hula and chanting, and in
some cases, the speaking of the Hawaiian lan-
guage itself. That the missionaries gradually
pressured Native Hawaiians into speaking only
English was merely another form of colonial-
ism, and a blatant attempt to remove an impor-
tant avenue of communication from Native
Hawaiians. Yet, by employing kaona in their
poetry, music, and other compositions,
Hawaiians proved to be the masters of their own
language, despite the increased suppression by
western foreigners.

Kaona is commonly found in most Hawaiian
verbal and literary expression, such as mele
(songs or poems), oli (chant), ‘Ølelo no‘eau
(proverbs or sayings), mo‘olelo (stories or histo-
ries), and even personal or place names (inoa,
wahi pana). Because of its extensive use exam-
ples of kaona in a myriad of contexts abound.
One is the aphorism delineating annexation as
overripe bananas, as found in the mele “Ho‘o-
hui ‘Åina Pala ka Mai‘a” (“Annexation is Rotten
Bananas”) (Testa [1895] 2003: 63). This ‘Ølelo
no‘eau was used at the end of the 19th century,
as talk of Hawai‘i’s annexation to the United
States began. The mana‘o (thought) expressed
in the mele is that it was “a sign of bad luck to
encounter someone with a bunch of ripe
bananas on a business trip;” thus, it made refer-

ence to the bad luck that annexation of Hawai‘i
to the United States would bring for Native
Hawaiians (Pukui 1986: 119). There are a myri-
ad of examples of kaona in the design and with-
in the individual pieces within ‘¯iwi which is
left to the reader to explore, decode, and enjoy.

Within the pages of this issue of ‘¯iwi, the most
noted used of verbal language is the individual
pieces. Yet the verbal language is incorporated
into the visual design. For example, the front
and back covers as well as the opening pages of
the book feature the repeated textual duplication
of the word “huliau,” suggesting a continual
overturning of time and space. Malia KÅne’s
underlying artwork highlights ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i
from 19th century Hawaiian language newspa-
pers. Combined, the mana‘o of the piece and the
huliau theme can be seen as a challenge to the
audience to read/view the idea of huliau as a
resistance to western domination and colonial
oppression because of its historical context.
While not obvious, there is a level of kaona cre-
ated through the visual/verbal language mix as
this message is metaphorical and not directly
stated.

Thus, the use of ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i is an integral
part of Hawaiian design, particularly if it is
geared towards a Hawaiian audience, whether
they are versed in the Hawaiian culture or not,
because of the use of kaona. The metaphorical
use of words is an integral tool in Native
Hawaiian design which allows for access to a
deeper level of communication between design-
er and audience, which provides information
that extends beyond direct representation.
Kaona, therefore, is applicable to Hawaiian
design in that Hawaiian visual language is pre-
dominantly created through the illustration of
metaphors. This simply means that instead of
illustrating an idea through direct icons, index-
es, and symbols, Hawaiians opt to illustrate the
metaphor immediately using a more abstract
indexical relationship, a factor which makes
Hawaiian design unique. This point is relevant
when trying to establish concise avenues of
communication between the mea haku, the



object designed and the audience, achieving the
most cognition from the least amount of infor-
mation. Thus, by mixing visual images with
text, kaona embodies a visual-verbal synergy
which occurs when the combination of images
and words creates a meaning that transcends the
direct connotation of each individually.

I ke Kula: Institutional Influences

Today, despite efforts to completely break away
from western influences, designers—Native
Hawaiian or otherwise—cannot help but be
influenced by western thought and design aes-
thetics/practices, as western culture holds a
powerful and dominating global influence. This
is largely because of the infiltration and over-
saturation of American pop culture worldwide.
Locally, it is also the result of the highly influ-
ential and biased western-centered curriculum
used within Hawai‘i’s educational institutions.
As a result of these two colonizing influences,
Hawaiians are immersed in the visual and ver-
bal language of western hegemony which inun-
dates every type of mass media, from print to
audio-visual to the internet. Not surprisingly,
these forms of communication influence the
ways Hawaiians interpret and create visual
designs. 

Unfortunately, the public schools in Hawai‘i
sustain the western views of visual communica-
tion. In 1998, former studio art professor at the
University of Hawai‘i Karen Kosasa conducted
a study of the University of Hawai‘i’s Art
Department curriculum in which she discovered
that “while art curriculum educates students to
competently manipulate forms and produce
compelling visual assignments, it is not prepar-
ing them to deal with the environments in which
they work and the complexity and contradic-
tions of their own identities to the identities of
others” (Kosasa 1998: 52). This study called
attention to the dilemma of not acknowledging
ethnic cultures in the teaching of art at UH.
Therefore, teachers in Hawai‘i, purposefully or
not, are “reinforcing values of and beliefs in the
colonial culture through the teaching of a

Western-oriented curriculum” (ibid. 48). This
factor has been a major obstacle for Native
Hawaiian designers, the majority of whom are
trained almost exclusively within the western
educational system. For some, it has become a
question of whether they are designers (and
artists) who happen to be Hawaiian, or
Hawaiians who happen to be designers. Decep-
tively simplistic, the identifying position a
designer of Hawaiian ancestry assumes has
long-term consequences. Yet despite the impedi-
ments of colonialism and its related institutions,
Native Hawaiian designers have not been com-
pletely stifled, and have found ways to over-
come the rigid gaze and expectations of colo-
nialism.

Within the western system of learning, Native
Hawaiian designers have made conscious efforts
to code, decode and recode information, utiliz-
ing western and Hawaiian means. The various
kinds of cultural interpretations unique to
Hawaiians are seeded within the beliefs handed
down from generation to generation. Yet, with
the passage of time, as information is passed
down, personal interpretation, can be affected
by outside social, cultural and environmental
influences. Sometimes, this alters the way visual
and verbal information is interpreted. But this
should not be viewed solely as a negative con-
sequence, as it demonstrated that the culture is
not rigid or static, but dynamic and alive. More
often than not, the western colonial viewpoint
has deemed this kind of orality and collective
memory common within indigenous cultures as
an inferior method of storing and retrieving
information, as it was believed the quality and
content of information was corrupted and deteri-
orated as it was passed along (the game “Tele-
phone” is typically cited as a prime if not overly
simplistic example). Yet for Native Hawaiians
and other indigenous cultures, it was the pri-
mary method of preserving and transmitting
information. Therefore, it became of the utmost
importance that information was conveyed oral-
ly without mistakes, as passing on or remember-
ing information incorrectly could have serious
and devastating consequences; for example, in



traditional times, any mistakes made in the
recitation of a religious chant could have result-
ed in the death of the chanter (Elbert and Mahoe
1970: 19). However, while some knowledge
was meticulously passed down orally from one
generation to the next and remained exact with-
in families, hÅlau hula, or other venues, it did
not mean that this information was immune
from being recoded by subsequent generations.
It is easy to recount numerous examples of such
disastrous reinterpretations, particularly within
Hawai‘i’s troubled tourist industry and its
uneasy and mostly contentious relationship with
indigenous Hawaiian culture. Yet there are also
a number of positive examples demonstrating
how contemporary culture has flourished by
being based on—but not blindly replicating—
traditional culture within the areas of hula
(dance), ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i (language), lua (martial
arts), lÅ‘au lapa‘au (healing arts), kÅkau (tattoo-
ing), ho‘okele wa‘a (navigation), and literary
arts, just to name a few.

HÅnai ka Manu i ka ‘Ohana: Passing on
Knowledge within the Family

The acquisition of information through oral
avenues is an important aspect in understanding
works that make use of Hawaiian aspects of
design. For many Native Hawaiians, much of
what we know about our culture is learned from
our kËpuna and within our ‘ohana first. The
concept of hÅnai is often thought of only as
“adoption,” a legally binding term in the west-
ern legal system. Literally, hÅnai means “to
feed, nourish, sustain,” and typically referred to
the feeding of small keiki by adults who would
first chew the food and place it within the
child’s mouth (Pukui and Elbert 1986: 56).
Aside from mea ‘ai, food for sustaining the
body, children were fed ‘ike, knowledge to sus-
tain the mind and spirit, as well as the body.

In my family, I learned Hawaiian culture from
my father and my grandparents, who taught me
a small portion of Hawaiian language, stories of
my ancestors, and Hawaiian history. The knowl-
edge passed down to me by my father was, in

turn, handed down to him by his father and so
forth, thus continuing the cycle of information.
Along with my experiences and education, this
is the primary source of my interpretational
skills which has also bestowed me with some of
the tools I use to create and decipher Hawaiian
designs. 

Understanding the creation of meaning in rela-
tion to the Hawaiian culture is advantageous for
Native Hawaiian designers. It can help in under-
standing Hawaiian visual design in terms of the
illustration of a metaphor, instead of the illustra-
tion of aspects surrounding a specific image.
This allows an automatic, below the surface
look at an idea and can educate a designer to
seek deeper and more provocative meanings
when developing ideas for designs. Under-
standing how to interpret Hawaiian designs can
also have far reaching effects upon how people
view designs intended for other audiences and
cultures. By contemplating Hawaiian methods
of deciphering visual communication it becomes
clear how different cultures require varied
approaches to produce the best form of commu-
nication. 

As a Native Hawaiian designer, my understand-
ing of the cultural aspect of visual communica-
tion has far-reaching implications. Despite (or
because of) my western training, I am only now
beginning to realize the wealth of metaphorical
and symbolic meaning in the tradition of
Hawaiian visual design established in Hawai‘i
prior to western contact. Researching these
aspects of my culture is a new way of delving
into my culture by seeing the world through the
eyes of my ancestors. The more I learn, the
more I am enabled to create designs utilizing
Hawaiian forms of visual and verbal communi-
cation that better suit the needs of other
Hawaiians, some of whom also lack clear
access to traditional knowledge. The process of
cultural awareness and rebirth is a slow one.
But it is also one which can create a common
bond amongst Native Hawaiians. Therefore, this
is where the communication of meaning is
important, and why it is essential. Thus, Native



Hawaiian designers have a responsibility to
practice, perpetuate, and strengthen the visual
tradition of design that is unique to our
Hawaiian culture. Because traditional Hawaiian
customs and ideas have virtually disappeared at
this point in time, this is no easy task, as we
spend as much time researching as we do creat-
ing. Yet doing so allows us to diversify our
communicative systems and create new forms
of visual language based on our traditional
knowledge of ‘Ølelo and kÅkau. In this way, we
continue the legacy of the countless generations
of mea haku before us who have used verbal
and visual language to create, interpret, and pass
on our culture from one generation to the next,
and we will, in turn, do the same. 

1Pukui and Elbert note that the word kÅkau is
possibly derived from the causative ka-, com-
bined with the verb kau, “to place” (119).

2The phrase ka leo o ka maka (literally, “the
voice of the eye”) is a Hawaiian concept which
describes the western idea of “visual language.”
According to Laiana Wong, Kindy Sproat
explained that “this was a phrase that he thought
really exemplified a Hawaiian poetic. He heard
the old folks use this phrase when they encoun-
tered a sight which defied verbal explication,
something “too beautiful for words.” Mahalo to
Laiana Wong for sharing this mana‘o.

3This refers to the use of certain icons in
Medieval European art, such as the apple or
dove, to describe religious themes.
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no
MÅhealani 



When the ‘¯iwi staff got together on February
1, 2003, to compose our Editors’ Note, much of
our conversation centered around sharing our
memories of our founding editor, MÅhealani
Dudoit. The following conversation was
excerpted from our original Editors’ Note to
introduce this special feature of the journal. As
we celebrate the life of Darlaine MÅhealani
Muilan Dudoit, we reflect on the endless aloha
she had for our lÅhui, and her dedication to the
preservation and perpetuation of Hawaiian lan-
guage and culture. While we miss her tremen-
dously, we know she is with those who have
gone before, and that she will be there to wel-
come us when we pass from this world to the
next. Me ke aloha mau loa e ku‘u hoa. 

Kaleo: I first met MÅhealani on Kaho‘olawe.
She was wearing blue patchwork shorts, and her
“go gettum” tabis. Her short hair was covered
by a big PÅk‰-style hat, and she had on a tank
top that nevah match her shorts. She was walk-
ing around making friends with everybody. She
had her little tent next to the pathway, and
everybody passing by was saying, Hi MÅhea, hi
MÅhea, and I thought, Who is this lady? All my
Roosevelt students and I ended up adopting her;
she became part of our hui. 

MÅhealani was going through her own personal
huliau at the time. She had just come home to
Hawai‘i after being away for many years. She
told me, I need to find my roots. I need to go
everywhere. I just came from the Big Island and
now I going Kaua‘i. I was like, What? You
never go home yet? And she said, No, I went to
the Big Island from Maui, and after that I’m
going to Kaua‘i. I told her, After this, I going
Moloka‘i. She said, Oh, okay. I going change
my trip, I going go Moloka‘i with you.

So here I am with this wonderful woman who I
never met before, tramping around Hawai‘i
finding herself. The whole time she was very
observant of people: sitting, listening, chatting,
and getting to know everyone. In Honolulu,
we’re on the bus, and we’re dropping off the
keiki, and I look at her and say, You know, get

this spiritual connection between us. And she
said, Yeah, me too, Kaleo; I feel it. I don’t know
what it is about me, but I love Hawai‘i; I’ve
been away for so long, but this is my home. I
love it, and I don’t know anything about it. At
the same time I’m thinking, Wow! I never even
knew there was this writer inside, this inspira-
tional monster all locked up in that no match
clothes body.

As I got to know her through that trip, I also
realized that she needed her quiet space. When
we first went to Moloka‘i, I just got her home to
the hale and told her, We going Mo‘omomi, but
first we going clean yard. My aunty, she get 35
acres. So MÅhea said, Okay, we go clean yard.
So what does she do, she plops open her little
tent—she no even sleep in the house. She going
sleep in the yard. I said, Okay, no blame me if
daddy long horns [the goat] come over here.
But she had to sleep on the ‘Åina. I was like, Be
one with Papa, go ahead.

We had so much to do that MÅhealani said, I’ll
go meet you guys down Mo‘omomi. Now, she
got herself together, and she doesn’t know
where she going. She just went, and we thought,
she not going make it, cuz it’s far from where
we are way up in Ho‘olehua. So we call my
Uncle Mac Poepoe and said, Uncle, you can go
look? So he gets into his truck, and he goes
down there. 

Now we getting worried cuz its getting dark,
and MÅhealani never come back yet, and she’s
been gone half the day. My uncle actually goes
down and finds her, but he doesn’t come back.
Don’t let Uncle Mac Poepoe take you any-
where, cuz you never going come back. He
going take you deep sea diving and look at all
the limu growing. He going tell you the full on
birth rate of all the moi in the water, and he
going tell you the whole story of why all of us
should not take kËpe‘e. So don’t go to
Mo‘omomi with Uncle Mac Poepoe, cuz you
going be there all day.

Sure enough, he finds her and takes her on a



trek across Mo‘omomi on the ancient trails. And
you know MÅhealani, she no care about time.
Aunty Kamalu Poepoe calls. We’re thinking
MÅhealani’s having tea and toast with them.
We’re not worried cuz Uncle Mac, once he
hears someone’s missing, he’s on the charge.
He’s got his searchlights going. So Aunty calls
and says, Hello, is Uncle Mac down there? And
we’re like, Hello, Aunty, no one’s here! No
more Uncle Mac, no more MÅhealani, what you
talking about? And she’s like, Uh oh, sorry! So
now my whole house—my grandpa, my uncle,
and my aunty in her Volvo—we all go. My
grandpa is trying to give us directions from the
back tailgate of my uncle’s truck. 

We go down to Mo‘omomi and find out that
Uncle Mac’s taken MÅhealani to all the hidden
spots down the other side at Kaluako‘i and
showing her all kinds of things, so they’re both
distracted; they nevah have flashlight. We find
them tramping across Mo‘omomi in the dark,
and she’s like, Oh hi! My aunty was fully
storming, she was like, Mac, what’s the matter
with you! We were all worried! And the whole
time MÅhealani is laughing, looking like there’s
something wrong with us, thinking we’re over-
reacting in coming to rescue her! 

The thing is, MÅhea was ‘ohana already before
she even arrived. We were so connected. When
I said huliau earlier, that’s the miss—when you
meet somebody genuine who comes into your
life, and you get that moment in time, only you
don’t realize it. My family embraced her; she
never have to do anything. She just brought her-
self. That is what I miss the most. That’s when
her death became so clear to me. She was just a
genuine person who arrived on my doorstep, the
kind who doesn’t want to take anything out of
your house, that doesn’t want to take anything
from you. They don’t have any bad feelings
against you. It’s just good. There’s only so
many people in your life who will come like
that, one whole package you see right there.
When I met her the first time, that’s the same
person I saw all the time. 

Personally, the huli I’ve experienced inside is
because of that moment when she transformed
from someone I didn’t know, to someone who
was such a good friend. I still have many ques-
tions—Why was she searching for her identity?
Why did she come to us and attach herself to
my family? How much did we help her with? It
must have been a lot, cuz my Uncle Mac and
her was at Mo‘omomi, looking for prehistoric
birds.

This story is so wonderful that even my Aunty
reflects upon MÅhealani in that very short time
she knew her. After that trip, she came and
stayed with us on Moloka‘i twice, and we took
her to Moloka‘i Ka Hula Piko. Even there she
just sat and embraced it all. 

For me, becoming a part of ‘¯iwi after her
death is my way to honor her. I felt that ‘¯iwi
couldn’t just be dropped, that there couldn’t be
the decision that, Well, she’s gone, so that’s it,
pau, finished. That’s like saying she was never
even here. She meant for ‘¯iwi to continue, to
ho‘omau. 

Shana: I feel like I didn’t get enough of her. To
me she wasn’t pau. Every time I think of her I
cry, even though I didn’t know her as well. She
got inside of me so deep. When I think of her, I
mourn the loss of something that could have
been. Living in Ka‘a‘awa, I think about her
every time I pass her house. I hear her telling
me, Keep going. Continue what you’re doing
because this is what you’re meant to do. No
need to be sad. My work isn’t done, and you’re
a part of it now. All of us are a part of her work,
continuing the legacy she began. 

Sometimes I feel like her generation looks at us
younger ones and thinks, Ho you brats! We
work so hard, now what are you going to do? I
feel that this is the time for our generation to
huli, time for us to say, Okay, let’s educate, and
be educated. I’m still getting my education, but
now I see a real purpose to it. Now I understand
people like MÅhealani who came before us
telling us, Here’s the torch. That’s the huliau I



feel with the whole issue of Hawaiian educa-
tion. Our kuleana is to make a difference for the
next generation. 

ku‘ualoha: You know that phrase, “Each one
teach one.” Even though she was on the verge
of a PhD and educated in a western sense, I
don’t see ‘¯iwi, or any of the other things that
she was involved with as a mentor and a
teacher, coming out of that. It’s the nature girl,
the one who went out on the land. She valued
the ‘Ølelo no‘eau, ‘A‘ole pau ka ‘ike i ka hÅlau
ho‘okahi. She also knew that learning isn’t just
in books, and she exemplified that. That’s what
is so amazing and inspirational to me. Her mes-
sage, what she believed in, wasn’t to just go to
the university and get a degree. No. For her it
was, Go out, touch the land, know the ‘Åina.
Touch the plants, get in the water, save the
birds, and tramp across Mo‘omomi. That was
her university. She went out on the land, and not
just in Hawai‘i. She left Hawai‘i at eighteen
with just a backpack. She hitchhiked across
Canada picking apples to earn money to get to
Nepal. She hiked Katmandu with a homemade
map the size of her palm, trying to communi-
cate with people who didn’t know English.
What was so incredible is how she could then
connect those experiences to her experiences as
a Kanaka Maoli on her own homeland. She did-
n’t just experience nature. She was able to bring
it into her writing, especially the situation of
modern, urban Hawaiians, many who have been
disconnected from the ‘Åina. We may be living
in this place we say is our homeland where our
ancestors lived and did all these things and cre-
ated ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i and all our cultural prac-
tices. But they are just as foreign to us as if we
left the country.

That resonates with the question you posed,
Shana, Okay, now what are we going to do?
Like Noe always says, Ma ka hana ka ‘ike.
Doing—as much as possible, even if it’s just
one student, one person at a time. MÅhealani
never allowed herself to be pigeon-holed. She
exasperated her academic advisors because on
the verge of her PhD in English she stopped and

said, I need to get a BA in Hawaiian Studies.
She already had a BA in English and Spanish,
and an MA in English. Here she was on the
verge of a PhD in English. But she stopped and
went back. Not for the palapala, but for the
mana‘o, the experience of going through the
process. She went back to learn the process of
how to pound kapa, weave baskets, and take
what she learned out in nature and create art
with it, to make it something that was meaning-
ful to her as an artist. 

When I think about MÅhealani, I always think
of the line from one of Haunani Kay Trask’s
poems, “weaving the rope of resistance.” This
poem talks about being a Hawaiian woman who
doesn’t have her own children, yet through her
scholarship and writing she creates a link to the
next generation to inspire them. That’s what
MÅhealani exemplified. She was the ultimate
Hawaiian renaissance woman. She went out on
the land, she got a university education. She
was an artist and a writer who was always creat-
ing. She carved her own kÅpala, she made her
own paper. She did everything. 

Leslie: MÅhealani didn’t go back to college in
the western sense until she was 33 years old.
One way I connected to MÅhealani was through
our love of traveling. MÅhealani did all kinds of
things, like live on a kibbutz in Israel; she
intended on going for only a few months, and
ended up staying four years. She’d grab her
backpack and go down to the Red Sea for a
couple of weeks and just cruise, or hike across
the desert. She and I used to sit back and roll
laughing, talking about all of our traveling
adventures. She made great observations, and
shared many stories, bringing back home to
Hawai‘i her keen sense of observation and sen-
sitivity to people, places, sights, and sounds,
which resonate in her work and her writing. 

I link many of MÅhealani’s accomplishments,
big and small, to those of Gladys Brandt. Aunty
Gladys inspired many people to achieve great
things. That is a wonderful gift to give people,
inspiration. MÅhealani brought out the best in



us, in our writing, in everything.

Laiana: MÅhealani’s keen sense of observation
was impressive, especially when you consider
how much diverse kinds of knowledge she had
to have to put ‘¯iwi together. Aside from some
of the stories you guys have been telling here,
like her taking her backpack and going down to
the Red Sea for a couple of weeks, think about
how she probably had to pick up her backpack
and go down to investigate the area of 501c3
non-profit status, copyright law, or whatever.
She would just go and do it, even when she did-
n’t know anything about it before. It never both-
ered her to do that. 

Shana: She was a true voyager. She traveled all
over.

Leslie: One of the most beautiful things that has
been said about MÅhealani is by her sister,
Doreen. One night we were talking, and she
said, You know, my father lived to walk over to
the mailbox and get a letter from his eldest
daughter—she didn’t come home to Hawai‘i for
twelve years. Her dad lived for those letters
because he loved to read MÅhealani’s words and
take in her observations of humanity. He sat up
late at night after everybody went to bed and
read those letters over and over again. That was
his makana from his daughter. I wish he could
have seen MÅhealani’s published writing, and
‘¯iwi. What a beautiful thing she gave to the
world. For us, it wasn’t material things, it was
her writing.

ku‘ualoha: And her artwork.

Leslie: Things she created from her hand, from
herself. Doreen said that their dad didn’t have to
leave the island, he could travel anywhere;
MÅhealani took him on the airplane with her
through her letters. A lot of what she wrote
when she was abroad made you feel like you
were there with her. I remember one story she
wrote describing the bells in Nepal, the ones
that the cattle wear around their necks when
they go traipsing up and down the mountain.

Her description of the chiming bells was one of
her most vivid memories of Nepal. Those are
the kind of things I remember about her writing.
It’s amazing—she just transported me across the
ocean, across two continents, and now I’m in
Katmandu listening to chiming cow bells.

Shana: You think of how many Hawaiians have
actually done that. I mean, I haven’t even been
to all the Hawaiian islands! Thinking of Nepal
it’s like, No way!

Kaleo: That’s what I mean about huliau. How
many of us, even if we did travel, can actually
set that motion of our trip onto paper and make
it come alive? That’s an art. I never really
thought that I could appreciate the nomadic
nature of someone else. That’s why I believe
that MÅhealani was sent to us as a conduit for
the rest of our talents. 

ku‘ualoha: MÅhealani had great faith in people,
and was good at seeing people’s hidden talents.
She also relied on her na‘au. For ‘¯iwi, she did-
n’t advertise for resumes and look for people
who had certain kinds of experiences, like copy
editing. She went with her na‘au, with how she
felt about the person. She really believed that
people came and people stayed if they had the
right na‘au. We’ve had people come and go at
different times, for different reasons. She
believed that when it was time for someone to
go—to pursue their own dreams, perhaps—they
went, and that was good. There was no bad feel-
ings, no pilikia. When people came, she didn’t
take, and hasn’t taken, all comers. She was very
thoughtful. 

She really, deeply trusted that process, that the
right people would come, the right pieces would
be published. I’m sure if you talked to anyone
who has been trained in western business prac-
tices, this is probably not encouraged as a way
to do business. But we have been successful. 

Shana: What’s good about MÅhealani and peo-
ple like her is that they let you be you. That’s
what she did for me, she valued who I am.



Michael: I’ve heard quite a few people say
MÅhealani was such a stable woman that they’d
often think of her as the rock they could go to
whenever they felt they needed to be grounded.
I believe that, too. She’d be there so often
whenever I needed advice or support that I must
admit there’ve been at least a few times I took
her strength for granted. She was, and is, a truly
remarkable human being, a remarkable woman,
someone who could shift roles in an instant and
be a leader, mentor, friend, and sister all at
once.

ku‘ualoha: She was very clear about her vision,
but she was not the kind of person who dictated
how or what you should do. When people want-
ed to participate with ‘¯iwi and asked, What do
you want me to do? She’d always reply, What
do you want to do? That was so amazing. You
think, Oh, I have a choice? Because we don’t
always have those options in our regular jobs.

Laiana: She would seek counsel too. She
wouldn’t just say, Oh, I have this new person
whose willing to do x and that was it. She
would run it by people and get the information
that she needed. Sometimes it was with that
smile. Sometimes she would dig a little bit
deeper because what you said was not quite
enough to make it click in her mind. 

ku‘ualoha: MÅhealani wasn’t into standing on a
podium. For her it was the little things that were
important, that’s the kind of Hawaiian activist
MÅhealani was. An activist is someone who
actively promotes change for the better, and
that’s what she did. It was the way she lived her
life. Every day.

Laiana: In a way that is worthy of note, not just
“able to note” or “to be noted.”

ku‘ualoha: Especially when we’re fighting the
stereotype which keeps saying that we cannot,
that keeps asking, Why can’t Hawaiians just
come together? We can, and do, come together
all the time. It’s been a great struggle since her
passing. But as we’ve had more time to reflect

and take the quiet time Kaleo talked about, that
we’ve been able to continue her legacy of ‘¯iwi
is just one of many positive steps that can be
taken, both individually and collectively as a
hui and a lÅhui to huliau, and to make sure it
will huli in a way that is good.

Shana: I just want to thank MÅhealani. I never
got the chance to say goodbye to her. Or thank
her.

Kaleo: I want to thank Akua. Today was a nice
day.



He Kanikau no MÅhealani Dudoit

‘Auhea ‘oe e MÅhealani
Ku‘u hoa o ka ua Tuahine
He pÅkË ua, he ua wahine
E ho‘opulu nei i ka ‘Åina

Aia a‘e ‘oe i ka pae ‘Øpua
I ka wehi polikua a‘o uka

Hu‘ea mai ke aloha me ka waimaka
U‰ mÅkou ua hele ‘oe

I ke ala hi‘ikua ho‘i ‘ole mai
‘Auhea ‘oe e MÅhealani

Manu mËkÈkÈ i ke kini pua
A ‘ano‘ano mai ai ka nahele

I laha pono ai ka ulu lÅ‘au
Ku‘u hoa ‘a‘e ‘ale o ka moana

E ka pua rose nani o Sarona
I mØhala maila i ka wao one

‘Auhea ‘oe e MÅhealani
Ku‘u hoa noelo ‘imi na‘auao
I ia mÅla kamaha‘o o ka ‘ike
O ke kilinahe o Kahiwalani

E nË mai ana i Kumulae
NË iho ke aloha a i loko nei

‘O ke aloha mau ke lei ‘Å‘È mÅkou
A he lei mae ‘ole i nÅ kau a kau

‘O ke aloha ia nou, e MÅhealani ‰

Noelani Arista,
MÅhealani Wong, 
Leslie Keli‘ilauahi Stewart, 
and ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui

MÅhealani at an open market in  Peru or Brazil
circa 1980s.



Where are you oh MÅhealani
My companion of the Tuahine rain
A curtain of rain, a womanly rain
That dampens the earth
You are in the ‘Øpua clouds
In the dark, lushness of the uplands
Love rises up and spills over in tears
We cry for you have gone
On the distant path of no return
Where are you MÅhealani
Bird that sipped of many flowers
Pollinating the uplands
That groves may someday flourish
My friend who tread the billows of the seas
Beautiful Rose of Sharon, flower of Israel
That bloomed forth in the desert wilds
Where are you MÅhealani
My friend in scholarly pursuit
There at the amazing garden of knowledge
Fostered by the gentle Kahiwalani rain
Sighing along there at Kumulae
As affection stirs in my heart
Steadfast love becomes our lei
An adornment whose beauty never fades
It is our love for you, MÅhealani.



MÅhealani Moon

Kalani Akana

MÅhealani Moon
Shine down on me

I see your fruit
Your children

Their ipu shape resound
With full resonance around me

‘˘ t‰, ‘Ë t‰ t‰
Tell the story
‘˘ t‰, ‘Ë t‰ t‰

Tell the refrain
I was writing, she says

About that wonderful rainbow
Harbinger of hope
Ancient traveler

of time, space and place
Mysterious one

ınuenue take me to the sun!
But I was scorched badly

His iron hot rays like a cigarette burn
on the nape of my neck

Take me to the stars!
Yes, way up high
Shining so bright

To escape his words which hurt more than
Sticks and Stones

But they, too, joined with him in laughter
They taunt and ridicule me,

fight against his power?



I love him, she says
But reluctantly gets a TRO

A paper of power they tell her
But I forgot, she says

That scissors cut paper
Jan Ken Po

I cannot show
Knife cuts paper too

I cannot show
Dynamite destroys paper
Fists plow through paper

Anger feeds on paper
Jan Ken Po

I cannot show.

So I write, she says
Beautiful and powerful words

On paper, yes
But paper filled with words of love

ınuenue! Show yourself to me.
Take me to the moon!
To mother Lonomuku
To grandmother Hina

I will watch your children grow
As you limp across the sky

You know too well the price I pay
Your price is your amputated leg

Yet you persist in life
and so can I, she writes
Proceed oh ancient ones
Progress forward for me

Women of Hawai‘i.

So calm and peaceful now
The Great Fish turns

That should I turn so peacefully in my sleep
would be such bliss, she writes

But rope twists too
Cutting off air

Jan Ken Po
I cannot show

Scissors cut rope
Eyes burgeoning wide with fear

Struggling and twisting like a fish in a net
Like a landfish, a bird in its noose

Turning with fear
Looking upon fear’s lover.

ınuenue! Come!

Gazing now with love
Upon his face

I glance up, she scribbles
And sees that mysterious sign

Ringed rainbow around the moon
Harbinger of Rain

Messenger of peace for her

And, finally I escape
Pen falling from hand

Hands taking flight
like the wings of a bird in motion

To the moon
To be with Lonomuku
and grandmother Hina

Aloha then
Be at peace

Still peace, forever. Peace.

The rain falls new
As PØ MÅkole foretold

And the people cry
In their native voices they chant

U‰ ka lani, ola ka honua
When the heavens weep the earth lives

And that it does
The earth does live

Sweet MÅhealani Moon
Shine down on us
Even now with us

Your words and story endures forever
Forever written in luminescence.

‘˘ t‰, ‘Ë t‰ t‰
Tell the story
‘˘ t‰, ‘Ë t‰ t‰

Tell the refrain.

He mele no MÅhealani.



August 30, 2002

MehanaokalÅ
Hind

Aloha kÅkou e nÅ ‘Øiwi. I am the daughter of Marshall Hind
and Jade Ferguson. My paternal grandparents are David Kaimi
Hind (Pu‘uwa‘awa‘a Ranch, Hawai‘i) and Susan Kame‘ekÅne
Lindsey (Waimea, Hawai‘i). My grandma’s lineage traces
back to O‘ahu and Hawai‘i island. My maternal grandparents
are Annie Miner (Hale‘iwa, O‘ahu) and Lawrence Ferguson
(Minnesota, USA). This grandmother’s lineage goes back to
Maui and O‘ahu.

I was born and raised on Kauhana St. in PÅlolo Valley, a.k.a.
“da Ranch.” Living at my grandma’s apartment provided the
extended family experience that has become so central to my

understanding of life. Growing up there was like living in a con-
crete kauhale, with aunties and uncles spread throughout the

entire apartment building, each apartment open to us kids for eat-
ing, sleeping, or just cruising. This is the place where I formed

many of my key relationships, and continue to return to, often
accompanied by my closest friends. Ironically, MÅhealani also lived

here for a little while the same time that I did. I don’t remember her
here because I was very young. But it is no surprise to me that we

shared this space I cherish.

I never wrote a poem before. I never knew how. MÅhealani’s life brings
many thoughts to mind, and she inspired me to write this poem. In honor of

MÅhealani, I began. Like my life, the poem contains moments of happiness, fear,
intensity, discovery, love, passion, emptiness. I think about her almost daily. I
love so ferociously the friends that remain in this space and time with me. I not
shame to say, “love you, tita,” or “love you, brah” at the end of a phone call, or
as we depart from each other.

I am so spoiled being with the people who surround me. I am fortunate to know
so many talented, beautiful, deep, passionate, and caring people who at every
instance nourish me. Mahalo to all of my dear friends and family. I love you,

MÅhealani.



To my sistah
Calm night, peaceful resistance.
Night of calamity in the midst of
Spirits traveling across the Ko‘olau road.
We sit and eat and listen and talk and think
And wonder and daydream the nightmare.

Too guilty to ask “why,”
Too afraid to hear the answers
To the questions our na‘au ask— 
How can we see the bruise hidden 
Beneath the pale brown breast?

After advocating so long for the “right” man
Who had the “right” blood flowing
through layers of sun-ripened skin—
What the fuck was I thinking!
Brah, just fall in love
T, just love him for what he is
Nevermind looking for the one that fit
Into my mold of the man for you.
Before asking him his mo‘okË‘auhau,
Ask him if he will ever hurt you.
Tell him you have a family—me and 
her and them who are just a kÅhea away

KÅhea mai! Remember I love you,
Remember my phone is on 24/7.
If I don’t answer, it’s not cuz I don’t love you;
Maybe I’m doing homework with my son,
Or listening to my father sing him to sleep.
Maybe big girl finally got her groove on…
Doubt it.

‘AumÅkua waiting
Come tita,
Give me your hand
Just like back in the day…
We go;
Not goin be too far,
Just skip with me.
We go;
You know the way.

No worry, they stay over deah;
We go.
See ova deah,
Das whea they stay.

See?
Lookum.
You so lucky;
They stay ova dea waiting,
You neva even have to figgah um out.
Whoa T, just remember me, hah.
You know, when you get 
Rich and famous ova dea.

Mole o Lehua—
I neva see her ova dea
At Lehua.
I was looking,
But she wasn’t dea yet.
The ‘iwa bird was flying over—
But dat wasn’t her.
She still stay here;
But no need worry,
She just cruizin’.

Ola nÅ iwi:
Yes bebe,
Das TËtË right dea,
And Papa, and Uncle Moke.
Yeh, I know you don’t know them,
Cuz you wasn’t born yet.
But they all stay ova dea;
Das how come you no need cry
If mommy not dea, cuz look all of dem.
You neva alone, no need be scade,
You get one whole lÅhui of frickin kanaka

around you!
I know they cannot see um,
But you can.

So try again,
focus.
“‘O k‰ia ka mo‘okË‘auhau o MÅweke.”
See? Look, dea dem.





Red Flag

NÅlani Mattox

Cal fun it—
I get so fricken tired of this,
Every time, latta on.

One more sista
And we paddle out,
And we throw da lei,
And we cry,
And then we go home,
And it all happens again.

Every time, latta on.

We say, latta on I goin talk to him
Latta on, I going take da kids and leave him
I going my sista’s,
I going my madda’s.

Wen you wait—

Dat Red Flag—

You know what I mean.

Tita, we told her,
“Latta on, he going calm down—”
An he wen burn her up wen she was sleeping.

Mahe, we told her,
“Latta on, it goin be OK—”
An he wen take her to da hotel.



Mary, we wen told her
“Latta on, goin be better”—”
An he wen run her ova at da bus stop.

I tired cry.
Every time, latta on.
Well, this shit has gotta stop.

Girl—
If he won’t let you see your friends, 
Who goin know?

Dat Red Flag.

If he jerks your hair and pushes you down now,
What goin happen latta?

Dat Red Flag.

If he yell at you, put his hand down there and
say it’s HIS...Den what is yours?

Dat Red Flag.

And sweetie—latta on no good
Cuz it stay happenin NOW.

Dat Red Flag—

You know what I mean.

No hide ‘em
An no believe it’s OK
An no pretend dat tomorrow different
Or dat he going change
If you only drink wit him—

Dat Red Flag, big time.

No more latta on.
Maile say “Pack extra panty
Hide some bucks somewhere
Shove clothes unda da car seat”
No more latta on.

Kawai say “Tell someone, no be silent—
You no win one prize wen you go through dat.
Let people know.”

Dat Red Flag—

You know what I mean.

You feel stupid or cold,
Tink no one goin believe you dat
Maybe it’s not right or OK
For him to treat you dat way
Wen your heart stay hurt just as bad as your 

body—

Dat Red Flag.

Those feelings—

Dat Red Flag.

Da yelling, da controlling, da stay-at-home-
cause-everyone-hate-you—

Dat Red Flag.

Wen you feel ugly—

Dat Red Flag.

Wen you tink you da reason why—

Dat Red Flag.

Don’t matter if once a year
Once a month
Or everyday—

Dat Red Flag.

Tas all...Tas it.
Latta on for all the sistas
we wen scatter at da reef. 
We wen throw lei fo. 
We wen tink was all right. 
Nuff already. Open da pepeiao.
We no need latta on. 
We get each odda. 
We get help. Right now.
We get 

Dat Red Flag.





Ho‘okupu

ku‘ualoha meyer
ho‘omanawanui

“Ho‘okupu” (“Offering”) was written in memory of Gavin
Kimo Malunao, who, along with another young bruddah, Cy
Spencer, were killed when the vehicle they were riding in was
struck by a drunk driver in Hilo in 1994. Gavin, raised in
Carson, California, was an alaka‘i for Kumu Hula Sissy
Kaio’s hÅlau. He had a passion for Hawaiian culture that was
hard to match, and moved to Hawai‘i in order to reconnect
with his Hawaiian roots. 

I first met Gavin at Uncle Herbert Hoe’s Hawaiian cooking
class at Kamehameha Schools in 1994. My TËtË and Uncle
Herbert knew each other from church, and I would pick her up
once a week and take her to his class. She was curious, because

Uncle Herb promised they would learn new ways to prepare
Hawaiian food, like taro, ‘uala, and ulu stuffed chicken. The class

prepared a different dish every week. For the final class Uncle
Herb had a “formal” dinner. Gavin and his hÅnai brother, “Son”

Kaio were there, wearing a coat and tie. Noticing all the other kÅne
were wearing jeans, aloha shirts, and slippers, Gavin whispered to

me, “I thought this was formal.” “Brah,” I replied, “in Hawai‘i, this IS
formal.” An instant friendship was formed. 

Gavin had always bugged me to write a mele for the homeland of his
‘ohana, Hakipu‘u. I always thought I would have more time to fulfill his

request before he was taken so abruptly from us. I am sad to realize that so
many of us experience such tragic loss. “Ho‘okupu” couldn’t have been written
without Gavin’s encouragement and aloha for our culture he worked so hard to
perpetuate; it is my offering of aloha to him, and to the larger lÅhui. “Ho‘okupu”
is a story about loss, but also about how we go on. It is a work of fiction, com-
prised of many stories and experiences within my family, and told to me by
friends and students over the years. Gavin is the one who gave me the courage
to tell it. 

ku‘ualoha with Gavin Malunao and “Son”
Kaio, near the papa (women’s heiau) and petro-
glyph stones, HÅlawa Va l l e y, O‘ahu, 1993.
Photo by Leslie Stewart.



E hØ mai ka ‘ike mai luna mai ‰. I nÅ mea huna
no‘eau, o nÅ mele ‰. 

E hØ mai, e hØ mai, e hØ mai ‰…

MØhala sat on the front porch with the worn
wooden cutting board placed firmly on the table
in front of her, carefully cutting the hala fruit
she had gathered from TËtË’s tree in the front
yard. Slowly and methodically she cut the sides
of each key, slicing in, and then down at an
angle, just how her older brother Lehia had
taught her only two years ago. She had begged
him to teach her how to cut the hala into the
beautiful five–point stars that were then strung
with laua‘e into long strands; tied together with
ribbon it made a perfect lei. He had said she
was too young to handle the sharp knife neces-
sary to cut through the tough hard skin of the
hala fruit, but MØhala had persisted. When
Lehia was cutting and stringing a hala lei for
their cousin Puna’s high school graduation that
year, MØhala had made a particularly passionate
plea to learn. Lehia finally relented, and soon
regretted it. He showed MØhala how to hold the
knife blade like a scalpel in her right hand while
grasping the hala fruit with her left. “Press
down and in at the same time,” he had instruct-
ed her, “and mai poina––the knife is
sharp––watch your fingers.”

Lehia had passed the old cutting board to her,
the wooden one TËtË Kepa had made from the
trunk of a large mango tree. Lehia favored the
wooden board because it had more grip than the
new plastic ones sold in the markets. The rough
wooden grain helped keep the fruit from slip-
ping as it was being cut. As MØhala pressed
down on the ripe fruit, cutting into the fibrous
flesh, the sweet fragrance was released, perfum-
ing the air around her with its pungent scent.
“Mmmm––smells good,” she said, and pressed
harder. Just then the knife slipped and cut
through the fruit, slicing into her finger. The
trickle of red mixed in with the moist yellow
stains left on the board by the previously cut
hala, leaving a pretty orange pattern. “AuwÈ!”
MØhala said dropping the knife, as she swiftly
stuck the injured finger into her mouth. The

knife clattered to the ground, barely missing a
baby toe. Lehia laughed. “I told you––akahele!”
he said as he took the board away from her. He
showed her again how to do it, and then let her
practice until she got it right. Oh how the tips of
her fingers had ached afterwards! She didn’t
realize then that as she pushed the point of the
blade into the resisting skin of the fruit that the
back of the blade resisted, too. It pressed deeply
into the sensitive tips of her young fingers,
making a deep indentation. She thought of that
now as she strung the sweet–smelling crimson
fruit onto an old rag; key after key alternated
with diamond–shaped pieces of laua‘e until they
made four strands long enough to reach from
her neck to her waist. “Cloth mo’bettah den
string,” Lehia had told her, “cuz da string cuts
through the soft fruit.”

When she was pau she picked up four long
broad ti leaves from the table and held them
together by their stem, wrapping the lei around
them. Then she carefully folded each leaf up
and twisted the ends, tying them into a neat
bundle. When the pË‘olo was complete, she car-
ried it to the kitchen and placed it in the refrig-
erator, alongside the ones which held the red
fish Daddy has speared the day before. Aunty
Aulani was standing at the stove, stirring
canned corned beef and Maui onions into the
sizzling hot black iron skillet. “You pau
already?” She asked, as she sprinkled in the
Hawaiian salt. 

“Yeah,” MØhala said, rummaging through the
refrigerator.

“When you goin’ out?” Aunty Aulani asked,
placing the poi bowl on the table. 

“Tonight,” MØhala answered.

Aunty said nothing as she set TËtË’s blue tin
dinner plates on the table. MØhala counted them
out in her head: one for Aunty and one for TËtË,
one for Daddy and one for Puna, one for her,
and one…missing. She couldn’t forget; now
there was one missing. 



“Goin’ where?” Puna’s question interrupted her
thoughts. She looked up at her cousin coming in
the kitchen door carrying three fat ‘uhu strung
together on a line. MØhala couldn’t help but
think that as she sat on the porch stringing hala,
her cousin was a few hundred yards away in the
water, spearing fish and stringing them together
like a lei. The salt water glistened on his dark
brown skin as he set the fish on the counter next
to his mother.

“You like me fry ‘em for dinner?” Aunty asked,
as she reached for the shiny dead fish. 

“Yeah, Ma,” Puna replied, as he grabbed a beer
from the refrigerator. “Ho, you shoulda seen da
menpachi; man, had plenny! But that frickin’
shark came at me again today wen’ I was tryin’
fo’ spear ‘em, an’ he wen’ scare me! Next time
we go divin’ me an’ Russell folks goin’ take his
faddah’s gun an’ try shoot da bugga,” Puna said,
grabbing the dried ‘Øpae from the cupboard. He
sat at the table with MØhala, and took a long
swig of his bottled beer. “So Mo, where you
goin’ tonight?” He said, focusing his attention
on her.

“You know where I goin’,” she said, returning
his gaze. “To da ko‘a.”

Puna stared at her with a look of annoyance.
“Da ko‘a? Why da hell you goin’ ova’ dea? Ma,
why you guys lettin’ her go ova dea?” Puna
said, turning towards his mother.

“Eh, it’s her choice Puna, let her go if she like,”
Aunty Aulani said, as she dropped the cleaned
and salted fish into the smoking hot oil. 

“Da ko‘a. Eh, Mo, you don’know about that
kine stuff like your braddah, no make la’ dat.
You goin’ get hurt,” Puna said, throwing a hand-
ful of ‘Øpae into his mouth like popcorn. 

“Eh, I know,” MØhala replied. “You da one who
doesn’t know.” She stood up and spun around
abruptly, heading out the door. She jumped
down the stone steps and landed lightly on the

soft grass with her bare feet, and ran towards
the ocean. 

“Come on MØhala, I goin’ beat you!” Lehia’s
laughter echoed in her mind. She remembered
how they would run and chase each other down
to the beach almost everyday after school since
they were little children, each racing the other
to be the first to dive into the cool Pacific water.
“Lehia! Wait! Don’t leave me!” She would cry
as her little legs raced to keep up with her older
brother. “I not goin’ leave you, Tita,” he would
say, and wait for her to catch up before diving
into the welcoming embrace of the sea.

The course pink sand crunched under foot as
MØhala reached the shore. She walked the hun-
dred or so yards down the beach to the ko‘a, the
fishing stone that sat at the edge of the water in
the middle of the small bay. First she had to
cross the muliwai, the mouth of the small
streamlet that fed into the ocean. The icy brack-
ish water made her shiver as she stepped into
the ankle–deep water. Tiny, nearly invisible fish
darted around her, and long streaming limu
‘ele‘ele tickled her feet as she made her way
across the stream. When she reached the ko‘a
she ran her fingers over the black stone, pol-
ished smooth from years of abuse by winds,
waves, sand and salt, covering, exposing, and
covering it again. 

Lehia had told her about this ko‘a. It was a
stone altar dedicated to KË‘ulakai, the Hawaiian
fishing god. “Our family ‘aumakua is the manØ,
the shark. In the old days when someone in the
‘ohana died, they would turn into a shark. Their
mana would protect the rest of the family,” he
had told her. She hadn’t believed him back then.
It was just another stone on the beach; there
were lots of them. How could this one be any
different? She had asked TËtË about it, hoping
to prove Lehia wrong, so she could have some-
thing to tease him about. But TËtË had con-
firmed his story. “When I was young,” TËtË told
her, “that stone was a place for the manØ to



come and hÅnau. It was a kapu place. When
people fished out here, they always went to the
ko‘a and left a ho‘okupu on the stone. Red fish,
he‘e, whatever they catch. They always left the
best. When the tide would rise, the rock would
be completely submerged. The manØ would
come for the fish. Most of the time, the water
there is too shallow for the sharks to swim, but
when the tide is high, they can come in. They
like that place to hÅnau, because the water is
warm and calm, and there is plenty of fish
because of the muliwai. That is why we don’t
fish there; that place is kapu to the ‘aumakua.”

When TËtË was telling her this story, Puna had
walked in, and laughed. “Not,” he scoffed.
“TËtË, that’s bulai. No such ting as shark gods,
an’ get plenny fish there; why gotta be kapu for
some stupid sharks?” TËtË stared at him and
shook her head. She had been through this
many times with Puna already. But he was stub-
born, “po‘o pa‘akÈkÈ,” TËtË called him; he never
listened. 

Puna and Lehia were first cousins and the same
age. MØhala couldn’t understand how two boys
the same age raised in the same house by the
same family could turn out so differently. Lehia
had been so proud of his Hawaiian heritage. He
loved the ocean: swimming, surfing, diving,
anything. Daddy used to tease him that he was a
fish with legs. He loved the mountains, too.
Wasn’t he the one that got everyone all gung ho
to go up mauka and open up the lo‘i kalo? No
one in the family had planted taro there in
decades, not since TËtË was a little girl. But
Lehia was all for it, even though TËtË and
Daddy––and of course Puna––had complained
that it was hard, backbreaking work. “Why we
gotta plant taro?” Puna had complained.
“Nobody like eat ‘em. Me, I like rice.” 

“HË, Lehia, I do’know,” Daddy had said, “my
body too old fo’ dat kine work.” But Lehia had
persisted. “Why we goin’ ruin our health with
haole food?” Lehia asked them. “If we
Hawaiians like get anywhere, we gotta help our-
selves.” And with that, he went mauka and start-

ed clearing and planting. Within a few days,
curious neighbors stopped by to see what he
was doing. “We cannot change anything unless
we help ourselves. You wanna get off food
stamps? Plant kalo! You wanna show your kids
you somebody? Plant kalo! You want sovereign-
ty? Plant kalo!” Lehia had told them. Soon they
were working side by side in the lo‘i, planting
huli, pulling weeds, and planning new patches.
They planted bananas along the muddy banks,
and sweet potatoes on the fertile slopes. They
built fishponds from scrap wood and heavy
plastic and experimented with raising tilapia.
They met with WaiÅhole and other Windward
farmers to find out about their water rights, and
when they discovered their water resources
were being stolen in order to green leeward golf
courses and urban development, they organized
mass demonstrations. Within the first year, the
crops were productive and demonstration 
successful, resulting in some water being
returned to the Windward side, and everybody
celebrated.

“This is jus’ the first step,” Lehia reminded
everyone. “We gotta do more. We gotta learn
our culture, and take the lead. Haoles at the
HVB define Hawai‘i fo’ Japanese tourists. They
sell our land to the highest bidder. Haoles at the
University teach our language to Japanese stu-
dents. Then they go teach in da DOE. What’s
wrong wit’ us? Why we no define these things
for ourselves?” He demanded. “Everyone’s
scared get one ‘edjumacation’ as Uncle Bu
La‘ia calls it. Why? We like dis’ the Hawaiians
at the University, call them ‘high makamaka.’
They not ‘high makamaka.’ We are. We da ones
too vain and too scade fo’ ack.” 

Most people had laughed him off, teasing him.
“Eh braddah Le, no worries, no worries. Grab a
beer an’ chalang–a–lang wi’d us guys. Here,
braddah, grab my ‘uke. You know the one by
Ka‘au Crater Boys, yeah? Da ‘opihi song. Yeah
brah, grab a beer an’ come drink wi’d us.” Most
people had laughed him off back then, especial-
ly Puna. “Ho, cuz, why you make la’dat? Jus’
kick back an’ play music. No worries,” Puna



had said, putting his arm around his cousin’s
back, handing him a beer. Everyone had
laughed. But not MØhala. She had sat and lis-
tened. And not TËtË or Daddy, either. “That boy
is gonna be something one day,” Daddy had
said, admiring Lehia’s charismatic way with a
crowd, how he showed no fear when he stood
up in front of them. “I sure wish I had that kind
of guts when I was his age.”

“Oh, you did,” TËtË replied slowly, with a dis-
tant look in her eye. “But times were different
then. Who could have known things would turn
out like this now?” 

“What you mean, TËtË?” MØhala had asked,
sensing an edge to TËtË’s tone of voice. 

“Oh, I do’know. We were taught to be
‘American,’ whatever that was supposed to be.
Back then it meant not speaking Hawaiian. It
meant being ashamed of how you looked, of
being Hawaiian. I just wanted my keiki to have
the best opportunity I could give them. So I
never taught them Hawaiian. I sent them to the
English Standard Schools. Your Aunty, she
seemed to adapt all right, but not your father.
He questioned everything. But things were dif-
ferent back then.” TËtË had that same far away
look in her eye. MØhala followed her gaze. She
was staring at Lehia.

It wasn’t until the day after Lehia’s speech that
MØhala had ever consciously thought about
being Hawaiian. It never occurred to her before,
not even all the times Lehia had tried to show
her and teach her different things. “Aloha ku‘u
kaikuahine, ku‘u hoa hÅnau. Pehea ‘olua?” He
had asked Puna and MØhala one day as he
walked in the kitchen door, straight home from
classes at Windward Community College. They
were sitting at the kitchen table eating sour poi
and raw ‘a‘ama crab seasoned with inamona.

“Huh?” MØhala replied, wrinkling her nose at
him as her teeth cracked a shiny shell. 

“What da hell you said?” Puna inquired, as he

slurped down some crab innards, and licked his
fingers clean. 

“I said, ‘Aloha.’ Howzit to you guys, my sistah
an’ cousin.’ I learned dat today in my Hawaiian
language class at WCC,” Lehia replied. “Pretty
cool, yeah sis?” He asked, as MØhala sat at the
kitchen table with her mouth hanging open. 

“Hawaiian language? Why you wanna take that
for?” She asked. 

“Hawaiian language?” Puna repeated,
“Hawaiian’s a dead language.” 

“‘A‘ole pololei e ku‘u mo‘opuna,” TËtË called
from the other room. 

“E TËtË, pehea ‘oe?” Lehia called to her with a
huge grin on his face. “Hiki ia‘u ke ‘Ølelo iÅ
‘oe?” He continued.

“‘Ae, kama, hiki nØ.” TËtË replied, as she came
into the kitchen. She, too, had a big smile.

“Shees,” Puna said in disgust, biting into anoth-
er crab leg, “speke English. Dis’ America you
know.” He sucked hard on the soft dark shell,
sucking the yellow contents into his mouth. 

“‘A‘ole,” Lehia replied, “this is Hawai‘i. He
Hawai‘i au, mau a mau.”

“A‘oia,” TËtË replied, and they both laughed, a
deep, satisfying kind of laugh. 

MØhala sat quietly on the rock, gazing out into
the distant water. “E ku‘u kaikunane, ‘auhea
‘oe?” She said, addressing the water. But there
was no reply, only the soft lapping of the sea at
her feet. She stood up and slowly walked back
to the house. By the time she got there everyone
had finished eating. Everything was put away;
all the dishes washed and stacked in the cup-
board. Only the large green ceramic poi bowl
sat in the center of the table, covered with a
blue checked dish cloth. MØhala softly opened



the kitchen door and went straight to the refrig-
erator. She grabbed her hala lei and the pË‘olu
of red fish TËtË had prepared the day before. 

“Tita girl, is that you?” TËtË called from the
other room over the blare of the television. She
was watching her favorite show again, Hawai‘i
Stars.

“‘Ae, TËtË, it’s me. I’m getting my ho‘okupu to
take down to the beach.” MØhala replied. TËtË
slowly walked into the kitchen, leaning heavily
on her cane. “Oh, this arthritis; sometimes, real
pilikia. Your brother had the best hands for
lomilomi, make the pain go away real good.”
TËtË slowly sat down in the chair nearest to
where MØhala was standing, and gently placed
MØhala’s young smooth hand into her older
wrinkled one. “Your brother would be proud of
you, you know. Holomua. No matter what any-
body say. Mai hilahila, mai maka‘u. You doin’
the right thing; the ‘aumakua know that; they
goin’ take care of you.” MØhala leaned down
and gave her grandmother a hug, and kissed the
top of her forehead. “Mahalo, TËtË,” MØhala
said softly before grabbing the hala leis and
pË‘olu of fish and heading out the door.

“I dunno about you, cuz,” said a voice out of
the shadows on the porch. “You jus’ as lØlØ as
your braddah. Lose money dat kine stuff.”
MØhala turned slowly and looked at Puna’s
drunken gaze. He was sitting in the creaky old
rattan chair with his feet up on the railing, his
‘ukulele resting on his chest. For the first time
she noticed his little pot belly, the result of too
many plate lunches, too many beers. She stared
at him for a long, long time. Finally, she spoke,
softly and deliberately.

“You know Puna, it’s Hawaiians like my brad-
dah dat try and help our people. He did his best
fo’ teach us how fo’ respect our culture. How
fo’ be proud of who we are. He went back to the
‘Åina and dug deep into da land, searching fo’
his roots. He wen go college and look at da
palapala fo’ find his future. Our future, as
Hawaiians. He was gonna be a great leader. He

did things. Where were you at Merrie Monarch?
Sitting at your girlfriend’s house, drinking beer
with Russell guys? Lehia was there in Hilo,
chanting the story of TËtË Pele on da stage. He
was there aftah hours and hours of practice wit’
Aunty Hattie’s hÅlau.”

“Yeah, but they neva win,” Puna retorted.

“That’s not the point Puna!” She hissed, her
anger growing. “What about the protest march-
es? The sovereignty rallies? The Kaho‘olawe
trips? Where were YOU? Where were your
‘Hawaiian Blood’ friends? Ho, you know,”
MØhala paused, taking a deep breath,
“Hawaiians like you make me shame.”

“What!” Puna yelled, jumping to his feet.

“Yeah, that’s right! You make me SHAME! Go,
get all mad and start yelling! What you gonna
do, bus’ me up like all your braddah–braddah
friends down the street? That’s how you guys
‘handle,’ yeah? That, and drinking beer. Always
drinking beer. You no care about where you
came from, where you are, or where you going.
It’s Hawaiians like you––” MØhala paused,
“that wen kill my brother.”

“Eh!” Puna yelled, “I neva kill nobody! I wen’
love your braddah too, you know; we ‘ohana.”

“No,” MØhala replied, “you nevah kill him. It’s
your attitude, and all the braddahs like you. ‘No
worries, no worries,’ you always told him;
‘here, have a beer.’ Well that’s just what some-
one else’s cousins and so-called friends did to
him. ‘Here, brah, have another beer.’ I can just
see it now. ‘Have another beer and no worries.
Gotta drive home? Nah, cuz, chance ‘um.
Ne’mind dat get adda braddahs on da road stay
drinkin’ too. Ne’mind get cops. No worries;
have another one; yeah, one fo’ da road.’ So
what you thought, Puna, when the phone rang at
one ‘o clock in the morning, and da Hilo police
told my Daddy that Lehia was dead? Hit by one
drunk drivah on his way home from one party.
What you thought about that? Did you tell my



Daddy ‘no worries’? Or TËtË? Lehia was sitting
in da back of the truck an he nevah do no’ting
wrong. You hear me? He nevah do no’ting
wrong! And you say you nevah kill him? You
might as well have!” MØhala yelled, tears of
anger, hurt and pain streaming down her cheeks.

“What’s going on out here?” Aunty Aulani
called, as she and TËtË made their way onto the
back porch. MØhala and Puna were silent, glar-
ing at each other, each with hot tears staining
their flushed faces. “Well?” She demanded,
looking from MØhala, to Puna, then back to
MØhala.

“No’ting!” Puna finally said, and stalked off
into the darkness. “Shit!” They could hear him
say, as he made his way down to the beach,
melting into the darkness.

“You okay, kama?” TËtË asked, as she reached
out for MØhala. 

“‘Ae, TËtË,” MØhala replied, sniffing back more
tears. “I gotta go.” 

“You want company?” Aunty Aulani asked, and
put her hand on MØhala’s back.

“‘A‘ole, Aunty, mahalo,” MØhala replied. “I
think I want to be alone for a while.” 

“Okay Tita girl, sure thing. Hurry back.” Aunty
Aulani said, as MØhala picked up her packages
and headed across the yard toward the ko‘a.

Aunty Aulani turned to TËtË and sighed. “HË,
I’m glad she nevah like me go. That place gives
me the creeps. I nevah go back since we wen
scatter Lehia’s ashes aftah the funeral. Not like I
went there much before, either. Puna says since
then there’s a big black shark hanging out
around there. Keeps saying he goin’ kill ‘um
one of these days.” 

“Puna has a lot to learn,” TËtË replied with a
grim look, as she turned to go back into the
house.

The moon was a pale sliver in the sky, rising
quickly into the starry night. “Hilo,” Lehia
would have told her. “The new moon is the
night of Hilo.” MØhala made her way back to
the ko‘a, the cool sand crunching underfoot, the
gentle ripples of the kai lapping at her feet. As
she crossed the muliwai, she saw a glowing
speck in the distance. “Damn,” she thought. “I
no like anybody else be here.” As she
approached the ko‘a, MØhala recognized the
hulking shape of her father sitting on the rock.
He was slouched over, his gaze fixed on the
dancing water. MØhala noticed for the first time
how old he really was. “Eh MØhala, I was won-
dering when you was coming,” her father said
warmly, crushing out his cigarette in the sand. 

MØhala said nothing as she joined her father on
the rock. They sat in silence for a long time,
looking at the moonlight sparkling on the ocean
surface. “I didn’t know you was coming,”
MØhala said, more to herself than to her father.

“I couldn’t come for a long time, you know,”
her father replied slowly.

“Yeah, I know.” MØhala replied. They relapsed
into silence. A soft breeze carried the scent of
lÈpoa to the shore, as the waves broke on the
distant reef with a rumble. 

“Whenevah you ready,” He finally said. “It’s
your call. I––I don’t know what fo’ do,” he fin-
ished, almost in a whisper.

“Don’t worry Daddy,” MØhala replied, as she
stood and unwrapped the pË‘olo. They stood in
silence as MØhala placed the red fish and the
strands of red hala and laua‘e lei on the smooth
rock. Soon the rising tide slowly engulfed the
lei, swishing it gently in the dark water. The
sweet fragrance wafted up and floated into the
cool night air, mixing in with the scent of salt
and lÈpoa. 

As the moon slowly rose above the clouds,
MØhala was reminded of the kupua MÅui, child
of the moon goddess Hina; moonchild Maui,



born here on earth. MÅui who tried to help his
people by snaring the sun, slowing it down and
increasing the daylight; by stealing the secret of
fire from the ‘alae bird. MÅui who fished up
islands for our people to live on; MÅui who died
too young, trying to find the secret of immortal-
ity. “He died here in Hakipu‘u, you know”
Lehia had once told her.

After a few moments MØhala began to chant;
soft and tentative. But then her voice rose like
the tide itself, slowly, gently, but sure and confi-
dent, calling to the ocean, to their manØ
‘aumakua, calling to the ancestors to hear their
plea, to cleanse their pain, calling––

Ua hala ‰, ua lele wale ‰
Ua hala ‰, ua lele nØ
Lele i uka, lele i kai
Ua lele wale nØ
Pi‘i ke kai ko‘o o Puna
Pi‘i ka ‘ehu o ke kai 
E Ka‘ahupahau mai ku‘u ia‘u
NÅnÅ iÅ Lehiano‘eau kau keiki
Ha‘alele i ka lani
Ha‘alele i ke kai
Eia ka i‘a ‘ula e Kamohoali‘i
Eia ka ‘awa no ‘oe ‰
Kia‘i ku‘u kaikunÅne
E ho‘omaluhia i ke kai
Ua hala ‘ia o MÅui i Hakipu‘u
Ua hala ‘ia o Lehiano‘eau i Hilo
Ki‘ai iÅ ia e Kamohoali‘i
KaikunÅne o Pele, ku‘u ‘ohana ‰
Lawe mai ia i kona wahi kau pono
I kahi pono o nÅ kËpuna ‰.

The stillness of the air was broken only by the
soft lapping of the water, and the light chatter
chatter of the rustling palm leaves, whispering
delicious secrets to each other. MØhala stood in
silence at the water’s edge, as the cool liquid
licked at her toes. Her father sat motionless in
the dark, hesitant, not knowing what to do next.
He cleared his throat, before speaking, the
words coming slowly, “That was beautiful, Tita
girl. Too bad I no can unnastan’ wat you was
chanting.”

Without turning around, MØhala began to recite
the kanikau she had composed for her brother:

It has past, it is gone
It has passed, gone forever
Gone to the uplands, gone to the sea
It has flown...
The rough seas of Puna surge forth
The sea spray of the ocean rises
Ka‘ahupahau don’t forsake me
Search for you child, Lehiano‘eau
Departed to the heavens
Departed to the sea
Red fish for you Kamohoali‘i
‘Awa for you alone
Guardian of my beloved brother
Protector in the sea
MÅui died at Hakipu‘u
Lehiano‘eau died in Hilo
Guide him, protect him o Kamohoali‘i
Brother of Pele, my family
Bring him here to his rightful place
The home of the ancestors.

Her father let out a heavy sigh. “Your bruddah
would be proud of you, Tita,” he finally man-
aged to said. 

“I had a lot of help,” MØhala replied as she
turned and went to sit with her father on the
pØhaku. “I went to Lehia’s Hawaiian language
kumu at WCC,” she said, “and he wen help me
compose da chant. Did you know Hawaiians
used to write chants to honor their loved ones
who wen’ make? They call ‘um kanikau.” 

Her father turned to look at her, and put his arm
gently around her shoulders. “No, Tita, I nevah
know dat. Get plenny kine tings I nevah know
dat yo’ bruddah was teaching me.” He sighed a
heavy sigh again. 

“Daddy,” MØhala asked, leaning into her
father’s large, warm body, “why is Puna so mad
allatime? Why he like kill da shark?”

“I dunno, Tita,” her father replied. “I tink Puna
feels bad what happened to yo’ bruddah, an’ he



don’ know how else fo’ ack. Some people get
lost in their sadness; sometimes dat turn into
rage. I tink your cousin li’dat.”

Before MØhala could reply, a large dark mass
moved swiftly through the water, causing the
black water to undulate in hurried little ripples.
MØhala and her father both sat up. The large
shape swam past the ko‘a a ways before turning
sharply and swimming back. “What––”
MØhala’s father started to ask. 

“The manØ,” MØhala replied, in a reverent
whisper.

They watched in awe as the huge dark creature
rose slowly to the surface of the water, exposing
its perfectly triangular fin and broad, shiny
back. In one swift motion as graceful as a hula
dancer, the manØ grabbed the fish offering in its
powerful jaws. It clutched the pË‘olo gingerly
for a moment in its mouth as it swam by, like a
dog with a prized toy. MØhala and her father
watched, mesmerized, as the manØ slowly
closed its powerful jaws around the fish, gently
shaking its head from side to side. They heard a
faint cracking and gurgling sound as the manØ
snapped its jaws closed one last time as it glided
silently through the water. MØhala couldn’t be
sure, but the manØ seemed to be looking direct-
ly at them as it swam by, regarding them with
its cool, shark gaze before turning to navigate
the intricate reef passages, swimming back out
to sea. 

MØhala and her father sat motionless and watch
the manØ swim away, too stunned to speak.
Without warning, three sharp sounds pierced the
air, “BANG! BANG! BANG!” The report of the
rifle shots reverberated through the little valley,
and echoed through the silence like thunder. It
set off a round of barks and howls from the
neighborhood dogs up and down the valley, and
crows of alarm from the resident roosters.
MØhala and her father jumped to their feet.
“What the––” her father started to say, as they
heard drunken laughter coming from down the
beach. 

“Puna! Puna, is that you guys?” MØhala
screamed in anger, as the laughter died down to
giggles. There was no answer.

“Puna!” MØhala’s father commanded, “Get ova
hea!”

“‘Kay Uncle,” came a feeble reply. Soon a large
shapeless silhouette appeared from down the
beach. As it approached, it divided itself into
three lanky forms, one of which held a rifle. It
was Puna and his friends Russell and Wayne. In
the distance, MØhala saw the porch light come
on, and TËtË and Aunty Aulani peering into the
darkness of the yard, trying to see beyond the
blackness to where they stood on the beach near
the ko‘a.

“What da hell you guys tink you doin’?”
MØhala’s father said to Puna and his friends. By
the sound of his voice, MØhala knew he was
angry.

“Uh, sorry eh, Uncle,” Russell responded. “We
neva mean fo’ make trouble. We was jus’ tryin
fo’ nail da shahk. E’ry time we go dive, he
always come boddah us.” Russell hung his head
a bit, waiting for MØhala’s dad’s response. 

“Why you guys make li’dat?” MØhala
screamed. “You don’t even know what you
doing!”

“You da one who do’know wat you doin!” Puna
responded, yelling back at her.

“Eh!” MØhala’s dad interrupted, “Enough. Puna,
I know you guys no like da shark boddah you in
da wattah, but no shoot ‘um. TËtË tol’ you––das
kapu. No touch. You gotta show respec. MÅlama
da ‘Åina an da ‘Åina goin’ mÅlama you.”

“Ho Uncle,” Puna said with disgust, “No tell me
you believe that bull too.”
“Puna,” his uncle replied,” I dunno why you so
hahd head. I been live a long time on dis ert, an
I see planny tings. I dunno who right; the
Christians say dis, the Buddhists say dat. An da



Hawaiians say someting else. But I know dat if
you stay angry, and you take’um out on inno-
cent creatures––even shahks, li’dat––dat no
good. It goin’ come back on you one way o’ da
oddah way. Which way you like um come back
on you?” 

Everyone was silent. Wayne and Russell shifted
uncomfortably from one foot to another, the
course sand crunching beneath their feet. Puna
stared defiantly at his uncle before he spoke.
“You not my faddah,” Puna hissed, “An you no
can tell me wat fo’ do. Dat fricken shahk no
belong hea. I goin’ do someting about it, an you
no can stop me!”

“Puna––” uncle started to say, but Puna stopped
him. 

“No tell me wat fo do!” Puna whined. “Come
on boyz, we go.” Russell and Wayne stood there
uncomfortably, looking first at uncle, then at
Puna, then back to uncle. “Come on!” Puna
commanded. They glanced at uncle with a
pleading look in their eyes, and jogged away
after Puna.

MØhala turned to her father, “Why you let him
talk to you like that?” She said, tears in her
voice. “He has no respect for anything! Not
sharks, not you––”

“Not himself,” her father whispered, as he
watched them disappear down the beach. “Let’s
go back to the house so TËtË folks no worry.”
With that he turn and trudged up the beach
towards the house, his footsteps heavy in the
sand. MØhala watched him for a moment and
then looked back at the still water. She couldn’t
see anything move. Did they hit the shark? Was
it injured, or worse yet––dead? She turned back
and ran after her father, the sound of her feet
pounding the sand like a drum, pounding in
time to the beat of her heart.

MØhala walked down the long cool corridor,
the sound of her sandals echoing through the
building. It was a cool and cloudy noontime, a

typical day in the usually rainy KÅne‘ohe.
Outside the steep green cliffs of the Ko‘olau
mountains stood cloaked in clouds of gray and
white. Majestic and imposing, it was a regal
backdrop for the Windward Community College
campus. She was looking for Kumu Keawe,
Lehia’s Hawaiian language teacher. Since Lehia
had passed on, MØhala had become a regular
visitor to Kumu Keawe’s class, and Kumu
Keawe had even invited her to sit in. MØhala
was shy at first––what did she know? But with
Kumu’s urging, and TËtË’s encouragement, she
finally decided to go. 

The first few weeks she sat in the back of the
class, not saying a word. Everyday Kumu had
them sing Hawaiian songs, songs she recog-
nized from family parties, songs her TËtË occa-
sionally got up and danced to, songs which
made the other kËpuna giggle in delight, some
of them even blushing. MØhala would go home
and share what she had learned with TËtË,
Aunty Aulani, and even Daddy when he wasn’t
too tired from work. As usual, Puna just glared
at her and said nothing. But still, she persisted. 

Soon she moved closer to the front of the class,
so she could see the board better. Kumu Keawe
never pushed her, or made her feel shame. After
a semester, Kumu asked her if she wanted to
enroll at the college and take more Hawaiian
language and other classes, and to her surprise,
MØhala said yes. She became busy with her
classes, and didn’t have time to visit the ko‘a as
often, but it didn’t really matter––they didn’t
see the manØ again after that night. It had van-
ished as quickly as it had appeared. She worried
at first that Puna guys had shot the manØ and
killed it, but Daddy said they would have found
the carcass. No, he said, it just left. It knew it
wasn’t wanted. MØhala wasn’t sure if she
believed him, but she hoped he was right. If it
wasn’t dead, it might someday come back. 

Besides Hawaiian language, Kumu Keawe also
taught Hawaiian Studies courses. MØhala began
to sit in on those, too. One day, Kumu was lec-
turing about ‘aumakua. MØhala held her breath



when she heard him say, “Sometimes the
‘aumakua was a deified ancestor, one who was
especially skilled at something. When that per-
son passed away, their human body was gone,
but their spirit was still living. Sometimes it
entered another kinolau or body form like a
shark, a turtle, or an owl. That’s a simplified
explanation, but it’s the root of the ‘aumakua
concept.” MØhala couldn’t get that idea out of
her mind. She thought about it night and day;
she thought about it at home and at school; she
thought about it in the house and at the ko‘a. 

So here she was, walking down the corridor at
WCC, looking for Kumu Keawe. The sound of
an ‘ukulele strumming, and a chorus of voices
singing gaily, “Henehene kou ‘aka, kou le‘ale‘a
paha...” drifted towards her from one of the
classrooms on the makai side of the building.
Who else could it be but Kumu’s class? She
stood outside the doorway waiting until his
class was pau. As he collected the songsheets
scattered on his desk, Kumu Keawe glanced up
and saw her standing quietly in the doorway. “E
MØhala, pehea ‘oe?” Kumu asked, a bright
smile spreading across his face. “Mai, mai,
come,” he said, and gestured for her to enter the
classroom. 

MØhala entered slowly, a bit shy. She wanted to
ask her kumu a question, but didn’t know where
to begin. “He aha kau hana k‰ia lÅ?” He asked,
seeing the mix of shyness and apprehension on
her face. She didn’t answer for a moment, but
smiled back awkwardly. “He nÈnau ka‘u” she
whispered, and waited for her kumu’s response.
“‘Ae, hiki nØ,” he responded, “What’s your
question?”

“Um, remember when you was talking to the
class about ‘aumakua?” she asked looking
down, her gaze intensely focused on her toes. 

“‘Ae,” he said kindly, encouraging her to con-
tinue.

“Well, I was wondering...” her voice trailed off
for a moment, as she looked up at her kumu.

“There was one big manØ that showed up in
front of our hale after Lehia wen’ hala. I nevah
see ‘um for awhile now cuz my cousin Puna
dem wen shoot ‘um wit’ one rifle, and it nevah
come back. But I left a ho‘okupu and it came
and took it and I was wondering...”

Kumu Keawe waited, nodding his head for
MØhala to continue.

“I was wondering,” she said, “Do you think that
manØ is my brother?”

The room fell so silent, only the hum of the
electric clock on the wall could be heard. 

Kumu Keawe looked at MØhala for a moment
before replying. “Well,” he started, “It’s not
important what I think. What do you think?”

MØhala thought. “I not sure,” she said. “I mean,
seems like it could be true, ‘cause of what you
said in class, and ‘cause of some of the things
Lehia wen tell me, like the manØ being our fam-
ily ‘aumakua. But it’s hard to talk about that
stuff, because nobody believes anymore.”

“Oh, some people still do,” Kumu Keawe
replied, “but you right, not many. But just
because people don’t believe, does that mean it
isn’t true? It isn’t a popularity contest; what we
feel inside in our na‘au can’t always be
explained by western science and logic. You
have to look deeper than that.”

“I don’t know,” MØhala responded, “I guess I
have to think about that more. Mahalo Kumu.”
MØhala kissed him on the cheek before walking
out the door. She had more questions now than
ever.

The sun shone brightly in the cloudless blue
sky, illuminating the brilliant blues and greens
of the Ka‘a‘awa waters. Puna, Wayne and
Russell stood on the beach at their favorite dive
spot gear in hand, having one last smoke before
entering the glimmering cool water. “You



shooah you like go,” Wayne said lazily, his
voice reflecting none of the apprehension he
felt, “I no like go way out an da stawm ketch
aws.”

“Nah, we go,” Puna replied, spitting smoke out
as he spoke, “Dose haole fuckahs at da weda
service, dey no know no’ting! No moa stawm.
Look da sky. Dis da mos’ nicest day we seen all
yeah. Wat you tink Russell?”

Russell slowly sat on his haunches in a chicken
fighter squat, contemplating the ocean. His
black Oakleys revealed nothing; only the slight
twitch of his home–made “NA KOA––BROTH-
ERS FOREVER” tattoo on his dark and lean
right shoulder revealed any hint of tension. “I
do’know, brah, it’s up to you guys,” he said, as
he took a deep drag of his cigarette and blew it
out in one gigantic puff. He flicked his ciga-
rette, still burning, at a sand crab scuttling by
before standing up. “We been diving hea since
small keed time; even if get one stawm, we can
handle um. We goin be in da waddah. So what
if rain––we wet awready. If get waves, we go
body surf ‘um in.” He grinned widely, revealing
two rows of perfectly white teeth which seemed
to glow again his dark Polynesian skin. 

“Shoots den, we go,” Puna replied, with an
equally dazzling smile. Puna and Russell
ignored Wayne’s deep scowl as they dragged
their gear––fins, snorkels, masks, bags, knives,
float, and spears––into the water with them. The
trio made their way into waist deep water and
assembled their gear, testing it out in the warm
shallow water. When they were set, they slowly
worked their way out along the reef into deeper
waters, all the while looking out for interesting
prey. Wayne tried to stay closer to shore, but
Puna and Russell swam out to the edge of the
reef where it joined the deep and unprotected
open ocean. He thought they were crazy, and he
didn’t want them out there alone. 

The outer edge of the reef was more dangerous,
but it was also more productive; not only were
there usually more fish, there were also more

varieties. They had swum, dived, fished, and
surfed these waters their entire lives and they
weren’t afraid; this part of the ocean was as
familiar to them as their own back yards. 

As they concentrated on their fishing expedi-
tion, they lost track of time and didn’t pay much
attention to the rapidly changing weather condi-
tions above the water. Thick, heavy storm
clouds rolled in quickly, stacking up against the
tall Ko‘olau mountains like traffic on the H–1
freeway at rush hour. And while the rising wind
buffeted the surface of the water, down below
they barely felt any change at all. Their diving
expedition was quite successful, as each of them
filled their bags with choice, succulent fish. By
the time they noticed the change in the weather,
they were cold, tired, and far out to sea. They
were also several hundred yards south of their
original dive location, and were now much
nearer to Kualoa than Ka‘a‘awa. As Russell and
Wayne surfaced, Puna waved them over to him
with his hand. The choppy ocean and whipping
wind, as well as the heavy bags of fish they had
tied to their makeshift rubber inner tube float,
made it difficult to stay afloat and hold a con-
versation at the same time. 

“So what, brah,” Wayne shouted, struggling to
be heard against the roaring surf and piercing
wind, “You like try swim to da beach, or you
like try swim to da island?” Wayne was refer-
ring to Mokoli‘i, a small island off Kualoa
beach park, which was just offshore from their
home. “We can tell my faddah guys to drive us
back latahs to get da kah.” 

“We go try fo da beach” Puna yelled, “Mo close
to home.”

“Shoots den,” Wayne answered before submerg-
ing himself back in the choppy seas. Puna and
Russell followed.

On a calm day, the swim from Kualoa to
Mokoli‘i was fairly easy; at low tide, it was
even possible to wade out to the island, no
swimming required. But when the weather was



bad, conditions could be treacherous; not too
long ago two kayakers making the short trip out
to Mokoli‘i from Kualoa Beach Park were
caught by a sudden squall; they were lost at sea,
never to be seen again. It was the power of
nature that Puna guys had grown up to respect,
and it was the reason that Wayne was so appre-
hensive to go out fishing that day in the first
place. 

The conditions were so bad that as they began
the hazardous swim towards shore, they could-
n’t make any progress; it seemed that the harder
they swam, the farther away the shoreline
appeared, as the strong current pulled them
closer and closer to Mokoli‘i islet. Puna could
sense the panic rising in his belly, and he strug-
gled to stay calm. He was a strong swimmer,
but being in the cold open ocean for so many
hours without food, rest, or warmth was begin-
ning to take it’s toll. The icy water began to
anesthetize him, and he could feel his limbs
going numb from overwork, and from the
relentless cold. He had loosely tied the rope
attached to the float around his waist, freeing
his both arms so he could swim better, but the
drag it created seemed to pull him back further
into the foamy sea. He fumbled for his knife,
and clumsily cut the rope, freeing his weaken-
ing body from the weight of his full fishing bag,
where it was immediately sucked away from
him in the increasingly powerful surf. TËtË
would be disappointed that he wasted it, but
right now he was struggling for his own sur-
vival. Freeing himself from the drag of the float
helped, but he was no match for the powerful
surf which whipped him back and forth in the
water like a buoy. He could feel himself slip-
ping away, headed towards a faraway place, but
he was too tired to be afraid. As he faded out of
consciousness, Puna thought he heard voices
chanting on the howling wind, and as his head
slipped beneath the surface of the pounding
waves, he felt a large rippling presence in the
black water beneath him.

The steady drumming of rain falling on the tin
roof was melodic, a lulling sound he had heard

his entire life. As he concentrated on the sooth-
ing noise, he slowly began to make out other
familiar sounds: the clinking of silverware, the
soft murmur of voices––TËtË guys talking story
in the kitchen while washing dishes. Soft, easy
laughter. The chirp chirp of a gecko on the win-
dow screen. He smelled ‘ono smells, too, waft-
ing into his dark bedroom: fried fish––no; was
that bacon? Mmmm. He realized he was hungry.
No, ravenous. He took a deep breath, savoring
the smell of freshly Cloroxed sheets that were
old and smooth and soft to the touch. Warm. He
never wanted to wake up from this dream. But
it was too late. His foot stirred, and he heard an
urgent whisper. “Puna?” It was Russell’s voice.
It was coming from a dark corner at the foot of
Puna’s bed. “Brah, you up?” Puna tried to open
his eyes, but they were heavy with sleep. Why
was he so sleepy? Why was Russell in his bed-
room? He tried to sit up, but felt as heavy as a
mountain. 

A shadow fell across the doorway; Puna felt it
more than saw it. “Wayne!” It was Russell’s
voice again. “Go tell Aunty guys Puna stay up.”
The shadow retreated. Puna felt the slight rever-
beration of the old wooden floors as his mother,
TËtË, and MØhala came into his room. The floor
trembled to the rhythm of their footsteps. 

“Puna?” It was his mom. He felt the warmth of
her hand caressing his forehead. “Puna, baby,
are you awake?” Her voice was smooth and
sure, although he heard the tinge of worry. He
tried harder to open his eyes. They adjusted
quickly in the dim room, and he focused first on
his mother’s worried face, then on TËtË’s then
on MØhala, Russell, and Wayne. “Ma,” he said,
slightly confused, “Wat wen happen? How
come all you guys stay hea?” He looked at
Russell, then at Wayne. “Eh,” he said, more
confused, “how come you two bozos stay
wearin my clothes?” Everyone laughed. “What
da hell happened?” Puna thought, a little
alarmed.

“Maybe you better explain it,” Aunt Aulani said,
turning to Wayne and Russell.



“Ho, brah, we wen diving Ka‘a‘awa an was out
too long an da stawm wen ketch us,” Russell
said. 

“Yeah brah,” Wayne continued, “It wen tek us
da kine, almos halfway to Kailua!” He said with
a smile on his face.

“Nah brah,” Russell went on, “Da current wen
push us almos’ to Mokoli‘i, but you was tired
already, and you almos wen drown.”

“What?” Puna replied, “An what da hell is
‘Mokoli‘i’?”

“Das da island, brah,” Russell said, “Da kine,
‘Chinaman’s Hat.’”

“Why da hell you call ‘um ‘Moko–whatevahs’,”
Puna replied, “Who wen tell you dat?”

“Your cousin, brah,” Russell replied, jerking his
head towards MØhala. “She smaht you know.”

“Yeah,” Wayne chimed in, “She know plenny
kine stuffs––Hawaiian stuffs.”

“No ack you guys, she no know no’ting, an you
know dat,” Puna retorted.

“Puna,” TËtË said sternly, “You almost wen
drown out deah, and only by the blessing of
Akua you still stay wit us. How you tink you
wen get back hea?” TËtË inquired, looking
intensely into Puna’s eyes.

“Yeah,” MØhala said. She stood at the foot of
his bed defiantly, arms crossed across her chest.
“Why you no ask your frienz hea dat question,”
jerking her head back towards Russell and
Wayne. Puna looked at Russell and Wayne, who
looked at each other.

“You tell ‘um,” Wayne whispered, but Russell’s
face showed a look of alarm––or surprise, Puna
couldn’t tell which.

“Nah brah, you tell ‘um,” Russell whispered, as

he slowly rubbed his left hand over his right
shoulder where his “NA KOA––BROTHERS
FOREVER” tattoo lay. Wayne just stared back
at him at him. 

“Come on boys,” TËtË said sweetly, “it’s okay.
Mai hopohopo. E ‘Ølelo mai.”

“Dat means speak up,” MØhala said, and smiled
at them. They didn’t know what to say.

“Okay,” Russell finally said nervously. “I go tell
‘um. ‘Kay, Wayne was strokin’ pretty good, an
was almos’ to da island, an I was kinda behind
you when I see you go unda. I nevah tink notin’
at firs, but den I never see you come right back
up. I wen staht fo panic, but den I seen you
come up, and I tawt dat you was okay. But den
you wasn’t swimming, it was like you was
floating on sometin’. But you wasn’t floating,
cause you was moving kinda fas’, an you look
like you was sleeping. An den I was tryin’ fo
look good, an...” Russell paused, taking a deep
breath.

“Go on,” TËtË whispered, “Mai hopohopo.”

Russell looked at Puna wide–eyed. “Brah, I no
bulai you, was one shahk was carrying you to
da island.”

Puna looked at everyone’s faces, waiting for
them to break into laughter. No one moved.

“Hahahahaha,” Puna laughed. “You guys too
funny. Eh, Russell, you one whatchucall, come-
dian, yeah? Ho, so funny.” No one else was
laughing. The smile left Puna’s face.

“Dat’s not all,” MØhala said, “dea’s moah.”

Russell looked at Wayne. Wayne said, “Yeah
brah, I wen seen ‘um too. I wen get to da island,
an wen I wen turn aroun, an deah you was, on
da back of da shahk. An brah––” Wayne paused,
“Dat wasn’t just anykine shahk. Dat shahk had
one puka in da top fin.”



“Yeah brah,” Russell continued, holding up his
right hand, making a small circle with his
thumb and his index finger, “Da puka was da
size of one bullet hole.”

Puna stared at them, not knowing what to say.

MØhala sat on the large black pØhaku in front of
the ko‘a, watching Puna as he stood at the edge
of the water. They were waiting for the moon to
rise, but the night sky was already illuminated
from the city lights of KÅne‘ohe town across the
bay, the lava–orange sodium lights reflecting
sherbet colors off the swirling clouds which
blanketed the tips of the Ko‘olau peaks, hiding
them from view. MØhala watched as Puna bent
down and picked up a few smooth coral pieces,
and cast them into the sea. He whipped them
out in one swift underhand motion, and the
stones danced quickly a few times on the sur-
face of the water before sinking into the shallow
water.

“Akahele,” MØhala teased, “that might be
Makalei, fish attracting stones. A school just
might be swimming by, and they’ll jump out of
the ocean and into your lap.”

“At least den I no need go out an spear ‘um”
Puna replied with a smile, and they both
laughed. 

Puna walked back to the pØhaku and sat next to
his cousin. “So wat,” he said, not unkindly,
“You tink da manu––I mean, manØ, goin’
come?”

“I dunno,” MØhala replied, “You guys did one
good job scaring ‘um away.”

“I––” Puna paused, hesitant to what he should
say. “I sorry, cuz. I nevah mean fo’ hurt ‘um. I
nevah know.”

“I know,” MØhala replied. “But at least now you
do. So what you gonna do?”

“I dunno,” her cousin replied, “I still no like
taro. And I no tink I can talk da kine Hawaiian.
But I not goin tease you as much any moa.”
Puna looked at his cousin intently, rolling a
piece of coral back and forth between his fin-
gers. “I dunno if I believe dis kine stuffs. Ho,
kinda spooky foah me. But you goin do ‘um, az
awesome. Go for it.”

“I dunno what fo’ t’ink sometimes, too, Puna,
but I not going be scade. I gotta keep going for
da ‘ohana––for Lehia.” MØhala pulled her legs
up onto the rock, and rested her head on her
knees. “Jus’ holomua,” she whispered.

“Yeah,” Puna replied, stretching back on the
rock as if it were a recliner, “jus’ holomua.”

In the east the moon rose full and slowly on the
horizon, sending a deep golden sheen dancing
across the surface of the black sea. The dark liq-
uid undulated slowly, breathing and murmuring
in conversation with the palm trees. In the dis-
tance a dog barked lazily, and the dull hum of a
television set was drowned out by the chirping
of a gecko. In the aubergine depths beyond the
reef a large dark shadow moved lazily in the
water. Little ripples danced away from its
streamlined-mass as it slowly surfaced, the pale
gold light from the rising moon reflected across
its broad, shiny back. A perfectly–shaped trian-
gle fin glided smoothly through the water,
marred only by a small bullet–shaped puka,
through which the moonlight refracted like the
eye of God. 



April Drexel
untitled



The time of NÅ KËpuna never ceases to astound me. The more
I learn about my culture, the more I want to share with others
the pleasure it brings to my life. Writing for me has become a
means to preserve Hawaiian history and Hawaiian identity. In
order to capture the vibrancy in the lives of NÅ KËpuna, “By
the Way of the Moon” was written with aspects of traditional
Hawaiian story and chant, in a form that might rouse our gen-
eration to appreciate not only the aesthetics of Hawaiian cul-
ture, but also its inherited value. I welcome all to indulge in a
time when the moon had been an esteemed energy force by
which Hawaiians regulated their daily habits of life.



By the Way of the Moon

At the time when the earth became hot
At the time when the heavens turned about

At the time when the sun was darkened
To cause the moon to shine…

--The Kumulipo Martha Beckwith

Oli Mua

My voice resonates the dewy uplands
carried by a gentle breeze

in honor and praise
of the moon.

Spirit moon
Mahina Kapu

Goddess of the night
Guardiann of my heart. 

R. Kaleinani
Keli‘ipule‘ole-Aki



You are my duty
to acknowledge.

Chant One

Twisted thread of Hilo
A new moon

First night of KË kapu.

Faint light of Hoaka
fish hide in the reef

frightened by shadows
of the ‘uhane.

Crescents of KË Kahi
KË Lua

KË Kolu
KË Pau

Upright and erect
kalo and ‘uala prepare

another generation.

Naked sand
spies the gentle sea foam

while tasting limu.

By the way of the moon
I till the earth and gather by the sea.

Chant Two

Impotent nights of ‘EhÅ ‘Ole
beckoning rigid, jarring seas

Duration of nothingness

‘Ole KË Kahi
‘Ole KË Lua

‘Ole KË Kolu
‘Ole KË Pau.

By the way of the moon
I rest my ‘Ø‘Ø and spear.

Chant Three

Ipu gourds cloaked
beneath lush green foliage

Silvery fish concealed
within underwater caverns

in the secret night of Huna.

Scarlet night of the life-giver
Perfumed blossoms

compliment the midnight air

Sacred canoe penetrating my lagoon
deep in the night of MØhalu.

Earth mother ovulates her egg
anticipating the sacred flesh of Lono

in the fruitful night of Hua.

By the way of the moon
I fish and plant.

Chant Four

Night of Akua
Abundant forces within my piko

Ho‘okupu for the kapu night.

Night of Hoku
aligned with sky father

feature a full-faced radiant glow.

By the way of the moon
I pray.

Chant Five

Eminent spheres command energy currents
Responsive growth of mother’s seed

amidst the night of MÅhealani.

Waning full complexion
Bare hand offers its first fruits

to the gods
in the solemn night of Kulu.



By the way of the moon
I watch for signs.

Chant Six

Ripe is the stock
for lÅ‘au lapa‘au

during the woody nights 

of
LÅ‘au KË Kahi

LÅ‘au KË Lua
LÅ‘au KË Pau.

By the way of the moon
I gather to heal.

Chant Seven

Spirited winds and tides amidst
embodying the sea god, Kanaloa

prostrated nights

of
‘Ole KË Kahi

‘Ole KË Lua
‘Ole Pau.

By the way of the moon
I make offerings.

Chant Eight

KÅloa KË Kahi
KÅloa KË Lua

KÅloa Pau

Sacred nights of Kanaloa
Stores of shellfish

reef fish
limu.

By the way of the moon
I lay my nets.

Chant Nine

Diminishing light
Fireless night

Silence in KÅne

Legendary warriors 
march in the night

Shark ‘aumÅkua
By the way of the moon

I transfigure.

Chant Ten

Night of Lono
promising rains

in a silent night

Fishing in my lagoon
by torchlight.

By the way of the moon
I chant.

Chant Eleven

Shadowed night of Mauli
Lovers’ passions embrace

gathering up the sand,
sea spray in the calm.

By the way of the moon
we make love.

Chant Twelve

Darkest night in Muku
An end to a beginning

Circles of living light

My ancestors’ way of life

By the way of the moon
I breathe.







Ua Ao Hawai‘i

Larry Kauanoe
Lindsey Kimura

Sitting out in his yard one clear night with ‘Ale KÅlaiwa‘a at
Ke‘ei beach, South Kona, we observed the full moon, Hoku.
‘Ale, a hulu kupuna, or an elder whom I hold in high regard,
explained to me about that particular moon, named Hoku Ili.
This is the full moon that is still visible at the horizon while
the sun is rising. He pointed out to me in that late night sky, ka
wena o ke ao, the thin ray of light announcing the coming of
dawn several hours away.

In composing this opening chant for the 1995 Hawaiian
Leadership Development Program (HLDP) conference, I
recalled that late night-early morning experience at Ke‘ei with

Mr. KÅlaiwa‘a and how traditional knowledge could easily slip
away, but when we conscientiously make decisions to continue

the legacy of our kËpuna, we can be even more enriched in the
continuum of new dawnings.



Kau e ka wena o ke ao i ka lani

He wekeweke i ka pØ pili puka

He ‘elele o ka poniponi hikina

Kau ke kÅhe‘a wana‘ao i ka ‘Åla‘apapa

La‘i ana i luna o ke kËkulu o ka lani lÅ 

‘O ka‘u ia e huli alo nei i ka ulu ‰ 

‘Ae, ‘ae, ua ao ‰, ‰, ‰, ‰, ‰.

HØ mai lÅ ko mÅlamalama

I ka honua nei i ka mauli ola

Ua ao Hawai‘i ke ‘Ølino nei

Mai ka pi‘ina a ka welona a ka lÅ

KÅhiko ‘ia i ka ‘ike manomano

Ka ‘ike kØli‘u mai o kikilo mai

‘O ka‘u nØ ia ‘o ka pËlama

A pa‘a ma ka ipu o ka ‘ike ‰.

‘Ae, ‘ae, ua ao ‰, ‰, ‰, ‰, ‰.

He mele no Hawai‘i, ua ao. 

The announcement of dawn appears as a 
glowing streak upon the heavens

It is a narrow opening in the darkness heralding
the day

It is a messenger of the purple glimmer from 
the east

Streaks of red color appear in the long cloud 
formations

Reposing serenely upon the pillars holding up
the heavens

I turn to gaze and focus now on the growth
and the rising of a new day

Yes, yes, it is now dawn.

O grant to us your radiant light

Here upon the earth, to stir us with the spirit of 
life

Hawai‘i is in the brightness of day, it shines
brilliant

From its boundaries from the east to the west

It wears as its finery a myriad of knowledge

Of deep insight from the depths of antiquity

My sole duty is to embrace and to cherish

So it may be firm in the repositories of
enlighenment

Yes, yes, here now is the brightness of day.

A mele in honor of Hawai‘i in a new dawn.





KPT/Alternatives
My KÅne‘ohe House

‘˜maikalani
KalÅhele

KPT/Alternatives

Alternatives,
most times
for native peoples,
mean
you gotta find some use
for something you no like.
In 1959
we were told
that the alternative
to the slums
we were living in 
would be
a step into modernity.
Well, mahalos, bra.
But 
you can keep
your Kuhio Part Terrace alternative,
your KVH alternative,
your Mayor Wright Housing alternative.

I like not locking my windows.

I like not locking my doors!





My KÅne‘ohe House

Where are the trees that stood majestic,
Bending only to the wind?

They when cut em all, bra,

to build more freeways!
Going nowhere.
Nowhere they need to be.







The Role of History, Intention,
and Function: More Thoughts on

Hawaiian Epistemology

Manu Aluli Meyer

I have stumbled upon a triangulation method to figure out our
present-day epistemological location. Slowly we exit this for-
est of tangled hopes and overgrown apathy. It is a daily reck-
oning, a moment-to-moment discipline. We reshape history
with defined intention tied to people, place, and function.
Prepare yourself. Here we go. All understanding occurs with-
in a specific historical location.—Linda Martin Alcoff

I am writing during the Kaulua days of Ho‘oilo. It is dual—cold,
hot; bright, dark; still, windy. Weather changes in a moment, and

when it does, we thrill to the touch of a cool breeze during the heat
of noon under an empty blue sky. It is winter—there is purpose to

what opens, closes and to what sheds its leaves now. The kukui
cling, lehua sleeps in the cold uplands, sands migrate to leave pØhaku

kua on our shorelines, and koholÅ come to birth their young in the
warm embrace of Kohe-mÅlamalama-o-Kanaloa. It is the time of KË,

of energy, of movement, of potentiality. This is the time our sun march-
es toward Ka‘ala and MÅ‘ili. There is a charge in the air and today I stay

home to find, write and be altered by it.

I have been changed by my awareness of those living things that exist outside
and inside my consciousness. They thrive, despite my ignorance, and wait
patiently for my recognition. Some refer to the idea of potentiality and connec-
tion as “Chaos Theory,” but I call it Ea. This is the idea that what animates us
has never left, and thus what helps us thrive is always here. It is personal sover-
eignty—the kind that always comes before po litical. My sister, Maile, calls this
model “A Nation Within” and it is my favorite ideal during this ho‘oulu. It is a
way of seeing the world and our connection to it or our separation from it. It
brings me to Hawaiian Education and the topic I would like to speak more

about—this idea of epistemology or our growing understanding of what knowl-



edge is, what is worth knowing, and indeed, how
we arrived at this mÅka‘a of learning and intelli-
gence.1

To begin with, I must admit that thinking about
how we think has placed me in a constant state
of meta-consciousness that must be annoying to
friends and family. They have survived my pas-
sion, however, to help bring forth three main
components that shape the reality of knowledge:
history, intention, function.

History and its role in knowing something

Kohala i ka unupa‘a
Kohala of the solid stone
The people of Kohala were known for their firm 
attitudes

What is the role of history in what is worth
knowing? Is history an event that keeps us
shackled to mindless repetition or is it a clue on
our path toward liberation and right action? For
many, history and the ideas embedded in culture
helps us think about the distinctness of a people
and how that uniqueness thrives or shrinks in
the contexts we now find ourselves. Culture has
been described as actions, beliefs and values
that a group of people agree are “best prac-
tices.” It is specific to place, climate, and time.
Culture has an origin, a present expression and
a future design. With regard to knowledge, the
specifics of culture are what springs from scores
of generations living in one location. That
knowledge, shaped by space and time, is open
to historic influences and becomes “current”
because it is the nature of culture to survive. I
would like to suggest, however, that the “form”
of knowledge adapts but the “essence” remains
strong, vital and swims in a cultural stream that
has never stopped flowing even though some of
us no longer linger on its shorelines. Of course,
how one maintains this “essence” then becomes
the process question—a cornerstone discussion
for this topic of epistemology.

Fundamental to this process or essence part of
knowledge is the idea of power. It has been

shown that when knowledge becomes despot-
ic—“there is only one way and it is ours”—it
will have lost its purpose and as function is key
to the vigor of a people, knowledge that works
to oppress and intimidate is intelligence gone
stale. History will have lost its freshness and
culture will no longer be the best practices of a
group of people, but a myopic idea of a few.
This knowledge does not last long and is over-
turned by the many. The irony of this is that
even good projects, good ideas, good move-
ments end if they loses sight of the people.
Culture does not exist with self-righteous thugs
at the door—it is the inherent right of all of us
to shape it as we all evolve. The “we” is a
kÅkou we.

This is why history lives in our current under-
standing of consciousness and why it is an
invaluable tool to direct our future. We have
seen what has come before us, we have experi-
enced what went wrong, and we know the truth
in actions that did not exist in the larger context
of spirit. These ideas have a role to play in what
intelligence is in our modern world shaped by
capitalistic priorities. History teaches us how we
are to behave with regard to what is worth
knowing and how that knowledge helps us.

There is an element of conscious continuity
when we understand history’s role in Hawaiian
epistemology—a knowing that steps from con-
text and not simply around it. This idea, that
knowing shifts in space and time, teaches us of
contextual understanding as a dynamic experi-
ence of knowing because it brings all history to
bear during the moment information is shared.
Are we ready for that quality of exchange? It
harkens back to the idea of ho‘opÅpÅ, the
debates, riddles and intellectual bantering of
magnificent minds wrangling with sounds,
words and images to bend knowledge to
unknown realms. We honored the constant
expansion of what knowledge meant, and we
did so in a context that allowed for multiple
realities to exist. Thus victory was secured. But
does this occur in a 12th grade science class?
On a good day, it does.



History makes context the center of why we
value what we do and places us in an idealistic
extension from past to present because it has
worked before. Why not now? What are the
roadblocks to why we do not allow humility to
shape our ideas of assertiveness or silence to
shape our ideas of articulation? Why do we
cover ourselves in predictable and mainstream
forms of leadership and wonder why Robert’s
Rules don’t empower the communication efforts
of our people? Why do we insist that our own
history is a static notion and not a dynamic way
of being?

History, our Hawaiian history, is more than a
tale of hope, horror and nihilism. It is our genet-
ic inheritance that we must now recognize,
name, watch, and learn from. History, the “time
we face,” changes the priorities of knowledge
and helps us re-enter our own common sense.
We effectively can triangulate our bearings with
historic realities that we define. Here is the key
that hermeneutics un-earths for us: historical
understanding is shaped by those who speak it,
write it, teach it. This is why we are entering a
new era of clarity. We are seeing it and we are
speaking it and we are teaching it. This history
will inevitably change our present understand-
ing and alter our future directions if we allow its
truth to soak deep.

Intention and its role in knowing something

Ke ho‘i a‘ela ka ‘Øpua i Awalau
The rain clouds are returning to Awalau
Said of a return to the source

The origin of thought, even before sound 
begins to shape language, is found in intention.
This is why it was hewa to even think of slap-
ping a child’s head—the first piko that connects
us to our kËpuna. The thought was said to have
been punishable with consequences seen and
unseen. Here is where history sits down to chat
with mind. Given the nature of protocol, or the
rituals for how one enters the ocean and forest,
or even our neighbor’s yard, is it any wonder

that Hawaiians have something to say about
intention?

Intention is the portal to right action, it inspires
motivation, movement, and why we understand
anything. We must first watch our intention,
then prepare, then set out into excellence. How
can this happen in classrooms set up to create
uniform thinkers? A distinctly empowered iden-
tity is simply impossibility in this scenario and
the creative mind, the awakened child, or the
cultural adolescent will naturally question, and
sometimes resist, what is considered main-
stream. This is a good thing. Current research
that links Hawaiian cultural alignment with poor
educational achievement highlights this tension.
There is always more than meets the eye in
research, especially with regard to what exactly
is appropriate understanding of Hawaiian cul-
ture.

How do we know our youth exhibit or practice
the true depth of what it means to be coura-
geous, and are they shaped by aloha? Or do
they just exist as cartoon caracatures on the
back of “KOA WARRIOR” t-shirts? I believe
that many of our children do not have a true
grounding in nÅ mea waiwai and thus resist
mainstream norms because their idea of “cul-
ture” demands it of them. Hawaiian culture does
exist in this scenario; it is simply not the culture
that has birthed itself around thirty-six ali‘i at
KËkaniloko. Inherent in this discussion of the
correlation with culture and poor SAT scores is
the assumption that our current system is the
ideal and that students who do not aspire to that
goal are “at risk.” Surely, someone can stand up
to that weakest of arguments: “If you’re not like
us, then you are deficient.”

We are more than the sum of our empirical parts
and liabilities and more than the average of
someone else’s norm, and we are certainly more
than our incomes. We are Hawaiians living in
colonized islands, in breathtaking beauty in the
center of the Pacific Ocean and it is our inten-
tion that links us to a wider menu of knowledge



opportunities and intellectual pursuits. Of
course, intentions are inspired by history, cul-
ture and the needs of those around us. We know
that knowledge is responsibility so why give us
only information or the promise of minimum
wage work? Understanding intention deepens
the dialogue we can have with schools as they
become places for practice, moral development,
and cultural extension.

We did not teach children who did not want to
learn. Maria Montessori and John Dewey would
applaud our sensibility here. We understood that
energy was perfect if we did not muddy its
intention. What is the child interested in? How
do we match their interest with the needs of our
society? What does it really mean to educate
someone? Here is the fine line intention leads us
to walk on. What do we really wish for our chil-
dren? What is the intention of our lives and how
will we best thrive?

We have let others answer those questions for
us. This is why history is a dynamic tool—a
tool that is now being shaped by our own
minds. Soon, our “new” history, the history we
write will alter my reality, change my faith and
allow me to re-enter my own sense of self-effi-
cacy. I will see that a Hawaiian idea of intelli-
gence is a fullness that modernity struggles
with, a round and rich expression of place and
people that is old and new as winter is both hot
and cold. Soon I will experience knowledge as
something I create, a balance between mind and
body, history and this present moment. It will be
my intention that slices through mediocre epis-
temological expectations and serves up a more
life-sustaining example of what happens when
all of my mana, my shadow exists inside of
me—a moment when I am truly akamai. We
will all be a part of re-defining what intelligence
is because we will know more of what it was.
We will know, we will know.

Function and its role in knowing something

“The belief that meaning was tied to learning
was not something hidden or subtle for

Hawaiians. It is the core of why we do things—
it must have a function for information to
become knowledge and knowledge to become
understanding.”2

Relative to epistemology: if history/culture is
the dynamic energy that forms knowledge and
gives us cues that help us prioritize it, and
intention is how we engage in it, then function
becomes the consciousness it will exist in. It
slows down the process of information overload
to ask the questions: “What is the purpose of
this exercise? Will it serve my family? Will it
benefit my community? How does it extend the
quality of our lives?”

Knowledge that holds function at its center
moves our students into action and a better
understanding of the roles of history and inten-
tion. English is strengthened when letters get
written to state senators, identity is sustained
when those letters are written in Hawaiian.
History and oppression comes to life when stu-
dents study ancient waterways and why they are
trash dumps today. Science makes sense when
mo‘olelo synergizes with water salinity and
coral growth patterns in the places you wish to
heal. Botany, Astronomy, Geology all make
sense when there is a purpose, meaning and
function to the knowledge that is gained. And
when morality lies at the core of your lessons,
‘ike pono wakes us up and helps us work
toward a more equitable future by understand-
ing what went wrong, why, and what can be
done—complex issues for your fourth grade
class, but necessary as we head into a life of
mana, meaning and purpose.

This is an old idea that modern Hawai‘i places
in such categories as “vocational,” “utilitarian,”
and sometimes, “remedial.” It is a grossly mis-
understood aspect of epistemology to label
functional knowledge as something less-than.
The notion of function is not polar to an abstract
idea—it simply harnesses both abstract and util-
itarian principles toward an end.

For Hawaiians, knowledge for knowledge sake



was a waste of time. Everything, absolutely
everything had function. Our mistake is believ-
ing that the wars of Mesopotamia are more
important than knowing how ‘UmialÈloa
strengthened the ideals of his day. It is now a
battle we wage everyday as educators. The bat-
tle is about choice. What do we want our chil-
dren to know? What are our priorities as
Hawaiians? I sense that we have become nihilis-
tic with regard to helping our system change to
better reflect our priorities, our values, our
needs as the first peoples of this place. Indeed,
many of us hope our children can enter private
schools, then at least they have a better shot at
mainstream income potentials.

That understandably, is where we are today. It
has boiled down to jobs and income. Every-
thing. The philosophy of capitalism shapes our
epistemology and all the idealistic rantings I can
muster will make little difference unless we also
link this epistemological movement with sus-
tainable economics, creativity and with the land
movement currently under way. This is how I
believe we will survive in these next hundred
years. We will have to shape alternative ways of
existing. We have always had this option, but as
we live in one of the most expensive destina-
tions in the world, we have not had the chance
to really stretch our minds into it. Now, let us
begin.

1Epistemology comes from the Greek word
“episteme” which means “knowledge.” It is the
study or philosophy of knowledge. It seeks to
answer the questions: what is knowledge, how
do we know, and what is worth knowing?
Epistemology is more than “Hawaiian ways of
knowing,” it is absolutely key to cultural conti-
nuity, distinct identity and understanding sys-
tems of power that would deter these truths
from existing. Hawaiian epistemology does not
thrive in our current structure of colonial educa-
tion—but there are signs of it in the Hawaiian
Charter School movement with Dr. KË Kahaka-
lau as our rangatira.

2Meyer, Manu. “Native Hawaiian
Epistemologies: Contemporary Narratives.”
Unpublished dissertation. Boston: Harvard
University, 1998.
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Ke Ala ‘Ili‘ili o HÅloa

John Noah P.
Ho’omanawanui

Here I sink my feet into the soil of generations past
It soothes my core, my inner truth
After miles of walking and acquiring foreign sediments
I am taken back to a path less travelled 

through an ocean-like field of fertile soil and conscious
movement

Here I know the islands are my ancestral home
While there I am fed my ancestors’ bones
Too bitter to chew, too hard to swallow
They try to shape me into something I cannot be, 
into someone besides me, he Hawai‘i.

Here I am Hawaiian, carrying the koko and kuleana of 
ancestors past

There I am a novelty, entertaining to the eye—
epistemologically, just a pre-school lullabye

There I am not taken seriously, just tested and fitted into a category
But I have my own mind, heart, and voice—

My soul belongs to my people—not by choice, but by birth, 
One with those planted in the soil, the soothing embrace of

PapahÅnaumoku!

Here voices in the wind strenghthen me
They guide and correct me

There I am metaphorically sliced in two—
Intentionally? Yes! And in a congenial manner to boot!
There I have no mind, heart, or voice.
They think that if it is academic, it’s not of my conception
but borrowed—or even stolen—in their minds
No, they won’t dare speak it—but it’s in the eyes

Here, I am given chances time after time,
from missed prayers and forgotten protocols



The wind does not dissect me with hurricane 
force

Instead it blows forgiveness over the soul,
through my tresspasses on the glories of WÅkea

There I am considered stuck in the mud,
stagnate and without thought for the future
Incarcerated in HÅlawa and in society
Held captive to their truths, their standards

Here I am with my people,
Moving forward by looking back
Here, I am with my older sibling, HÅloa,
in our lo‘i ‘ohana, the taro patch!





Ka Mo‘olelo o ka Pua PÈkake
Ku‘u Pua PÈkake

Ma mua na‘e o ko‘u hØ‘ike ‘ana aku iÅ ‘oukou i ke kumu i ‘upu
mai ai ka mo‘olelo no “Ku‘u Pua PÈkake,” he pono ka mahalo
‘ana aku i ka po‘e i komo pË mai a pa‘u like i nei hana no ka
haku a ho‘oponopono ‘ana i k‰ia wahi mo‘olelo no “Ku‘u Pua
PÈkake.” Ke mahalo aku nei au i ka‘u kÅne iÅ Keola Wong, no
kona kÅko‘o nui a kØkua ‘ana mai. Ma muli o kona hØ‘eu‘eu
‘ana mai ia‘u nei ua haku mÅua i mele no ka mo‘olelo ‘o
“Ku‘u Pua PÈkake” a ‘o ia ho‘i k‰ia a kÅkou e ‘ike a e heluhelu
nei. Ke mahalo pË aku nei au iÅ ‘Anak‰ Malia Craver, no kona
aloha palena ‘ole i ke kÅko‘o pË mai iÅ mÅua ma o ka
ho‘oponopono ‘ana i ke mele ‘o “Ku‘u Pua PÈkake.” I loko nØ
o kona pa‘ahana i kÅna hana no ka pono o nÅ pua o ka MØ‘È

Wahine Lili‘uokalani, ua ‘ae ‘olu‘olu maila ‘o ia i ke noi
ha‘aha‘a a ka‘u kÅne no ka ho‘oponopono ‘ana i nei mele. ‘A‘ole

o kana mai ka lokomaika‘i o kona pu‘uwai aloha i nÅ Hawai‘i e
mana‘o ana e haku mele, a mo‘olelo paha.

A ‘o wau nei ho‘i, ua hÅnau a hÅnai ‘ia au ma Pukaiki, Ni‘ihau. A ‘o
ia kahi i kapa ‘ia e nÅ kËpuna o Ni‘ihau, “Pukaiki WaimÅpuna.” ‘Oiai,

aia au i ka moku o KÅkuhihewa e noho nei i k‰ia manawa, ua kipa aku
nØ au i ku‘u ‘Åina hÅnau i ke kau wela. A ma ia kipa ‘ana o‘u a me ko‘u

‘ohana i ko‘u mau mÅkua ma Ni‘ihau i ha‘i waha ‘ia mai ai k‰ia mo‘olelo
no “Ka Pua PÈkake.” A ma muli o ia ha‘i waha ‘ia ‘ana mai o nei mo‘olelo

e pili ana i nÅ mÅkua o‘u ‘o Kaipo Kanahele lÅua ‘o Mililani Kaohelaulii
Kanahele, ‘o ia ke kumu i ‘upu mai ai k‰ia wahi mo‘olelo no “Ka Pua PÈkake.”

He wahi mo‘olelo ia e pili ana i ko lÅua wÅ ‘Øpiopio. A ‘o ka pua pÈkake ho‘i ka
mea nÅna i ho‘ohui mau mai iÅ lÅua i k‰lÅ me k‰ia pØ. I k‰lÅ au, ‘a‘ole nØ e like
ka nohona me k‰ia au o kÅkou e noho nei! I k‰lÅ au, ‘a‘ole ‘ae ‘ia ka noho pË
‘ana o ke kÅne me ka wahine inÅ ‘a‘ole i hØ‘ao ‘ia he kÅne a he wahine! Aia nØ
a berita ‘ia he kÅne a he wahine, a laila hiki ke noho pË. A i mea e hiki ai iÅ lÅua
ke hui pË, penei nØ kÅ lÅua hana ma o ka pua pÈkake.

Ku‘uipolani
Wong



I mau makahiki i hala aku nei, ia‘u a me ko‘u
‘ohana i kipa aku ai i ko‘u mau mÅkua ma ka
mokupuni ‘o Ni‘ihau, ua ha‘i maila ko‘u
makuahine i kekahi mo‘olelo e pili ana i ka pua
pÈkake.

Aia ma waho o ko mÅkou pÅhale, ua ulu ‘Åhiu
‘ia e nÅ pua pÈkake a hui aku hui mai ka ulu
‘ana o nei pÈkake. Ho‘okahi pØ i ke kulu aumoe,
‘oiai ho‘i mÅkou e noho hØ‘olu‘olu ana, ua pÅ
maila ke ‘ala onaona o ka pua pÈkake a ku‘i ‘ia
maila ko mÅkou wahi puka ihu i ka hanu ‘a‘ala
o ka pua pÈkake.

I loa nØ a ku‘i ‘ia ka puka ihu o ko‘u makuahine
e ke ‘ala onaona o ka pÈkake, ‘o ke kani ihola
nØ ia o kona wahi ‘aka a ‘Ølelo maila nØ ho‘i iÅ
mÅua o ka‘u kÅnemale penei, “PÅ maila ke
aheahe a ka moa‘e a hali ‘ia maila ke onaona o
kahi pua pÈkake a he pØniuniu ho‘i kau ke hanu
aku. Na wai ‘ole nØ ho‘i ka hÅli‘ali‘a aku i ka
mea ho‘okapalili pu‘uwai o ke kulu aumoe?” I
lohe aku ka hana o‘u i ka ia nei mea ‘o ka ‘Ølelo
‘ana mai ia‘u, ‘o ko‘u nÈele akula nØ ia iÅ ia
penei, “He aha ho‘i kau ‘o ka ‘Ølelo ‘ana maila
me ka ‘aka pË i ka hanu ‘a‘ala o kahi pua
pÈkake?” “Ke hÅli‘ali‘a a‘e nei ho‘i k‰ia i ka
hanu ‘a‘ala o kahi pua pÈkake i pÅ maila i ke
aheahe a ka moa‘e. Hele nØ ho‘i a kau i ka
huluhulu o ka puka ihu ke ‘ala onaona o ua
pÈkake ala.” I ia manawa nØ ko‘u wahi
makuahine i ha‘i mai ai i ka mo‘olelo e pili ana
i ka pua pÈkake. E ka mea heluhelu ‰, e kË iki
a‘e kÅua ma‘ane‘i a e wehewehe iki a‘e au i ka
mana‘o nui o ka pua pÈkake a me ka moa‘e i
loko o k‰ia mo‘olelo. ‘Oiai, noho ko‘u
makuakÅne i Pukaiki, Ni‘ihau a mai laila mai nØ
i puhi mai ai ka moa‘e, he wahi makani ho‘i
k‰ia i pÅ kolonahe mai mana‘e mai, a i kekahi
manawa, ‘o na‘e ka mea i ‘Ølelo ‘ia ma kahi o
mana‘e. I ka wÅ a ko‘u makuakÅne i kipa aku ai
i ko‘u makuahine i ka pØ, ua lawe pË mai ‘o ia i
nÅ pua pÈkake. ‘O ko‘u makuahine noho ‘o ia i
Pu‘uwai, Ni‘ihau, aia k‰ia wahi i lalo. ‘O ka
hana a k‰ia wahi makani moa‘e, ua puhi mai
k‰ia makani i ke ‘ala onaona o ka pua pÈkake
mai mana‘e mai a hiki i lalo i kahi noho o ko‘u
makuahine. A honi ‘ia ke ‘ala onaona i ke kulu

aumoe. IÅ ia ho‘i i kË aku ai i ka hale o ko‘u
makuahine, ua ho‘olalelale aku ‘o ia i ka pua
pÈkake i waho o ka hale, ‘o ka hopena, ua ku‘i
‘ia ka ihu o ko‘u makuahine e ka hanu ‘a‘ala o
kahi pua pÈkake. I loa nØ a ku‘i ‘ia ka ihu o ko‘u
makuahine e ke ‘ala pÈkake, ‘o kona ‘ike akula
nØ ia aia kÅ kahi moa‘e i waho o ka hale kahi
kali ai iÅ ia. I ia wÅ nØ ‘o ia i ala a‘e ai mai kahi
moe mai a ‘Ølelo ana i kona mau mÅkua penei,
“He makemake ko‘u e hele i ka lua e ho‘opau
pilikia ai.”

‘O ka mana‘o o kÅna ‘Ølelo ‘ana p‰lÅ, he mea
pe‘elau (ho‘opunipuni) wale iho nØ. Ke ‘ike nei
no kahi pua pÈkake aia nØ kahi moa‘e i waho
kahi kali ai iÅ ia a ne‘e akula i ka ua mea ‘o ka
pe‘elau i nÅ mÅkua ona a poina i ka ho‘i hou
mai i loko o ka hale. I ia hele ‘ana ‘o ko‘u
makuahine i waho o ke kulu aumoe, hele a hele
loa, ‘a‘ole ‘o kana mai ka holomalË o lÅua nei i
ko lÅua wahi hØ‘aumoe punahele.

Eia kekahi, wahi a ko‘u makuahine, i kekahi
manawa, ua lawe aku ko‘u makuakÅne iÅ ia nei
ma luna o ka lio. He mamao kahi a ko‘u
makuakÅne i hele mai ai. Aia ma kahi o ‘ehÅ a
‘elima paha mile ka mamao mai kona hale mai
a hiki i ka hale o ko‘u makuahine. I ka hapanui
o ka manawa, ua ho‘opËnana aku lÅua i kahi
kahakai nona ka inoa ‘o PÅiwi. Ma laila nØ ho‘i
lÅua i hØ‘aumoe mau ai a hiki i ka wana‘ao a
ho‘iho‘i akula kahi moa‘e i kahi pÈkake i
kauhale. Ma muli nØ ho‘i o ko lÅua pili mau
‘ana i k‰lÅ a me k‰ia pØ, ‘a‘ole nØ i li‘uli‘u iki,
ua ‘Øpu‘u a‘ela kahi pÈkake i ka hana a ka
moa‘e. I ka hele ‘ana kahi ‘Øpu‘u a o‘o a
kokoke e mØhala, ‘o ia ka wÅ i ho‘oku‘u ‘ia ai
kahi pua pÈkake e noho pË lÅua ma kahi Moa‘e
ma ke ‘ano he kÅne a he wahine. InÅ ‘a‘ole i
‘Øpu‘u kahi pÈkake, mali‘a paha ‘a‘ole au i hiki
mai i k‰ia ao nei. I ka lilo ‘ana o kahi pÈkake i
kahi Moa‘‰, ua sila ‘ia a‘ela ka pelika o lÅua a
lilo a‘ela he wahine a he kÅne noho pË ma lalo
o ka malu o k‰ia honua nei. 

Na ka‘u kÅne male nØ ho‘i i miki a‘e i k‰ia
wahi ‘Ølelo nei, “E haku ana ‘o ia i kekahi mele
no lÅua nei e pili ana i ka pua pÈkake.” Eia na‘e,



i ka hiki ‘ana mai o ka wÅ e haku ai i k‰ia mele,
‘a‘ohe nØ na‘e i ‘ike ‘ia aku kahi mele. ‘O ka
wala‘au kai lohe ‘ia, akÅ na‘e, ‘a‘ohe na‘e i ‘ike
‘ia kahi mele. ‘O ia mau nØ na‘e o ka hoihoi
haku mele o ka‘u kÅne male, ‘a‘ole ‘o ia i
ha‘awi pio, ua noke mau mai ‘o ia i ke noi ia‘u i
wahi kØkua no ka haku ‘ana i k‰ia mele. No
laila, ua haku like ‘ia k‰ia mele e mÅua a me ke
kØkua pË mai o ‘Anak‰ Malia Craver. I k‰ia
manawa, ua pau ke mele i ka haku ‘ia. Ua
ho‘okomo pË ‘ia ka inoa o kahi a lÅua i hui mau
ai ‘o ia ho‘i ‘o Na‘e, PÅiwi a me Pu‘uwai a me
nÅ inoa o kÅ lÅua mau pua i loko o k‰ia mele, 
‘o ia ho‘i ‘o Ululani, Pualei, Ku‘uipolani,
Kaipo, Kaleiho‘ohie, Ka‘imilani, a me
Ku‘uhoaonÅlani. 

Ku‘u Pua PÈkake

Ke ‘imi nei au
Ku‘u hoa Moa‘e

Ka makani pÅ ahe
Ahe ‘olu o Na‘e
Hali mai ke ala

O ku‘u pua pÈkake

Moani mai ke ‘ala
O ku‘u pua ho‘oheno
Heahea mai ana ia‘u
HØ aku i ku‘u aloha
E pili mai no kÅua

I ku‘u poli pumehana

Ma ke one kahakai
I ka malu o PÅiwi
Nanea ho‘i kÅua
Ho‘ohie pË kÅua

Me nÅ hØkË o ka lani

Puana k‰ia mele
No ku‘u pua pÈkake

Ko ‘ala onaona
Ka hali‘a pu‘uwai
Ho‘opili mau mai
E ku‘u ipo nohea
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Evening
Monday Mornings

Night Harvest

Alohi Ae‘a
I talk with my students about plot and conflict. We discuss per-
suasion and dialogue and how setting influences character.
They make me laugh and pull my hair out and quiet myself as
I watch them with wonder. They are amazing human beings,
these highschoolers I work with. There is so much more that I
want to give them, to pour into their minds and hearts.

There is so much that I want to know, to learn, to share with
my students. The problem is that I don’t really know what all
those things are. How do you ask for something if you don’t
know its name or what it looks like or how it tastes or smells or
feels? I know there is more to life and to the life of this place,

my home, than the things that I know. But how do I find it?

Spring approaches, and I have been thinking about the stars, about
how the people of the Pacific know how to sail by those stars. I

want my students to understand the wonder of Hawai‘i and the
beauty of the blood that binds all of us together. With the wide dome

of the earth bowed over their heads, our ancestors knew which stars
mattered when they needed to get home. I have been thinking about the

resurgence of that knowledge, how there are Hawaiians today who know
how to use those stars.

Days are long for me—often, they stretch late into the night. When I get home
I pause on my front deck and look up at the sky. The plumeria tree is putting out

new leaves right now, ‘uala stretch across the yard, the ti leaves we put in last
summer are green and glossy. When I look at the night sky, at those stars swing-
ing over my head, I am certain of this: All the things I’m looking for—one day,
I’ll find them.



Evening

I have been digging in the dirt
all day. You return
to this place I never left
but do not notice:

two young palms
now fronting our home

new slim leaved fronds
whose roots reach down
into our hard dry ground

faint, strange smell
of chicken manure, compost
wet dirt.

Instead, you see crescent moons
of mud

beneath my nails, bits of mango leaves
in my hair, the film of dust
that covers my neck, my shoulders. These
are all you see, and when you frown
it is as if the rocks
I unearthed this morning
were the very foundations
of our love.

Monday Mornings

They will be here in an hour.
Clay and I have met, clasped hands,
spoken our few and humble words
to the sky, the table between us, the back

of this valley where mist
hangs low. We know who hears us. Then
he is gone, to his room across the yard, and I 
remain to open windows, straighten chairs

run over carpet with the heavy
silver vacuum. This is my cathedral,
this room with busy walls, desks in islands
a door whose lock will sometimes stick.

They come in waves, and then a rush
of bodies, bags, shoes strewn
outside my door. For a second I am lost,
bereft. I clutch my papers, folders, thick

red text, and breathe. The storm subsides.
They return as they left: eager, brash,
reluctant, afraid. It is all in their eyes,
the ring of their voices, the quick scratch 

of pens
on paper.

Night Harvest

The oranges that grow by the tennis courts
taste of mandarins. I eat them
and think of Israel under
November sun—of kerchiefs we tied
over our hair, pita bread fat
with tuna, and those small 
bright oranges we’d eat.

When the fruit is ripe
it comes away.
Heavy branch springs back,
bubbling leaves shiver.
We stand together under a dark sky
holding the fruit in our hands.

Years from now, I will eat mandarins.
I will think of these nights,
the peels we leave on the courts,
juice that runs through our fingers,
the sticky smell of oranges.





Treasures 

Roxanne 
Mapuana Cottell

I was born and raised in southern California by ‘Åina-born and
raised parents. I have been writing, drawing, and dancing hula
for as long as I can remember; around the age of five for hula,
seven for drawing, and nine for writing. Of the three, writing
has always been my favorite. Being the girl in the neighbor-
hood who was “too pretty to be smarter than carpet,” I chose
to just write until I could prove to myself that what those kids
were saying was untrue and that I was smarter than the rest of
them. I have always been a proud Hawaiian and am passing on
the tradition of aloha to my own two kids, Kahaku and Maile.
I am now living in the high desert in Helendale, California,
where I also teach hula.



i. Take a short ride on The Bus,
end up at the end of the earth.
Wonder where it begins,
again

at Ala Moana, Longs Drugs,
slippers on sale—two for a dollar.
Always wear slippers,
Never wear a jacket,

even in winter.

ii. McDonald’s saimin!

iii. Leftover stew and rice.
Portuguese sausage, eggs with rice.
Spam fried slightly—never burnt or dry.
Fight with Auntie Napua for the 

last manapua, then
run.

iv. Summer fun in Booth Park.
“Kawaipunahele” loud like Metallica.

Saturday:
Seven kids and Nana packed in
Tutu’s brown Ford Pinto station 

wagon.
Kahaku jumps down the stairs.
Hula at Chris & Lori’s.
Roland and Sam play slack key 

guitar.
Maile and Kawika water the yard.
String lei at Nana’s house.
String lei at anybody’s house.
Uncle Ronnie calls about the toilet

again.

v. A feather lei on a straw hat.





School Street Bridge
WaimÅnalo

‘˜maikalani
KalÅhele

School Street Bridge

Small kid time my brother Bully when carry me
on his back to the middle of Waikahalulu. And
there he taught me to swim. Today I walk past
that pond, even more polluted than before,
down past the ‘ele‘ele cement slide with the
broken bottles and empty beer cans, under the
School Street bridge. I discover mountains of
cement canvases painted with the songs of the
young. Spooky music, bra, spooky music.





WaimÅnalo

There are rainbows here in paradise
reflecting sunlight through drops of water

You know what, bra?
The same thing happen
when sunlight refracts through tears
you get salty rainbows, bra.

WaimÅnalo beach
cold

cold winds
howl

blow salty
rainbows.







Rote by Mai, Sed by Liann,
Kahea, & Lynn

Chrislyn Maile 
Pakele Villena

Aloha! I am very proud to be a part of Hawai‘i’s poetic
history, ‘¯iwi. I plan to graduate with a Bachelor’s degree in
Sociology from the University of Hawai‘i at Hilo...within the
next two years. I also plan to enter the Education program and
add fuel to Hawai‘i’s teacher population. I got married in
January 2004 to my love, Linden, and gave birth to my
wonderful, amazing son, Jaden Ku‘umakanaaloha Villena on
February 2, 2004.

One of my fondest memories is from my first year in college at
the University of Hawai‘i MÅnoa campus. I took an English
course from ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui and enjyed it very

much. I got an “A” (my first “A” in college) and was looking
forward to more. I have never forgotten what I learned in her

class, and this poem is only one of the many fruits of my labor.
The subject of this poem is one of the many “grown-up” things I

experienced living in a shared space with roommates and away
from family. My roomates were strangers who became friends.

Despite living different lifestyles, we managed to mesh it all together.
Some of these things weren’t learned in any classroom or from any

book but from pure experience, which I hope every high school
graduate will encounter. There are good lessons to be learned from a

shared living space.

Mahalo Nui Loa for this opportunity to give a piece of my life to Hawai‘i and
to the world. 

I dedicate this publication to my son, Jayden. May you find your life’s path as
fulfilling and successful as mine.



So waht?
I like get outa dis place. You too?
We go out.
We go watch one movie oa somet’in.

Waht movie we going watch?
Beda be one good one, kay?
And waht time da t’ing stay?
Waht time we going go?
Wea is it at?

I dunno. I gotta ask da kine dem.

I like fo’ get da t’ing you wen drink yestaday.
You know, dat coffie stuff.
Wen taste real good. I craven it, brah.
You know waht I no know, how we going come

home, kay?
Eh brah. We gotta walk our asses to BK. Shit!!
Dats reall fah.
I like fo’ go clubin but try wait I like go get my 

bag first.

Eh you beda make up yo’ mind, kay?
Or else I going slap yo’ face.
I just like fo’ get outa hea! aright?
I need fo’ get some money, eh?
I don’t know why everyt’ing is so damn 

expensive dese days.

You pau? Ho, you erking brah.
So waht?
We still no know waht fo’ do.
Wea we going?
I gotta go piss.
Eh, hurry up and chuse
Waht, da kine dem goin go wit us or waht?

Wea you goin?
Ova wea?
Dere, waht fo’?
You get yo’ cell oa waht?
Ho wea da t’ing stay?
You get my numba oa waht?
Ho, you stupid oa waht?
I like fo get outa hea.

So waht, chicka, yo’ ready?

Yea, we go already.
Key den we go dig.
Kay.





For Li-Young Lee, With
Apologies to His Wife

Pele at KTA

Jeanne Kawelolani 
Kinney

I am blessed to be spiritually nurtured by the works of other
fellow Hawaiian writers such as Dana Naone Hall, MÅhealani
Kamau‘u and the late John Dominis Holt. I take pride in fol-
lowing the literary works of Dr. Haunani-Kay Trask, since we
have a shared teacher-poet in common. Staying Hawaiian at
the turn of the century remains a challenge, and while the legal
definitions of who is Hawaiian appears to be changing, the lit-
erary roots of staying Hawaiian for me rests in my relation-
ships to the ocean and land as well as the ties to family, both
blood and extended ‘ohana. Finally, there are those individuals
who have become ‘local’ in their affection for Hawai‘i; to them
I extend the depth of my education at Kamehameha. He pØ

walea, he au walea i ka la‘i; “peace brings undisturbed nights
and days” (Mary Kawena Pukui).



For Li-Young Lee, With Apologies to His Wife

We must stop meeting like this
between left and right margins

the only sheets we’ll know,
this burning aftertaste of paper;

in this room, you said,
we create inside ourselves, but

We must stop meeting like this,
what will everyone think, these

loose adjectives, violent nouns, if
I say tigers, jasmine, champagne

it’s enough to do just that, but

We must stop meeting like this,
where words are more dance

than space, syllables become drums
we beat for even measure, for 
that shy pleasurable glance, no

We must stop meeting like this.

Pele at KTA

She ignores the cans of Spam and tuna,
brushes past the stocked aisles of pasta and rice.
It’s aisle five she’s after, hardware
and household goods. Now for
the matches—a large box,
the largest box she can find.
Her hair sweeps the ground as
she swoops the matches into her cart.
And lighter fluid—not a big bottle,
but a smaller, daintier one.
A bag of charcoal—medium-sized,
enough to huli a teriyaki chicken.
If she can find a fresh one, chicken,
that is, in this small town.
And a small hibachi grill.
Now for the vegetables.
She frowns at the lettuce,
disappointed by wilted leaves,
throws onions briskly into a bag.
The tomatoes are too soft to her touch;

she prefers the firm, cool
textures of cucumbers.

She hisses past the bottles of dressings,
finding them sweet and useless,
pauses finally at the beer cooler,
one foot scratches the other
in slight bewilderment; so many bottles.
All for the same thing. Inu.
She glances sideways and reaches 
for a six-pack of Bud, on sale,
the cool cans nearly sizzle against her skin.
People step back as she 
approaches the check-out line,
What, her eyes practically hiss,
You neva saw one woman made of fire?

Her pareu itches against her skin.
She’s tempted to rip off
one of her fingernails, start flames,
right in front of the check-out clerk.
Her scalp itches impatiently.

Someone clears his throat.
“Looks like you’re next,”
a calm voice says, a smooth
mellow voice, like an ocean.
Pele turns sharply, stares.
Brown eyes flash against brown eyes.

“Lohiau!” she says in surprise.
Lohiau, she murmurs to herself,
as she straightens her pareu,
adjusts her posture. Good thing
she has her six-pack of Bud.
Who knows where things might lead,
outside the doors of KTA.





ManØwai 

Victoria NÅlani 
Kneubuhl

Long ago, I spent two summers making frequent visits to
Luahinewai, a deep pool near the seashore at Kiholo Bay on
the island of Hawai‘i. It was a beautiful place that evoked
some extraordinary experiences and for me, a place that res-
onated with something loving, ancient and uniquely Hawaiian.
Sadly, like so many other fragile places in our islands, its envi-
ronment is now drastically altered. I wrote this, my first short
story, to try to articulate something of what that place said to
me.

June 20

Dear Frank,

It was my error that in the beginning I ignored your egocentric per-
sonality and your self-promoting ambition. It was my error to think

that somehow love might transform us both. I am, however, leaving you
for two other reasons. Just so there is no misunderstanding, they are as

follows.

I am sorry that you aren’t what you want to be, and at one time there was a
lot I would have given up for you, but I will not sublimate what I know to be my

real voice to satisfy your idea of what you think I should be writing, or what you
wish you could write. Furthermore, I am sick of pretending that your “critical
analysis” is really anything more than thinly veiled abuse.

It has recently been called to my attention that you are, again, fucking one of
your students. I learned this from one, Esmerelda, whom you apparently used to
be fucking, but dropped for (and I quote Esmerelda here) “the bimbo from
Vassar.” At this point, you are lucky I am leaving you and not slicing out your

heart while you sleep. Kanoe.



The Kona sun shines without mercy. As Kanoe
raises her hand to shield her eyes from the
bright light, the strap of her heavy bag digs into
her shoulder. Her friend Charlene arranged the
rental of this house. It belongs to Charlene’s
uncle, Robert. Robert met Kanoe at the airport
and is now lifting her suitcases out of his blue
pickup. Looking up at the cracked wooden
steps, at the screen door, the weathered green
boards, the dark veranda and the large open
windows, she thinks for a moment that the
house would like to swallow her up. It doesn’t
matter. What matters to Kanoe is that it is far
away. She feels exhausted by the heat and the
anger gnawing at the back of her neck. On the
veranda, the shade offers her immediate relief.
She opens the screen door for Robert who
seems miles away out in the blinding sun.
Slowly, he makes his rickety way up the stairs.

“Too hot today,” he mutters.

“Pardon?”

“The sun, too hot.” He blinks, stepping through
the door.

Kanoe watches Robert’s truck rattle down the
dirt road, throwing up a veil of dust over the
naupaka and coconut trees as he vanishes down
and around to the house he shares with Luisa.
Minutes later Kanoe stretches out on the veran-
da pËne‘e. With the sound of waves breaking
across her thoughts, her heartbeat slows to a dif-
ferent rhythm. Relieved of the heat and the sun
and Honolulu, she easily tumbles into sleep.

24 June

At first, he told me I was like the moon, and I
was flattered that someone saw me as a splen-
did, illuminated being standing out in the dark-
ness. Later I transfigured into the shadowy twin,
the taunting reflection of his own voice. I
accept, I accepted, out of gratitude and guilt,
but now we both face the lives we cut out of
each other: our paper doll selves with detailed
outfits that we can put on and take off by means

of shoulder tabs, constructed by such complex
needs, that we hardly know anything except
what the other isn’t giving.

The hot spell with no trade wind continues.
Heat cuts through everything. Kanoe can’t
focus. The sun has become a fat, round, inflat-
ed, dictator, burning on her brow, moving her
eyes, her thoughts. Turn here. Look over there.
See, I am the sun. I am all powerful. After sun-
set comes the softer light of the moon, trans-
forming the lava into its spirit landscape, and
twisting the ocean into a honeycomb of silvery
mirrors. Here is the night. Kanoe steps off the
stairs, into the new world.

While Robert and Luisa are snug in their house,
they talk it over. “What I want to know Robert,
is how come she’s here by herself?” Luisa
won’t drop the subject.

“Luisa, she’s okay.”

“How you know that?”

“If my niece Charlene says, then she is.
Charlene said she just needs to get away,” irrita-
tion creeps into Robert’s voice.

“From what?”

“I’m not nosey, Luisa.”

“What you know? She might have one
boyfriend who like kill her. Then he comes and
shoots us all up.”

“You watching too many cop shows.” Robert
heads for the refrigerator and a beer.

“I saw her walking around at night. I don’t like
it.”

After a long cool swallow, Robert recovers his
calmness. “Go over, talk to her. She’s a nice
girl.”

Following Robert’s suggestion, the very next



morning, Luisa makes cornbread and marches
off in the direction of Kanoe’s house. The smell
of Luisa’s cornbread hovers above the table as
Kanoe pours the tea.

“Eat now, while it’s hot,” Luisa urges.

“Thank you.”

Yellow crumbs sprinkle on to the table. Kanoe
puts a pile of papers on top of her typewriter.

“You writing letters?”

“No, poems.”

“Oh, so you write poems?”

“And stories.” Kanoe wipes the cornbread
crumbs into her hand.

“Stories, oh good, I like stories. You know, I
thought you was one haole girl, cause I only
saw you from far away. You know, I thought
you was one of those local haoles whose madda
thought would be cute to give her baby girl a
Hawaiian name cause she was born here.”

“Have you and Robert been here long?” Kanoe
grasps for a polite, get acquainted type question.

“I was born here, little ways down the coast.”
Luisa begins fingering her spoon. “But I met
Robert in Honolulu where I went for work
after…I mean during the war.”

“It must have been nice to grow up here,” adds
Kanoe.

“Not like Honolulu. You know anyone out
here?”

“No.”

A fly comes into the room. Kanoe watches it on
the table, rubbing its front legs over a crumb.
The heat rises out of the still morning. Light 
strengthens in the room reflecting off the sills.

“Why you come here all by yourself?” Luisa
can’t help herself.

Kanoe feels the knot in her stomach rise up to
her throat. The sunlight flashes. Her mind forms
the explanation she has kept in reserve, pre-
pared for just such an occasion, but her voice
can’t say the words.

“I wanted…to get away from him…my hus-
band!”

Luisa reaches over to wipe the tears from
Kanoe’s eyes. “Shh. Never mind me. I just one
old busy body, cannot mind my own business.
Here, you have some more tea.”

Later, outside, Luisa shows Kanoe the remains
of three house sites and a canoe shed. She says
that most of the people, in the old days, lived up
mauka where it was cool and the streams
flowed easily with water. Only a few families
lived here on account of the heat. People who
loved and worked the sea.

“My grandmadda’s house not far from here.
Stubborn old woman. She never even like to go
Hilo. Waste time, she said, everything good is
here.”

“When did you say you left?” Kanoe asked.

“Me? I went Honolulu, wartime. I went to help
my Auntie. She had one store down Kaka‘ako,
you know, family store. I only worked little
while for her. You know, family business, bad
pay, long hours. I got a job dancing hula in
WaikÈkÈ. Wartime, get plenty jobs like that for
girls. Good job, you know, good pay, I never
knew I could make so much money. Nice peo-
ple, nice costumes, all daytime work too, cause
had blackouts then, yeah?”

Kanoe imagines Luisa young, smiling and fresh,
swaying to a hapa-haole tune, her movements
eagerly devoured by servicemen, those short
haired boys from the mainland. Boys, wanting a
glimpse of an exotic, imaginary Hawaiian para-



dise. Is this the theme, with a more sophisticat-
ed twist, that Frank really wanted? Luisa was
excited by her paycheck. I was in love with a
brilliant and well-known academic. Innocent
with love and success, we didn’t know what we
were exchanging. Kanoe watches Luisa’s shift-
ing expressions as she talks on about her sur-
roundings. Kanoe sees her as ancient one
minute and young the next as the sunlight and
palm shadows alternate across her face. I didn’t
notice at first how beautiful she is, thinks
Kanoe. She knows it too, and she only lets it out
a little at one time. Maybe she knows, maybe
she always knew what those boys were think-
ing, and maybe she chose to act out their little
visions of paradise. Maybe she knew how to
guard the truth, the truth that lay just under the
skin of being Hawaiian. What truth? 

Luisa’s voice slices through her thoughts. “So
maybe we come over tomorrow and you can eat
fish with us because Tiny always brings too
much.”

“Oh, sure. I love to eat fish.” Kanoe’s good girl
responded instantly.

Kanoe found a path in the lava. She thought she
was only wandering when her feet began to fol-
low something, and the following turned into a
trail. Barely discernible, it led over the desola-
tion of lava. Beyond a sharp hill, she arrived at
a spot of black sand big enough to make a
beach. There stood a grove of coconut trees and
the eternally pleasant sound of the tradewinds
rustling through long, sinewy leaves. Under the
stand of trees, the earth held fresh water that
had found its way from the distant mountain
rain forest. Being close to the ocean, somewhere
underground the fresh water joined with the sea
and surfaced as a deep pond, a cold, brackish
water pond. In ancient times, just as today, this
pond would not be used for drinking water, but
for the pure pleasure of immersing the body.
Kanoe takes off her clothes and dives in. Body
heat collides with coldness and produces a deli-
cious sensory shock. She swims. She is swim-
ming. She is swimming everything away.

Exhausted and laying on the warm black sand,
images of Frank descend. Frank, tenderly brush-
ing back the hair from the face of the Vassar
bimbo. Frank, breathing his warm breath in her
ear, the way he did…Kanoe thinks of these
things, and for the first time in months, she is
not consumed by rage.

Robert turns the fish over. The hibachi’s grill
sizzles, sending up a small burst of sea smoke.
He leans back in the lawn chair, takes a swallow
of his beer and muses, “Tiny always brings too
much fish.” Kanoe puzzles over the fact that she
instinctively knows that Tiny is not tiny at all,
but immensely fat and continually has to work
at keeping his pants pulled above his butt line.

After dinner, the three sit on Kanoe’s lanai. She
and Luisa slouched down against the wall on
the pËne‘e. Robert sits grandly in an old wicker
chair, smoking a cigar and blowing rings. The
rings float slowly out and disappear on a back-
drop of stars. Auntie Lu (Luisa now insists
Kanoe call her this) is going on about her
daughter who married someone (Bob) in the
service and now lives in El Paso, Texas. The
daughter, Lilia (Lily in Texas) has three kids.
Auntie Lu obviously feels cheated because she
can only be a real grandmother for two weeks
every year. Robert tells her to talk about some-
thing else. She tells him to shut up. He tells her
she’s a yappy old myna bird always boring
everyone with senseless chatter. Kanoe asks
Auntie Lu if they have any other children.
Robert fixes a look on Auntie as two smoke
rings float out of his “o” shaped lips. Auntie’s
eyes get larger and brighter, captivated by the
translucent doughnuts. Kanoe’s seeing shifts
from Luisa’s shimmering stare to the pale white
circles expanding and drifting out. Luisa’s
answer seems far away and as soft as the air the
smoke is floating in, “No, only one.”

Robert’s voice pulls her back. “Kanoe, try go
look in your ice box. Us country folks always
thirsty.”

Days pass in idleness. Kanoe drifts in and out of



her own anger, sometimes so far out that she
finds herself staring at the blank page and not
knowing how much time has gone by minutes
or hours. At other times she engages in little
activities that distract her, looking for shells,
watching for birds, counting the waves in a set.
Her tolerance for the heat improves, but she
usually feels the best in the cool early morning
hours. On one of those mornings, Auntie Lu and
Robert came to see if she would like to go to
town.

“I was going to that pool to swim,” she informs
them.

“What pool? What you talking about?” Auntie’s
voice is sharp.

“That one by the lava, you must know it.”

“Oh, that one,” she says slowly.

“Kanoe, you shouldn’t swim alone,” says
Robert as he shifts his feet in the sandy dirt.

“Yeah, you come with us to town instead, and
I’ll go with you this afternoon.” Kanoe feels
slightly annoyed and invaded but agrees to go.

Auntie Lu says she’ll get car sick with three in
the front, but of course she refuses to let Kanoe
be the one to sit on the truck bed. Robert
spreads out a mat for her, and before they drive
off, he kisses her tenderly on the cheek, a ges-
ture which embarrasses and touches Kanoe
deeply.

Town proves uneventful. Robert gets his social
security check and a tank full of gas while Luisa
makes the weekly shopping and gossip rounds.
Kanoe buys some food and a Time magazine.
On the way home, Kanoe falls asleep until they
hit the bumpy dirt drive that takes them over the
lava to the shoreline. Between the bumps and
clangs of the old truck, Kanoe asks Robert if the
pool has a name. Robert turns his smooth, round
face towards her. His hair is white like the
moon.

“ManØwai. They say it’s place for ‘aumÅkua. It
used to be kapu to everyone but one family, big
ali‘i. Even today, nobody around here like swim
there. Luisa no like that place.”

ManØwai, manØwai, thinks Kanoe, the shark’s
water. There are no sharks in brackish water. It’s
my place. It’s my place now.

June 27

Got home from town. Too cloudy to go to the
pool. Fell asleep, again. Dream: I’m watching a
hula show with Frank’s lawyer friend, Jim. Jim
really likes it, and says Frank told him all about
it. I realize that I’ve forgotten I’m married to
Frank and have been away a really long time. I
panic. I quiz Jim about where Frank is. Jim says
Frank now lives with one of the dancers. I ask
him for Frank’s phone number, and he hands it
to me on a little scrap of white paper all
squashed up like a ball. It feels like my only line
to the real world, but then it starts bouncing. I
chase it as it bounces into my desk trash can
and as I reach for it the trash can spreads out
into water and the paper disappears.

In the following days, the wind picks up and the
sea turns choppy. White caps fly everywhere,
unusual for a June sea. Robert says, “Auntie Lu
is in one of her moods. She no like nobody for
talk to her. You can help me pull in the net?”

They walk a short ways over the lava to a small
cove. Kanoe slips on her tabi and enters the
windy sea. They are chest deep in the water
gathering up the net. Kanoe watches Robert, his
back toward her, a brown freckled back like the
one her father carried her on when she was
small. Kanoe used to try to count the number of
freckles on her father’s back, but always gave
up because there were more freckles than she
had numbers for. She remembers Kawela Bay
on the north shore of O‘ahu, and the house
where her family went in the summer. She
would help her father with laying, checking and
pulling in his fishnets. Sometimes she would
help him repair them when they were torn.



Once she watched her father, spearing and
killing an octopus. His back moved in a rhythm
as his arms pounded and pounded the life out of
the slippery creature while ink spilled all
around. He must have seen the discomfort on
her face when he came back to the beach.

“It’s okay, baby, this is to feed us. We don’t do
this because we like to kill things. We only take
what we need to eat.” His voice was gentle and
reassuring.

She remembered what her father said, but later
when the octopus was cut up and cooking in a
big steaming pot, she wondered about how the
octopus had lived under the sea, if it had neigh-
bors and things humans have, little things that
made it happy. As the steam from the pot rose
faster and thicker, it suddenly occurred to her
that living, just living and minding your own
business, could be dangerous. When it was
done, she ate pieces of the octopus from a blue
and white Chinese rice bowl, and felt guilty
about how much she enjoyed it.

Frank hates octopus but can eat it in public
quite naturally. Frank thinks he loves the ocean,
but Kanoe knows his love is tainted with arro-
gance. Frank will never be at home in the sea.
He is not related. Instead of a kindred spirit, he
is a conqueror, wanting to rise above and tame
the elements. He loved it when his old friends
from the midwest came to visit, and he could
reveal the Pacific to them: sailing, kayaking,
wind surfing, an endless round of water activi-
ties in which Frank could set himself apart from
them, and best of all could tell them things they
didn’t know. Kanoe could never bring herself to
trust Frank in the ocean. Her focus returns to
Robert and the sea and the net and the familiar
task she lovingly performed every summer with
her father at Kawela Bay. As Kanoe watches
Robert, she misses her father who has been
dead now for several years. Robert, my father
and me, she muses, we are Hawaiians in the
sea, and it is different.

In silent partnership, they take the net up on a

flat part of the lava and begin to pick out the
limu and small fish entangled in the nylon
mesh. A chill moves through Kanoe. She turns
to see the slow moving fin of a shark slipping
into the cove. A trickle of water from her wet
hair runs down the left side of her face, down
the curve of her neck and off her shoulder.
“Robert,” she whispers. Robert looks up from
his work, tracking the movements of the shark.
The fin moves closer. Robert picks out one of
the best fish of the catch and walks out to the
edge of the lava. The shark is very close now.
Robert throws the fish. She can see the large
fin. Gliding in, the shark takes the fish in one
fluid movement, barely disturbing the water.
They watch as he circles a few times then
returns to the deeper sea. Quietly, they return to
cleaning the net. “No tell Auntie, okay? She just
get more upset.” Robert speaks without looking
up.

“Has the shark come before?”

“Yeah, used to come plenty. Not so much now.”

Robert still doesn’t look up, and Kanoe returns
to silence.

At home in the shower, Kanoe smoothes the
soap over her limbs with her hands and thinks
about being a shark with smooth blue and sil-
ver-black skin, with sharp teeth and a fin cutting
and gliding through the water. She imagines
herself in a shark body and Frank paddling in
his kayak. She makes a pass, overturning his
flimsy vessel in the water. He tries to recover it,
but the wind blows quickly beyond his reach
and out of sight. Now he is in her element, com-
pletely vulnerable, with nothing to hold onto.
He sees her crisp fin cut across the water. She
circles him for sometime, relishing his fear as it
vibrates toward her, and then, she moves in.
How would he see her if there was nothing he
could do to hurt her? How would she look at
him if she had the power to annihilate him?

After dinner, she finds an old book about
Hawai‘i just after statehood. There are pictures



of Hawaiian women in tight pareu printed
holokË and big red hibiscus flowers in their
hair. One of them looks like it could be Luisa.
They are singing by a grass house near the sea
while other women dance in ti-leaf skirts. There
are other pictures too of the happy, new state;
someone surfing with a dog on the board and
Diamond Head grinning in the background;
streamers and the harbor on boat day. The pic-
tures make it look like nothing ever happened in
Hawai‘i, like people live vacation lives free
from worry. Kanoe has a feeling something is
missing, not just from the pictures, but every-
where, something’s being left out on purpose.
She closes the book, drops it on the floor next
to the bed and pulls her old kihei over her, the
one she’s had forever. Everything gets farther
away, Frank, their life, everything. Everything is
just a small floating island moving toward a
horizon. A coolness passes through her as if she
were hollow. There is the last sound of a single
wave breaking, and sleep takes her in.

Along with the blustery wind comes a swell
from the south and the sea heaves and turns.
The sound of the breaking waves drown out
everything. Kanoe tries to have a conversation
with Robert on the beach, but they both end up
yelling so they give up. Kanoe takes a walk
along the coast, her thoughts struggling in vol-
ume to be heard over the sound of the sea. One
thought, she thinks, all I might need is one
thought. At this particular moment if I could
only have the one perfect thought, a bolt of
lightning would cut through everything and
leave me clean and fresh. Her mind begins to
turn over and over like her surroundings to look
for that one perfect thought. Squinting her eyes
she looks out to sea and thinks she sees a fin in
the water. Her eyes scan the white caps. She
walks a few steps, looks and thinks she sees it
again. She’s not sure and strains to find it, but
soon every shadow appears to be a fin and a
great army of fins are conjured up on the rest-
less water, a thousand sharks swimming in force
to an unknown destination. Without really
knowing why or how, Kanoe finds herself at the
pool. The sky has clouded over, and she is star-

ing at her inky reflection. Picking up some
small black pebbles, she drops them slowly, one
by one into the water. Their small circles grow
wider and wider and the whole pond reverber-
ates to her small intrusions. A slender brown
hand with long graceful fingers gently touches
Kanoe’s shoulder and calls her back.

“You shouldn’t come here by yourself,” Auntie
Lu whispers. Kanoe is struck by how young and
perfect her hand looks.

“Why not, Auntie Lu? It’s so beautiful. The
wind isn’t here.”

“Something could happen, an accident, some-
thing like that. Who would hear you?”

It strikes Kanoe, that it’s not just Auntie Lu’s
hands that look young, but something about her
whole being. It’s like she could be my sister if
you just felt her presence. Yes, she thinks, my 
sister who is worried about me and wants to tell
me to be careful. Auntie Lu and Kanoe sit on
the edge of the pool.

“This is beautiful, you’re right.” Auntie gazes at
the rocks and palms that encircle the pool.

“Very, romantic, if you ask me.” Kanoe’s feet,
moving in opposite directions, make circles in
the water.

“Why you say that? Romantic. Not good.”

“I don’t know. It just came out, Auntie. Tell me
why people stay away from here.”

“Cause so many stories. People say this place
kapu, religious kind stuff happen here, you
know, chief kind. People say they still come
here at nighttime. People say they seen lights,
hear chanting, that kind stuff…Then, there was
that time…Was some women coming here for
pick limu. One of them was pretty young, and
she had one baby. Just one young mama with a
sweet baby. They put the baby down under that
tree on one blanket and they went pick. They



wasn’t very far away maybe ten yards some-
thing, not far. They was talking and laughing
and picking limu and then one looked and
couldn’t see the baby and the mama was
screaming and she ran over and they saw one
trail like somebody went come from the ocean
or the baby went crawl down to the water and
then they saw one shark swimming slowly out
to sea with the baby.”

“But how did the baby get into the water?”

“I dunno,” Auntie Lu answers listlessly.

“How awful to have your baby eaten by a
shark.”

“I never said the shark ate the baby,” snaps
Auntie Lu, “I said the shark took the baby. Let’s
go now.”

On the way home they walk in silence while
Kanoe’s mind is distracted by too many
thoughts and voices, as if someone with a
remote control was randomly changing the
channels in her head. Auntie Lu invites her for
dinner, but Kanoe thanks her and says she
would like to go home.

The wind kept blowing, horribly and steadily,
for the next two days. Kanoe stayed in the
house watching things fly by. She saw Auntie
Lu and Robert on the beach talking loudly, but
she only heard the muffled sounds of their con-
versation that the wind threw her way. They
looked over at her house as if they were decid-
ing something about her. Yes, she thought, they
were talking about me, and they might be
watching my house even though I can’t see
them.

As the windy day blew on, Kanoe withdrew.
She felt the wind emptying her out. Even Frank,
the keeper of her anger, could be blown away.
She wondered where she really was. She saw
the dried coffee on the bottom of the cup, those
crumpled up clothes on the floor, the dirty dish-
es in the sink, evidence of some presence.

Maybe, she thought, I have just been sitting
here for a long time and secretly growing, like a
seed packed down in the pressing earth silently
squeezing out tendons and fibers beyond my
body. Maybe I’m branching out and the roots
are restless for something to feed on, for some
way to keep the seed alive and connected. She
saw her hand holding a pen and writing on a
piece of white paper in a language someone
knew once but is now considered dead.

She wakes to a day of perfect stillness, not
knowing how long she’d been sleeping, think-
ing at first she was still dreaming. The sky is
blue and the ocean swells now break crisp and
evenly. The sunlight crystallizes every object
into clear focus. Kanoe gets out of bed. Into her
net bag goes a towel, a visor, sunscreen and a
book. She pulls on her swim suit, wraps a pareu
around herself and heads straight for the pool.
She spreads her towel out half way between the
pool and the sea and settles into the warm sand.

Closing her eyes she sees an image of Frank in
his office, the day she first met him. She
remembers admiring his ivy league, east coast
looks, his wire rimmed glasses. Frank always
loved an admirer, and in the beginning, Kanoe
rapturously drank in his every move. He prized
her attention and her quick mercurial mind that
traveled so gracefully in the world of ideas.
That she was an island girl and part-Hawaiian
made it even better for him. She made him dif-
ferent from the others. He was no longer just
another transplanted mainland professor with a
blonde wife and pale limbed children. He was
connected. But after three years of marriage,
when Kanoe began to really write, Frank “felt
something was missing in the relationship.”
When others began to take her seriously and
praise her work, he told her she’d become
“indifferent” and “disconnected.” When she got
published in a well-known magazine, he had the
first affair. Then came the promises of never
again, the “if you’d only been more…” Kanoe
stopped these thoughts because they always
made her stomach queasy. Maybe he just does-
n’t want a wife who is a successful writer and



because he’s a professor of English he just can’t
bring himself to admit it.

Kanoe listens to the sound of the waves. They
seem subliminal and far away at first, but the
sound gets clearer, as if she is waking up, yet
she knows that she hasn’t been sleeping. She is
very aware of her body sitting up and looking
out at the brilliant water. Out there in the waves
someone is surfing. A young, dark man rides in
and paddles out. Kanoe watches from her towel.
He turns around, sitting on his board. Is he star-
ing at her or just looking her way? She sees her
sunvisor by the water’s edge. Did she drop it
there or was it blown by some little wind?
Kanoe gets up and walks down to pick it up
before the water takes it away. It seems like
miles. She knows he is watching. Bending
down, she reaches to take it in her hand, but the
wind picks it up and blows it in the water.
Kanoe stands and watches as the white spot
floats out to sea.

The young man is paddling swiftly toward the
floating visor. Kanoe looks away nervously. If I
just don’t look, she reasons, if I look up mauka
at the solid green hills, maybe he won’t be
there. He’ll be gone like something at night you
thought was under your bed. She turns back,
and like a sleight of hand he is quickly there.
He’s walking out of the water holding out the
white visor. He’s looking straight at her, staring,
not the way Frank would stare at a woman. He
looks her over as if she is an enchanting curiosi-
ty, something bright and fresh in a store win-
dow. Now his face changes. It is warm like the
day’s sun on her body, because, she hears her-
self think, he has the most beautiful smile, the
most even and perfect white teeth she has ever
seen. “Kapua,” he says in a soft and even voice,
“I’m Kapuaokekai, and this must be yours.” He
hands her the visor.

In another second, he is on his board paddling
away. Kanoe watches his arms move into the
water, his back shifting in rhythm with every
stroke. He turns and waves. As if pulled by a
string, her hand rises. She waves back. He

flashes that smile again, turns quickly on his
board and paddles away, down the coast.

The night before, Luisa had a dream and she
told it to Robert: A boy and a girl are swimming
with sharks. The sharks explain to them that
certain sharks are related to certain people on
land. “When you forget who your relatives are,
that’s when the killing starts,” they tell the chil-
dren. A big shark swims by. “You see him,” the
sharks say. “His mother was walled up in
Pu‘uloa when they built Pearl Harbor. So sad.”

Since it is the Fourth of July, Robert and Luisa
have insisted that Kanoe eat dinner with them.
Luisa comments on Kanoe’s sunburn.

“I hiked down the coast, quite a ways today,”
she lies. For a second, she questions the lie, but
the lie and the question just as easily slip away.

“Robert,” moans Auntie Lu, “too bad we no
more firecrackers.”

“Luisa you too old for fireworks.” Robert is
cooking spare ribs on a grill. They are all sitting
in a hala grove that has been cleared out and
fixed up to look like a little picnic area. They
even have a stand for torches. Smooth bits of
white coral are spread over the ground and each
hala tree is surrounded by a ring of rocks like a
planter. The picnic table and benches are paint-
ed white and so are the old wooden Adirondack
chairs that have been brought from the porch.
Kanoe listens to the breeze in the hala leaves, a
quicker more restless sound than when it moves
through coconut fronds. Luisa has gone in the
house to warm up some noodles. Robert clears
his throat, a male signal that Kanoe recognizes
from childhood meaning something serious to
follow.

“Kanoe, Luisa’s sister in Miloli‘i, she’s really
sick. The husband like us come stay little while,
help him.”

“Oh.”



“Yeah, but see, Luisa, I know she like go, but
she’s saying maybe she no can go, and I know
it’s cause she worried about leaving you here.”

“Leaving me? I’ll be fine, I’m a grown up.”

“She worried about you swimming alone, hav-
ing one accident.”

“She really has a thing about that pool, huh
Robert?”

“Yeah…See, so I figure, if I talk to you and you
make promise you no go to the pool while we
gone, then I can tell Luisa, then she no worry,
then we can go visit the sister and help the sis-
ter’s husband and everything’s ok.”

“Okay, I promise, you can tell her.”

“Hey, thanks, Kanoe. Funny kind things she fix
her mind on. Here, taste this.”

Robert cuts off a piece of meat and puts it in
Kanoe’s mouth. It tastes of grill and gristle and
barbecue sauce. Kanoe looks closer at the little
picnic garden. There is a sea shell stuck in the
small hollow of a tree and in its pattern she
thinks she sees a tiny figure whirling and danc-
ing around. The piece of driftwood down by one
of the roots looks like a snake, curled around a
log, peacefully sleeping. She sees that the rocks
have been carefully chosen and placed, some of
them with faces of women, some like animals
and some like veiled creatures, alive now, but
not quite formed. There is a whole world here in
this garden, beyond, just beyond where she and
Robert are drinking beer and cooking and hav-
ing a regular conversation.

“Too good how she did that, yeah?”

Kanoe is aware that Robert has been watching
her while cooking his spareribs.

“Takes a while to notice. Some people never
even see. Luisa made all the things here. She
finds then on the beach. She says they call her,

and then she asks then if they like come to the
garden. If they say yes, then they even tell her
where they like be. Too good, yeah? Kinda like
one whole party out here.”

Luisa comes out of the house with the noodles
just as Robert plunks the done ribs in a big
bowl. Luisa says she can’t figure out why
Hawaiians like to celebrate the Fourth of July.
“Captain Cook never even get here till 1778.
Nothing to do with us.”

“Hell,” says Robert, “Just one excuse for eat
something good we not supposed to.”

The next morning, Robert took Kanoe to the
store to get groceries. Since they will be away,
they insist that Kanoe buy a lot of food. Luisa
even cooks a huge pot of stew that she pours
into separate plastic containers to store in her
freezer. Kanoe is supposed to come to their
house and get some whenever she wants. That
afternoon, they depart for Miloli‘i. Robert
shows Kanoe the special watering can in the
shed to use on the delicate ferns that hang under
the eaves.

“Now, you remember about the pool, yeah?”
Robert looks at her nervously.

“Don’t worry, I’ll remember.”

Kanoe savors their formal, country goodbyes; as
the truck drives away down the sand and gravel
road, she feels a sense of finality descend with
their departure.

Kanoe has turned and turned and turned in the
sun until her skin reflects the colors of her
father and grandmother and all those who came
before her. The day after Robert and Luisa left,
Kanoe again encountered Kapuaokekai at the
pool. Since that meeting, she has been with him
day and night. She hasn’t tried to explain it to
herself. She hasn’t even thought about it too
much. She finds one moment moving into the
next, and each moment a little more pleasant
than the last one. So she continues because of



the pleasure and the pleasantness, the calm and
sense of well being, are too much to make her
even consider resisting. In the mid-morning
light she turns on her towel, and her brown fin-
gers reach over to trace the ridge of his back-
bone. Kapuaokekai. She likes his feminine
name. She loves the curve of his neck as it
slides on to his shoulder, and she loves it that
cautiously spreading down his back, are freck-
les. Kapuaokekai, her rider of waves, with the
beautiful white smile. He’s started to tell her
about his grandfather.

“He said things had changed so much from the
way they used to be. It made him sad.”

“What kinds of things?” Kanoe asks.

“The way people thought about things.”

“Well, how did they think?” Kanoe is always
interested in stories about the past.

“My grandfather said, before, people weren’t so
scared about Hawaiian things. They weren’t
scared to talk to their ancestors who had passed
away. They weren’t afraid of interacting with
the guardians—the ‘aumÅkua, or the spirits of
the forest, or the other living creatures in the
world. Everyone knew they were related.
Sometimes it was a blessing to be…to have
those kinds of friends, protectors. Do you
understand what I’m talking about?” Kapua
stops talking and looks at her. She has been lis-
tening with her eyes closed in the sun.

“Yeah,” Kanoe rolls over on to her side and
opens her eyes. “But what exactly did he say
changed them?”

“When the foreigners came,” Kapua begins,
“The attention of the people became caught up
in all the new things they brought to our
world—like cloth and metal and guns—all of
those things we didn’t have. Then came the
ideas about the god of the foreigners who was a
jealous god and didn’t want to share the world
with the gods of any other place. Each place

this god came to, he claimed as his, and didn’t
want any other kind of competition. His follow-
ers began to change the old stories to make peo-
ple afraid of the things they had formerly loved
and the ones who had been their protectors.
They made up and told stories over and over
again about how any person who befriended or
invited any of the old ones into their lives was
ruined and contaminated by the contact. They
made up stories about people going mad, pro-
ducing evil children, killing or eating their own
friends and family—terrible stories.”

“What did your grandfather say it was really
like?” Kanoe sees Kapua’s brow is tensed. “Tell
me.”

“He said we were all friends. We brought joy
into each others lives. We gave each other
things, special things.”

The world exists for Kapua in a way Frank
could never comprehend. Kapua has learned to
see the world as his family has seen it living for
many generations in close and intimate contact
with the sea. Gently and carefully, Kanoe meets
that world. Names—he names everything. All
the fish, all the limu, all the rocks, the currents,
tides, the shades of light from the sun and
moon—they all have names. Every face of the
sea, every wind, all the waves, all the clouds, all
the skies, all have names. All have names in the
lyrical language of their shared past, names that
surely know themselves for what they are:
sounds of the voice; only with the sound of the
voice are things named with life. Kapuaokekai,
we are in a dream, she thinks. Give the dream a
name. Give us life.

There are only two important things for Kanoe
at this moment in her life, Kapua and the pool.
Frank, her writing, and her anger have become
silent and unimportant. In the evening, Kapua
catches fish for her and cooks them on a rock in
a fire. He brings ‘opihi, sweet crabs, even lob-
ster. They lie in the moonlight and watch the
pool change faces under the passing clouds,
watch those little drifts of wind on the water,



and listen to the voices underneath the glassy
finish. This is what we all need, she tells her-
self-undivided attention, peace. She thinks she
would just like to lie here and watch him ride
the endless waves, swim in the pool, eat, make
love and never see anyone again.

At one point there is something Kanoe wants at
the house. Kapua doesn’t want to go there. She
coaxes him. She takes him by the hand and
leads him down the lava path saying it will just
take a minute. He follows reluctantly away from
the pool and the beach. They make love in her
bed, but the bed seems too small. In fact, Kanoe
thinks he doesn’t exactly look right in the house
with its walls and squareness, and under the
roof, his eyes lose a certain quality of light. She
picks up her pen. “I love to write,” she tells
him. “Later,” he whispers, “lots of time, later.”
They walk back to the pool, past Robert and
Luisa’s house.

“Maybe I should stop and water their plants,”
she tells him. “I promised.”

Kanoe stands on tip toe to get the key from the
hanging fern. When they enter the house, the
living room seems big and cool and inviting.
Kanoe goes take care of the plants. Kapua looks
around the house, and when Kanoe returns, she
finds him examining the collection of framed
photographs on the desk near the kitchen. He
picks up a picture of Luisa.

“This is her when she was young?” Kapua’s fin-
gers softly trace her image.

“Yes,” says Kanoe.

“My father was in love with her when they were
young.”

“So he lived close by?”
“Uh-huh.”

“Did she know it? Know he loved her?”

“I don’t know, they were really young. Who is

this?” Kapua had picked up the picture of Lily.

“That’s her daughter. She lives in Texas.”

“Any others, sisters, brothers?” His voice is
quick, almost eager.

“No, but here’s a picture of Luisa and Robert
today.” Kanoe shows him a snapshot of the cou-
ple standing in front of Luisa’s picnic garden.
“She still looks so young.”

“She’s still beautiful,” he murmurs.

“She is.” Kanoe likes it that he finds this older
woman attractive.

“Is she kind, Kanoe?”

“She has moods, but mostly she’s very nice.”

“Like you, Kanoelehua.”

That afternoon, Kanoe dreams in the sun. She
dreams she is walking by the sea in a strange
place. It is a sunny and warm morning. The
ocean is blue and clear. She comes to a place
that is like a beachside attraction, like a muse-
um, where for a small fee, a person can get into
a tank with a shark. She sees a man in a tank
with a huge shark. They lie close together and
look like they are in some kind of intimate com-
munication. The scene changes. There is anoth-
er exhibit. Now the shark is all tied up and
made to sit in something like a chair, bent over
and bound up in cruel ways. Kanoe becomes
very upset. She screams that they can’t do this.
“This is our ‘aumÅkua and he must be free,” she
cries.

Sitting straight up and crying, Kanoe wakes
from the dream. Kapua is right there. She tells
him about the terrible dream. She buries her
face in the warm curve of his neck, and he sings
to her as he rocks her back and forth. The tune
is strange and haunting and comforting, like
something she’s heard a long time ago and is
just remembering again. Kanoe listens to his



voice and the lapping of the waves weaving
together in a safe and protective lullaby. The
bad dream fades. Kapua tells her that tonight
will be a special night. The moon will be as full
as it can be and together they will watch it rise
out of the depths of the ocean, bright and ripe
and brilliant. The two of them will be alone
with the moon, the water and the light.

12 July 

WhatI wanttowrite. Icant.

Kanoe was first conscious of a heavy feeling in
her head and a throbbing sensation in her right
ankle. It was only after a few days of Luisa’s
care that her focus returned enough to write a
simple line, but every day after that the writing
came faster and smoother and better than
before. It was a soothing and familiar activity.
She remembered nothing after Robert and Luisa
left for Miloli‘i; the doctor said she just might
never recover those memories.

“So what’s a few days out of your life?” he told
her. There’s more than five days in mine I wish
I could completely forget.”

She saw some things written down in her jour-
nal like a list, the kind she makes when she’s
thinking of a story, but she couldn’t remember
the story she was thinking of. There was some-
thing about a man, a young man, a house that’s
too big, and looking at photographs.

“We found you by that pool.” Luisa tells her
what happened. “With a gash on the head and
blood on your face and inside your hair. You
was just sitting there with your feet dangling in
the water, and you was staring into nothing and
never even knew who we was. You talk, but no
make sense, and you never even know your
name.”

The ambulance came. In the emergency room,
Kanoe was treated for shock and exposure. She
had a sprained ankle and possibly a concussion,

but they let Robert take her home on the prom-
ise that one of them would stay with her at all
times for a few days.

“We so happy we never find you floating face
down in that pool. But sorry,” Luisa speaks
most kindly, “had to call Robert’s niece for find
out where your husband for call about the med-
ical insurance. So now he knows. Sorry.”
Robert adds that Frank has been calling and
wants to come see if she’s all right.

“You like him come, I tell him, okay. You no
like, I tell him go to hell,” Robert tells Kanoe.

“He can come. But tell him he has to stay in
town, not here.”

That night before bed, Kanoe looks over the
notes in her journal, trying to make sense out of
the pieces.

“Maybe I was, I don’t know. Maybe I just
snapped…Auntie Lu, thank you for saving me.”

“We didn’t save you, baby. I just wish we didn’t
leave you alone.”
“I should have listened to you.”

“No worry. It’s pau, finished now. Everything’s
okay. You sleep.”

Early in the morning while it was still dark and
cool, Kanoe wakes up from a dream. She turns
on the small light by her bed and looks for a
pencil and her journal. Luisa was already up,
sitting in a chair and watching the first bits of
light coming into the day.

“What you want Kanoe?”

“I had a dream. I want to write it down.”

“No write. First, tell. Tell me your dream, I
want to hear.”

“I am asleep by the pool. A young man is there.
He is handsome and kind, and he lies on top of



me so I can see his face framed by the bright
sun, like a halo. He asks me if I would like to
have a baby. I say sure. He says we have to do
it in the pool, or it won’t come out right. He
carries me to the pool. First there is a full moon,
but then it goes behind a cloud and it gets dark.
There are torches all around, and I know some-
one is holding them, but I can’t see who it is.
We undress and slide into the water. We swim
around each other in circles, coming closer and
closer together until we slip into each other. The
water is cool and smooth on my skin. I feel
something for just a moment like a spark, a
flame, a falling star shooting up and into me.
Then everything changes. I am leaning on a
large smooth rock near the pool. There is anoth-
er rock, perfectly placed for me to brace my feet
on. My belly is growing. I watch it get larger
and larger before my eyes. The young man
smiles and kisses me and tells me that the baby
could come anytime now. Then off in the dis-
tance I see a tiny light getting closer and closer.
It’s you, Auntie Lu and Robert, coming with
flashlights to see what I’m doing. Then I get
confused and afraid. I try to get up, but he keeps
me from moving. He says I’ll hurt myself and
the baby. I get away and start to run toward you,
but an intense pain seizes my stomach, and I
think I fall. Yes, I fall, and then I’m back lean-
ing on the rocks feeling as if my belly will burst
open at any moment. And there’s blood, blood
in my hair, blood on my hands and blood
between my legs. There are a series of snapping
sounds, one after another and everything is like
a silent movie in slow motion. I am tenderly
carried by invisible hands, washed in the pool
and placed back on the rocks which are clean
and smooth again. The torches begin to go out
one by one and I watch the young man walk
away. I see his broad and beautiful back in the
moonlight, the sway of his hips, back and forth
as he moves away. He turns back and I see his
hands are cupped as if he holds something pre-
cious. He smiles a beautiful smile and a strong
wave of love opens up every part of me. He
turns away and enters the sea.”

“It’s good to tell your dreams,” Auntie Lu said

after listening with great interest, “My grandma
always said.”
Kanoe looks into Luisa’s face and she seems so
incredibly beautiful. Her eyes are great and dark
and deep, illuminated by a timeless light. She
smiles, and in an instant Kanoe sees sorrow,
compassion, and love pass over her face all at
once. Luisa lets out a sigh, strokes Kanoe’s hair
and tells her to go back to sleep.

Kanoe wakes again, rested. She is far away
from her old battles. Sunlight has lost its old,
sharp edge and the wind is sweet and pleasant.
Kanoe gets out of bed and roams around the
house, not worrying about or trying to remem-
ber what is past. Robert has gone to town to
bring Frank for a short visit. She feels no ten-
sion or anxiety about his visit. Although there
might be things I want from Frank, she muses,
he has nothing I really need. Today she is sure
about her path, sure she will never have to beg
for anything, ever again. Unexplainably, she
feels taken care of, not by any particular person,
but by something else, something quiet and
kindly, something like this very day.

Auntie Lu sits on the veranda knitting for one of
her grandchildren in Texas, while Kanoe lies on
the pËne‘e watching the sea. She remembers
thinking when she was a little girl that there was
one place where all the waves in the world
came from. She thinks she pictured it some-
where around the South Pole. What or who gen-
erated the waves was of no great importance.
What did matter greatly to her was that they
continued to proceed, one after another, on their
course to each shoreline, reef, island, beach and
cliff from this one great wellspring of waves.
And still, thinks Kanoe, they continue arriving.
From their long and rolling journeys, waves
arrive in a timeless consistency that will long
outlast my little human life. Auntie Luisa hums
quietly in her chair as she gets on with her
work.



Rider

Everyday
You think of the sea.
It burns a hole
in your mind,
and the wind
passes through.

Each time you return
to this body
of waters
those arrows
pierce your heart
and you wonder
at your own depth.
All the while the white water
curling and breaking
around you,
a feathering cape
over the shoulders
of who you might be-
a surfacing
of the ones
who imagined
that the gourd,
flute
and drum
would resonate
what they sang
and longed for.

Hear them then,
in these folding lines,
on these endless waves,
holding fast
to the soaring vine
on which you swing,
suspended,
blown by voices,
over waters
flying—
between, above
and below.
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North Shore Molokai



Underneath me,
The anchored bow of the Koleka Kai
rhythmically bucks
up and down
Clapping against ocean swells
begging me
awake. On shore,
a waterfall rumbles,
falling high from a thick fog
down lush, jagged cliffs,
beating furiously
on the worn lava rock below,

just as it has always done.

Plumes of mist
rise back up the falls

and dance in the climbing sunlight,
only to unfurl and drizzle

across the backs of black boulders
covered in ‘opihi.

A cool mountain breeze
races down the steep, rugged coast

to the water, out to the boat
and envelops me

with fresh lilikoi and guava.

I lay still,
swaying with the ocean
and gazing up the majestic green fortress walls,
while unseen birds
begin to chant,
louder and louder and louder still,
until I am no more.



E Huaka‘i Pele! (Pele Travels!)

Hiko‘ulÅ HanapÈ 
“E Huaka‘i Pele! (Pele Travels!)” began as a personal vision in
the 1980s. Originally, my interest was to illustrate traditional
accounts of Pele from an indigenous Hawaiian perspective.
For the past two decades, I’ve worked on many pieces, which
in time became a renewed symbol for those seeking spiritual-
ity and sovereignty, an inspiration for a Hawaiian nationalism
through Hawaiian culture and arts. 

Due to world events, my vision matured in the 1990s. I
expanded my initial concepts to one where Hawaiian culture
and traditional values could comment on major global environ-
mental issues, most notably, weapons of mass destruction and
nuclear technology. I knew that I wanted to speak out through
my art.

Through storytelling, I used my art to lay a foundation to speak out
about the changes around me. Like the prophets of old, I could
speak out in non-violent means and welcome my own transforma-
tion; my strength has always been in using Hawaiian mo‘olelo and
applying their wisdom to modern scenarios.

My mind awakened, I began seeking subject matter for my works. It was
at an American Friends Service Committee meeting on O‘ahu in 1996,
where I met a man from Tahiti named Gabby. When I heard him speak about
what nuclear testing has done to his people and islands I was inspired to help.
This was the beginning of “E Huaka‘i Pele!”

I spent a year drawing the images in this series. I wanted to include Polynesian
designs to make this work more connected to the Pacific and expand this proj-
ect beyond Hawai‘i. I want to take this exhibit to many places, and in each place
it travels to, create a new image with Pele and her ‘ohana associating with fire
gods of those lands, in places such as Tahiti, Aotearoa, Japan, Russia, and the
American Southwest, creating a living and growing global series. This is the
vision and it will be a life-long commitment.





A Model for Hawaiian Education

No‘eau 
Kaholokula

A generation passes and another one comes
but the world forever stays

Reflections of our past; nÅ ‘aumÅkua
give direction and guidance for our future

Where there is wisdom you will find sorrow,
and where you find knowledge there will be grief

For all the laws to restrict and change
mÅlama ‘Åina still remains

The esteem in oneself is the knowledge
of the richness of this heritage

We are the land and we are the water;
He Hawai‘i Au…



Introduction

Hawai‘i may seem like the perfect island para-
dise, yet for many Native Hawaiians it is any-
thing but that. The near devastation of the native
population has created a void within that com-
munity, posing a direct negative affect upon the
education and well being of Hawai‘i’s future
generations. The subsequent displacement of
Native Hawaiians has created confusion among
many Hawaiians as to what their role is in
today’s society, as our long held kuleana
(responsibilities) as stewards and hosts of these
islands have been replaced by foreign ideas of
land tenure and land management designed to
exclude Hawaiians, and keep us on the fringes
of western society. This is not surprising, as the
displacement of indigenous peoples from their
land and culture is basic to colonizing practices
throughout history and around the globe. Yet
simultaneously, Native Hawaiians have
remained concerned about the loss of our
resources, identity and birthright, particularly
within the basic human right of our sovereignty,
which was stolen by the United States with the
overthrow of our government in 1893, and
which today remains in their control. With such
a contentious background, even with the best
intentions, how could any so-called “education-
al” system provided by the usurper ever provide
any meaningful help to the displaced indigenous
population?

In Hawai‘i, our public school system is based
on western models and theories of education. As
such, it does not accommodate diverse concepts,
such as Native Hawaiian models and theories of
education; this has resulted in the continuous
poor performance of Native Hawaiian students
stuck within the confines of the Department of
Education (DOE) for decades. The DOE, a sys-
tem cobbled together by its American counter-
parts, is based on western models and theories
of education which conflict with indigenous
Hawaiian values, and thus has no connection,
from the Native Hawaiian perspective, with
Hawai‘i’s rich and historic pre-plantation era,
and pre-western contact past. Thus it is

unwilling, as well as unable, to be a bridge for
displaced Natives Hawaiians to our rich, tradi-
tional heritage, and our kuleana as the indige-
nous people and culture of these islands. 

Recognizing the need to create a more balanced
educational approach, as well as a need for
community-based educational programs, a hui
(collective) of concerned Native Hawaiian edu-
cators created an educational, non-profit organi-
zation called Kukulu Kumuhana. Founded in
Waipi‘o valley, Kohala, Hawai‘i, in the summer
of 1991, the mission of Kukulu Kumuhana is to
safeguard the well-being and the future of
Hawai‘i’s ‘Øpio (youth). Kukulu Kumuhana
stands on the kahua (foundation) of ‘ohana
(family) and mÅlama ‘Åina (protection of our
land and water resources through proper
resource management). Kukulu Kumuhana is
also dedicated to the preservation of our
Hawaiian heritage, the collecting and sharing of
our mo‘olelo (stories and history of our past),
and the need to teach different skills needed to
survive with the resources that are available.

The term “kukulu kumuhana” refers to the pool-
ing of resources: emotional, physical, and spiri-
tual, for a shared purpose, a concept which
dates back to Hawaiian antiquity. In just seven
years, the basic Kukulu Kumuhana program has
expanded to all six districts on the island of
Hawai‘i. On the island of Maui, this phenome-
non has spread to a growing number of sites. In
addition, many programs have since branched
off from the original Waipi‘o model which do
not use the name Kukulu Kumuhana, but share
the same values and intentions as the original
program.

This essay focuses on the Maui program,
Kukulu Kumuhana o Maui (here after referred
to as Kukulu Kumuhana). The author is a
founder of the original Kukulu Kumuhana pro-
gram, and is presently a Director/Coordinator of
the Maui program. With the kØkua (help) of
community leaders, Kukulu Kumuhana will
continue to develop learning centers throughout
Maui. The development of these new



educational learning facilities enhances,
strengthens, and supports Hawaiian values, and,
most importantly, promotes community leaders
and community leadership. Thus the goals of
Kukulu Kumuhana, as outlined from an Edith
Kanaka‘ole Foundation (EKF) workshop, are to
provide the following:

1. The keiki (child) shall be grounded to 
Hawaiian culture and values.

2. Cultural knowledge and understanding shall 
benefit the keiki, the ‘ohana, and the 
community.

3. Family, culture, and peace shall be main
tained as the child’s source of security 
(Edith Kanaka‘ole Foundation, 1997).

To accomplish these goals, each haumana (stu-
dent) must be willing to strive towards the fol-
lowing values:

1. Learning the value and responsibility of their 
inoa (name).

2. Becoming a responsible part of the ‘ohana.
3. Establishing a sense of connection to kahi 

(place) and the practice of mÅlama ‘Åina 
(taking care of the land).

4. Taking kuleana (responsibility) for self, 
family and the community.

Kukulu Kumuhana provides intense experiential
Hawaiian immersion learning through hands-on
programs. This unique Hawaiian immersion
program occurs in a a month long, 24 hours a
day live-in setting, which gives participants the
opportunity to practice important cultural values
and apply them in meaningful ways to the chal-
lenges of modern daily life in Hawai‘i.

Background

The poor performance in western educational
programs by Native Hawaiians and Native
Americans, as well as other minority groups,
has inspired a variety of thoughts on the prob-
lem, such as inferior intelligence, multiple and
frequently ignored types of intelligence, and

poor performance as a reflection of systemic
discrimination in educational institutions
(Herrnstein & Murray 1994; Kozol 1991;
Gardner 1983). A growing concern among both
educators and the public at large is that existing
educational programs do not meet the needs of
many of native and minority youth today. An
alarming example of this is former Hawai‘i
Governor Benjamin Cayetano’s comments in his
address to the State Legislature in 1999 that
“the present educational system has failed an
entire generation of Hawai‘i’s people.” The con-
cerns of parents of children with special needs
has prompted major legal action against the
DOE, enacting a judicial attempt at correcting
the systemic and continued failures of the DOE
toward displaced and unmotivated youth (Felix
v. Waihe‘e consent decree). However, many
DOE programs attempt to use alternative meth-
ods that have no shared vision (Covey 1991).
Responses like tracking, the practice of identify-
ing and grouping poor student performers and
placing them in so-called “special” educational
classes, show the basic lack of vision, creativity
and expectation which mark many modern
western institutional approaches in Hawai‘i
(Bigelow 1995). Simple observation reveals the
reason for failure in these similarly negative and
reactionary practices, as politics, bureaucracy,
and the sheer complexity and compartmentaliza-
tion of the DOE system all contribute to the
continued failure of the DOE to address this
burgeoning problem.

Seven years of success in the popular Kukulu
Kumuhana programs clearly indicates that cul-
turally-based Hawaiian programs are capable of
addressing the needs of Hawaiian youth. By
using living traditional cultural values to pro-
vide direction, Kukulu Kumuhana is able to
meet our four objectives central to our philoso-
phy: inoa (name), ‘ohana (family), kahi (place),
and kuleana (responsibility). 

Inoa (Name)

The cultural significance of names cannot be



overlooked. Venerable Hawaiian scholar Mary
Kawena Pukui wrote, “In the early days of
Hawai‘i, personal possessions were few, but
highly valued. Poi pounders, woven mats, a
man’s malo (loincloth), the stone adzes of a
canoe maker, the bone hooks of a fisherman, the
spear of a warrior—all these were prized. But
even more precious was each man’s most per-
sonal possession, his name” (Pukui 1972).

In ancient Hawai‘i as well as today, a person’s
inoa influenced behavior and personal charac-
teristics. The mana (power) of one’s name came
from generations past and the foresight to one’s
destiny by family kaula (seers), as “A Hawaiian
name might tell the place and conditions of
birth, reveal family lineage, an ancestor’s occu-
pation and particular mana” (ibid.).

A person’s inoa could be changed due to certain
events, such as a change of direction in one’s
life, or by graduating to another level or plateau
of spiritual being. Pukui notes that, “One’s inoa
was both owned property and a kind of force in
its own right. Once spoken, an inoa took on an
existence, invisible, intangible, but real. An inoa
could be a causative agent, capable of mar-
shalling mystic elements to help or hurt the
bearer of the name. And, so went the belief, the
more an inoa was spoken, the stronger became
this name-force and its potential to benefit or
harm” (ibid.). This included all names written or
oral, such as nickname and alias.

In today’s westernized society, many given
names are of foreign origin and have no ances-
tral connection for Hawaiians, as foreign names
lack both meaning and mana, due to the irrele-
vancy or unintelligible meaning of foreign
names which might be unsuitable for
Hawaiians. This phenomenon is also due to the
inability to oki (cut) one’s Hawaiian name, and
replacing it with a more suitable one (ibid.). To
the Hawaiian, a name is not static; it relates to a
place or event and can be changed to reflect
changes in the person, place, event or things
named, as Hawaiians see great importance in
naming and names. Pukui says, “Hawaiians

named taro patches, rocks and trees that repre-
sented deities and ancestors, sites of houses and
heiau (places of worship), canoe landings, fish-
ing stations in the sea, resting places in the for-
est, and the tiniest spots where miraculous or
interesting events are believed to have taken
place” (Pukui 1985).

‘Ohana (Family)

Kukulu Kumuhana functions as ‘ohana. Like a
voyaging canoe crew, everyone in the program
‘ohana has a place and a responsibility to the
whole group. Hawaiian seafarers and navigators
of ancient time confidently traveled the massive
Pacific in handmade double-hulled wooden
canoes. They faced many perils on the open
seas, where each person was at the mercy of the
awesome forces of nature; this was why each
person on the canoe had to be in right frame of
mind and of sound body to make the long voy-
ages. Furthermore, it was vital that everyone
shared the responsibility in maintaining the craft
to ensure everyone’s survival. This tradition of
sharing and responsibility is reflected today in
the family values practiced by Kukulu
Kumuhana, as for Hawaiians, shared responsi-
bility is the only path to self-esteem as, “the
notion of having responsibility within a family
and…all parts [of the family] are important for
success” (NÅ Pua No‘eau 1991).

Another excellent metaphor that demonstrates
the important concept of ‘ohana comes from
native Hawaiian plants, particularly those which
make up the native forests. Native plants live in
harmony with each other; like native people,
they grow slowly, assuring a strong foundation.
They protect each other by occupying different
levels of the forest, with each playing an impor-
tant role for the survival of all. Native plants are
more passive and not aggressive or competitive.
Native plants are sensitive to change, but like
native people, they are willing to share their
homes with all, at the risk of being aggressively
run over by others.



The recognition of worth and the opportunity to
fulfill one’s responsibility links the individual to
the whole. The support, structure, and security
of mutually recognized values provide direction
and a basis for learning. Thus education is not
just a function of age or a period of one’s life,
but a complete, integrated activity within the
‘ohana. In Hawaiian culturally-based programs,
as in Polynesian tradition, the ‘ohana plays a
very important part in the education of all;
“Though the ‘ohana of old included mystic
beings, it functioned as the most practical of
social-economic-educational units” (Pukui
1972). 

At Kukulu Kumuhana, participants in the 30
day summer program consist of both kÅne
(male) and wÅhine (female) ages 7-17. This
variation of age and sexes establishes responsi-
bility and respect necessary in the function of
the ‘ohana. Kukulu Kumuhana maintains this
function of the ‘ohana in its attempt to set a
strong foundation and establish the criteria for
proper cultural protocol. In Polynesia, ‘ohana
protocol provides for the understanding of one’s
place within the family, clan, and community.

The importance of the past and the teaching of
such knowledge were the function of the
kËpuna (elders). The kËpuna were the keepers
of important cultural information, and were thus
pivotal in the transfer of knowledge and under-
standing to the ‘Øpio, knowledge which was
typically transferred with aloha. KËpuna share
with the ‘Øpio what they have mastered
throughout the course of their lives. Thus they
are role models today, as they were in the days
of old, when they were highly respected by all.
The transmission of knowledge, not just the
accumulation of it was vital; Maui-based Kumu
Hula HØkËlani Holt-Padilla notes that, “It is not
enough…to just know these things; it is neces-
sary that [this knowledge] be passed on to oth-
ers” (personal communication 1999).

An example from Hawaiian tradition is the way
the natural affinity between the younger genera-
tion and the older one, which lent strength to

the practice of pairing the elder and youngest as
teachers and students, giving direction, function,
and mutual support to both, as “what children
need more than anything is the chance to attach
to adults who are meaningful and important to
them” (O’Neil 1995). 

Kahi (Place)

Connection to place is also vital for a strong
foundation and positive self-balance. This sense
of place for Hawaiians is physical, emotional,
and spiritual, as “The sense of the spiritual was
an important part of how my [Hawaiian] ances-
tors reacted to people and to their environment”
(Kanahele 1990). Providing this balance within
one’s self and a connection to one’s place is
essential for positive grounding of all. Kukulu
Kumuhana maintains at all times the importance
and the understanding of place, as explained by
Native Hawaiian educator and cultural practi-
tioner Ed Kanahele, who says, “A place tells me
who I am and who my extended family is. A
place gives me history, the history of my peo-
ple. I am able to look at a place and tie in
human events, which affect me and my loved
ones. A place gives me a sense of well-being
and knowledge that I am accepted by all who
have experienced my place” (Kanahele 1990).

Today, the stereotype of Hawaiians as “crabs in
a bucket” is wrong. ‘A‘ama crabs live on the
rocks along the shores and beaches; when
caught, they are a delicacy in the Hawaiian diet.
But place them in a bucket, and they will start
fighting with each other and pull each other
down as they struggle to get out of the bucket.
Today, Hawaiians are wrongly stereotyped as
being like “crabs in a bucket” who are always
fighting and struggling against each other,
pulling each other down so no one ever gets
ahead. This phenomenon is a product of dis-
placement and despair, and has been a part of
Hawaiian society for so long that it works
against the Hawaiian family, causing dysfunc-
tion and disharmony.



This problem is similar to other educational pro-
grams, such as those of the DOE, as attempts to
solve the problem are minimal. By applying
only a “band-aid” to the many different symp-
toms, but never on the problem itself, the prob-
lem just festers, and is never completely
resolved. Kukulu Kumuhana removes the prob-
lem by taking away the bucket and letting all
the ‘a‘ama crabs resume their natural places on
the shoreline rocks.

For many Hawaiians, the problem is displace-
ment, or separation from the land. Kukulu
Kumuhana attempts to put Native Hawaiians
back on the land by removing the “bucket of
colonization.” Metaphorically, this bucket func-
tions as “blinders” which keeps us from our cul-
tural ‘ike—both “knowledge” and “seeing.” By
being in the colonial bucket, we are blind to tra-
ditional and cultural ‘ike and its source, blinded
to ‘ike ‘Åina (knowledge of the land), as well as
to our culture, our kuleana as individuals, fami-
ly members, and Hawaiians. The colonial buck-
et cuts us off from our land and water resources,
and all other tools needed for self-sufficiency
and success. By getting “out of the bucket,”
Native Hawaiians are able to overcome oppres-
sion at “the bottom of the bucket,” and in
exchange, is properly returned to our maoli
(real) place on the ‘Åina. 

The movement of natives back to the land
encourages self-determination and self-pride for
all. The result is a solution to the real problems,
and the healing of symptoms that have devel-
oped in the many years of our oppression and
attempted assimilation. In one’s heritage—the
‘Åina (land)—one finds peace; the dispossession
from ‘Åina results in dysfunction and hostility.
Each and every ‘a‘ama crab has a place on the
rock. Their place isn’t within the dark confines
of buckets, but on the sands of their birth, culti-
vating future generations.

Kuleana (Responsibility)

As the kuleana to one’s name was and still is

vital for the character and personality of one’s
future, likewise, kuleana or responsibility, was
also given and known, as explained by Pukui,
who says, “Within the ‘ohana, each one knew
where he stood in the family rating system. He
also knew pretty much what he must and must
not do. Rules, expressed or implicit through
custom, governed conduct” (Pukui 1972). The
lack of responsibilities affected the ‘ohana, and
is partially responsible for the dysfunction faced
within many ‘ohana today.

For Hawaiians, our kuleana towards the ‘Åina
(land) is and has always been essential for us, as
the ‘ohana depended on it for food, shelter, and
survival. As such, Kukulu Kumuhana functions
as one with the land and its various resources.
The establishment of community-based learning
facilitates and promotes community leadership
over land and water management practices here
on the island. Hawaiian practice of kuleana is
tied to place and the local environment. On
Maui, it is vital for the community to take on
the kuleana for resources management educa-
tion within the local environment, as it knows
best the ecological fragility of this place. This
kind of community-based learning experience is
the device that promotes proper learning for all.

The ahupua‘a represents the ultimate system
used by Hawaiians for land and water manage-
ment, our two most precious resources. The
ahupua‘a land management system is unique to
Hawai‘i due to the resources here and the need
to manage those resources by district and envi-
ronmental conditions. Ahupua‘a are defined as:

land sections that usually extended from the 
mountain summits down through fertile valleys 
to the outer edge of the reef in the sea. Ahupua‘a 
were often entire valleys, with the ridges 
between serving as boundaries. They varied in 
size on different islands from as little as 100 
acres to more than 100,000 acres. Ahupua‘a 
contained nearly all the resources Hawaiians 
required for survival. Fresh water resources were
managed carefully for drinking, bathing, and 
irrigation. Wild and cultivated plants provided 



food, clothing, household goods, canoes, 
weapons, and countless other useful products. 
Many land and sea creatures utilized for food 
also provided bones, teeth, skin and feathers for 
tools, crafts, and ornamentation 
(Kamehameha Schools 1994).

Holt-Padilla elaborates on the concept of
kuleana, stating, “It is a common philosophy
among traditional Hawaiians that each person
has a kuleana or responsibility in their family
and to their community. This kuleana is to assist
and guide a person’s actions. The skills and
knowledge needed to fulfill this kuleana is pro-
vided by family members, within the communi-
ty, and through the person’s own efforts. These
combined efforts assured the continuation of
this skill for the family’s and community’s
needs” (Holt-Padilla 1999).

Over the past 30 years, Hawaiians have experi-
ences a renaissance in culture, arts, and lan-
guage. As a result, more people are returning to
traditionally-based methods of teaching and
learning with increasing success. There are
Hawaiians in many communities across the
pae‘Åina (archipelago) who are now using
“hands on” techniques to educate Hawaiian
youth. Kukulu Kumuhana is but one which is
striving to “act responsibly, think critically and
creatively, value the self positively, work pro-
ductively and cooperatively, learn effectively,
and communicate clearly” (Hickcox 1998).

Summary

The displacement of Native Hawaiians over the
past two centuries of colonization and forced
assimilation to western Euro-American culture
has led to the development of numerous prob-
lems for our people in today’s rapidly changing
society. The most prevalent problems have been
caused by the displacement of Hawaiians, lead-
ing to a loss of identity, as Hawaiian ties to our
past have been fragmented and stripped, and by
the displacement of Hawaiians from our ‘Åina
and ancestral land bases. Furthermore, the dis-

placement of each individual within the ‘ohana
family system has led to the neglecting of
kuleana, or responsibilities to the group neces-
sary for the collective success of the whole.
Kukulu Kumuhana provides for each person’s
place, giving direction and the opportunity to be
a meaningful part of a whole, functional ‘ohana,
giving each individual the chance to contribute
to the perpetuation of traditional Hawaiian val-
ues, culture, and community.

The traditional Hawaiian ‘Ølelo no‘eau
(proverb), NÅnÅ ka maka, ho‘olohe ka pepeiao,
pa‘a ka waha, “observe with the eyes, listen
with the ears, shut the mouth” reflects a
Hawaiian concept of learning through observa-
tion and participation (Pukui 1986). Kukulu
Kumuhana practices modeling and observation
theories based on traditional educational con-
cepts such as this one. Thus repetition and lis-
tening skills are also used daily. These methods
force students to listen; paying attention encour-
ages them to engage their bodies, as well as
their minds, in the learning process, and thus
perhaps achieving learning that has more depth
and understanding than conventional western
methods.

In traditional times, Hawaiians used an
oral/memory documentation system which cul-
minated in the memorization and performance
of chants, songs, hula, oratory, and story-telling.
Kukulu Kumuhana provides opportunities for
students to utilize these culturally relevant and
important methods of documentation by encour-
aging students to reflect on their experiences,
adventures, people and places who have
touched their lives. Students also have the
opportunity to create and share what they have
learned through observations and experiences as
they honor, with the highest respect, the places
and the people who have become an important
part of their lives through the composition of
chants, songs, hula, and stories. Aside from the
preservation of personal and cultural history in
these stories, including those of our kËpuna, the
composition of chants, songs, hula, and stories
help students to embrace traditional skills, creat-



ing new ways for them to preserve the past and
the present for future generations.

Kukulu Kumuhana uses the approach of a living
curriculum in the establishment of community
learning centers based on traditional cultural
and environmental immersion and the need for
establishing and maintaining balance between
meaningful, human activity and a healthy natu-
ral world. Kukulu Kumuhana promotes and
facilitates the concept of a learning communi-
ty—instead of students being passive recepta-
cles of knowledge, they become creators of
their own learning. The instructors, too, experi-
ence a metamorphoses as co-creators of knowl-
edge, and as co-learners, rather than conduits of
information. 

I would like to end with a passage from venera-
ble Hawaiian scholar Mary Kawena Pukui. In
NÅnÅ i ke Kumu: Look to the Source, Mrs.
Pukui wrote,

The Hawaiian lived for many years isolated 
from the rest of the world, with a viable culture 
that met the needs of a thriving, industrious, and 
religious people. Then came the foreigner with 
his technology and Judeo-Christian culture. He 
saw the native beliefs as pagan and inferior, and 
super-imposed his culture. In order to gain 
acceptance and avoid ridicule and disapproval, 
the Hawaiian gradually adapted to Western 
ways. However, he secretly hung on to some of 
the beliefs and ways of his own culture. The 
resulting confusion in his sense of identity exists 
today. For many Hawaiian families today, only 
the negatives, often in garbled fashion, have 
persisted. This is complicated further by mergers 
or conflicts of Hawaiian convictions with other
ethnic or religious precepts. Forgotten are the 
positives in the culture, such as the importance 
of the ‘ohana, the respect for kËpuna, insuring 
harmonious interdependence within the ‘ohana 
through regular family therapy (ho‘oponopono), 
dealing with successive layers of trouble, 
forgiving fully and completely (mihi), and 
feeling each other (kala). It is this knowledge 

that the Hawaiians need to recapture. 
(Pukui 1972)

While many of the problems that Mrs. Pukui
described in 1972 are still prevalent today, more
and more Hawaiian educators, cultural practi-
tioners, and others are actively seeking to
address these problems through culturally sensi-
tive and meaningful educational and other expe-
riences and opportunities. Kukulu Kumuhana is
but one small program fighting to rectify the
many wrongs done to the Hawaiian lÅhui over
many generations, so the tide may be turned in
our favor, and our keiki may flourish on this
‘Åina for many generations to come.
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Hiko‘ulÅ HanapÈ
Ka‘ina (Introduction)

As we enter the new millenium, there has been
no other time in human history when the collec-
tive technologies of nÅ kÅnaka (human beings)
have raised us above all species of creatures on
earth to incredible heights of intelligence, well-
being, and the power to do good. Yet nÅ kÅnaka,
or rather the few wielding power, status, and
wealth, continue to ignore the common good.
Instead, a new “Dark Age” begins as our world
grows battered, polluted, and is dying. Among
the islands littered from wars, insensitive greed,
and most recently nuclear testing in the Pacific,
island nations seek to empower themselves to at
least protest further destruction in whatever
non-violent means possible in the face of the
desecration by nuclear states of our ocean
domain and global peace. 

Nuclear technology is modern day “fire-
making.” It is power, and it is mass destruction.
A few are trying o control it. This exhibit, “E
Huaka‘i Pele!” is both a traditional and a con-
temporary Hawaiian story about the art of mak-
ing fire. It illustrates the Polynesian worldview
of creation and seeks to parallel the modern day
fire makers with Polynesian fire gods and
ancient conflicts for power and domination.

“E Huaka‘i Pele” continues the saga of
Hawai‘i’s paramount fire-maker, Pele. She is
Maka‘ula, the “Red-eyed Seer,” the prophet in
the fire, and she is power, status, and wealth on
a spiritual order. She sees the atempt by nÅ
kÅnaka to learn the art of making fire as global
destruction. The modern day woman of the vol-
cano believes that it is up to nÅ kÅnaka to find a
way to stop their madness, but Pele will travel
and be a messenger, a prophet warning of 
danger.

E Huaka‘i Pele!





Calling Home
Every Morning

Ovarian Cancer 

Kahale‘eaokekaulike 
Pahulu

Calling Home

Muffled sounds that I reach for through the 
phone

Trying to straighten the phone wires with my 
hands

To make his words real
Dad’s voice over the phone 
As I listen in a cold room
500 miles away from him
Voice faint 
Like loss
Like dying
So small I ask him to repeat himself
Which must shame him
Must be embarrassed to say it all over

I am currently attending UH Hilo, but am originally from
Anaheim, California. The picture is of my father, Siaosi
Pahulu, my mother and myself. The poems were written about
my mother, Raouleen Amalia Kahale‘ea‘okekaulike Bodnar
Pahulu, who passed away September 11, 2000. My mother
was a third generation hula teacher, originally from Maui, who
eventually settled in Southern California. Whether it be about
fighting alongside her in the uphill battle with ovarian cancer,
dealing with her death, or trying to hold on to her memory,
writing has found a firm place in my life where everything can
come together and heal. I simply wish to always remember,
honor, and thank her as well as connect with other people that

have had similar experiences. Mahalo a nui loa for this opportu-
nity.



Again and louder,
Making his sadness real
To the walls
Maybe so loud that the words are there
In block, fully formed
Sitting there
Marking his hands 
As he stares
Empty eyed
Into them.

What?

What, Dad?
His voice comes again
So that I can hear his tears
I can feel them running down his rough cheeks
Sliding down his nose
“A few times I woke up
In the middle of the night,
I smell her perfume.”
I understand
I remember when mom
Used to smell her own mother’s perfume
Drifting on the updrafts of night air
Aromatic whispers of the dead’s presence

He shakes and I’m scared for my father
He’s crying for my mother
A cry that is breaking me
“I just sat up
And I smelled 
Her perfume—
Shalimar.”

Dark air
Reminding my father never to forget
my mother
her fragrance
singing to him
what he knows
the smell
crunching his heart into a tight ball of sadness.

Every Morning

After a shower
Every morning 
Before school
My wet hair
Detangled as much as 
My half Tongan hair can be tangle-free
I bring my comb
The plastic one
That hasn’t been lost yet
And I bring two rubber bands.
Sometimes a slight hesitation at first
But I would always ask you, always
Because I knew you were the best in the house
The best.

You would tell me 
Sit down
Sometimes in a chair
But, after you were sick
You would pat the space of the bed
right in front of your legs
telling me to sit there
so you didn’t have to get up.
You scolded me to keep my head straight—
Don’t look at the TV,
Or my line would be crooked.
You split the hair
Combed each side
And began the skill
No one exactly knew how to do.
After a minute of your hands tugging at my
head
You would tell me to pull forward
To take up the slack
Of my growing braid.
Every morning
Somewhere in the middle of our session
You would tell me dreamily
As if you had forgotten
That you had told me
the same thing the day before
Your kËpuna would looovvveee your hair
Your kËpuna would be sooo proud.



Ovarian Cancer

She said it feels like she’s pregnant
It started out the size of a golf ball
In her gut
Mom’s cancer
is so big now
so big in her belly
like a parasite
It feels like
I’m pregnant
She says, fet up

I am an angry daughter
A girl helpless
Can only watch now
doctors poke
Obtrusive needles into it
As if my mother were a Thanksgiving turkey
As if she were dead already.
They’ve already told her
She will be lucky if she lives past ten months.

I hate to see these tests
to further their research
She’s just a textbook fact to them
Just a deposit into their wallets
And a notch on their hospital headboards.
How can one man’s comfortable living
Come from my mother’s sleepless nights
Wetting the sheets
Sweat drenched pillows
The washing machine in the middle of the night
Beats a horrible drum in my mother’s ear
It never stops

But this mountain
in her ‘ØpË
The one mass that sometimes
feels like a knife
Cutting into her gut
It is settled in 
Sitting like a sturdy shelf
From the top of her belly
Down to the crease
Where stomach meets waist
sits emotionless, thriving on her.
It threatens our lives

Screaming to my mother everyday
You are dying.



Hiko‘ulÅ HanapÈ
Mai ka PØ

Mai ka PØ
A long time ago there was only darkness. It was the
beginning of the world and it was called PØ. It was a time
of swirling clouds. The darkness was caused by the close-
ness of earth mother, Papa and sky father, Wakea. They had
plenty of aloha for each other and through their aloha many
children were born in the night of PØ.

There were the children that swim, the children that crawl, the
children that grow, the children that dig, the children that fly and
the children that live in the sky. So many children were born to the
sky and earth. In time PØ became very crowded.





I Geddum

D. Ululani
Uchima

D. Ululani Uchima is a resident of KÅne‘ohe where she was
born and raised on land of her ancestors. She is the tenth of
twelve children and grew up with family who loved music. As
a result, she gained an appreciation for music and history of
Hawai‘i at an early age. She gives credit to a high school
English teacher who invoked interest in reading and writing of
poetry and stories. Although she has a college degree in
business administration and a career in that field, her devotion
is the family and her passion is genealogy and family history—
an immersion so intense, she credits her success in “finding”
her ancestors through her Christian upbringing, faith,
dedication, perseverance, and a lot of patience. The root of this

work began with the life stories told by her parents when she
was an adolescent. They each had a colorful past; and respect and

honor of their progenitors gave Uchima a deeper insight and
appreciation for her ancestral background. Her paternal heritage is

of Tahitian, Hawaiian, Norwegian and Swedish extraction and that
family, originally of Kahana Valley, O‘ahu, rebelled against the law

that prohibited speaking the mother tongue. Consequently, ‘Ølelo
Hawai‘i was the first language of her father’s home. Her maternal

heritage is of Hawaiian and English stock and ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i was also
spoken freely in her mother’s home in Kona, Hawai‘i. Uchima is

currently compiling all the research she has accumulated since the mid-
1950s. And as life weaves its way between her works, she captures

memorable experiences in poetry and compositions. Her inspiration comes from
an eternal force embodied in her self; and in the life forms that abound in her
environment—the moody Ko‘olau, Moa‘e that needs no invitation, Wailele that
dances to the ‘ıpuakea rain, the peacefulness of Malulani, the sea spray of
MØkapu; the pØhaku that is caringly selected and sculpted to live in her home—
such as a mooring, a poi pounder, a salt crusher, or a medicine bowl—a constant
reminder of its usefulness in centuries past.



I Geddum

You know wen sometin on yo mind, an you no
can shake um, yo whole day kine-a bummed,
yeah? Well, one time I was driving up da road,
an da cah in fronna me wen stop at da red light.
On top da cah’s bumpa had one old sticka wit
da words EDDIE WOULD GO. Ho, I wen trip
out! Neva make sense. I wen tink, so wat?
Wazzat about? Dey come out wit dum kine
stickas nowdays. I no geddum! 

Afta dat, ereytime I wen see dat kine bumpa
sticka on one cah, I look at who stay drivin fo
see wat kine guy goin put one sticka laddat on
his cah. Ho, was anykine guys! Ole kine. Young
keeds. Mosely local guys but. Dis bumpa sticka
wen really bodda me. I no was mad laddat, but
da words jus wen stuck in my mind all da time.
So fo litto while I wen read ereybody’s bumpa
sticka, cuz maybe get mo stuffs I suppose to
know. I figga bumpa stickas, dey jus like
newspaypaz.

I no buy da paypa steady, kay, cuz wasse
money. Get too much crap goin on in da world
today. Who like pay good money fo read crap?
Not me, man. But da odda day, I wen pick up
somebody else’s newspaypa, an I wen read by
da sports page about deese canoe guys. Ho, my
eyes wen almose pop out wen I read about dis
guy Eddie. He was one good swimma an one
good surfa. He wen really know da ocean
laddat. Eddie no sked da wadda. I wen tink, eh,
dis da same Eddie on da bumpa sticka or wat?
Ho, long time I wen geeve up readin bumpa
stickas arready. One time I almose rap da guy in
fronna me. I wen come too close so dat I could
read dem stickas. Too many chances I wen take.
Nowdays get planny sue jobs, you know.

Den one time wen I stay drivin work, I hea da
raedjo disc jockeys on da Hawaiian station
talkin story about wat wen happen ousside da
sea. I neva hea ereytin dat dey was talkin about,
but I did hea da part about how deese guys wen
get stranded on one canoe an how dey wen need
help. So one guy on da canoe, dat guy Eddie,

ho, he was so sharp man. He wen tell dem guys
on da canoe fo no worry. He geddum. Eddie
wen dive insai da wadda an, poom, he wen
swim out! He gutsy, yeah? But da disc jockey
guys, dey wen say dat all da canoe guys wen
get saved, but not Eddie. He neva even reach da
shore. Had one big search fo him, but dey neva
wen find him. He wen love da sea so much, da
sea wen take him. Jus laddat! Eveybody tink dat
maybe now he stay wit his surfboard buddies in
da sky. Ho, wat wen stuck in my mind was da
guy who wen call in fo talk on da raedjo. He
wen say dat out of all da guys on da canoe,
Eddie was da one who would jump out of da
canoe jus fo chrai save his friends. “Eddie
would go!”

Ho, I stay cryin now jus tinkin about wat da guy
on da raedjo wen say about Eddie. An you
know dat sticka I wen see long time before?
Now I geddum.





Mana of a Woman
Instruments, We

Kalani Akana
When I was in the 3rd grade my teacher responded to my story
about wanting to be a doctor by saying that I would have to go
to college to become one and that Hawaiians don’t go to col-
lege. I decided to go to college and become a teacher. When I
was a senior, I was told not to take Hawaiian and not to go into
Hawaiian Studies because there would be no jobs in the field.
Ha! I took Hawaiian anyway because man does not live by
bread alone. You can probably guess what I was told about my
writing. Now, writing this reminds me that I should write
something for my 3rd grade teacher and high school counselor
for if they hadn’t made those negative comments, I may not be
writing this today!



Mana of Woman

Where does the mana of woman lie?
Man says it is between her legs
The sacred house where gates kept shut 
make mad dogs howl.
That is where the mana of woman lies.

Where does the mana of woman lie?
Man says it is in her mouth
her sweet lips and sweet words
That soothe or slander
All is just the same to man
Who says that is where the mana of woman
resides.

Where does the mana of woman lie?
Does it live in her eyes?
Indeed, the alluring mana of woman lives in her 

eyes.
Yes that is where the mana of woman lies.
Her eyes say it all, man says
But is that where her mana truly lies?

Where does the mana of woman dwell?
Upon her breasts perhaps
Supple and sweet
For babe and lover
Surely that is where her mana is?

Some say it is in the nape of her neck,
Some in the sway of her hips
Others say in the curve of her back
In all of the curves for matter of fact
Is where her mana lies.

Is it above? Is it below?

Why don’t you turn and ask:
Woman, where does your mana lie?
She will only smile at you, I suppose
And leave you to ponder still. . .

Where does the mana of woman lie?

Instruments, We

I believe that we are all instruments
Ok, I know what you’re thinking
Instruments of Peace, yes
Instruments of Justice, yes
Instruments of God’s Love, yes
And all of that is true and possible
But the instruments of sound and music
All have songs in our being
Melodies in our souls
Harmonies in our senses
Rhythms in our veins thumping to our heart 

drum
Pulsing and vibrating in every timbre of our 

sinew
We have symphonies in our bones and cantatas 

in each joint
Every fiber and nerve harbors a chant, poem
To sing out for eternity
And it is ever singing, 
ever sounding along 
with the great orchestra of the Universe
With the Celestial ensemble of sound
And the Terrestrial choir of song
Thus, when sounded we truly become
Instruments of Peace
Instruments of Justice
Instruments of God’s Love.





Interview with David Kekaulike Sing

MÅhealani Dudoit &
David Kekaulike Sing

NÅ Pua No‘eau was established in 1989 at the University of
Hawai‘i at Hilo for the purpose of increasing educational
enrichment opportunities for Hawaiian children fro m
Kindergarten-12th grade. The program is based on the philos-
ophy that education should build upon the talents that
Hawaiian students already have within them, rather than
focus on Western-perceived “deficiencies.” NÅ Pua No‘eau
programs are rooted in Hawaiian culture, values, and knowl-
edge, and are geared towards working with families to give
children the confidence to make choices for the future. 

NÅ Pua No‘eau facilitates a number of programs throughout the
year, with most of the programs available at little or no cost to

participants or their families. Since 1989, NÅ Pua No‘eau out-
reach centers have been established on Maui, Kaua‘i, O‘ahu,

Moloka‘i, LÅna‘i, and West Hawai‘i, expanding activities through-
out the pae‘Åina. For more information, visit their website at

http://npn.uhh.hawaii.edu, or contact their main office in Hilo at
(808) 974-7678.

In 2002, ‘¯iwi editor MÅhealani Dudoit sat down with NÅ Pua No‘eau’s
founder, Dr. David Kekaulike Sing, to discuss the topic of Hawaiian edu-

cation, and the role of NÅ Pua No‘eau in Hawaiian education today.



MÅhealani: How did your personal life lead you
to create the philosophy upon which NÅ Pua
No‘eau is founded?

David: One of the key concepts in our program
is that every child has a gift, every child has
potential, every child has something special, and
no child should ever feel that he or she is not
worth something or has no talent. I clearly
believe that if you look deeply within every
child, you will find a specialness and talent.
This philosophy is in response to my own expe-
riences growing up, where teachers said I had
no potential and that I should not pursue things
beyond my capabilities. Because I had limited
reading skills, limited patience in my learning
ability, and low test scores, I was told that I
should not consider going to college. I would
never be able to be an attorney or a doctor or
anything along those lines. I believe a lot of us
were told similar things, and only a few people
were selected to go to college. But irregardless
of that experience, today I have a Ph.D. I did
succeed in college. And I have done some cre-
ative things that they didn’t think I could do. A
child is like an unpolished kukui nut. You never
know what may become of him or her. There
are so many possibilities. That is the dilemma of
Hawaiian education. We Hawaiians faced many
challenges early in our lives by being stereo-
typed as having limited capabilities because of
our socio-economic situations.

One thing I tell our teachers is that if any child
fails in our program, then we fail. I want to put
the responsibility of making a difference clearly
in the hands of our teachers. If they don’t feel
they can make a difference, then they shouldn’t
be working for us. On the contrary, when I was
growing up, the teachers did not think about
making the classroom more conductive to learn-
ing. They presented the information and it was
the student’s responsibility to learn it.

MÅhealani: The term “gifted and talented” has a
certain kind of history in the field of education,
doesn’t it?

David: The conventional way that schools clas-
sify students is by identifying who exhibits cer-
tain kinds of behavior related to math, science,
and reading. The term “gifted and talented”
applies to children who exhibit an unusual depth
and breadth of interest and abilities in one or
more areas, whether in leadership, inquisitive-
ness, creativity, the arts. However, the contro-
versy regarding the term involves the way in
which children are assessed. The assessment cri-
teria are based on the experiences of the child as
opposed to the potential of the child, which is
often unrevealed.

Because so few Hawaiian kids were in pro-
grams for the gifted and talented, we at NÅ Pua
No‘eau wanted to keep the term, but to then
design and develop our own assessment criteria.
We don’t try to decide who is gifted and who is
not. Instead we try to provide “gifted education
experiences” so the children can excel and
begin to exhibit gifted behavior. We therefore
offer a broad range of activities in areas that
students would not otherwise have had in
school. Our classes are not segmented into the
conventional categories of science, math, and
reading, but are interdisciplinary. The students
learn from applied situations in order to acquire
a depth and breadth of knowledge in areas that
their classmates in regular schools have not
even started to participate in. For example, our
kids get to sail on voyages, after first learning
many aspects of the task. In medicine, they
learn from doctors how to problem solve using
appropriate skills, attitudes, and techniques.
Other experiences involve engineering concepts
or architectural concepts, with the integration of
Hawaiian language, technology, and history.

What our students have told us is, first, they
meet so many different people that all of a sud-
den they believe they can become anything they
want. They don’t feel that they can only do a
limited number of things. Second, they feel
when they go to regular schools it’s to get good
grades, whereas they come to NÅ Pua No‘eau to
learn (We don’t give grades in our program).



MÅhealani: Are your classes on all the islands?

David: All the islands except Ni‘ihau. We even
have a program that goes to Kaho‘olawe. We
operate year round in different time sequences.
We have Saturday programs, weekend pro-
grams, a two-week intensive resident program,
and a nine-month leadership training program
where the students come once a month. We also
have programs in the schools as part of a gifted
program under either language, culture, or guid-
ance.

Another experience offered at NÅ Pua No‘eau is
Family Enrichment, where each coordinator
plans activities for parents or grandparents in
conjunction with our regular program activities.
We may have it as a Super Saturday activity,
which is a half day program on selected
Saturdays, or an enrichment class for the par-
ents. Or, say, when one of the voyaging canoes
are in, we might do a group learning class in
which the whole family is included. 

MÅhealani: What do you think makes your pro-
gram Hawaiian?

David: It starts with our basic perspective
regarding Hawaiians and education. In the
Western perspective, Hawaiians have low read-
ing scores, as well as special challenges in the
home and in their socio-economic situations,
that contribute to their inability to perform well
or to behave well. Our perspective is that the
system has failed Hawaiians. The current educa-
tions system has not made learning congruent
with the way Hawaiians do things, the way we
learn, the way we perceive things, and the way
we pose solutions to challenges.

In order to have a Hawaiian program, you first
have to have a Hawaiian perspective about these
things. Then you need to design an organization
that is Hawaiian in nature, that speaks to the
essence of being Hawaiian. It’s not just about
being able to chant. It’s not just being able to
speak Hawaiian. It’s about being able to feel
Hawaiian. The very basic philosophical concept

we have is that every student should feel good
about his or her Hawaiianness.

At the same time, we need to foster those values
at home, in the community, and in the way we
who work at NÅ Pua No‘eau do things in our
workplace. We have a set of Hawaiian values
that guides us in our behavior with each other
and with the public. On Mondays, for instance,
we start the week off with ho‘omana in the
sharing of our spirit to guide and ground us,
including recognizing that our families are
important and that they share the importance of
the program’s vision.

We also design our curriculum in a way that
optimizes the learning of Hawaiian students.
Many people today think that just teaching
Hawaiian language or culture is Hawaiian edu-
cation. But Hawaiian education has to do with
process as well as content. So we’ve done
research and analyzed our experiences to design
conditions conducive to a Hawaiian way of
learning. All of our teachers have to do research
in their discipline, including the history of
Hawaiians in that discipline, to better insure that
both content and process are Hawaiian.

MÅhealani: What qualities do you look for in
your teachers?

David: We want to have teachers who are
experts in their fields and who have a depth and
breadth of experience. A lot of high school
teachers have backgrounds in education, but do
not have much experience in the subject they
are teaching. So a lot of the students aren’t
motivated because the teacher lacks the excite-
ment that comes from actually working in the
field. When we have a geologist who’s spent a
weekend at a recent eruption, that excitement is
present within that person’s teaching, and the
kids are excited. He may not be the greatest
teacher, but his excitement motivates the kids.
We also look for people who can be role models
for the students, so we try to get Hawaiians to
teach Hawaiians.



What I look for are teachers who take a person-
al interest in the student, and who can share not
only the content of the information, but also the
challenges of the profession. We find out who
the good teachers are and we search them out.
At the elementary school level, we need people
who are proven teachers, who are able to excite
kids, and who have positive, warm affection for
them as well. The teachers form a team to pro-
vide a much more effective curriculum in which
all of the different disciplines are tied together
under a single theme. This is an effective model
for teaching. They create a Hawaiian theme
with Hawaiian values where everything’s con-
nected in an interdisciplinary applied approach.
Teaching is important, but the concept of being
a team is one of the most valuable components
for elementary school teaching. With high
school. the children are looking for a personal
connection. If you don’t turn them on, they’re
not coming back.

MÅhealani: What are your long-term goals at
this point?

David: We want to design curriculum that we
can share by providing training for communi-
ties, teachers, and schools. We’re hoping that
organizationally we become synergistic, as
opposed to administrative. In other words, we
want to develop a relationship of working
together and supporting each other, rather than
having me administer all the programs. Once
everybody is up to speed, then we can share
ideas with each other.

Right now our center in Hilo has people with
the background and the research to successfully
design curriculum, train, and guide the way our
program operates. What needs to happen now is
for each of our sites to become independent so
they can design and develop their own curricu-
lum. We’d also like to limit the amount of stu-
dents we serve. We don’t want to get so big that
we can’t accomplish our objectives. Right now
we have 2,000 students over the course of the
entire year. We’d like to focus on those areas
that nobody else is working on, such as provid-

ing high specialization, in-depth learning expe-
riences through what we call “pathway pro-
grams” in marine science and aquaculture and
so forth. We also want to continue providing
families regular contact with higher education.
And we want to work with schools so that stu-
dents can then become resources in training and
curriculum development. 

I still remember growing up and being told by
my mom, “Leave your Hawaiianness at home
and try not to be Hawaiian or speak Hawaiian.”
Because I couldn’t speak “good” English, rather
than disobey my mom and embarrass myself, I
just didn’t talk in school. I was ashamed. So I
was never a successful student. Unless we allow
people to communicate in the form that is com-
fortable for them, then they are going to have a
problem learning. At NÅ Pua No‘eau, we create
an environment in which Hawaiians can feel
good about being Hawaiian, so they can express
themselves as Hawaiians. 

Afterward

After I heard of the tragic passing of MÅhealani,
I went back to her writings, which she had
shared with me. I reflected on who she was and
what she stood for. MÅhealani sacrificed being
an ordinary person. Her life journey to visit
different places and meet different people was a
journey of self-discovery and healing. Not only
for herself, but also for all whom she embraced.
Her writings and her life’s work reflect her
passion for the challenges in life. It is that
understanding and compassion that creates
opportunities like NÅ Pua No‘eau and ‘¯iwi.  

–David Kekaulike Sing





Howl at the Womb: With Thanks
to Allen Ginsberg

Wendie 
Burbridge

At 18, I had dreams of becoming the first Hawaiian Molly
Ringwald. So after 13 years, I left the safe arms of
Kamehameha and traipsed off to a mainland college to try and
erase any trace of ethnicity that so obviously existed on my
face. At 19, I hated having to explain the difference between
being Native Hawaiian and being born and/or raised in
Hawai‘i. “No, sorry,” I’d say, “Not the same.” 

At 20, I read Allen Ginsberg for the first time. Howl is one of
his most famous and most controversial pieces. It made me
think of the best Hawaiian women of my generation. I could
only think of those from generations before—Ka‘ahumanu,
Pauahi, Lili‘uokalani, Puku‘i, Desha Beamer, Brandt, Great

Grandma, Grandma, Aunty, Mom.

At 22, I no longer wanted to be a Hawaiian-anybody else. I just
wanted to be able to use my Theatre/Speech/English Teaching

Certificate and get a job. At 24, I changed my mind about trying to
erase anything Hawaiian or otherwise about myself. I focused on

becoming a better woman. A better person. At 26, I wrote this poem. I
wanted marriage and children. I saw none of that in my future and I was

scared. Howl at the Wo m b shows my fear. At 28, I returned to
Kamehameha, a wife and teacher. Its safe arms enveloped me once more. At

30, I had my son, Dakota Dwayne Hulu‘ili. He is named after my maternal
ancestor, Hulu‘ili. She “owned” a large piece of land in Kapa‘a on Kaua‘i and

married the first Contrades that came to Hawai‘i. She was the best woman of her
generation. I hope to be a best woman of my generation. I am raising my son to
be the best person of his generation. Just think—all of us, throughout the gener-
ations—Hawaiian.



HOWL AT THE WOMB
With Thanks to Allen Ginsberg

I’ve seen the best women of my generation…

Who in a swirl of lips snicker snarl bitch moan
smile falsely at each other so not one is better
than the rest not one gets ahead not one has a
better man not one can be a phenomenal
woman

Whose fingers flick cigarettes, chupa chup
sticks, Sanrio pens, Elle pages, attitude…

Who pierce tattoo and inject every virgin part of
their bodies so they can be wanted loved desired
ached for yearned for

Whose platform shoes arched to show George
Clooney Brad Pitt Bill Gates how sexy fine
pouty charming and what potential wives they
are

Who in the void of their darkening wombs
dream of Romeo Prince Charming 2.5 kids
white picket fences while looking at Everyman
and Willy Loman and their fantastic careers

Who see no harm with legal drugs because suc-
cessful educated career minded women cannot
be alcoholics have a five Diet Coke day chain
smoke Camel Lights or need Valium to sleep
without dreaming

Whose lust for love companionship and sex
keeps them up late at night waiting for a voice
to say You’ve Got Mail

Who after an average of four years in college
learned how to make love make friends make
themselves happy from Oprah infomercials and
the Internet

Who yearn to slam in a mosh pit listen to rave
grunge punk music but no longer look good in 
pink and green hair black lipstick Doc Martens
baby doll dresses and thrift store clothes

Who shop at Armani Ann Taylor Kenneth Cole
DKNY to have the right clothes the right shoes
not caring if their credit card bills are as huge as
their student loans

Whose bodies learn to starve for days do step
aerobics three times a week wear lycra corsets
and control top panty hose to look like Cindy
Crawford Nikki Taylor Tyra Banks only to
starve more and work out more when the reflec-
tion isn’t exactly right and when that doesn’t
work learn how to throw up take laxatives or eat
only soup for a month and then there is always
liposuction tucks implants or deviated septums

Who even with their eyes wide open don’t see
that having a private school education, two BAs
and a Master’s Degree means anything if you
pay 250 bucks for a 50 minute hour to tell
some man how you hate your job your family
your life

Who have seen other women succeed only to be
raped strangled by the cords of their own
sweatshirt beaten stabbed by their own hus-
bands imprisoned for not turning their children
over to molesting fathers

Who with their trained daughter lips learn how
to say “Yes Mom” and “I know Mom” when
she tells you if you just lost 10 pounds you
would look better feel better be better

Whose Daddy’s Girl pride waited for words of
praise from fathers who could only criticize and 
say what have you done where are you going
and when are you going to get there

Who do not have the guts to give up good
salaries pension plans TSA’s medical and dental
life insurance to become actresses poets writers
farmers singers unmarried or available

Who in a spray of light can see God, Jesus, The
Holy Father, and not know what they see or
why it matters



Who hate men women fathers mothers success
gyms analysis food drugs sex the government
doctors money credit and themselves

Yet in the drop of time know that their lives will
have meaning success greatness if only they
stop trying to knock themselves down rip 
themselves off and pull themselves apart



Hiko‘ulÅ HanapÈ
NÅ KËkulu a KÅne

NÅ KËkulu a KÅne

The keiki of WÅkea and Papa began to cry out, ‘au‰! We
can’t see ourselves and know what we look like! We can’t
move or grow! What should we do? The keiki decided that
they would have to raise the sky and prop their father WÅkea
to the stars. So the akua KÅne raised the pillars to push the sky
to where it is today.





HØ‘Øiwi: InDiGeniziNg
MeThodoLogies

DesecratioN: Tha boNe of my
ConteNtion 8=8

Kekuewa Kikiloi
A revolution is happening throughout educational institutions
in Oceania, where an influx of indigenous scholars are begin-
ning to contest conventional western theoretical paradigms
that try to outline our social reality and account for our exis-
tence as a people. Like a seed planted by previous generations
of native scholars and intellects, our generation has begun to
kupu, or sprout… growing and accepting the responsibility of
this social movement and asserting our ancestral rights to self
determination in its political/cultural form within this institu-
tional setting.

The two pieces here were written while I was a graduate student
that expresses my thoughts on being indigenous and a scholar

within the discipline of Anthropology. Obvious influences on my
writing in both its form and content are various theories and

methodologies from Hawaiian Studies and Anthropology, along
with spoken word poetry and hip hop music. “HØ‘Øiwi:

Indigenizing Methodologies” looks at steps we can take to re-center
and empower ourselves as ‘Øiwi, while “Desecration: The Bone of My

Contention” critiques intrusive physical anthropological research in
Oceania.

Jeff Takamine (l) and Kekuewa Kikiloi (r) with
a Mo‘ai carving on Rapa Nui. 



HØ‘Øiwi: Indigenizing Methodologies

Dissatisfaction is my current reaction
of the amount of euro-centric bullshit
which isn’t worth a fraction of my time
but forces meeh to rectify the crime…

My search for solutions
Has led me to the inevitable conclusion
That a fusion of politics and culture called
Indigenization
Is what can inspire a social revolution
So we must retaliate back and indigenize from

our past
Reformulate paradigms of thinking
to keep us from sinking to a lower mental state
and free ourselves from the imaginary cage 

colonizers create
What I outline here and anticipate
Progressive steps that we as a peepo must 

take…

ONE. Knowledge of Self… Determination…
We got to focus on cultural representation
and key in on that motivation
to reclaim our young Hawaiian Nation
Ho‘iho‘i Ea… from poverty to sovereignty
we have to reverse the political situation 
through a cultural reaffirmation

TWO. Ho‘i i ka PIKO and find the REAL
you…

Ground your consciousness in your own 
ancestral legacy

Rather than a western influenced way of 
thinking

Emancipate your mind
Through a cultural based theory revived in time

THREE. E ala UA AO… think critically…
they’ve been rewritten our history for the past 

two centuries
given us charity doin salvage anthropology 
fable tales of savagery … lack of voyaging

technology…
so accept your kuleana and ancestry
and kËpa‘a ma ka ‘ao‘ao Hawai‘i

FOUR. He MANA ko ka ‘¯LELO!
So take the key and unlock the bilingual door.
By understanding cultural context more.
you are better equipped
to fight this ideological war

FIVE. ALOHA ‘ıINA and protect the resources
of life

To replant huli in the lo‘i by hand
is a highly political act understand
Putting natives back on the land, we must all 

relate
And let the stalks of our manifest destiny 

propagate

SIX. Be PONO and correct the wrongs of the
past

The effects will carry forth and last
Repatriating everything from knowledge to iwi
Is a re-establishing of order see
A major necessity to road of positivity…

SEVEN. HO‘OMAU and continue to grow
spread the message and let other people know 
That this cause is inclusive
Not elusive to the mass majority
Who want to reclaim their cultural identity

EIGHT. Continue to innovate and create…
don’t let them define your place
Extend the boundaries of our cultural space
and let the effects permeate
Find new ways to of doing things
And change the way they think

NINE. MÅlama i nÅ KEIKI and educate the 
future…

and by that we ensure
that the next generation will benefit 
from all the love and care we invest in it.

TEN. Stop the colonization from within
If you see the unresponsiveness in your own
peepos consciousness
And it exudes cultural inappropriateness
Inform them about their carelessness
Before it starts to damage the rest…
Get it?



Desecration: The Bone of My Contention

A simple lesson:
Of how you damage my present day 

manifestation
Claimin I have no direct relation
Interested only in science & human creation
Lacking ETHICS in the soul of your occupation
You see… here is the bone of my contention…

When?
When will you stop the digging of ancestral 

graves?
Leaving it exposed… harmed by penetrating

rays…

When?
When will you stop and realize?
The hurt that runs deep in my peepos cries…

When?
When will you begin to understand?
I am the spiritual today, but the physical must
be returned to the land

When?
When will you stop the bullshet and madness?
And start to think of the implications of your 

actions…

So I will repatriate and rebury YOUR mistakes
Help your narrow mind equate
that the next time you measure a bone you find
whether u can conceive this in your simple 

mind
it doesn’t come from the skeleton of a past time
rather it is being ripped from the emBODYment

of mine.



Hiko‘ulÅ HanapÈ
Aia ka LÅ

Aia ka LÅ

From the first time ka LÅ, the sun, entered the world. Sky
Father WÅkea was so sad and missed Papa. He began to
cry, and his tears formed the rain that fell from the sky. At
this moment when ka LÅ shined through the rain, ke Ånuenue,
the rainbow was born. Born were the keiki who walk. They are
known as “the children of the rainbow” because they were born
in the time of day and not night.





Tutu’s Hawaiian and the Emergence
of a Neo-Hawaiian Language

Keao NeSmith
I am deeply grateful to the following people for helping me
articulate my thoughts in this paper with their insight and gen-
erous input in: Michael Puleloa, Dr. Walter Kahumoku, Dr.
Albert Schütz, Dr. Victoria Anderson, Dr. No‘eau Warner,
Laiana Wong, and ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui, but most espe-
c i a l l y, my grandmother, Annie Kealoha Kaaialii Borg e s
Kauhane, and the Ni‘ihau community.

Ua kiponaia kuu naau i ke aloha io no kuu akua, kuu lahui, kuu
aina, kuu mau kupuna, kuu mau makua, kuu mau hoahanau, a
me kuu mau hoaloha. Ke pahola maila keia manao haili aloha
nana e kiheahea nei i kuu manawa ia‘u e alana nei i keia wahi

puolo manao ia oe, e ka mea heluhelu. Ke aloha o ke Akua
mawaena o kaua.

He Mo‘olelo (A Story)

It is 1996, and I am attending a two day training conference at Tokai
University in Honolulu for Hawaiian language immersion teachers. It is

good to see colleagues, many of whom I have not seen in a while, and to
renew friendships made over years while working together in developing the

Hawaiian language immersion educational system. We feel a sense of kinship
with our ancestors because while we’re learning to speak Hawaiian, we also are
working to pass on our language to a new generation.

In all, more than forty people who all speak Hawaiian to some level of proficien-
cy are in attendance. Five are native-speakers1 from the Ni‘ihau community who
teach at Ke Kula Ni‘ihau o Kekaha on Kaua‘i or at Ni‘ihau School on that
island.2 The remainder of those in attendance are second-language (L2) speak-
ers, most of whom have learned Hawaiian by taking courses at tertiary institu-

tions (community colleges or universities). While the meeting is conducted in



Hawaiian, none of the keynote speakers are
native-speakers; instead, our native-speaking
colleagues sit quietly at the back of the room. 

Later, time is devoted for small group discus-
sions on various topics. Our group addresses the
question, “How does a Native Hawaiian view
the concept of art?” One of the native-speakers
in our group is a Ni‘ihau woman who is fluent
in Hawaiian, while her proficiency in English is
limited. After others present their ideas, she
offers an alternative view on art, sharing that it
is an expression of skill, deftness, and thought
which ranges from very pedestrian to the most
grandiose acts. For her, art is an aspect of the
person rather than his or her product. As soon as
she finishes, one of the L2-speakers shares an
unrelated thought about some of the more com-
mon aspects of art today. The discussion follows
that line of thought without exploring the view
of our native-speaking group member.

Introduction

It is perhaps difficult to conceive that all people
of Hawai‘i spoke only Hawaiian at one time.
Population estimates for the Hawaiian archipel-
ago at the time of Captain James Cook’s arrival
in Hawai‘i in 1778 range from 200,000 to over
one million.3 Despite Act 57, which mandated
English as the official language of instruction in
the public school system, Hawaiian language
continued to be commonly spoken until about
World War II when the number of people liter-
ate in Hawaiian no longer amounted to a viable
market for the newspaper industry, as evidenced
by the closure of the last Hawaiian language
newspaper, Ka Hoku o Hawaii, in 1948.4 No
census has been taken in recent years of native-
speakers; with the exception of the Ni‘ihau
community, most Hawaiian native-speakers
today are elderly, and quickly passing on.

In this essay, I advocate that the differences
between what I am calling Neo-Hawaiian lan-
guage speakers (NEO) and Traditional Hawaiian
language speakers (TRAD) are a direct result of
the different ways in which NEO speakers and

TRAD speakers acquire Hawaiian language
skills. Typically, NEO speakers acquire the lan-
guage from educational institutions which
employ other NEO speakers, while TRAD
speakers acquire Hawaiian as a first language
spoken in the home. This has resulted, albeit
inadvertently, in differences in Hawaiian cultur-
al values, and ultimately, in different cultural
identities, which have led to conflicts or misun-
derstandings between the two intersecting
groups. In addition, I will argue that NEO
speakers are changing the way Hawaiian lan-
guage (and in extension, Hawaiian cultural val-
ues) is understood, expressed, and embodied.
Such change, though slow, is transforming
Native Hawaiian identity.

Background

Since the illegal overthrow of the Hawaiian
Kingdom in 1893 by US Marine-backed
American businessmen, Hawai‘i’s political
environment has been hostile towards
Hawaiians.5 In 1896, the de facto government
of Hawai‘i, comprised of the conspirators of the
overthrow of 1893, enacted into law Act 57,
which made English the “medium and basis of
instruction in all public and private schools.”6

Although petitions were submitted after the
passing of Act 57 by some schools to reinstate
Hawaiian-medium education, they were sum-
marily rejected.7 Act 57 exacerbated the decline
in Hawaiian language usage by making it
impossible for Hawaiian language education to
exist.8 By 1940, Hawaiians made up only 15%
of the total population of Hawai‘i; Native
Hawaiian speakers made up only a fraction of
that percentage.9

My mother was born a few years prior to
Japan’s bombing of American military installa-
tions at Pu‘uloa (commonly known as Pearl
Harbor) and KÅne‘ohe in 1941. Her generation
experienced a strongly negative stigma about
being Hawaiian, a label which often embar-
rassed them. Because of pressure, from resident
foreigners, it was undesirable to be a speaker of
Hawaiian or to live according to traditional cul-



tural practices for fear of being humiliated and
even hit by teachers in front of peers for speak-
ing Hawaiian, or for not speaking “proper” or
“standard” American English.10

Because of these humiliating childhood experi-
ences, my grandmother and others of her gener-
ation transferred the “no Hawaiian” rule to
home, hoping to spare their children the same-
humiliation or hurt. They did not speak
Hawaiian to their children so as not to “hinder”
their progress in school and society. Thus, my
mother’s generation, for the most part, do not
know Hawaiian language or the cultural prac-
tices it supports, such as traditional Hawaiian
mo‘olelo (stories, histories). As my mother has
said, even today, many Hawaiians of her gener-
ation find it difficult to appreciate things
Hawaiian. 

While most Hawaiians of my grandparents’ gen-
eration were fluent native-speakers who could
recall accounts of Hawaiian heroes, genealogies,
chants, and old songs, most of my mother’s
generation know virtually nothing of these
things, and thus cannot pass them on to their
children, grandchildren, and great-grandchil-
dren, even if they want to. Because Hawaiian
language was almost completely wiped out by
the mid-twentieth century, it was often catego-
rized as a “dying language.” But with the revi-
talization of Aloha ‘ıina, or the Hawaiian
Nationalist Movement in the 1960s, the seeds
for Hawaiian language regeneration were plant-
ed and nurtured. The focus shifted from catego-
rizing Hawaiian as a dying language, to asking
the question, “Can the Hawaiian language once
again be a thriving language?”

Ke Aloha ‘ıina (Hawaiian Nationalism)

Over the past thirty years, the trend of
Hawaiians studying the native language has
helped to awaken the current generation of
Hawaiians’ interest in being Hawaiian. This
drive has coincided with the political activism
of Hawaiians in the 1970s. Dr. Haunani Kay
Trask (1993) and Dr. Daviana McGregor-

Alegado (1980) report that initial political
activism began in 1970 with the protests against
the evictions of Hawaiian families from Kalama
Valley, O‘ahu.11 Since that time, the University
of Hawai‘i campuses have become important
centers where Hawaiian issues are discussed
and debated, and activities centering around
education in Hawaiian language, culture, poli-
tics, history, and arts are found. Thus, the efforts
by Hawaiians to learn their language and culture
are as much political as they are cultural.

As Dr. Walter Kahumoku III explains in his dis-
seration on the subject (2000), it was not until
the 1970s that a new sense of pride and activism
emerged among Hawaiians.12 I refer to this time
of Hawaiian political and cultural activism,
which extends to the present, as the period of
“Neo-Hawaiian Nationalism” (NEON). This
period of cultural and political re-awakening for
Hawaiians is seen in the increasing interest and
awareness of the importance of Hawaiian histo-
ry, culture, tradition, language, and nationalism.
The era also represents Hawaiian efforts to
reclaim at least a portion of what was denied
them since 1893. This new period, I believe, is
an attempt to recapture what I call the “Original
Hawaiian Nationalism Movement” (OHNM)
which began in 1840 when the Kingdom of
Hawai‘i joined the world of nation-states with
the establishment of its first Constitution, and
ended when Hawaiian national pride and hope
for the restoration of the Hawaiian Kingdom
waned around World War II—a period spanning
one hundred years.13

The general sense of hopelessness and loss,
products of years of negative external influ-
ences, resulted in the massive decline in popula-
tion in the 19th century due to deaths from for-
eign diseases, the illegal overthrow of the
Hawaiian Kingdom, the subsequent occupation
of Hawai‘i by the United States, and the
English-only policies that directly led to the
decline of spoken Hawaiian. This despair felt by
Hawaiians in the late 1940s is also reflected in
the sharp increase in the number of Hawaiians
who dropped out of school, all of which, by this



time, were English-language based.14

The following are some parallels I have identi-
fied between OHNM and NEON. Both move-
ments value the following:

1. Hawaiian tradition.
2. Sympathy for or patriotism to the Hawaiian 

Kingdom.
3. Land ownership in the Hawaiian Archipelago 

since the Great Mahele of 1848.15

4. A concern for the native language.

Likewise, certain differences may be drawn
between the eras of OHNM and NEO
Nationalism:

Period of Original Hawaiian Nationalism
(OHNM)

1. Hawaiians had contact with fellow Hawaiians 
who were raised knowing their traditions 
and language.

2. Hawaiians who were contemporaries of the 
ali‘i of the Kingdom.

3. Most land in Hawaiian control (until 1893).
4. Hawaiians who were native-speakers, but 

were beginning to shift toward a preference 
for English (by 1896).

Period of NEO Nationalism (NEON)

1. Hawaiians who have little or no contact
with fellow Hawaiians who were raised 
knowing their traditions and language.

2. Hawaiians who live almost 100 years
after the passing of Hawai‘i’s last reigning
monarch.

3. Hawaiians dispossessed of their lands.
4. Hawaiians who are predominantly English-

speakers and many of whom study 
Hawaiian in school.

The fact that Hawaiians today have little or no
contact with fellow Hawaiians who were
raised knowing their traditions and language
means that we must rely on texts that are pub-

lished by Hawaiians and non-Hawaiians on
these subjects; as secondary sources, these texts
are not always reliable and accurate in their
presentation or interpretation of Hawaiian lan-
guage or culture.

Ka Ho‘ina i ke ˆwe Hawai‘i (The Return to
My Hawaiian Roots)

This is my own experience growing up in
Kekaha, Kaua‘i. Many of my Hawaiian neigh-
bors were Native Hawaiian speakers. Some,
originally from Ni‘ihau, spoke the Ni‘ihau
dialect of Hawaiian. Others were Native
Hawaiian speakers whose families were tradi-
tionally rooted on Kaua‘i and whose dialect is
typical of Kaua‘i speakers.16 Despite being sur-
rounded by Native Hawaiian-speakers in
Kekaha, my own family did not speak
Hawaiian.

In my early years, my maternal grandmother
lived in Hau‘ula, O‘ahu. When I had a chance
to visit her, it always seemed to me that she
belonged to another time and place because her
mannerisms differed from others I knew. I
admired her because she exemplified the quali-
ties of Hawaiians who were raised in a tradi-
tional setting, even when she spoke English. In
reflecting upon how I was raised, despite know-
ing that I was Hawaiian, the culture and envi-
ronment I grew up in had few similarities with
my grandmother’s upbringing: while my grand-
mother’s childhood could be symbolized by a
pili grass house in the famed hala groves of
Puna, Hawai‘i, where she was surrounded by a
family and community of Hawaiian-speakers,
my childhood could be marked by the opening
of the first McDonald’s, Burger King, and Taco
Bell on Kaua‘i, and the fact that every one of
my family members spoke only English. 

Since there were many people from Ni‘ihau liv-
ing in Kekaha when I was growing up, I heard 
Hawaiian often. Some of my childhood play-
mates were Ni‘ihau boys and girls who did not
speak English. I do not remember now how it
was that we got along so well since we did not



speak the same language. I suppose children
overlook such barriers when it comes to play. I
went through public elementary and intermedi-
ate school on Kaua‘i in the 1970s, and attended
Kamehameha Secondary School on O‘ahu in
the 1980s. Although Hawaiian was offered at
Kamehameha, I wasn’t interested in taking it
because I saw no benefit to learning it because,
at the time, the negative stigma associated with
people who were interested in Hawaiian culture
and language was somewhat fanatical, which
added to my apathy in studying these subjects.
Instead, I took Japanese.

After graduating in 1984, I lived with my
grandmother in Hau‘ula and attended Brigham
Young University in LÅ‘ie, just one town away.
At my grandmother’s home, my interest in my
native language grew—I wanted to learn
Hawaiian from her. I constantly encouraged her
to speak only in Hawaiian to me and by the end
of that first year, I was able to converse exclu-
sively in Hawaiian with her.

Today, however, despite being able to speak
Hawaiian, whenever I interact with native-
speakers, I am often reminded of my limited
knowledge of the language because I do not
speak like them. I know only a fraction of what
my grandmother knew as I am not a native-
speaker: I am an L2-speaker who was fortunate
to acquire my basic language skills from native-
speakers.

Ka ‘¯lelo Hawai‘i ma ke Kula (Hawaiian at
School)

My first experience formally studying Hawaiian
was when I returned to school and attended UH
Hilo. I already spoke the language, so I thought
the courses would be easy, but I had never
examined Hawaiian syntax and grammar before.
Studying it in detail was strange and challeng-
ing. At times I disagreed with some things being
taught because they conflicted with my experi-
ence with native-speakers. It was worthwhile,
however, because my knowledge of Hawaiian
expanded. While living with my grandmother,

Hawaiian was our own secret language; at the
University in Hilo, I was part of a larger popula-
tion of people who were also aspiring to
become speakers of Hawaiian.

He Aha ‘o “Manaleo”? Ka Laha ‘ana o ka
‘¯lelo i A‘o ‘ia (What is “Manaleo”? The
Expansion of Second-Language Speech)

I first learned the word mÅnaleo at UH Hilo.
According to Samuel H. Elbert and Mary
Kawena Pukui, the term was invented in the
1970s by L2-speakers William Wilson and
Larry Kimura to mean “native-speaker.”17 This
is not a word that native-speakers know unless
people who studied Hawaiian in school explain
it to them. By inventing a term for “native-
speaker,” L2-speakers put themselves at the
center of their worldview and native-speakers at
the periphery. As evidence of this, L2-speakers
did not create a term for “second language-
speaker.” This is the power L2-speakers weild
in their control of formal education: the power
to define the terms, and change the language.

Since the 1960s, Hawaiian political activism in
the NEO Nationalist era was accompanied by
acts of linguistic activism. In 1971, Larry
Kimura hosted a weekly hour-long radio talk
show on AM radio station KCCN in Honolulu
called Ka Leo Hawai‘i. Broadcast exclusively in
Hawaiian, Kimura interviewed native-speakers
who talked about their lives and knowledge of
various aspects of Hawaiian culture.18 Often,
native-speaking listeners would call in to ask
questions or request songs. Kimura discontinued
the program in 1989, but it was restarted in
1991 with a team of new hosts: Hau‘oli Akaka,
Tuti Kanahele, and Puakea Nogelmeier.
Originally from Ni‘ihau, only Kanahele is a
TRAD speaker. The program continues through
today, although Nogelmeier reports that native-
speaking guest speakers are hard to come by
and rarely call in.19

In 1983, ‘Aha PËnana Leo (APL) was organized
for the purpose of promulgating the Hawaiian
language through the creation of Hawaiian lan-



guage immersion schools.20 At the time of its
founding, APL’s Board consisted of one native-
speaker and seven L2-speakers. In 2002, its
Board consisted entirely of L2-speakers. In the
1980s, APL Board members successfully lob-
bied the Hawai‘i State Department of Education
(DOE) and the Legislature to enact policies and
laws supporting Hawaiian immersion education.
In 1984, APL helped to fund and manage the
first of the immersion preschools, PËnana Leo o
Kekaha on Kaua‘i.21 In 1985, PËnana Leo o
Hilo (Hawai‘i) was established, followed by
PËnana Leo o Honolulu (O‘ahu) in 1986. In
1987, two immersion elementary schools
opened with kindergarten and first grade stu-
dents: Kula KaiÅpuni o Waiau (O‘ahu), and
Kula KaiÅpuni o Keaukaha (Hawai‘i).22 Table
1.1 shows the total number of students, total
number of native-speaking teachers, and total
number of L2-speaking teachers in the first
three PËnana Leo schools in the years they
opened:23

Table 1.1:

Since 1987, Hawaiian immersion K-12 schools
have been established on all the major islands of 
Hawai‘i except LÅna‘i and Ni‘ihau. Table 1.2
shows the total number of schools, students,
native-speaking teachers, and L2-speaking
teachers in these immersion schools:24

Table 1.2

Table 1.3 shows the numbers of secondary
English-medium public and private schools
which offer Hawaiian as a second language, as
well as the total number of teachers of
Hawaiian, native speaking teachers, and L2-
speaking teachers combined:25

Table 1.3:

UH MÅnoa has the longest history of offering
courses in Hawaiian—the language was first
taught there in 1921.26 Today, UH MÅnoa has
the largest number of students enrolled in
Hawaiian language, far surpassing all other ter-
tiary campuses. Table 1.4 lists the number of
students and teachers reported by the Depart-
ment of Hawaiian and Indo-Pacific Languages
and Literatures from 1990-2002:27

Table 1.4:

School Year Total #
Students

Total #
Teachers

Total #
Native

Speaking
Teachers

Total # L2
Teachers

PËnana
Leo o
Kekaha

1984 7 6 6 0

PËnana
Leo o
Hilo

1985 12 3 0 3

PËnana
Leo o
Honolulu

1986 5 5 3 2

School Year Total # of
Schools

Total #
Teachers

Total # NS
Teachers

Total # L2
Teachers

2001- 2002 27 29 0 9

School
Year

Total # of
Schools

Total #
Students

Total #
Teachers

Total #
Native

Speaking
Teachers

Total #
L2Teacher

s

2001-
2002

21 1621 121 1 120

Semester # Students
Enrolled

Total #
Teachers

Total # 
Native

Speaking
Teachers

# L2-
Speaking
Teachers

Fall ’90 434 14 0 14

Fall ’93 671 20 0 20

Fall ’96 997 27 0 27

Fall ’99 840 21 0 21

Fall ’02 718 19 1 18



In the 1972 Fall semester, one native-speaker
taught a Hawaiian language course. By the
1980s, there were no native-speaking teachers.
In 2002, UH MÅnoa employed just three native-
speakers as mentors, not teachers, positions
they’ve provided since 1981.28

As illustrated by the numbers shown in tables
1.1-1.4, academia is and always has been almost
entirely the domain of L2-speakers. The tables
also show that, ironically, between the time the
first PËnana Leo opened in 1984 and 2002, the
number of Hawaiian immersion school students
increased, but the number of native speaking
teachers decreased.29

With the increase of students enrolling in
Hawaiian courses in the 1980s and 1990s came
the need for more teachers of Hawaiian. Many
L2 students of the tertiary schools responded to
the need by applying for teaching positions in
those schools. 

Ka ‘¯lelo Hawai‘i Ku‘una a me ka ‘¯lelo
Hawai‘i Hou (Traditional and Neo-Hawaiian
Language)

Many students who earn degrees from tertiary
school Hawaiian language programs become
language teachers. As L2-speaking teachers,
they teach Hawaiian according to their profi-
ciency levels. Over the past twenty years that
Hawaiian language immersion schools have
existed, the perpetuation of L2 speech in the
schools has created an institutionalized L2 form
of Hawaiian that I call “Neo-Hawaiian” (NEO).
In some respects, the NEO language movement
is similar to the Neo Hawaiian Nationalism of
the 1970s. 

I believe that NEO language is an attempt by
L2-learners to acquire the Traditional Hawaiian
(TRAD) language of Native Hawaiian-speakers.
Unlike NEO Nationalism, which is separated
from the OHNM era by many years, the NEO
language exists side by side with the TRAD lan-
guage. TRAD is still spoken among the 1,000 or

so native-speakers, while NEO burgeons and is
concentrated in the non-Ni‘ihau community-
based schools. NEO has developed certain char-
acteristics of its own, just as NEO Nationalism
has characteristics that are different from the
OHNM era. 

NEO characteristics result from the fact that its
speakers interact regularly with each other and
not with TRAD-speakers. Thus, NEO-speakers
reinforce each other’s proficiency in the lan-
guage, and, as a community, they develop the
characteristics of NEO speech. As Albert C.
Baugh noted, “there is a general similarity in
the speech of a given community at any particu-
lar time.”30 These characteristics differ from
TRAD in many ways. The following table lists
some of these differences:31

Items 1 through 8 demonstrate a simplification
of TRAD by NEO-speakers while items 9
through 17 demonstrate the general unfamiliari-
ty NEO-speakers have of the TRAD spoken by
today’s Native Hawaiian speakers. Interestingly,
speakers of both NEO and TRAD often consid-
er the differences in the language of the other
incorrect or awkward. 

It is important to note that as L2-speakers began
learning Hawaiian in the 1970s, the target lan-
guage was TRAD. However, as people contin-
ued studying the language, they developed NEO
characteristics in an environment where they
were not in regular contact with native TRAD
speakers. As more obtained tertiary degrees and
became teachers themselves, they perpetuated
non-TRAD characteristics of speaking by teach-
ing them to L2-learners. While the development
of NEO Hawaiian language was unintentional,
the result has been a decrease in TRAD speak-
ers who can influence the learning of L2-learn-
ers. Table 2 illustrates the result of the L2 acqui-
sition process in relation to Hawaiian:



Traditional Hawaiian (TRAD) Neo-Hawaiian (NEO)

1. An accent that is relatively consistent among native-
speakers.

1. An American or Hawai‘i English (“local”) accent.

2. Three prominent pronunciations for w.

a. Labio-dental fricative [v] (lower lip and upper 
teeth touch);

b. Bilabial glide [w] (made with both lips);
c. Bilabial fricative [ß], with slight labio-dental 

contact, depending on context (lower lip and 
upper teeth barely touch).

2. Consistent pronunciation of Hawaiian w as an English v
sound.

3. Consistently clear and articulate pronunciation of 
vowel combinations and endings, e.g.,

a. hoihoi and hoehoe remain distinct.

3. Difficulty in distinguishing between final unstressed -e
and -i, e.g., 

a. hoihoi and hoehoe pronounced “hoyhoy”
4. No problem articulating long vowel sequences, e.g.,

a. eia a‘e = eia‘e

4. Difficulty with long sequence of vowels and with 
distinctive vowel length in general, e.g., 

a. eia a‘e pronounced “ea‘e”
5. The pronunciation of a follows the phonological rules
of Hawaiian: it is raised before i and u, but not in other
positions. Thus, phonetically, the a sounds in maika‘i and
makemake are different, e.g.,

a. maika‘i (sometimes rendered as meika‘i/meike‘i)
b. makemake > a pronounced like u in the English 
word up.

5. A is not raised to ∂ before i and u. As a result, phoneti-
cally, the a sounds in maika‘i and makemake are the
same, e.g., 

a. maika‘i > both a sounds treated the same.
b. makemake > both a sounds pronounced like au in 
the English word maul.

6. Long vowels remain audibly and meaningfully distinct
from diphthongs; words with Ø vs. ou, ‰ vs. ei are kept
distinct, eg.

a. penei = penei
b. nØ = nØ
c. lÅkou = lÅkou

6. The distinction between long vowels and diphthongs is
not maintained, eg.

a. penei pronounced “peinei”
b. nØ pronounced “nou”
c. lÅkou pronounced “lÅkØ”

7. Eight ways to express past-tense and/or aspect.
8 Patterns:

a. Ua (verb)
b. Ua (verb) (aku/mai, etc.)
c. Ua (verb) (aku nei/mai nei, etc.)
d. Ua (verb) (akula, maila, etc.)
e. (verb)
f. (verb) (aku/mai, etc.)
g. (verb) (aku nei/mai nei, etc.)
h. (verb) (akula/maila, etc.)

7. Consistent use of ua (verb) (pattern a. in TRAD) in
expressing past-tense in the active voice as opposed to
using all eight ways of expressing past-tense and/or aspect
interchangeably as is typical of native TRAD-speakers.

8. High value placed on spoken TRAD lexical usage that
sometimes contradicts scholastic thought. High value
placed on learning from fellow TRAD-speakers, 
especially family members. Thus,

8. High value placed on a limited, prescriptive set of
grammatical structures and rules, as learned in the class-
room and/or from grammar texts. High value placed on
the training of instructors, e.g.,

Table 2



a. The word maopopo,’to know/to understand’ is
used both as a stative verb and a transitive verb, e.g.,

1. maopopo au
2. maopopo ia‘u

b. The word kÅua, ‘you and me/I’ can be pronounced
two ways:

1. With a glide between Å and u, or
2. With a glottal stop between Å and u.

c. The word u‘i ‘beautiful/nice appearance’ is used to 
describe both animate and inanimate objects.

a. The word maopopo, ‘to know/understand’ can
only be used as a stative verb, e.g.,

1. maopopo ia‘u 

b. The word kÅua ‘you and me/I’ has only one pro-
nunciation (with a glide between Å and u with no 
glottal stop). 

c. The word u‘i ‘beautiful/nice appearance’ can only 
be used to describe living things.

9. Usage of TRAD terms and expressions for various 
concepts, e.g.,

a. various expressions for ‘context’ such as mahele,
manawa

b. ‘file’ pu‘u pepa, ‘ope pepa, waihona
c. ‘history’ mo‘olelo
d. various expressions for ‘specific’
e. ‘sink’ kapu holoi (pÅ/lima)

9. High usage of terms recently invented by L2-speakers
that are based on English concepts, e.g.,

a. pØ‘aiapili ‘context’

b. faila ‘file’
c. mØ‘aukala ‘history’
d. kiko‘È ‘specific’
e. kinika ‘sink’

10. Clear unambiguous articulation of glottal stops and
short and long vowels, e.g.,

a. Kepakemapa ‘September’
b. nÈoi ‘chili pepper’
c. manawa ‘time’

10. Insertion or deletion of glottal stops or long vowels
inconsistent with important aspects of native TRAD
speech, e.g.,

a. KepÅkemapa ‘September’
b. nÈ‘oi ‘chili pepper’
c. manÅva ‘time’

11. Expressions typical of TRAD-speakers. The following
expressions are more likely:

a. ‘¯lelo ‘o (name)... = ‘(name) said ...’
b. E like me ka mea ma‘amau = ‘As usual.’
c. ‰? or Å? = ‘right?’ (at end of a question)

11. Consistently using TRAD expressions that are very
seldom or never used by today’s TRAD speakers, e.g.,

a. Vahi a ... = ‘According to ...’
b. E like me ka mau = ‘As usual.’
c. ‘eÅ? = right?’ (at end of a question)

12. Other typical NEO expressions, e.g.,

a. ho‘omaopopo ‘to remember’ (ho‘omana‘o ‘in 
memorial’)

b. kekahi (noun) ‘the other (noun)’
c. kekahi (noun) ‘oko‘a ‘a different (noun)’
d. kuhi/koho ‘to guess’ (wÅnana ‘to prophesize; to 

foretell’)
e. ho‘i mai ‘to come back’ (ho‘i ‘to go home’)

12. Using TRAD words in ways that are inconsistent with
typical TRAD usage, e.g.,

a. ho‘omana‘o ‘to remember’ (in every context)

b. ka (noun) ‘‰ a‘e ‘the other (noun)’
c. kekahi (noun) ‘‰ a‘e ‘a different (noun)’
d. wÅnana ‘to guess’

e. ho‘i ‘to come back’

13. Knowledge of expressions reinforced by interaction
with other native-speakers.

13. Lack of knowledge of common expressions used by
modern TRAD-speakers.

14. Although certain English words are sometimes used
by TRAD-speakers, such as “and,” “but,” and “and then,”
the word “just” is never used.

14. Frequent use of the English word “just.”

15. A deep vocabulary inventory with keen understanding
of nuances.

15. A shallow inventory of TRAD vocabulary.

Table 2



16. Tendencies toward using certain expressions and
vocabulary based on interaction with many TRAD-
speakers over the period of a lifetime. This gives rise to
the usage of many expressions with a keen understanding
of the many possible contexts and nuances for each.

16. Preference for certain TRAD expressions heard once
from one TRAD-speaker (as opposed to numerous experi-
ences interacting with many TRAD-speakers, or read in
19th century texts, or Pukui and Elbert.)

17. Little use of the glottal stop (represented by either an
apostrophe or a single open quote mark) and no macron in
orthography. A hyphen is sometimes used to indicate that
the vowel at the end of certain syllables is a long vowel,
e.g.,

a. a-i (hyphen used to indicate that both the a and i
are long vowels with a glottal stop between them)
b. noonoo or noo-noo (sometimes hyphens used 
simply to separate syllables in a word.
c. haawiia ‘ku la (the passive marker ia is often 
written as a suffix of the base-word. The 
directional aku is often spelled with an apostrophe 
replacing the a to indicate that the a at the end of 
the previous word ia and the a in aku are 
pronounced as if they are one a with no break
between them; la is written as a separate word). 

17. Reliance on the glottal stop (represented as a single
open quote mark) and macron (a dash over a long vowel)
diacriticals in orthography, which help L2-learners in pro-
nouncing, reading, and writing Hawaiian, e.g.,

a. ‘Å‘È ‘neck’

b. no‘ono‘o ‘to think/ponder’

c. hÅ‘awi ‘ia akula ‘it was given’

Table 3 is a diagram depicting TRAD as the target language of the

L-2 learner. Due to the absence of TRAD speakers for reinforcement

in the learning process, however, L2-speakers developed NEO as an

unintentional consequence. 

A = the point at which an L2-learner begins learning the language. 

B = the target language (TRAD). The center of the bull’s-eye theo

retically represents the highest level of expertise in the language. 

D = the resulting language and/or dialect which is common in the

NEO-speaking community.

E = the range of expertise in or familiarity with Hawaiian (NEO or

TRAD) among L2-learners.

Table 3 shows that the majority of L2-speakers
of Hawaiian today exhibit tendencies which are
more NEO-like than TRAD-like. Native TRAD-
speakers learn NEO tendencies upon interacting
with NEO-speakers, and they sometimes use
what they learn to communicate with NEO-
speakers, but they generally speak TRAD to
each other.

The center of the bull’s-eye (B) of Table 3
depicts the highest level of expertise in TRAD
(theoretically-speaking). As shown in Tables 2
and 3, however, NEO is a simplification of
TRAD. Therefore, the sophistication of the lan-
guage of the most adept NEO speakers (repre-
sented in Table 3 as D) is less than that of B.
Individual NEO-speakers may learn more
TRAD-like speech tendencies, but without con-
stant interaction with TRAD-speakers, it is
impossible to achieve TRAD-like expertise.

One of the primary sources for learning
Hawaiian today is printed texts. L2-learners
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must rely on the vast literature from the 19th
and early 20th centuries written by native
TRAD speakers. However, while written lan-
guage is important in human communication, it
lacks many aspects crucial to the conveyance of
language. This point is illustrated by the study
of Hawaiian as an L2. Hawaiian texts authored
by native TRAD-speakers do not allow the
reader to hear the enunciation of words. In the
absence of this aural/oral component, L2-learn-
ers cannot get from printed texts the accents,
emphases, or stresses of spoken language.
Furthermore, one cannot see the vital non-ver-
bal aspects of the language such as facial
expressions and body gestures of the writer(s).32

TRAD as written by its speakers (e.g., as in
19th-century Hawaiian material) gives learners
clues as to the mentality and reason behind lan-
guage usage. However, without these speakers,
learners are left to conjecture the intended
meanings and nuances that exist in printed
Hawaiian, and thus hazard guesses as to the cul-
tural reasoning behind the wording of certain
expressions. 

To help bridge the gap between English and
Hawaiian thought processes, instructors of
Hawaiian often use audio recordings of native
TRAD-speakers. In tertiary-level courses, the
tapes are used as part of the curriculum to
derive content and sometimes as a model to
help students mimic voice inflections and
accents. Tertiary schools such as UH MÅnoa and
UH Hilo have Hawaiian courses based on com-
prehension and transcription exercises from
audio recordings of native TRAD-speakers.
These courses aim to help students learn TRAD
tendencies in speech and thought processes.33 A
significant disadvantage to the audio recording,
however, is that it is a “one-way” process with
no interaction or communication occurring.

Thus, NEO-speakers create their own communi-
ty, speech habits, and rules. One example is
the invention by NEO-speakers of new terms.
For example, in English, one might say a little
furry puppy or a baby girl is “cute.” Depending
on how delighted one might be with the appeal-

ing appearance, one might say the word with a
high pitch as uttered in excitement. NEO-speak-
ers have invented the word kiuke, a supposed
Hawaiianized form of the English “cute.” Kiuke
is sometimes uttered with the high pitch and
lengthened syllable as if said in English, and
often used in every context in which “cute” is
used. Native TRAD-speakers, on the other hand,
use different expressions to express how
delighted they are with the “cute” appearance of
something. It is likely that a TRAD reaction to
the furry puppy scenario would be, “Au‰ nØ
ho‘i ka u‘i o k‰ia wahi ‘Èlio keiki!” (approxi-
mate translation: ‘What a cute little puppy!’).
Reaction to the little girl scenario might be,
“Au‰, aloha nØ ho‘i k‰ia wahi keiki!” (approxi-
mate translation: “Oh, how lovely this little
child!”). It is likely that a reaction to other sce-
narios would be similar, and, for each scenario,
the Hawaiian voice inflection is not like
English. Only through long-term interaction
with native TRAD speakers will an L2-speaker
recognize and be able to mimic the appropriate
voice inflection and enunciation. Moreover, as
with any language, Hawaiian has its own partic-
ular expressions. For example, extending the
example from above, while it is typical in mod-
ern American English to say that a baby is “so
cute,” in TRAD, for cultural reasons, it is more
appropriate to say the baby is pupuka (‘ugly’).
My grandmother explained that in Hawaiian tra-
dition, it is believed that if you say a baby is
beautiful in appearance, as much as it truly may
be the case, an unwelcome hearer, human or
spirit, might become jealous of the baby’s good
fortune and wish to do it harm.34

I have asked some NEO-speaking colleagues at
UH Hilo and UH MÅnoa why kiuke has
become so popular. Some have responded that
L2-speakers often do not know how else to
express the appropriate thought in TRAD.
Others have responded that they feel that TRAD
expressions such as those mentioned above do
not capture their idea of cuteness.35 Native
TRAD-speakers, however, have never heard the
word kiuke unless they come in contact with
NEO-speakers. Many examples similar to kiuke



exist among NEO-speakers. One UH MÅnoa
student of Hawaiian, learning that native
TRAD-speakers use the word maopopo ‘to
know/to understand’ as a transitive verb as well
as a stative verb, commented that she could
never use the word as a transitive verb because
she was taught by her Hawaiian language
instructor that the word could only be written
and spoken as a stative verb, and that she was
afraid to go against the teaching of her instruc-
tor. This demonstrates the English paradigm of
NEO-speakers as well as the reinforcement of
the paradigm by forming a community of like-
minded individuals.

Despite the differences between TRAD and
NEO, many English-only, L2- or NEO-speaking
Hawaiians feel that some ability to speak either
TRAD or NEO at any proficiency level is better
than no ability. Therefore, they sometimes
excuse the differences between NEO and TRAD
as inconsequential.

Ka Hana o ka ‘¯lelo Hawai‘i Hou (The
Implications of Neo-Hawaiian)

The following responses were given by L2-
speaking colleagues in Hawaiian immersion and
L2 instruction relating to the questions, Should
all those who are able to speak some Hawaiian
be included in one category of “Hawaiian-
speaker,” TRAD or not?; and, “should a real
distinction be made between native TRAD and
L2-speakers?”:

1. All languages evolve; therefore, the language
that is spoken and passed on by L2-speakers is
still Hawaiian despite the distinguishing charac-
teristics between TRAD and L2-speakers.

2. There are not enough TRAD-speakers to 
convey TRAD-like speech, but Hawaiian lang-
uage courses utilize 19th and early 20th century
Hawaiian texts as well as audio recordings of
TRAD-speakers; therefore, the language of L2-
speakers is as genuine as that of TRAD-
speakers.

3. The time of the native TRAD-speaker has
passed and L2 speech is all that is left; but
there is no question that the language is still
Hawaiian.

These responses suggest that the Hawaiian lan-
guage is on a continuum between past and
future. The assumptions behind each response,
however, invite consideration:

All languages evolve. Language evolution is a
natural process among native-speakers.
American English has evolved over the past 100
years, for example, to the point where many
common expressions of the past are not well-
understood today or are simply considered so
archaic that no native-speaker of American
English uses them. New terms and expres-
sions—many taken from other languages—have
emerged over time such that they have become
collectively accepted into everyday speech.36

Likewise, Hawaiian has also evolved among its
native TRAD-speakers over the past 100 years.
The best example of Hawaiian language evolu-
tion is found among the Ni‘ihau speakers of
Hawaiian.

Ni‘ihau speakers primarily live on Ni‘ihau and
west Kaua‘i. The Ni‘ihau speaking community
can be looked at as one where Hawaiian has
thrived. New expressions and terms are created
continuously among the community and old
ones are no longer used. Some NEO-speakers,
however, deride some TRAD expressions that
may have come about by calquing other lan-
guages.37 It is common to hear native Ni‘ihau-
speakers say such things as lawe i ka papa (‘to
take a class’), a possible calque from English, as
opposed to hana/komo/noho ma ka papa
(‘do/participate/sit in a class’) or lawe i ke ala
(‘to take the path’) as opposed to hele/holo/huli
ma ke ala (‘go/travel/turn on the path’). Such
usage is often ridiculed by NEO-speakers as
being too English despite the fact that examples
of lawe being used in this manner appear in
Pukui and Elbert as well as in many nineteenth
and early twentieth century Hawaiian texts.
Ironically, many NEO-speakers do not acknowl-



edge that NEO is probably, structurally based
on English as much as on Hawaiian. Debates
like this also demonstrate an unfamiliarity of
NEO-speakers with TRAD or an unwillingness
to accept that TRAD has evolved.

For L2-learners, as they begin learning
Hawaiian and increase in proficiency, they
interact predominantly with other L2-speakers
and create a NEO language. As this is not an
example of language evolution, research must
be done to determine if NEO is a dialect of
TRAD, or a separate language altogether.

Text and school-based learning. The class-
room is like a laboratory or an operating room,
a sterile environment where language is dissect-
ed and picked at with surgical precision so as to
be able to examine its individual parts.
Hawaiian grammar texts are used like anatomy
text books that name and analyze each individ-
ual part of a sentence and describe how the
parts are put together.

As a grammar is only a partial description of a
living language, Hawaiian grammar does not
necessarily reflect the language spoken by
TRAD-speakers. In 1854, Lorrin Andrews
acknowledged that grammars were derived from
the writings and utterances of native-speakers,
thus it was always best to defer to the authority
of the native-speakers.38 For example, while
most native-speakers of English do not know
the technical terms for the parts of a sentence,
they are instinctively aware that certain ways of
speaking are appropriate for certain situations.
Furthermore, there is a difference between writ-
ten and spoken English. English structure and
language-appropriateness are regulated by a
consensus among native-speakers of English.39

Hawaiian is no less sophisticated. Much interac-
tion with TRAD-speakers is necessary to distin-
guish differences between written and spoken
Hawaiian. If Hawaiian language teachers have
not acquired TRAD-like proficiency, the lan-
guage they are instilling in their students is not
TRAD, but NEO.

Native-speakers have passed on and second-
language speakers now determine the nature
of Hawaiian. First, not all native TRAD-speak-
ers have passed on. Seeking one out to learn
their manner of speech is a responsibility of the
learner. But to say it is no longer possible to
learn the speech of the TRAD-speaker is not
true. Although difficult, it is possible. 

Second, this argument reflects a sense of frus-
tration and futility in trying to acquire the
speech of TRAD-speakers. This sense of hope-
lessness advocates for the creation of a new lan-
guage based on the inventions of L2-speakers.
If we accept this argument, then the question
“What is Hawaiian?” becomes crucial. If we are
admitting that the speech of native TRAD-
speakers is unknowable and different from the
speech of NEO-speakers, then we are admitting
that two different languages exist, or at least,
two different forms of the same language. In
either case, a distinction between the two is
being made.

NÅ HØ‘ailona e Ka‘awale ai (Distinguishing
Characteristics)

Both Matsubara and Kahumoku have written
about the history of the Hawaiian language,
tracing the decline in the language through the
emergence of a language “revitalization move-
ment.” In general, both authors discuss the
Hawaiian language issue as a movement from
decline to reemergence.40 In Table 4, I illustrate
the trend:

Table 4: The pattern of decline and reemergence of Hawaiian as pro-

posed by Matsubara and Kahumoku. 

Kahumoku describes some problematic issues in
the period of revitalization such as the struggle



with the political system to adopt policies that
support Hawaiian language acquisition initia-
tives and financial support in operating such ini-
tiatives. However, he discusses the decline and
reemergence as activities happening to the same
language.41 What I propose is that while TRAD
has experienced a decline (as explained by both
Matsubara and Kahumoku), this decline has
continued unabated with the Ni‘ihau community
becoming the last surviving keepers of that lan-
guage. While NEO-speakers have been steadily
increasing in number since the 1970s, the
Ni‘ihau community have continued to perpetu-
ate TRAD. My research suggests that currently
the number of TRAD speakers is less than one
thousand, while the number of NEO speakers is
surpassing them. This demonstrates that the
influence of NEO-speakers has increased, while
that of the TRAD-speakers has decreased signif-
icantly.

Table 5

Ma ke Pani ‘ana (Conclusion)

As of 2002, there are probably fewer than 1,000
remaining native-speakers of TRAD. Access by
L2-learners to native TRAD-speakers continues
to be difficult, thus exacerbating the problem of
TRAD-like speech acquisition by L2-learners.
As a result, TRAD has become a hypothetical
language to most NEO-speakers. This has led to
the development of NEO which has, in turn,
created new challenges.

A gap exists between TRAD and NEO spheres
of influence, widened by the efforts of the NEO
sphere to maintain itself. Those involved in the

act of language maintenance feel the need to
coin new terminologies, like mÅnaleo. In 1987-
1988, the Lexicon Committee (KØmike Hua-
‘Ølelo or KØmike Lekikona) was formed for the
purpose of creating new Hawaiian vocabulary.42

The original members of the committee consist-
ed of seven native TRAD-speakers and four
NEO-speakers. Since 1999, the committee has
consisted of six L2-speakers and one native-
speaker, but between 1988 and 1999, the years
of greatest productivity, the committee consisted
entirely of L2-speakers.43  The committee pub-
lishes MÅmaka Kaiao, a dictionary of terms it
produces.44 The editor explains, “As Hawaiian
gains strength through use in PËnana Leo and
Hawaiian immersion schools, as well as in
Hawaiian language classes held at high schools,
universities, community colleges, and else-
where, the need for new words applicable to
modern contexts increases.”45 Since these ven-
ues consist almost entirely of NEO-speakers and
L2-learners, it appears the lexicon produced by
the NEO-speaking Lexicon Committee are
meant for use by NEO-speakers. Further
research is needed to determine to what extent
the committee’s lexicon is used by TRAD-
speakers.

Based on the differences that exist in speech
between TRAD and NEO as well as the efforts
of the Lexicon Committee to create terminolo-
gies for L2-speakers, it may be possible to
determine whether NEO is, in fact, an invented
dialect of TRAD or an invented language.
Linguist, Dr. Victoria Anderson explains that the
linguistic determinant in clarifying whether a
language is a dialect or a distinct language is
mutual intelligibility.46 Tables 2 and 3 describe
differences between TRAD and NEO that
demonstrate that mutual intelligibility between
these language communities is limited. At least
some determinants are evident that indicate that
TRAD and NEO are, at least, two distinct
dialects of one language.

The very nature of NEO is one of distinction
from both TRAD and the colonizing language
of Hawai‘i. As demonstrated by the invention



by NEO-speakers of terminologies which disre-
gard previously existing TRAD concepts of
expression (e.g., expressions related to beauty)
and the authority of native TRAD-speakers in
language maintenance and epistemology, NEO-
speakers form a sphere of influence that often
finds itself at odds with the TRAD sphere for
dominance and recognition as much as it does
with the occupying de facto political system of
Hawai‘i to support Hawaiian language acquisi-
tion initiatives such as the Hawaiian immersion
school concept.

In order to preserve the integrity of TRAD,
native TRAD-speakers must fill the roles of
teachers and mentors of the language. The
native TRAD-speakers must be involved with
formulating the system of language conveyance
including language planning and maintenance as
well as curriculum development in schools.
Currently, TRAD-speakers do not participate in
the planning, administering, and implementation
of the Hawaiian language acquisition movement
in the schools throughout Hawai‘i. In the
Ni‘ihau community, two of its three schools,
Ni‘ihau School and Kula Aupuni Ni‘ihau A
Kahelelani Aloha, remain separate from the L2-
based sphere of influence and therefore, they
have little or no opportunities to influence the
language acquisition processes of L2-learners
outside their community. As long as this separa-
tion of spheres continues, there always will be a
distinctive difference between the language of
TRAD and NEO-speakers. If native TRAD-
speakers should become extinct, the NEO lan-
guage will become the only form of Hawaiian
in existence.47

If a sufficient need is felt among Hawaiians to
preserve the TRAD language, this effort must
involve tapping into the last remaining commu-
nity of native TRAD-speakers—the Ni‘ihau
community. This would mean a great movement
of Ni‘ihau people to the rest of the islands of
Hawai‘i, and that the Ni‘ihau dialect would
likely become the prevailing dialect of
Hawaiian, but at least this would be a traditional
dialect. Perhaps this idea is over-ambitious and

unrealistic, but if this move can be implemented
and based on Kaua‘i until well-established, it 
then can be expanded to the other islands at a
later date.

Efforts by Hawaiians to maintain a separate
identity in the 21st century vis-à-vis the
occupying American political system and socie-
ty are acts of resistance. As Dr. Linda Tuhiwai
Smith explains, “In the process of global
changes indigenous peoples are socially inter-
ested activists rather than passive bystanders.
Perhaps it is this positioning that offers greater
possibility for the survival of indigenous peo-
ples.”48 The creation of NEO Nationalism and
language succeeds in helping to define the
Hawaiian identity as one that is distinct from
that of the colonizer. Native Hawaiian
Nationalism and Language help Hawaiians in
their affirmation that they have not completely
assimilated into American society, and will con-
tinue to resist complete assimilation as they
learn either TRAD or NEO. The question of
NEO versus TRAD language is a matter for
Hawaiians to define and debate, but whether
Hawaiians acquire NEO, TRAD, or a mixed
form of both proves that they maintain their dis-
tinct identity as one people. Jonathan
Kamakawiwo‘ole Osorio expressed hope that
political and cultural activism of Hawaiians
demonstrates “a consistent and determined
struggle by Native Hawaiians to maintain, for
better or worse, their kinship with each other.”49

It is sad, however, to think that TRAD may
become extinct; for the most part, it already is
non-existent in most areas throughout Hawai‘i.
This will undoubtedly lead to more pronounced
differences between TRAD and NEO in the
future.

He Mo‘olelo (A Story)

I am sitting in a faculty meeting with fellow
teachers of Hawaiian at UH MÅnoa. The
meeting is conducted in Hawaiian. We are being
asked by our program director to provide input
on a possible major change at our university



that may affect the future of our Hawaiian lan-
guage program. With an American English
accent, one instructor offers some input.
Another instructor asks a long question, with a
rise of voice at the end, exactly as one asks a
question in English. Some of the words being
used seem inappropriate and out of context to
me, not the kind of words TRAD-speakers
might use, at least according to my experience
of interacting with them. It is difficult to listen
to, so I let my mind wander.

I am back in time at the home of my grand-
mother when I was living with her. I am in the
kitchen washing dishes while she is cooking
dinner on the stove right next to me. We are
having a conversation in Hawaiian as usual—no
special subject, just the things of the day. I step
over to put one of the dishes in the cupboard on
the other side of the stove. As I turn, my grand-
mother turns toward me, reaches around me,
and gives me a big hug, holding me tight. I hug
her back. A petite woman, she buries her head
in my chest, and tells me, “I kou mÅmÅ mÅ nØ e
li‘ili‘i ana, ua mana‘o aku au ‘a‘ale meike‘i ke
a‘o ‘ia lÅkou i ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i. Au‰, nui loa
nØ ko‘u mihi.” (‘When your mother and her
brothers and sisters were children, I thought it
wasn’t good to teach them to speak Hawaiian. I
am so sorry’). Ke aloha nØ, TËtË.

Auaia e Kama e kana olelo,
O ka olelo a Kama e ua auaia,

O ke kama, ke kama o ka huliau,
O ke kama, ke kama o ke kahuli,
E huli e Opio i kau olelo kumu,

I loaa mai ai kau olelo hou,
I malihini ai ke kamaaina,
I kamaaina ole ai ke kupa
I kona heahea ana mai.

E malamalama ko hapapa hele
I ke ala kupouli,

He alahula o ke au hou e holo nei,
E neepapa nei me ka haawe pu

I ka ope ike ole ia,
Kau i ke kua,

Kaomi i ka houpo,
Hukihukia ka maawe o ka manawa.

E ala, e ala loa e,
E makaala i kou kulana,

Ua ku kaokoa e,
E loa e, e loa e,

E lele wale ae la, ua noa a.
Ae.
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Ka‘ina

He mo‘olelo k‰ia e pili ana i ke kË‘‰ ‘ana o ka
‘ao‘ao misionari i ka nËpepa mua loa i
ho‘okumu ‘ia a‘e e kekahi ‘ahahui Kanaka
Maoli. Ua ho‘okumu ia ‘ahahui, ‘o ia ho‘i ka
‘Ahahui Ho‘opuka NËpepa KËikawÅ, i ka
nËpepa Ka Hoku o ka Pakipika, ma muli o ka
‘i‘ini o kona mau lÅlÅ e heluhelu a kÅkau i ko
lÅkou mau mana‘o pono‘È a me nÅ mea le‘ale‘a
a ko lÅkou mana‘o e ho‘okupu ai (e la‘a nÅ
mo‘olelo, mele, mana‘o, a p‰lÅ aku) me ke
ke‘ake‘a ‘ole a me ka “ho‘oponopono” ‘ole a ka
hale pule. ‘Ano uluhua lÅkou i ia manawa i ka
nele i ka nËpepa, no ka mea, ho‘opuka ‘ia nÅ
nËpepa ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i e nÅ misionari a me ke
aupuni (a ma lalo o ka lima o kekahi misionari).
I ka puka ‘ana a‘e o kÅ lÅkou nËpepa mua loa,
ua kË‘‰ ‘ia ia wahi hana e ka ‘ao‘ao misionari,
me ka ‘Ølelo ‘ana, he pelapela nÅ mea o loko a
na ka Diabolo ia nËpepa. Aia kekahi mele nona
ka inoa “He Mele Aloha I Ka Naauao” i ia
nËpepa mua loa kËikawÅ (‘a‘ohe helu o ia
pukana o ka nËpepa a no ia mea paha i mÅlama
‘ole ‘ia ai ma nÅ waihona palapala kahiko, eia
na‘e ma nÅ mo‘olelo o ka nËpepa ma hope mai,
he mau hØ‘ike e kuhikuhi ana i ia mele), a pi‘i
a‘ela ka ‘ena o ka ‘ao‘ao “ma‘ema‘e” i ka ‘ike
‘ana i ua wahi mele nei. Kauoha akula kekahi
mau kÅhuna pule ma ka hale pule i nÅ hoahÅnau
e kË‘‰ i Ka Hoku o ka Pakipika. I ia manawa
nØ, a ma muli o k‰ia mau kË‘‰‘‰ ‘ana, ua
ho‘okumu ka mamo misionari ‘o Heneri Wini
(Whitney) i Ka Nupepa Kuokoa. Ma ka
mo‘olelo ma lalo nei, e ha‘i aku ana ka
misionari L. Kamika (Smith) i nÅ Hawai‘i e
kË‘ai i ka nËpepa a Wini, a ha‘alele i ka nËpepa
a nÅ KÅnaka Maoli, akÅ, e ha‘i ‘Ølelo ana nØ
ho‘i ‘o S. N. Haleole (ka mea kÅkau kaulana o
Laieikawai) me ka loea ma ka ‘ao‘ao o Ka
Hoku o ka Pakipika.

The article below describes a meeting at
Kaumakapili about the controversy in the com-
munity over the publication of two new newspa-
pers in Hawaiian. The first, Ka Hoku o ka
Pakipika, was established by an organization of

Kanaka Maoli men who wanted to read more
material in Hawaiian, and also wanted a place
to publish their own mo‘olelo, mele, and politi-
cal opinions without interference or censorship
from the Protestant mission. Until this time, all
newspapers in Hawaiian had been published by
the churches or by the government (and the
government paper was controlled by a mission-
ary as well). When the first pilot issue was pub-
lished it contained a song called “He Mele
Aloha I Ka Naauao,” or “A Love Song for
Education,” and the missionary quarter immedi-
ately labeled it obscene, and called the paper the
work of the devil. Because of this, missionary
son Henry Whitney established a rival paper, Ka
Nupepa Kuokoa. In the article below, mission-
ary Lowell Smith asks people to subscribe to Ka
Nupepa Kuokoa and abandon Ka Hoku o ka
Pakipika. But S. N. Haleole (who later became
the famous writer of Laieikawai) also speaks
persuasively in support of Ka Hoku o ka
Pakipika.1

–Ua haku ‘ia e Noenoe K. Silva

1For more on the story of Ka Hoku o ka Pakipika, see
Noenoe K. Silva, Aloha Betrayed: Native Hawaiian
Resistance to American Colonialism, Duke
Univeristy Press, 2004.

Ka Hoku o ka
Pakipika



P. Kahuhu. “Halawai Hookeai.” October 10, 1861. An
Editorial in the 19th century Hawaiian language news-
paper Ka Hoku o ka Pakipika, J.W. H. Kauwahi (Luna
Nui) and G. W. Mila (Luna Ho‘oponopono).





Mo‘o
ManØ
Pinao
Piha

Kamaka Kanekoa

I am Kamaka, the eye that sees.
I am Hawaiian.
I am a part of Maui.
I am from a proud geneology.
I am the product of my ancestors.
I am a seeker of traditional and modern knowledge.
I am an educator and a student.
I am equipped with many tools, inherited and newly acquired.
I am a user and creator of art.
I am the measure of my creations.
I am not finished with my work.



Kamaka Kanekoa
untitled





Aia nØ ke ola i ka waha;
aia nØ ka make i ka waha

Malia Ann
Crowningburg
KÅne

No ke ahupua‘a ‘o Honouliuli ma ka moku ‘o ‘Ewa ma ka
mokupuni ‘o O‘ahu ‘o Malia Ann Crowningburg KÅne. ‘O ia
ka mo‘opuna a Kaiheekai lÅua ‘o Namahana III, Mataio
KÅne lÅua ‘o Opiopio, Francisco Pavao lÅua ‘o Maria,
William Kailiuli, Kawaa lÅua ‘o Nellie Almira Johnson,
John Mueller lÅua o Alma, Anon Ustad lÅua ‘o Margit. ‘O
ia ka makuahine o Makanaalohamaikalani ¯pio lÅua ‘o
Malanai Nellie.

He mana ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, ka ‘Ølelo ‘Øiwi o n‰ia ‘Åina. Ke
‘Ølelo Hawai‘i kÅkou ola nÅ kËpuna, ola nÅ iwi, ola ka
‘Åina, ola Hawai‘i. Ke ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i kÅkou kË‘‰ kÅkou i
k‰lÅ wahi ‘ano o ka haole. Na lÅkou i ho‘opÅpÅ i ka ‘Ølelo
pono‘È o Hawai‘i. Na lÅkou i ho‘opilikia i ka po‘e Hawai‘i.



Malia Ann Crowningburg KÅne
Aia nØ ke ola i ka waha; aia nØ ka make i ka waha





Human Warehouse

Anthony Kalaemaka
Kekona Jr.

My name is Anthony Kalaemaka Kekona Jr. I am Kanaka
Maoli. I was born and raised on Maui. My ancestors are from
HÅna and Kahakuloa. I grew up in Honokahua. I have been in
prison since 1978. I was sentenced to a life term with the pos-
sibliltiy of parole. I spent over a decade in some of the most
dangerous prisons on the mainland. My mission in life is to
help young people make positive choices. I am a great exam-
ple of what can happen when young people make wrong
choices. My experience helps me identify and understand the
problems most kids face today. Having knowledge is the key to
making right choices. Our keiki must understand the impor-
tance of our Akua, the ‘ohana, our culture and education. 

My art today was inspired by a grade school teacher. She was an
awesome, polite lady. She took time for each student. I watched

her one day in my auntie’s classroom as she was sketching. I was
inspired because she created life from a piece of paper. She told

me that I could do art as well if I worked at it. So, with stories told
to me by my tutus, I would sit and imagine villages, people, and the

spirits in rocks, leaves, trees, the ocean, or in birds. 

When I was young I would listen to my tutus talk about the old days. I
have seen some of these old ways growing up. These stories and visualiza-

tions influence my art immensely. It shows I have a culture. It means my
expression of being Hawaiian has never and will never die as long as the Hı

(breath) is in me. My art is different because I use dots to join the ‘aumÅkua with
human faces and bodies. I do Polynesian patterns and draw kalo, ‘ulu leaves,
flowers, sea life, warriors and petroglyphs, which all come from within my
mind. My art changed when I went to prison because of what and whom I was
exposed to. I had an incredible amount of time to see the details and the per-
spectives of reality and beyond.

I use whatever is available to create my pieces. I like to do pencil or rapidograph
pens because sometimes that’s all I can have. My canvas is the walls, a pillow



case or sheets. Once I was in solitary confine-
ment for 5 years. I slept, showered and exercised
all in the same cell. That is when I did a piece
on all four walls with a pencil. The piece was 20
feet long. It showed Hawaiians surfing, diving,
dancing; the kings, queens and Hawaiians in all
the old ways. I used my mind and it journeyed
into the pencil. Drawing helped me keep my
sanity.

My artisitic process uses lines, dots and circles
along with memories. I have learned to do tai chi
and qi gong. It has helped bring softness to my
art. My art is smoother now. I believe these
experiences brought me to a deeper understand-
ing of my culture and the importance of being
Hawaiian.

I believe in a higher power. I have been carried
from one end to the next. The ancestors are
always there for me. My tutus who have passed
are guardians of light for me. I have seen the
worst of humanity. The everyday routine of
prison can drive any man insane without hope
and faith and hearing the word of the Lord. I
have been working with kids from the schools to
let them know how important their culture and
education is. Our keiki are the future.

KikolÅ [Kiko Manawa]

KikolÅ is interpreted as “timekeepers.” In the
center is the ancient koa (warrior) petroglyph
carved in the rock at Olowalu, Maui. On either
side are the ‘aumÅkua (ancestral gods); the manØ
(shark) and mo‘o (reptile). They are all protected
by the ‘uhane (spirits) of ka ‘olohe, the sacred,
expert body guards to the chiefs, who held the
secret, advanced techniques of lua, the Hawaiian
martial arts. The ‘uhane represent the four direc-
tional corners: north, south, east, and west. 

‘¯iwi

‘¯iwi (native son or daughter) represents the lin-
eage of KÅnaka Maoli (Hawaiians). The ances-

tors are depicted in the upper left-hand corner as
petroglyphs in the spine or backbone. T h e
‘aumÅkua take form as mo‘o and reveal them-
selves three times in this piece. Two very ancient
pÅwehe (geometric design) patterns are in the top
right and bottom left corners. They are all pro-
tected by three koa (warriors).

Honokohua

Honokohua, West Maui, is the site of the largest
burial grounds on the island. This resting place of
over 2,000 Native Hawaiian ancestors was dis-
turbed in 1989 for the construction of a hotel.
When representatives of the Hawaiian communi-
ty learned of this tragedy, action was taken to
restore the unearthed bones and designate a fully
protected cultural memorial. This piece repre-
sents the sacred bones of the ancestors, their tears
of sadness reflected on the skulls. Pele’s ‘Ø‘Ø
(digging stick) spears through the earth. The
mo‘o is the ‘aumakua who rests atop them as
protector. It is bordered by the plants most sacred
to KÅnaka Maoli—ti, banana, kukui, ‘ulu, and
taro—as these serve as blessings to those who
lived before.

Maka Luhi

Maka Luhi translates in this piece as “tired
eyes/tired people.” In Kekona’s sophisticated
style of stippling, he brings a unique patterning
of Native Hawaiian images and ‘aumÅkua. The
mo‘o are the royal guardians flanking each side.
The pueo at the lower left merges with the
wahine’s face, and the ‘io (hawk) at the lower
right merges with the kÅne’s face. The spirit and
dignity of a worn out and often defeated culture
will be sustained with the blessings of Akua.



HUMAN WAREHOUSE

LOCKED AWAY IN A FOREIGN LAND

IN A FIVE BY EIGHT, MADE BY MAN

FAKES, FRAUDS, PART-TIME BROADS

DOING TIME AND DROPPING DIMES

SOME STAY HIGH, SOME STAY LOW

IN THIS RIGGED-UP HUMAN HOLE

WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET

IN TIME YOU‘LL NEVER FORGET

A CLINKEN HERE

AND A CLINKEN THERE

TWENTY-FOUR-SEVEN

MY MAIN MAN

WENT TO HEAVEN

VIOLENCE

HATE

NO LOVE FOR LIFE

NEVER GET CAUGHT

WITHOUT A KNIFE

SIX

FIVE

THE DEUCE WENT OFF

ANOTHER CON

GOT HIS 

HEAD

CUT OFF

KEEP STEPPIN WHEN THE MOVE GOES

DOWN

YOU WON‘T END UP

IN A MORGUE

DOWNTOWN



Kamaka Kanekoa 
Mo‘o



Kamaka Kanekoa
ManØ



Kamaka Kanekoa
Pinao



Malia Ann Crowningburg KÅne
Aia nØ ke ola i ka waha; aia nØ ka make i ka waha





Anthony Kekona
Honokahua



Anthony Kekona
Kikomanawa



Anthony Kekona
‘¯iwi



Anthony Kekona
Maka Luhi 





Waimea Running

Kanani Aton
“Waimea Running” was written while reminiscing teenage
summer experiences on the north shore of O‘ahu at Waimea
Bay. It was an idyllic time of long, endless, lazy summer days
spent with cousins and close friends. I recall safe, protected
moments of late evening silence, sitting on a small wooden
platform extending out over the cliff of the bay, feeling so
blessed to be connected to my ancestors through such a beau-
tiful place. This poem also reveals an inner dialogue rooted in
an ever emerging understanding that what drew me to Waimea
time and time again had more to do with ancestral memory
than the youthful desire to cruise my summers away.

I presently cultivate the understanding that I am the physical
manifestation of my ancestors all the way back to pØ, the

beginning. Knowing who I am, where I come from, and my
kuleana to my ancestors keeps me connected to the most upright

and meaningful existence I could ever hope to live. I am a living
link in a long bloodline and must maintain the wisdom cultivated for

all the past generations. I am bound to this kuleana, and rejoice in the
knowing that it is all here, right below the surface, coursing in my

veins.



Waimea Running

I.

In my youth, I would dive to depths 
I do not dare anymore;
The vigor and vitality strong and sure coursing 
through my supple body…

Scanning the sandy bottom I spot my rock in 
the same place I left it…

I lift it, balance my feet on the ocean floor and 
run it deeper into the blue.

My lungs begin burning, the ache of my being
now 
sending waves of urgency through the veins of
my mind.

I drop the rock and ascend to the shifting
surface, 
exhaling on the way,
relaxing in the welcome release.

I break the water, look down at just the right 
angle, and see my black rock against 
white sand stretching for miles into the 
deepening shades of indigo silk.

I check myself against my landmark:  
the massive bulk of Waimea’s Rock—
this is the farthest I’ve gone yet.

II.

My ancestors’ iwi are buried in this sand.  
My kupuna’s birthing bloods have quenched
this 
sand and soil mixing for centuries.

If I look deep enough, I see their burial 
caves in the cliffs

The familial link surges within,
joyful in the knowing of an ageless truth:  
all of it still lives.

I hear the cadence of the pahu resound
in my chest.
I close my eyes and 
feel the third one open

The illusion melts away as a shift in 
consciousness calms me.

III.

I tread water there for awhile, then, 
filling my lungs to full capacity, I dive again.

Focusing on the black against the white,
I lift it up,
run back to a more sure depth I 
can play at another day.

Mau no ke aloha no ku‘u mau wahi kËpuna—
aloha mau nØ ‰…





I Come to the Water

Jonathan 
Kamakawiwo’ole 
Osorio

I come to the water, a child, to gather
the life and the strength of the sea
I come to the water to gather with others
For the water will not come to me
though we both, for the moment, are free

I come to the water, a young man, a lover
the pride and the hope of my family
I come to the water to sing and to wonder
And I yearn for a glimpse of my destiny
as I sail in the arms of the sea

I come to the water an elder, a father
the life and the strength of my family

I come with the others to gather and struggle
and I toil with a tiring urgency

for the children depending on me

I come to the ocean, an old man’s devotion
alone with my songs and my memories

I come to the ocean and drift with emotions
for the people who’ve parted from me

as I nod and dream like the sea



Hiko‘ulÅ HanapÈ
LËluku

LËluku

As life evolved and akua dwelled amongst the people of
the world, the akua Pele and her story become the theme
for this mo‘olelo. The sacred woman Pele was born from
Haumea and WÅkea. She lived in Kahiki with her family. Her
older sister NÅmakaokaha‘i was the ali‘i of the ‘ohana, and all
served her. Pele would watch Lonomakua (NÅmaka’s husband)
as he made fire, and so she wanted to learn this art. NÅmaka
warned her to not seek the art of making fire. A defiant young Pele
disobeyed, resulting in the destruction of their home. The pillars of
their island crumbled as it quaked; thunder and lightning struck and
lava filled the land! NÅmaka forced Pele and those who would go with
her to leavc Kahiki.





Home Grown

Kent 
Kekoa Sentinella

More than 25 years in the multi-ethnic Los Angeles suburb of
Carson, California has afforded me the opportunity to both
experience and observe the stronghold of one’s cultural identi-
ty, as well as the impact of western urbanization upon it.
“Home Grown” then is a tale which aims to hold a mirror up
to our youth, both Hawaiian and American, in an attempt to
expose a greater problem where a generation has been taught
to blur the lines between fear and respect. For my years as a
youth had me often convinced that the two were but one in the
same, and as I made periodic visits to Hawai‘i during that same
time, the coldly evolving demeanors of my island peers proved
that such thought was becoming universal. Yet adulthood has

demonstrated that those who walk as if the spoils are owed to
them are often times those who are too fearful to find and earn for

themselves. Subsequently, this story also intends to address the
insecurities that can cage our young people. It is a testament that

the answers to life’s unknown can be found in who we are, and who
we’ve been. 

In addressing the Kanaka Maoli and the people of Hawai‘i, I apologize
for any inaccuracies or oversimplifications in regards to how we live. It

must be said that a Kaleponi Pake is only privy to so much. Nevertheless,
the conception and telling of this tale will always be rooted in one source,

the na‘au.

I scrubbed the splattered blood from my sneakers on that hot, early June day.
Mom stood over me as I sat on the front porch with an old toothbrush in hand.
She’d been on my ass from the time she stepped into the dean’s office to pick
me up from school, her voice blasting through one ear and exiting the other.
“You’re lucky that boy’s mother didn’t press charges,” she shouted. “What kind

of animal are you?…Stomping him after he was already on the ground. I can’t



believe you, Jazric. The last god damn day of
school and you get into another fight.”

I could see my friend Ray looking out at us
from his living room window across the street.
The smile on his face told me that he was hav-
ing fun watching this. I had to say something. I
couldn’t look like a chump in front of my boy.
“What was I supposed to do?” I barked back.
“He tried to snatch my Walkman. I had to let his
stupid ass know. I ain’t a punk.”

“But you are a punk,” mom said.

“You don’t even know what you’re talkin’
‘bout.”

“That’s it Jazric. I’m getting you out of my
house. I can’t deal with anymore of your shit.
You’re going to stay with Aunty Emme for a
while and we’ll see how it goes.”

“You’ve been threatenin me wit dat bullshit for
da past year. What da hell’s supposed to be so
bad ‘bout livin in Hawai‘i anyway? Palm trees,
fine girls, and all dat. I think I can manage.
Hell, we got palm trees down da street…”

“This time I mean it. We’ll see how tough you
are living under Uncle Joe’s roof.” She
slammed the door behind her, marching into the
house to call her sister-in-law, and then the air-
lines.

Ray’s head disappeared from the window as he
came strutting across the street to add insult to
injury. “Daaamn, Jaz,” he began to taunt.
“Getting balled out by your moms again…and
in front of da whole neighborhood, too. Ain’t
dat a bitch.”

“Shut up, Ray.”

“Aw dawg, you know I’m jus’ playin. So
what…your mom’s gonna send your ass to
Hawai‘i fo’real?”

“Hell if I know—don’t care either way.”

“Yeah right, Jaz,” he agreed with a smiling nod. 
“You a LYIN bastard.”

Ray did call ‘em as he saw ‘em, because that
following Sunday morning when I was about to
board a one-way flight to Honolulu, I never
cared more. Damn, I didn’t want to leave
home…my friends…the summer house par-
ties…pissing off Ma. The day before, I straight
up refused, challenging mom to make me, but
she already had my clothes packed. She told me
that I didn’t have to leave L.A., but I did have
to get out of her house. What the hell was I
gonna do? Nobody was about to take this
wanna-be hoodlum in, and mom knew that bet-
ter than anyone else.

With boarding pass in hand, I heavy stepped my
way to the flight gate. Mom stopped me in mid-
stride, and kissed me goodbye. “Be good,” she
whispered. I walked on tugging the bill of my
black Dodgers cap further down over my eyes,
refusing to look back at her.

Some five hours later…Jaz had finally gone
Hawaiian. I got off the plane and saw my Aunty
Emme sitting in the waiting area with some
dude who had the same “Who gives a shit?”
look on his face. It had to be her son Daniel. I
paid my cousin little attention as my eyes froze
on Aunty. I’d forgotten how much she looked
like dad. Her face, with its traces of Asian and
Polynesian blood, made him touchable again.
Surprisingly, as soon as she had seen me, her
face lit up and she rushed over to greet me with
a kiss. I didn’t think she’d recognize me. The
last time I was this close to her and the family
was at dad’s funeral almost six years ago, and I
was only ten then.

“Oooooh, you got beeg Jazric,” she said,
motioning her son closer. “You remembah your
cousin Danny-boy?”

With a twitching raise of my chin, I reached out
and shook his hand. I remembered him all right,
but not like this. Back when we were little, he
was just another hyper kid like I was, going



crazy, playing freeze tag in the street. But now
he had this look in his eyes and a stare that I
thought I left back in L.A. I had to check him
with one of my own. You know the one, the one
that says, “Get away from me, before I kill
you.” I thought it was effective, but Daniel kind
of laughed when he saw it. He wasn’t laughing
at me though, just testing me…for what? I
would soon find out.

The scenic drive home began to ease my wor-
ries, finding it nearly impossible to think of the
place as some kind of correctional facility. It
was just too damn nice. No matter which way
you turned there was either bright island land-
scapes or plush high rise buildings, one right in
front of the other. It was just like they played it
on TV, and the idea of staying here for a while
began to sound pretty decent.

“I’ve gotta run an errand,” Aunty said from the
driver’s seat. “…Pick up a cake for tonight’s
dessert.” I gave her a nod as we took the next
off-ramp. Without warning, the surroundings
began to change up on me, no longer the poster
scenes we had just passed. Those “high life”
high rises and deep green and blue backdrops
seemed to be in the far distance as we were now
surrounded with uneven concrete sidewalks and
cracked asphalt roads. We drove a couple of
blocks before Aunty pulled to the curb of a bak-
ery storefront. She went in alone.

“Welcome to da real Hawai‘i,” Danny said
proudly. “Wheah da real Hawaiians stay.”
Paying only half attention to his words, I was
glued to the disturbingly familiar housing com-
plex across the street. There stood four, flat
roofed identical two-story buildings that were
painted a dull green. Each one was separated
from the other by a quad of dying grass and
some clothes drying lines. “You gotta be shitin’
me,” I thought to myself. It looked like public
housing.

“Is dat a project?” I asked.

“Da bess one dis side of da island,” Danny

answered cutely. “We call ‘em ‘Green
Gardens.”

I leaned back in disbelief as Aunty soon
returned with cake-box in hand. Was I so jacked
up that even when I got to go to Hawai‘i, I had
to stay in the hood? I prayed to God that they
didn’t live nearby, but after less than a minute’s
drive down the road, I noticed our car turning in
to what looked like a junkyard. We crept on for
a good stretch, passing all sorts of crap; a
detached truck bed, a ’64 Nova on blocks, an
armless sofa with recliner to match, and a cou-
ple of toothless dogs, too old to bark. It was like
watching the beginning to Sanford and Son, and
beyond all this madness sat a tin roofed, three-
bedroom house. I guess God wasn’t on call out
here.

I jumped out in a half daze, only to be awak-
ened by Daniel’s two handed toss of my over-
stuffed duffel bag. He cocked his head toward
the front door, grabbed the straps of my half-
empty backpack, and led the way inside to his
room. The accommodations seemed all right.
The house wasn’t a mansion, but it wasn’t
cramped either. And it was clean, which was
more than I expected after first glance.

As I threw my stuff down near the bedroom
window, I saw an old woman out back, survey-
ing her garden as she shaded her eyes with a
relaxed salute. She was up to her shins in
muddy water with the cuffs of her peddle-push-
ers just grazing the murky surface. She remind-
ed me of Ray’s grandma from Samoa who used
to visit every now and then. She was stout with
a smooth, dark complexion, silver hairs
wrapped into a tight bun, broad nose and wide
hips. 

“Dat your grandma?” I asked.

“Yeah, das Tutu,” Danny replied. “C’mon. I bet-
tah introduce you befoah ma gives me some shit
about no mo’ class or whatevahs.”

Following him through the back door, I soon



found myself in a mini rainforest full of sweet
smells and lush greens. People-size plants and
flower bushes lined the entire backyard, as
everything appeared to be on some kind of
steroid. It was like, “Welcome…to Fantasy
Island.” There was even a stream that ran paral-
lel to the rear property of the house, its waters
being carefully funneled into a large, square plot
of land a foot or so deep. Now this was the
Hawai‘i I was hoping for.

Danny’s grandma was crouched over in the
middle of the flooded patch, securing a series of
plant stalks in perfectly straight rows. “Tutu,”
he called out to her, as she slowly stood upright.
“Dis cousin Jazric from L.A.”

She waded her way to the edge of the patch
nearest us, lifted her right leg, planting her mud-
covered foot on level ground to heave herself
up. I offered my hand to help her. She waved it
off and rose with little struggle. “How you, beh-
beh?” she asked with a sweet smile and a peck
on the cheek. I first drew back from her, uncom-
fortable with such a show of affection from
someone I didn’t know.

“Whatcha doin…out here in dis heat?” I awk-
wardly asked.

“Jus workin da lo‘i. You know what da lo‘i is?”
I was silent. “Da lo‘i is da taro patch,” she
informed me. “You ate taro befoah?”

“Yeah…I think so. I remember when I was lit-
tle, my dad used to fiend for it ‘bout once a
month. Isn’t dat what dey make dat nasty poi
out of?”

“NASTY,” she barked. “What kine Hawaiian
you?”

With a disgusted frown, she dropped back into
the patch and continued with her work. I tried to
apologize, but Danny had a hold of my arm,
tugging me to go back inside with him.
“Damn,” he began to lecture. “Nevah talk shit
about kalo in front of Tutu.”

“About what?”

“KALO…you know, taro. Don’t evah talk stink
about it, man…not in dis house. Tutu’s from da
old school. She tinks kalo is sacred, and she
can’t stand to heah shit li’ dat…especially from
kids like us.”

“It’s just a vegetable, man.”

“Hey…you hahd head, huh. I told you…”

“Ahiiight, ahiiight. I hear you. Can I get some-
thin’ to drink? Or am I supposed to bow down
to Pepsi, too?”

Danny and I hit the kitchen and had just sat
down for a soda when Aunty checked in on us.
Her eyes fell to my feet. I thought she was
admiring my once again, spotless kicks, but the
anger in her voice told me otherwise. “DANNY-
BOY,” she yelled as her only child jumped to
attention. “Whas wrong wit you? You nevah tell
him da house rules? I jus’ when mop da floah,
too.”

“Ovah heah, we take off our shoes befoah going
into someone’s house,” she explained, giving
Danny the evil eye. “It’s a sign of respect fo’ da
home.”

“Sorry, Aunty,” I said, loosening my laces and
slipping off the high tops. In silence, she took
them from me and put them down near the
doorway, where a collection of the family’s flip-
flops had been placed. I turned to Daniel to
apologize, “My bad, dawg.”

“Yo’ what? Who?”

“My bad…my mistake.”

“Oh yeah…whatevahs,” he coldly answered.
“Eh! How come you talk all dat L.A. slang, but
you still can undahstand us?”

“Ah, man…dat Pidgin English stuff you guys 



talk?…You sound jus’ like my Pops used to. I
can make it out.”

Danny grinned when he heard that, but he was
still pissed. Not at me, but at his mom for chew-
ing him out like that. He wanted to get out of
the house for a while so he invited me along to
go meet up with some of his boys. I was cool
with the idea until I realized where our short
walk was going to end—GOD DAMN, my first
day in the islands, and I was about to kick it in
the projects, ‘Green Gardens’ my ass.

As we strolled up the back street, Danny called
out in some neighborhood code, and two gigan-
tic shadows soon strutted out. They were the
biggest damn pair of twins I had ever seen.
“Pure Hawaiian?” I curiously asked as they
began to approach.

“Pretty much,” Daniel said. “Like almost every-
bawdee else dis side of da rock.” He introduced
his boys as Wretch and Big Mo. Such names
matched the icy glares they both gave me…sim-
ilar, but much more intimidating than the one I
got from my cousin just hours before. Once
again, I returned the pleasantries.

“So you from L.A., huh?” Wretch challenged,
his sleepy left eye refusing to squint in the blaz-
ing Hawaiian sun. “You heard of ‘Homicidal
Islandahs’?”

“Hell yeah,” I answered. They were a notorious
gang with South Pacific roots who were strong
in my neck of the woods. I idolized them, but in
all honesty I never had the balls to join them.
“You see dis right heah?” Wretch asked, proud-
ly pointing at the government shelter behind
him. “Dis is ‘Homicidal Islandahs,’ too.”

“Yeah,” I admitted with a crapping grin. “But
dis is small time shit. You can’t stay wit da
crazy fools in L.A.”

Wretch’s eyes caught fire as his huge right hand
reached out and swiped the left side of my
skull. The blow put me on the pavement, and

left me stunned as he continued his charge. Mo
and Danny struggled to prevent him from fin-
ishing the job when an old woman, wielding a
walking cane, put an end to it all. “KIMO!
KALEI!” she shouted. “Get inside, NOW.” The
twins reacted to the orders like marines in boot
camp, sprinting back inside, noticeably flinch-
ing as they rushed past the woman and her solid
wood stick.

Shaking his head, Daniel offered his hand to
help me to my feet. “No challenge Wretch li’
dat, brah. Big Mo’s cool but his bruddah’s lØlØ,
he’s crazy. You lucky da twins’ tutu came out.
She could bus’ all our asses.”

“Man, I could take dat punk,” I boasted, putting
my scuffed Dodgers cap back on. “Show his
punk ass how we do it in the city of angels.”

“Yeah, well, L.A. got his ‘okole kicked today.
We go.”

Night had fallen, but the tropical heat seemed
relentless. As we struggled to cool off in
Daniel’s bedroom, we soon heard Tutu’s voice
calling out to us, “Come, boys…E hele mai
‘ai.”

“You hungry?” Danny asked, leading the way to
the kitchen dining table.

I entered the room where the scent of smoked
meat and frying fish filled the air. I was startled
to see my hulking Uncle Joe sitting at the head
of the dinner table, still in his funky smelling
work shirt. The gold name tag on his front
pocket read ‘Joe Kekona…Maintenance
Manager.’ I knew he worked at one of the
hotels. I guess he was head janitor or some-
thing. Anyway, I wasn’t about to make fun of
his job. Shiiiit…he seemed even bigger than I
remembered; six foot something, two hundred
and fifty plus. And that face of his, it was
straight out of one of those “Polynesian get-
away” commercials where they show you that
island savage who’s supposed to represent the
excitement and adventure of Polynesia, except



his face just scared the hell out of me. “Howzit”
he growled, extending his hand in greeting.

Just as his grasp eclipsed mine he let go, reach-
ing for a tall glass of water that sat in front of
him, popping a couple of large pills in his
mouth, and gulping it all down in seconds.
“Damn blood preshah,” he whispered, wincing
while swallowing hard for the last time.

I quietly sat down at the table next to Tutu. She
seemed to have forgiven me for my unintention-
al disrespect, so I felt a little less uncomfortable.
“Take your hat off,” I heard Uncle Joe order just
as I settled in. I had obediently removed it and
placed it under my chair when Aunty brought
me a large bowl of poi. “No thanks.” My words
didn’t phase her as she placed the bowl beside
my plate. “You eat what we have,” Uncle Joe
said firmly. SHIT! I hated that stuff. What I
hated even more was that damn grin I spotted
on Tutu’s face. It was a good thing for me that
there were still the delicious smelling platters of
smoked meat and crispy fried fish left on the
table. I reached for the serving spoons and anx-
iously filled my plate.

“Give dat to Tutu,” commanded Uncle, his
mother gently removing the hot food from my
frozen hands. “Have some respect fo’ yo’
eldahs.”

After finally getting my share, I stood up from
the table and headed for the family room, but
Danny’s bugged-out eyes already had me flinch-
ing. “Wheah you goin?” Uncle’s voice rang out.
“In my house, we eat dinnah as a famlee.” I
couldn’t believe this. I thought things had
already been going badly, but now that Uncle
Joe was here, it was ten times worse. What was
I, a fuckin alien from outer space? I guess mom
knew what the hell she was doing; why didn’t I
just keep my ass straight when I was back
home? Just when the self-pity and questions of
regret took over my thoughts, I heard the last
thing that I wanted to hear at that moment: “I
got you a job at da hotel,” Uncle proudly gar-
bled, removing a poi-cleaned spoon from his

mouth. “You staht Wednesday.”

“Doin what?” I asked in frustration.

“Work of course.”

“What kinda work?”

“Manual labah.”

Desperately searching for a way out, I acciden-
tally gave him the greatest set up line a lazy
teen could give to an underpaid, middle-aged,
working man, “I never had a job before. I don’t
know how to work.”

“Gooooood,” he satisfyingly replied. “You goin
learn how it feels to bust yo’ ‘okole for nahtin.”

I kept quiet for the rest of the night. Damage
control was definitely needed. That evening I
went to bed with a seemingly tattooed scowl.
Things just had to get better…

By seven o’clock the next morning, I was wide-
awake. It was early for me, but my body was
still on L.A. time, which spotted me three hours.
Hearing some commotion out back, I took a
look out the bedroom window to see what was
up. There I saw Tutu sitting on the ground with
a large, wooden board positioned between her
short, outstretched legs. She had a sort of hour-
glass shaped stone in her hand, using it to mash
the taro she had prepared earlier that morning
against the old woodcut surface. With each
rhythmic stroke of the stone, she gradually
added water to the crushed taro and pounded the
two substances into a pasty one. Seeing that
Daniel was still out cold, I put on my shorts and
went outside to get a closer look. It was my
chance to smooth things over.

“You nevah seen how Hawaiians used to pound
poi, huh beh-beh?” she asked, voice breaking
with each drop of her weighted hand. “Every-
bahdee like use da machine deez days. Nobah-
dee like do tings da right way anymoah.”



“Let me try?” I half-heartedly asked.

Tutu responded with a smile of satisfaction.
“Hahd job, you know?”

I shrugged as she moved to the side and ges-
tured me to sit where she had been. I adjusted
the board between my legs as she handed me
the stone and guided my hands through the
proper motions. I did my best to imitate her, but
that damn pounding stone had to weigh between
eight and ten pounds. After twenty minutes, my
entire right arm was on fire and both legs were
cramping. “How do you know when you’re fin-
ished?” I asked, sweat pouring down my cheek.

“I tell you when,” she quickly answered.

Just as I was about to fall out, Uncle Joe came
around from the side of the house. His smile
either signaled his pride in seeing me take inter-
est in such traditions, or more likely his amuse-
ment in watching me squirm once again.
“Come,” he commanded. “Let Tutu do dat.”

In relief, I handed the poi pounder back to her
and clumsily came to my feet. Uncle motioned
me into the taro patch where he was now stand-
ing. “You know why kalo is so important to da
Hawaiian?” he asked. I shook my head in igno-
rance, expecting a stern lecture to follow. But to
my surprise, Uncle looked to the bright sky
above, closed his eyes for a moment, opened
them, and began not to chastise, but to tell a
story. “Befoah dey wuz any such ting as
Hawai‘i or Hawaiians, dey wuz spirits or gods;
we call dem akua. Two of the most powerful
akua were WÅkea, da sky fathah, and Papa, da
earth mothah. Now WÅkea and Papa were
lovahs; da skyfathah was always fertilizing
mothah earth wit his sacred rain. Aftah one of
dere many matings, da two conceived a son, but
when da boy come, he no look like us. He jus’
one…deformed mass. Saddened, da lovahs
buried da boy in da belly of Papa, and from dat
deformed seedlin’ grew da kalo. Soon aftah,
WÅkea and Papa gave birth to a second son,
HÅloa, who had taken human form. Dey taught

HÅloa to love da kalo plant, telling him it was
his eldest brothah.” At this point in his tale,
Uncle paused, reached for a box cutter from the
back pocket of his denim shorts, and then cut a
stalk from one of the taro plants. Grabbing my
wrist, he turned my palm to the sky and let the
sap from the stalk’s base drip into my hand. The
sap was red…blood red.

Taking notice of the tiny hairs that were now
raised on my arm, uncle continued, “Care fo’ it,
protect it, and da kalo will fo’evah give you
sustenance,’ dat is what earth and sky told dere
youngest son. But dey also gave warning: neg-
lect it and let it die, and you, too, will die wit
it.” Again, briefly closing his eyes, Uncle let go
of my wrist. “You believe?” he asked, eyebrows
raising.

I sucked up my emotions and tried to convince
myself otherwise. “It was a good story and all,
but legends are legends. And dat bleeding taro
trick, dat was cool, but…”

“How you figgah, den?” he interrupted.

“Ah, it’s…uh, some kinda photosynthetic
reverse reaction or somethin.”

“You too much booshit,” my uncle laughed. “I
know you felt its spirit, its mana. I could see it
throughout yo’ body. Yo’ Hawaiian blood is
strong.”

I left it at that. But in reality, I didn’t know what
to think. I knew that there was some kind of sci-
entific explanation for it, but I also knew that
there was something more than that. Something
that couldn’t be so easily explained. The truth
was, the whole experience shook me up. Every
time I thought about it, I almost felt like crying.
And I tell you what—that night, when we had
poi again for dinner, I ate two bowls. Somehow,
it started to taste a whole lot better to me.

My first day on the job came way too soon, and
before I knew it, I had been a working man for
a week. I thought it sucked. For six hours a day,



I got to be in the middle of Hawai‘i’s luxury
and glitz, just like they hyped it on TV. And
what was I? A punk-ass bag-boy, a damn dog
for these tourists. I spent half the day tending to
these six figure fools, hauling up their twin sets
of golf clubs and six designer suitcases, all the
while explaining to their brats that the luggage
cart was not a ride. And when they and their
heavy-ass crap was finally all tucked away in
their plushed-out room, what did they give me?
NOTHING, except maybe another bullshit
errand for housekeeping, or better yet, a damn
complaint about their rough flight over, or the
frequent rain, or some other nonsense that had
nothing to do with me. A couple of these cheap
asses would see me passing through their floor,
and had enough balls to snap their fingers at
me, just so they could get my attention and
bitch about whatever the hell they had to bitch
about. I wasn’t taking that. I lost my head a
couple of times and got up in a face or two.
They reported me of course, and I got my ass
chewed each time it happened, once by the boss
at work, and once by the boss at home.

Little did I know, all that crap was just part of
the job. We were the ‘hired help’ there to serve
them. But I still say that customer service only
goes so far. Looking back on it though, my ini-
tial bad attitude really should’ve cost me my
job. Maybe that’s what I was hoping for. But
because Uncle Joe had been such a loyal
employee, they gave me a third chance. And
after his final explosion, I wouldn’t need
another.

“Eh boy! I heard you was making ass AGAIN,”
Uncle growled through a stiff jaw, pulling me
into the hotel utility room just as my shift had
ended. “Givin heat to dat guest, even aftah you
was told to help her with her stahff.”

“She was a bitch,” I snapped back. “I don’t
serve people who don’t respect me.”

“BOOSHIT!” he shouted, the volume of his
voice at a level unknown to me. “You work for 

a paycheck, and you will earn dat check. Dis da
las’ time you embarrass me.”

Uncle was seething as he reached down to
unbuckle his belt and stripped it from his waist.
He gripped the leather strap, folding it once and
ordering me to drop my work khakis and face
the far wall. I thought he was joking until his
intense frown and widening nostrils willed me
to obey his words. Uncle Joe swung that belt
without conscience, stinging the back of my
thighs several times. My legs burned with pain
as tears came streaming down my face. Yet it
wasn’t so much my body that was hurt, but
more so my pride. Up until then, I thought that I
was a man at 16, but that moment made it so
very clear to me that I was still just a young
boy.

From that day on, I came to work and did what
I was supposed to. My work habits improved,
but my view of the whole servant thing did not.
I still felt the situation sucked. I looked around
at all the guys doing the same shitwork as me,
and it didn’t seem right. It was a high school
job, the exact job someone like me should’ve
had. But half of these dudes had ten years on
me, the other half twenty, and everybody was
acting like this is all they were ever gonna do in
life. This and whatever other peanut paying jobs
they held at night. What kind of bullshit is that?
Our families were here long before Mr. Hyatt;
we should own the damn resort, not clean it.

I would vent those same feelings to Uncle all
the time, but he would just stare at the floor and
say, “Sometimes you gotta swallow yo’ pride to
feed yo’ famlee.” I thought that that kind of
thinking was pretty weak, but then again, I did-
n’t have a family to support so I could talk all
the Malcolm X shit I wanted.

Nearly a month had passed and the family was
preparing for a beach party to celebrate the
Fourth of July. So far things had been going
smoothly. I managed to avoid the wrath of
Uncle Joe for over two weeks. And the truth
was, after he gave me the beating of my life, I



not only feared the man’s authority, I began to
respect it.

Although things were settling down at home,
my social life was a little too calm. There were
no girls to speak of, since Uncle decided that
my wages would go to the household.
“Expenses,” he explained. Left with only a few
dollars of tip money—thank god for the
Japanese tourist—there wasn’t much to do at
night but go down to the beach and drink. And
that’s all we had been doing, “we” meaning
myself, Danny, Big Mo, and Wretch. Yeah, the
same Wretch with the mean right hand. I
thought it would be best to call a truce. Shit, we
were gonna see each other almost every day,
and I sure as hell wasn’t gonna run from a fight.
So that meant that one of us—okay–-me, was
gonna have to die. Anyway, we were cool now,
and after I got to talk to him a couple of times, I
realized that he was as hardcore as any dude I
had ever known in L.A. Back home, I would’ve
admired such a trait, but here, I was no longer
sure if his fearless attitude was a good thing or a
bad one.

The morning of the Fourth, the family piled into
the car and headed out to the U.S. military
memorial in Honolulu, better known as
“Punchbowl.” Daniel said his grandfather was
buried there and that they often made the trip
out to pay their respects on holidays and stuff.
To each his own, I thought to myself. At least
I’d get to see some of the sights. But for some
reason, I found myself scrunched up in the
backseat with Uncle’s acoustic guitar between
my legs. With it’s neck just inches from my
chin, I rode on without saying a word, but
mumbling many.

Parking a few yards from the eternal flame,
Uncle Joe opened the rear door, taking his
instrument from my grip. It took a moment to
shake the feeling back into my legs while the
family started up the grassy slope, carefully
sidestepping the countless rows of mini
American flags. Just as I began to follow, I saw
Tutu stop, drop to her knees, and begin to stroke

the engraving on a large headstone. It read the
same as Uncle’s nametag, except this Joe
Kekona had the title of Lieutenant Colonel. I
shifted my attention from the grave for a
minute, taking a good, long look around to get a
better feel of the whole place. Damn, it was big.
A hell of a lot bigger than any place my dad or
friends had been buried. It sort of rattled my
noble regards for life—or should I say, death.

With my back facing the others and a strong
breeze in my face, I soon heard the six strings
on Uncle’s guitar being plucked with slow pre-
cision, and suddenly, a hypnotizing melody
began to take form. I felt weird being a part of
some front porch concert at a graveyard, but the
people who passed us offered nothing but
smiles. As their warm reactions put me at ease, I
slowly closed my eyes and lost myself in the
music. The melody was then smoothly joined
with the sweet sound of a silky high voice. The
lyrics were in Hawaiian, and I didn’t understand
a word, but the goose bumps on the back of my
neck told me that you really didn’t have to. I
turned back to see which one of the two was
singing, Aunty or Tutu. Amazingly, there was
Uncle Joe, cradling his guitar, massive legs
folded beneath him, and a sugar-coated falsetto
flowing from his gut. It was odd to see and hear.
Such a delicately sweet voice like that coming
from such a large man. But one thing couldn’t
be denied—it was beautiful. The most beautiful
thing I had ever heard.

“It wuz daddy’s favorite song,” he said, looking
up at me with a rascal smile. “He used to sing it
to me and my sistah when we wuz small so now
I sing ‘em fo’ him. Well, I really sing ‘em fo’ all
of us.”

“How’d you learn to do dat?” I asked.

“Natural,” he simply said. “Genetics, yeah.”

The next time I heard that inherited voice from
the heavens was at that evening’s beach party.
Uncle Joe had downed a few beers, and after
begging from friends and relatives, he finally



broke down and entertained the crowd with
some mesmerizing Hawaiian music. “Back-
yahd” is what he called it. I ran back to the
house to get Danny’s boombox from the bed-
room, placing it on top of the picnic table where
Uncle was sitting, and began recording his
soothing vocals over one of my mixed tapes
from home. I had to get a recording of this
because it was damn rare to catch Uncle in such
a relaxed mood. Hell, I hadn’t seen him take a
drink from the time I arrived; only God knew
when he was gonna get buzzed again and let it
all hang out. It was one of those moments for
posterity.

On the other hand, having one too many, espe-
cially at a party, wasn’t so out of the ordinary
for the crews I hung with. Now the elders
weren’t having under age drinkers at this get
together, so Daniel and I were sober, gulping
down Pepsis for most of the night. But the
twins, they were a different story.

We’d been waiting for them to show for a cou-
ple of hours. It seemed strange because their
grandma arrived before sunset, and had taken a
seat along with Tutu and all the other old folks
from the neighborhood. She assured us, though,
that her grandsons had promised her their atten-
dance, and we knew that a promise to their
grandma was one they feared to break. Finally,
just as I had finished my second plate of barbe-
cue, we spotted their huge shadows in the near
distance, stumbling their way toward the party
lights. “Brilliant,” I thought to myself. “They
knew they couldn’t drink over here, so they
spent a couple of hours getting wasted before
coming…I’m sure no one would notice.”

The twins hadn’t even sat down when I saw
Wretch exchange some words with a group of
guys who lived around the way. They were a
couple years older than us, but they still enjoyed
the chance to beat somebody down every now
and then. Expecting a brawl, Danny and I came
to our feet; just as we rose from our lawn chairs
the twins went reeling, targets of an endless
series of fists to the head and kicks to the chest.

Aiming to even the odds, we sprinted to the
scene and threw ourselves into the mix. I was
swinging wildly and without mercy, not sure
who I was tagging, but guaranteeing pain with
every blow. After getting stung a few times
myself, I suddenly felt the punishing grip of a
huge hand around the right side of my neck. I
tried to slap it away, but it was glued to my
body. With a sudden burst of strength, the hand
squeezed tighter, pulling me to my feet and
throwing me back a few yards. I looked up at
my attacker, and there was Uncle Joe. He now
had Danny by the collar, plucking him from the
pack like laundry from the hamper. Soon, the
free-for-all had reduced itself to a one-man
prizefight, Wretch versus his shadow. There he
was, drunk as hell, clumsily jabbing away at the
air in from of him. All of us “ultimate fighting”
wannabes were now flat on our bruised asses,
laughing uncontrollably at Wretch’s one-man
show. But as I glanced over to where the old
folks were sitting, I caught a glimpse of their
faces, and all of a sudden, things weren’t so
funny.

They looked on with shame, their eyes burning
through us. I could feel their embarrassment.
They had the faces of once proud warriors, and
you just knew that they had fought many battles
in their day. And WE were what they had to
show for it—a bunch of ignorant, drunken
thugs. They knew, and at that moment, I knew,
that we were what the rest of Hawai‘i thought
of when they thought of Hawaiians.

I went home that night with chin buried in
chest. Danny was still on an adrenaline high, all
hyped up over our brave showing and thankful
for the fact that his father didn’t decide to fight
us himself. But he hadn’t seen what I saw.
Those faces would forever be burned into my
memory. As a result, that was the last night I
spent out with the fellas. For the rest of the
summer, I’d come home in the afternoon and
help Tutu with her work out back until dark;
pulling weeds, shoveling soil, planting, trans-
planting, and of course, working the lo‘i. I tired
myself more doing that for a couple hours than I



did all day at the hotel. But I liked it, even if it
meant waking up to a sore neck and stiff back.
It gave me time to think—and time to feel. It
was there that I would regularly cut a piece of
one of the taro plants and let it ‘bleed’ into my
hand, just to make sure I wasn’t crazy. By that
time, I discovered that there were numerous
types of kalo, and this was the only kind I had
seen with red sap. “Das right,” Tutu had told
me. “Dis da original kine.” I believed her.

Soon weeks had turned into months and the dog
days of summer had arrived. By mid-August,
the tourist rush was slowing down, and the hotel
decided they could no longer foot the bill for
my services. That was cool with me, but now
the days were passing slowly, and I started to
really miss mom. I called her up one night and
told her that I was ready to come home. She
wasn’t too sure about that, but after Uncle Joe
got on the phone, she agreed to have a ticket
waiting for me at Honolulu International.

It was another early morning departure, and
Uncle agreed to drive me to the airport and see
me off before going to work. As we prepared to
leave, the family had gathered at the front door,
ready to say their good-byes. I first stepped for-
ward to kiss Tutu and thanked her for every-
thing. Grabbing a hold of my arms, she took a
long look of inspection before finally embracing
me. I smiled at her for one last time as I turned
to hug Aunty. I paused for a moment, taking a
second to look at Aunty Emme. I never realized
how much I resembled her.

Once the farewells had been said, I started for
the door, but Tutu had one more thing for me.

“No forget da box,” she reminded me, motion-
ing to a heavily taped cardboard box which sat
near the doorway. “Get four bags poi in deah.”

“Ah Tutu,” I began to argue. “Dey sell poi in
some of da markets at home.”

“Nevah mind,” she said. “Dis is da real stahff.”

Danny picked up the package and carried it out.
As the last bag destined for L.A. was loaded
into the trunk, I slipped on my beat up Dodgers
cap and took the open hand of my temporary
brother. “It’s been cool, brah,” he said, leaning
in closer. “It was nice to see somebahdee else’s
‘okole bein’ kicked and chewed beside mine’s.”

“We go,” Uncle Joe snapped, interrupting our
laughter.

With a final quick raise of the chin, I gave
Daniel a silent farewell and jumped in the car.

As we waited at the flight gate for the
announcement to board, I was expecting one
final lecture before being released back into the
wild. But Uncle didn’t say much. He kept peek-
ing at his watch until he finally got up and said
that he had better go before they docked him for
being late. Uncle then reached into his front
pocket and pulled out a personal check. It was
my entire earnings for the summer. “Use yo’
head,” he ordered, handing me the slip of paper.
But just as I reached out to take it from him, he
grabbed my wrist and pulled me into his gigan-
tic grasp. He kissed me on the temple as his left
hand palmed the back of my head. “Be good,”
he said, “Fo’ yo’ self…and yo’ famlee.”

I could feel the emotions rushing up through my
chest and throat. I wanted to cry one of those
hiccup cries. “Suck it up, Jaz. Suck it up,” I
tried to will myself. But I had to let a few drop.
I couldn’t help it.

When I got off that plane, I was never so happy
to see my mom’s face. As soon as she spotted
me, she ran over and hugged me like I was a
ten-year-old kid. It was a good feeling though,
so I hugged her back like a ten-year-old would.
I asked how she’d been doing; “Things were a
lot quieter,” she admitted. “But it wasn’t the
same without you.”

After fighting mid-afternoon traffic we finally
made it home. I quickly got my stuff out of the
car, as I was anxious to plop down on my own



bed again. By the time I locked up and brought
in the last bag, I had to stop for a moment at the
doorway. An odd feeling came over me…the
house seemed so empty.

“What’s in the box?” mom asked, breaking my
trance and pointing toward Tutu’s gift.

“Jus’ da essentials,” I said, removing my cap
while I turned to close the front door.

She began to stare at my sneakers, which I had
kicked off before heading to my room.

“Jus’ a habit I picked up back there,” I
explained.

“I know…I just haven’t seen that for a long
while.”

The next day I woke up around noon. Mom
wouldn’t be home from work for another three
hours, so I decided to go out. Grabbing my
Walkman, I slipped in the tape I had made of
Uncle Joe, and walked down to the corner bus
stop. I’d been thinking about dad ever since I
got on the plane to come home, and I figured it
be good to visit his grave. I don’t know why
exactly. I hadn’t been there for a couple of
years. Mom would try and get me to go on his
birthday and stuff, but I found it more and more
difficult to see the point. But now I thought that
I needed to be closer to him. In many ways, I
felt that at this moment in my life I was closer
to him than ever before.

Jumping off the MTA at about the eight-mile
point, I had to walk a few blocks before reach-
ing the cemetery. It took me a while to remem-
ber exactly where he was buried, but I eventual-
ly found it. Standing there staring at his head-
stone, I started to talk to my father. “Wassup,
dad. Jus’ got back from Hawai‘i. It’s pretty cool
back there. I learned a lotta stuff I never knew
about…a whooole lotta stuff. I bet you knew
about ‘em though.” I stopped there for a
moment, eyes glued on the engraved date of
death. “Oh yeah, I wanted you to hear dis.” I sat

down, untangling the wire from my Walkman. I
put one earphone on and placed the other one
on the stone while hitting ‘play.’ “It’s pretty
bad, huh? I don’t understand what he’s singing
about though—maybe you do? Anyways, I jus’
wanted to bring you back somethin’ from the
mothaland, in case you were homesick or what-
ever. I miss you Pops. We miss you.”
When I got back home, I saw that Ray was
waiting for me on our front porch. “Wassup,
dawg,” he shouted, standing up to give me one
of those manly half hugs. “How you been?”

“I’m cool…and you?”

“I’m good now, man. So…did they set you
straight back there, turn yo’ punk ass into a
man?”

Crossing my arms, I only laughed at his ques-
tion, but didn’t answer.

“Hey man, check it out,” he started in excite-
ment. “All da homiez are gonna be at Junior’s
house tonight to welcome you back. We’ll pass
around a couple of forties, go head up on da
‘Playstation.’ It’s gonna be da shit.”

“Naw, man…not tonight.”

“Man, whas wrong witch you? You always
down for stuff like dat.”

Suddenly his eyes locked into mine and he took
an awkward step back. “Ahhh shit, dawg…you
have changed. I seen dat damn look before—
das da look my grandma always has—freaks me
out. It’s like she knows somethin I don’t.”

I took my right hand out from under my folded
arm, looked into the center of my palm, and
smiled.





Decolonizing the Classroom

Guy Kaulukukui
& Noenoe K. Silva

The colonization of the classrooms in Hawai‘i Nei during most
of the 20th century was thorough and complete. Hawaiian lan-
guage and Hawaiian thought were driven from the pedagogy
and curriculum, and replaced by the English Standard schools.
The tide has turned. The Hawaiian Standard school is born. I
feel lucky to witness the excitement of Hawaiian children who
are learning in an environment that celebrates the language,
culture, and oral traditions of our kËpuna.

Since we wrote this article in 1999, the Hawaiian charter school
movement has flourished, and I am happy to know that

Hawaiian-centered history is now being taught to Kanaka Maoli
children in many classrooms across the pae‘Åina. I was also asked

recently to contribute an article about the anti-annexation move-
ment to a mainstream textbook. It is exciting to enter this new era,

and as we do so, I again feel grateful to the kËpuna who worked
hard to write so much down in the 19th and early 20th centuries—

they foresaw both the generations that would not understand the ‘Ølelo
kumu and the new generations that do and will. I thank once again, as

well, the many people who started the language movement and work
constantly to keep the language alive, especially my own 

kumu who taught me so
that I could do this work,

No‘eau Warner and ‘Ekela
KanÈ‘aupi‘o- Crozier.
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Photo by Dore Minatodani.



Decolonizing the Classroom

I. The Curriculum of Dominance 

Colonialism is the foreign domination, subjuga-
tion, and exploitation of another people and
their nation (Kanaka Maoli Tribunal Komike,
1998). History has shown that colonization usu-
ally results in the devastation of the native pop-
ulation as a result of warfare and the spread of
infectious diseases. Having settled the colony,
the colonizers establish their dominance and dif-
ferential power by imposing their customs, pro-
tocols, religion, language, and history. Schools,
pedagogy, and the curriculum have been used to
preserve the dominant position of the colonizer,
and contribute to the loss of collective memory
among the colonized (Apple 1992). The school
curriculum includes many myths, factual inac-
curacies, and omissions, particularly as they
pertain to the establishment of European
colonies across the Americas, Africa, Asia, and
the Pacific. In Hawai‘i in particular, the curricu-
lum is based on history and anthropology texts
that speak of the Hawaiian culture in the past
tense and are themselves based on the archive in
the English language. Textbook Hawaiian histo-
ry consists primarily of the stories of Europeans
and Euro-Americans in Hawai‘i. In fact, Kanaka
Maoli hardly appear in the history books at all,
except for select ali‘i nui. The archive in
English that they are based on describes only
one side of what has been a continual struggle
from the arrival of explorer Captain James Cook
(1778) until now. From a Kanaka perspective,
the European/Euro-Americans have always
sought to exploit the land and subjugate the
Native people, and Kanaka Maoli have always
fought back through a variety of mainly nonvio-
lent means.

The takeover of Hawai‘i by the U.S. meant the
imposition of English in all schools, which then
resulted in the loss of the native language for
Kanaka Maoli. Most Kanaka Maoli of the pres-
ent generations cannot read the archive of news-
papers written in Hawaiian and thus are
deprived of that means to contest the invisibility

of their ancestors in the history books. It is only
through the efforts of the movement to revive
the Hawaiian language that more and more peo-
ple are able to read what our kËpuna wrote. It is
essential that we keep that movement alive and
growing so that, among other things, we can
continue to recover our true histories.

One important, devastating result of the invisi-
bility of our ancestors in the history books is the
impression left that Kanaka Maoli passively
accepted all of the harmful things done to them
including the loss of land, language, and nation-
al sovereignty. This then feeds the negative
stereotypes of this century: that Kanaka Maoli
are lazy, incompetent, unable to organize, or as
John Dominis Holt put it, are simply “cute, all-
abiding nincompoops…certainly inferior as
humans-and in need of being looked after by
superior beings” (Holt 1995). Another problem
with U.S.-centered textbooks is that students
who never see their ancestors’ stories portrayed
grow up in what African American scholar
W.E.B. Du Bois called a “double conscious-
ness,” i.e., in a state of mind in which their real-
ity at home never matches what they are taught
in school (Du Bois 1989). Students’ only images
of themselves and their people, then, are those
portrayed from a foreign perspective, through
foreign texts, in a colonial school system. As
African American writer James Baldwin has
pointed out, these images tend to wrongly repre-
sent the subjugated as peoples whose history
consists of a series of “humiliations gladly
endured” (Baldwin 1988). Research in the
archive in our native language, however, can
correct these damaging impressions and coun-
teract the consequent negative stereotypes. If
children are taught the true story of the struggle
of the Hawaiian people, they will learn that
nearly the entire population pulled together to
fight annexation (i.e., able to organize for a uni-
fied purpose and energetic); that the nineteenth-
century Kanaka Maoli leaders were educated,
literate, and eloquent in both Hawaiian and
English (i.e., competent at a high level), and
that, as a people, they have a long history of 



nonviolent resistance of which they can be
proud.

II. The Anti-Annexation Struggle

The anti-annexation struggle of 1897-1898 is an
outstanding example of this history of nonvio-
lent resistance and of how it has been made
invisible in the history books. The fight against
the annexation treaty was carried out by three
large organizations: the Hui Aloha ‘ıina for
Women (approximately 11,000 members), the
Hui Aloha ‘ıina for Men (approximately
10,000 members), and the Hui KÅlai‘aina
(17,000-20,000 members). These organizations
protested the 1893 overthrow of the Hawaiian
monarchy to the then representative from the
U.S., James Blount. Protest documents that
include some of the above numbers appear in
English in the Blount Report of 1894.
Nevertheless, U.S. historians (Daws 1968, Russ
1992, 1992b, Tate 1968, 1965) have displayed
an astounding lack of curiosity about this politi-
cal movement that included over half the
Kanaka Maoli population of the 1890s.
Apparently, they considered a political organiza-
tion of 11,000 women in 1893 to be of little
importance. In 1897, when the U.S. together
with the colonial oligarchy ruling Hawai‘i
signed a treaty of annexation, the three hui
formed a coalition to obtain as many signatures
as possible on a Petition Against Annexation.
The Hui Aloha ‘ıina, men’s and women’s
branches, gathered 21,269 signatures and the
Hui KÅlai‘Åina gathered over 17,000. Together
the number of signatures comprised nearly the
entire Kanaka Maoli population. Most people in
Hawai‘i and the United States have not previ-
ously known about the massive Kanaka Maoli
resistance to the annexation, even though the
Hawaiian language newspapers chronicled the
story in great detail.

Their labor was lost in the historical record of
both the native and non-native populations of
Hawai‘i, partly because of the loss of the ability
to read the Hawaiian language. Except for one
notable footnote (Tate 1965), the story of the

anti-annexation petition, the people and organi-
zations who gathered it, and the brave and
effective men who carried it to Washington,
D.C. is not mentioned in a single book, manu-
script, or article written about annexation in the
past hundred years. Although their efforts actu-
ally killed the 1897 annexation treaty, Hawai‘i
was nevertheless illegally annexed a few
months later by a Joint Resolution of Congress.
Just as the actions of these patriots were not
passed on in history books, they were also
erased from many family mo‘olelo, as evi-
denced by the inability of any of the descen-
dants of the men who traveled to Washington,
D.C. to recall the story.

In just three generations’ time, our collective
memory of this event was erased. Even in the
families where stories of the resistance were
passed on, such stories were often discounted or
dismissed by children who are taught that what
is written down is more reliable than oral tradi-
tions. The curriculum and pedagogy of the
Hawai‘i school systems, public and independ-
ent, did not and does not include the story of the
anti-annexation struggle. After one-hundred
years of public education in Hawai‘i, three
strong myths remain: (a) Hawai‘i entered into a
Treaty of Annexation with the United States, (b)
the people of Hawai‘i were in favor of joining
the Union, (c) the Kanaka Maoli did nothing to
oppose the colonizing efforts of the U.S. It is no
surprise that the same school system that dis-
seminates these myths elected to honor William
McKinley and Theodore Roosevelt by naming
high schools after them. As President of the
United States in 1897-98, McKinley resurrected
the idea of annexing Hawai‘i. Theodore
Roosevelt, then Assistant Secretary of the Navy,
persuaded the Congress and the American pub-
lic that Hawai‘i was fundamental to the eco-
nomic and military strength of the United
States.1 The statue of McKinley on the grounds
of McKinley High School in Honolulu assists in
perpetuating the myth that Hawai‘i was annexed
by treaty: it depicts McKinley holding a “Treaty
of Annexation.”



The University of Hawai‘i, itself almost a hun-
dred years old, also sometimes contributes to
these myths. The Curriculum Research and
Development Group of the College of
Education, for example, authored and published
a high school textbook titled A History of
Hawaii (Menton and Tamura 1989), in which
they simply state that Hawai‘i became a U.S.
territory in 1898. They do not mention the Joint
Resolution of Congress that was passed off as a
treaty of annexation, nor do they mention the
Petition Against Annexation. The textbook’s
record of the opposition to annexation is limited
to a cursory description of the 1895 revolt (one
of only two violent episodes of the resistance
movement).

III. Decolonizing the Classroom

Just as the 500th anniversary of Columbus’
“discovery of the Americas” provided an oppor-
tunity for native peoples to address common
myths in the curriculum by describing the dev-
astating impact that Columbus’ arrival in the
Americas had on their ancestors’ lives, cultures,
and languages, the 100th anniversary of the
annexation of Hawai‘i to the United States pro-
vided KÅnaka ‘¯iwi with the opportunity to
both correct and add to the historical record. In
order to effectively address the myths that sur-
round the annexation of Hawaii to the United
States, educators must first address the faulty
foundation upon which the new knowledge will
be built.

Constructivist learning is the active interaction
between the learner’s prior knowledge and new
information (Henderson, 1996). In this para-
digm, the learner receives new information and
attempts to reconcile it with previous learning in
order to arrive at a new understanding. For
example, if the learner believes something to be
true, then new information that contradicts their
previous beliefs may cause confusion and prove
to be an impediment to learning. If, instead, the
myths or misinformation of the learner are iden-
tified and addressed in advance, then meaning-
ful learning can take place.

Interaction with high school teachers and their
students at the Bishop Museum exhibit
“Kaulana NÅ Pua” revealed the confusion that
can be expected when new information is not
reconciled with prior knowledge. The Museum
filled the exhibit gallery walls with the 556
pages of the Petition Against Annexation,
accompanied by a brief description of how the
petition was able to prevent the passage of the
Treaty of Annexation and the United States.
Teachers routinely commented on the fact that
the information that they were being confronted
with was not a part of their curriculum. Students
had a difficult time comprehending that the
annexation petition successfully prevented the
passage of an annexation treaty, yet Hawai‘i
still became a Territory of the United States and
eventually a State. Collectively, teachers and
students needed to be made aware of the facts
that counter the pervasive myths surrounding
the events that led to the takeover of Hawaiian
Kingdom by the United States. In terms of the
constructivist paradigm, these myths needed to
be addressed in advance of new learning. 

Accordingly, Bishop Museum Education
Department staff developed a thirty-minute pro-
gram, conducted right in the exhibit gallery,
designed to assist students and their teachers
assimilate this new information. The museum
program incorporated the 15 minute video pres-
entation We Are Who We Were: From Resistance
to Affirmation, produced by The Hawaiian
Patriotic League and NÅ Maka O Ka ‘ıina
(1998). The video presentation provided an
excellent analysis of the difference between a
Treaty of Annexation and Joint Resolution of
Congress, clearly showing that Hawai‘i was
never “annexed” by the United States, and that
the process by which Hawai‘i was taken in 1898
was illegal by U.S. law and violated Hawai‘i’s
sovereignty. The staff then led follow-up discus-
sions focused on the scale of the effort to
oppose annexation, noting that the names of
upwards of half of the KÅnaka Maoli population
at the time appeared on the petition. The thirty
minute program was able to effectively show
that (a) Hawai‘i was never legally annexed by



the United States, (b) Kanaka Maoli were clear-
ly not in favor of annexation, and (c) that the
effort to resist annexation was vigorous, wide-
spread, and conducted in a manner consistent
with democratic principles. The Museum pro-
gram and others like it showed that the confu-
sion created by the myths and factual inaccura-
cies about annexation can be effectively
addressed. Having addressed them, students and
teachers become free to explore the importance
of new information.

IV. Conclusion

Teaching students truths about their own histo-
ries is a necessary part of the process of recov-
ering from the devastating effects of colonial-
ism. Young people need to see themselves and
their ancestors reflected positively in the school
curriculum. When the truths students know
about their lives, the culture they live at home,
and the stories their grandparents tell are vali-
dated at school, the whole community can begin
to recover from the wounds caused by the dis-
juncture in consciousness experienced by the
older generations. When the petitions became
common knowledge in Hawai‘i nei and copies
of the petition became available in print-shop
book form, there was an outpouring of gratitude
from the community. The compilers of the book
were deluged with requests to speak at church-
es, clubs, and family reunions. People continu-
ally said that they knew or suspected that their
grandparents or great-grandparents had been
opposed to the U.S. takeover, but had had no
proof. Now they were profoundly grateful for
the “proof” of this truth. One elderly woman
clutched her book to her chest and proclaimed,
“Now we will never forget again.”

The anti-annexation struggle is just one example
of the disparity in the mainstream school cur-
riculum; other examples abound. We encourage
teachers in Hawai‘i (and elsewhere) to seek out
alternatives to mainstream U.S. textbooks, espe-
cially when their student populations include
indigenous peoples. Available now are such
texts as Rethinking Columbus (1992) and

Resistance in Paradise (Wei and Kamel 1998).
We are looking forward to the new textbook,
tentatively entitled He Hawaii Au: Hawaiian
History, A Hawaiian Perspective. The book is a
collaborative effort of Puanani Wilhelm of the
State Department of Education, a hui of
Hawaiian immersion school teachers of
‘ınuenue School, and Julie Kaomea, Assistant
Professor at the University of Hawai‘i College
of Education. Using such resources will allow
students and teachers to benefit from learning a
fuller and truer history. Similarly, the non-
indigenous teachers and students benefit from
this knowledge as well: colonialism has hurt the
colonizer as well as the colonized in its one-
sided representations. How can we collectively
learn from the past if our picture of the past is
an unfairly distorted one?
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Vacation on Hawai‘i’s Big Island 

You’re coming to paradise
but don’t imagine grass huts on the beach
extremely modern and sophisticated
Tents and Tarps Only.

Complete professionals treat you with aloha
renew, refresh, amaze and deeply touch
spectacular unspoiled nature
Government Housing Restrictions Do Not Apply.

Uniquely nourish the warmth of authentic aloha spirit
feel the presence of this special place

natural wonders abound
Please Do Not Feed the Animals.

Mysteries of outer space
touch the heavens

atop Mauna Kea
Observatories are Closed Due to Massive Snowing.

Immerse yourself in an
ocean of total clarity, graceful beauty, elusive grandeur

spectacular scenic vistas
Blaze the afternoon away.

Fire demonstrates power
fiery scenes fast flowing underground
slow tempo of surface flows
Descend into the sea.

Next on Wild On E!
Playboy’s newest issue features



Vacation on Hawai‘i’s Big Island
Ka Wailani O Hilo
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Fire Goddesses at Hawai‘i’s Steamy Volcano!

Eager visitors flock
dominate the landscape
fiery glow of red heat crawls
Spectacular KÈlauea show.

Fertile lava landscapes of
lush greenery, cool and misty ‘Øhi‘a
Spring forth and flourish—

17-year-old Keahi Ho‘oulu is pregnant
with her second child; she dropped out
of high school to clean toilets at...

The Breathtaking, Fantastic
Hawai‘i Volcanoes National Park
open 24 hours every day of the year!

Forests
of verdant plant life
dance legendary hula in the Rain.

Savor succulent exotic hues 
of a colorful culture mix that
pampers, restores, and heals 
Your body and Your spirit.

Hawai‘i’s whole culture 
is based on Aloha—,
and that’s a commitment we take 
Very Seriously.

Ka Wailani O Hilo

go to sleep now.
words crawl through your eyes
education invades your mind.
rest your head upon the pages
of decolonization
and recolonization
and globalization
and government operation
kill, steal, deceive,
Dream.
Maile around your neck.
you’re going to a place
where a stone wall breaks

Waves, as they roll into a Black Bay
feel the Wind hug you 
and squeeze your shoulders
the warm sun flares the sky
of ‘onolicious colors
that brown your skin while
Ice rushes through the veins of Wainaku
Melts into the sobering Ponds
of an Ocean where Pua Melia are
hung over
from bolts of Rain that shoot
from revolving clouds
like liquid bullets they crack the asphalt
Roots of dead Koa
drink water from the Sky father,
Roots of dead Warriors live again.
and Paradise cries
our Paradise cries
‘U‰, Paradis lies
rest now
don’t wake up
don’t leave your dreams
stay with the wild Hau trees
that shade the shores of Keaukaha
dance with the Liko Lehua
that rain below the Mountains
draped in Snow.
sing with the Palapalai
that echo through the caves of Kaumana.
blow with the Puakenikeni
in the gold winds of Pana‘ewa.
stay with the Water
just beyond the gracious green Grass
where Honu surf the broken 
Waves where 
Manini swim around your legs
know more things in your Dreams
than you could possibly imagine
with your eyes open to all 
the words of the world
know the ocean cooled by snow
know the cries of Clouds 
and the morning tears of Flowers
Dream
Dream of the Rain
Dream of Home
go to sleep now
Go to the Water of the Heavens.





He NÈnauele me Tuti Kanahele

Ty P. KÅwika Tengan 
& Tuti Kanahele

‘O au ‘o Ty P. KÅwika Tengan, keiki a Maui nui a Kama. Ua
launa mua mÅua ‘o Tuti ma MÅnoa i ko‘u wÅ e noho haumÅna
‘ana. ‘Oiai au i ka papa ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i makahiki 3, ua koi ‘ia
mÅkou nÅ haumÅna e kipa i nÅ mÅnaleo, ‘o ia ho‘i ‘o TËtË
Wright, MÅmÅ Hale, ‘Anakala ‘Elia, a me Tuti. He keu a ka
waiwai k‰ia mau momi no ko lÅkou akamai, no‘eau, na‘auao,
a me ke aloha. ‘Elua mea nui e ‘ike ‘ia ma n‰ia nÈnauele. ‘O
ka mua, ‘o ia ko Tuti mana‘o e pili ana i ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i mai
kona wÅ kamali‘i ma Kaua‘i a me Ni‘ihau a hiki i k‰ia
manawa o kona noho ‘ana ma O‘ahu nei. ‘O ka lua, ‘o ia ke
‘ano o ka ‘Ølelo kama‘ilio a me ke ‘ano ha‘i mo‘olelo. ‘A‘ole
kË like  ka mea i puana ‘ia me nÅ mea i kÅkau ‘ia a i ‘ole i pala-
pala ‘ia i nÅ papa analula ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i. Lana ko‘u mana‘o e

maopopo ana i nÅ makamaka heluhelu he mau mea e ao ai ka
na‘au a e ho‘opiha hou aku ai i ka waihona o ka ‘ike o kÅkou ka

po‘e e ho‘Øla hou i k‰ia ‘Ølelo a me ka lÅhui ‘¯iwi Hawai‘i.—
T.P.K.T.

I loko nØ o ko‘u mau ha‘awina i a‘o ‘ia ai au e ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i
ho‘okahi wale nØ mea nui ia‘u a ‘o ia ho‘i ‘o ke aloha ‘o ia ka ha‘awina

nui a‘u i a‘o ai ma muli o k‰ia ‘Ølelo nei. ‘Ike au ke pilikia au nalo ka
‘Ølelo mai a‘u mai a ke kumu ho‘i o k‰lÅ no ka mea ua nalo ko‘u aloha a

like me ka‘u i ‘Ølelo ai ma k‰lÅ nÈnauele inÅ ‘a‘ole ‘oe mÅlama i ka ‘Ølelo
‘a‘ole ia e mÅlama mai ana iÅ ‘oe. No‘u ua pØmaika‘i au ma muli o ke aloha

o ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i a ua ho‘opakele ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i ia‘u akÅ i k‰ia manawa
‘ike au ka ha‘awina nui a ‘o ia ho‘i e mÅlama i nÅ mea ‘oe e aloha nui ai o e nalo
ana. A pehea e mÅlama ai i k‰lÅ mau momi mau mea waiwai? Me ke aloha he
nui a pau ‘ole, me ka huikala, me ka mihi, me ke ahonui a me ka mana‘olana a
hilina‘i i ka mana o ke Akua. He mana ko ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i kohu like me ke
Akua a no‘u na ka ‘Ølelo e alaka‘i ia‘u a kohu mea ‘o ka ‘Ølelo no ia a ke Akua.
Kohu mea e ‘Ølelo ana ke Akua ia‘u ke ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i au a ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i mai
kekahi ia‘u. ‘O ia ke kumu aloha nui wau i nÅ kÅnaka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i no ka mea
kohu mea ‘o ke Akua ka mea e ‘Ølelo ana ia‘u ke ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i mai kekahi me

a‘u.—Tuti Kanahele



He NÈnauele me Tuti Kanahele
Lumi MÅnaleo, Papahele ‘EhÅ, Spalding Hall,
Ke Kulanui o Hawai‘i ma MÅnoa
22 Kepakemapa 1998

KÅwika Tengan: He aha ka waiwai o ka ‘Ølelo
Hawai‘i?

Tuti Kanahele: Hahahaha! Maika‘i, you know,
k‰ia nÈnau, no ka mea, i nehinei, hele mai wau i
ka hana, a no‘ono‘o, TsÅ, he aha ka waiwai o ka
‘Ølelo Hawai‘i? He aha k‰lÅ? Ua ‘ano kaumaha
paha wau, no ka mea, ‘ike wau ua pØmaika‘i
wau no ka mea ua hÅnai ‘ia wau ma ka ‘Ølelo
Hawai‘i. AkÅ, me k‰ia mau ‘ike, i k‰ia mau
pØmaika‘i, aia nÅ kuleana, ‘eÅ? You know, e like
me nÅ mea like ‘ole a pau, e like me ‘oe. Hele
nei ‘oe i ke kula, ‘a‘ole ‘oe hele wale nei.

KÅwika: ‘Ae.

Tuti: He kuleana kÅu. Hele ‘oe i ka papa, a‘o
mai kekahi mea, a noi ana ke kumu iÅ ‘oe e
kÅkau pepa paha, e kipa mai iÅ mÅkou [nÅ
mÅnaleo] he mau kuleana k‰lÅ. A inÅ ‘ae ‘oe, he
hopena kÅu, ‘eÅ? PØmaika‘i paha, pØmaika‘i
‘ole; aia i loko o ka ‘ae, ‘eÅ? A ‘ike ‘oe i kou
pØmaika‘i. No laila, i nehinei ua no‘ono‘o wau,
TsÅ, he aha ka waiwai o ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i?
‘Akahi nØ wau a ho‘i hou mai, ‘eÅ, i ke kulanui
nei e hana me nÅ haumÅna ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i,
ho‘ohui wau me nÅ hui he nui, nÅ haumÅna he
nui. I nehinei ua a‘o wau i ka‘u hØ‘ike, akÅ, i
ko‘u mana‘o, ‘a‘ole i pono, ‘a‘ole i lawa. Ko‘u
mana‘o, he mau hakahaka i loko nØ o ka‘u mau
hana, ‘eÅ. Hana wau ma ke kulanui nei, kØkua
wau iÅ ‘oukou nÅ haumÅna, hele wau e a‘o i
ka‘u hØ‘ike‘ike, ‘eÅ. ‘A‘ole i ana ko‘u makewai.
Maopopo?

KÅwika: ‘A‘ole le‘a.

Tuti: InÅ ‘ono, inÅ makewai ‘oe, ‘ono ‘oe i ka
wai?

KÅwika: ‘Ae, ‘ae.

Tuti: Ke inu ‘oe i ka wai, inu ‘oe a ana…

KÅwika: ‘Ae!

Tuti: Hiki ke inu a ana, a hiki ke inu akÅ ‘a‘ole i
ana, akÅ ua inu ‘oe no ka manawa wale nØ,
yeah, k‰lÅ ‘ano. P‰lÅ wau i nehinei, ua no‘ono‘o
wau, ‘A‘ale lawa. He aha k‰ia hakahaka? ‘Ano
hakahaka ko‘u ‘uhane paha. A ua no‘ono‘o wau
i k‰ia mea ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, no ka mea, i loko
o ko‘u ola a pau, mai ko‘u wÅ kamali‘i a ko‘u
makahiki i k‰ia manawa, ‘eÅ, he kanakolu-
kËmÅiwa, he mau ha‘awina. A pili ana i ka
‘Ølelo Hawai‘i. Ko‘u wÅ kamali‘i, ‘Ølelo
Hawai‘i wale nØ, a laila hele wau i ke kula
‘Ølelo haole. ‘A‘ole wau ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i no
‘eono makahiki! Maopopo, akÅ, ‘a‘ole wau i
‘Ølelo, ‘eÅ. A laila, kupu mai kekahi ha‘awina—
he ha‘awina k‰lÅ i ku‘u mana‘o. ‘Ike wau, Oh,
pono wau e ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, or a‘o mai i ka
‘Ølelo Hawai‘i. A laila, ua a‘o wau, a ua ‘a‘apo
wau i ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, a maika‘i, ‘Ølelo
Hawai‘i wau. AkÅ, hÅnau wau i ka‘u mau keiki,
‘kay, and then ‘o ka‘u hiapo, ‘a‘ole ‘o ia i ‘Ølelo
Hawai‘i. See? He ha‘awina k‰lÅ.

No‘ono‘o wau, i loko nØ o k‰ia ola o‘u, E, ma
ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, ‘ehia manawa ua nalo k‰ia
‘Ølelo mai a‘u mai? A ma nÅ ‘ano like ‘ole! Ua
nalo mua mai a‘u mai, ‘a‘ole no‘u wale nØ ka
hewa nui i nalo ai ka ‘Ølelo, no ka mea, ‘Øpio
wau i k‰lÅ manawa. InÅ ‘ike ko‘u kupuna e aho
inÅ ho‘okikina ‘o ia ia‘u e pane aku ma ka
‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, ho‘omau wau i ka ‘Ølelo
Hawai‘i. AkÅ, ‘a‘ole. Ua ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i ko‘u
kupunawahine ia‘u, a pane aku wau ma ka
‘Ølelo haole. He mea ‘ole ia iÅ ia, ‘a‘ole ‘o ia
‘Ølelo ia‘u, E! Ke ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i nei wau iÅ ‘oe!
Pono ‘oe e pane ma ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i. See,
‘a‘ale ‘o ia i ho‘okikina ia‘u. No laila ua hema-
hema nØ. AkÅ, ma muli o ko‘u ‘ano he ‘Øpio,
‘a‘ole no‘u wale nØ k‰lÅ kuleana, ‘eÅ?

KÅwika: ‰.

Tuti: ‘A‘ale no‘u k‰lÅ hewa piha, eh? A laila,
piha ia‘u ‘umikËmÅlua makahiki, ‘ike wau ka
hoihoi a pÅ ko‘u na‘au a ‘ike wau, E, pono wau
e ‘Ølelo hou k‰ia ‘Ølelo! A laila, ua heluhelu nui,
ho‘olohe. Ho‘ohenehene ‘ia wau, no ko‘u ‘ano



‘Ølelo ‘ana, akÅ ua ho‘omau wau, ‘eÅ, a ma laila
kekahi, he ha‘awina k‰lÅ.

And then hÅnau mai ka‘u keiki, ‘a‘ole wau a‘o
iÅ ia ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, a nÅnÅ wau i ke keiki a
ko‘u hoaloha, a no‘ono‘o wau, No ke aha ‘Ølelo
Hawai‘i kÅna keiki a ‘a‘ole ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i ka‘u
keiki? A no‘ono‘o wau, E Tuti, nou k‰lÅ hewa.
Pono ‘oe e a‘o. So he ha‘awina hou k‰lÅ, ‘eÅ?

A i nehinei, ua hele wau i ka papa, a‘o wau ka‘u
hØ‘ike‘ike, a no‘ono‘o wau, HØ, i loko nØ o k‰ia
ola o‘u, me ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, ua ho‘opoina
paha wau, ua kÅpae paha wau, ua “neglect,”
kË‘‰, hulikua, ua hØ‘ole—maika‘i k‰lÅ ‘Ølelo—
ua hØ‘ole wau i ka ‘Ølelo. AkÅ, nÅnÅ! Kupu mai
kekahi mea, a ke ‘Ølelo hou nei wau.

No‘ono‘o wau, He aha k‰ia mea e ‘ano kÅko‘o
nei paha, ho‘okikina nei paha ia‘u e ho‘omau
ka‘u ‘Ølelo? Ua no‘ono‘o wau, pØmaika‘i wau.
InÅ ‘a‘ole hiki ia‘u ke a‘o mai i ho‘okahi man-
awa, ‘eÅ, then pono e a‘o hou, a a‘o hou! ‘O ia
nØ! ‘O ia ko‘u mana‘o. No‘ono‘o wau, Oh Tutu,
‘a‘ale lawa ho‘okahi ha‘awina, ‘eÅ? ‘Ehia mau
ha‘awina i kupu mai?

No ka mea, ma mua, ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, nÅna e
ho‘opakele ia‘u. I ka wÅ a‘u i hÅnau ai i ka‘u
kaikamahine ‘elua, ua ‘ike wau, E, i k‰lÅ man-
awa, pono wau e a‘o iÅ ia i ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i.
No laila, kona makahiki ‘ekolu paha, ‘ehÅ paha
makahiki, kekahi kakahiaka nui, ua ala a‘e
mÅkou, a ua huhË loa wau. A laila komo mai
ka‘u kaikamahine ‘elua, ala a‘e ‘o ia mai kona
moe, hele mai ‘o ia i ka lumi, Aloha MÅmÅ,
aloha kakahiaka. E nÅnÅ wau iÅ ia, and pau. Ua
nalo k‰lÅ inaina mai ko‘u ‘uhane mai. Nalo
wale ma muli o kÅna ‘Ølelo wale nØ. ‘A‘ohe
huhË. And ua ‘ike wau i k‰lÅ manawa, ma ka
‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, ho‘opakele ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i
ia‘u. MÅlama ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i ia‘u.

AkÅ, i nehinei, no‘ono‘o wau, He aha? Ma muli
paha o ka‘u hana ‘ino i ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, ‘o ia
ke kumu ke nalo nei kekahi mau ‘ike. A ua
no‘ono‘o au i k‰lÅ i nehinei. ‘A‘ole wau mÅla-
ma nei i ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, a laila ke nalo nei

k‰lÅ mea mai a‘u mai. A ua nÈnau ‘oe ia‘u k‰lÅ
nÈnau, He aha ka waiwai o ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i?
Ka waiwai ho‘i, inÅ ‘ike ‘oe k‰ia pØmaika‘i,
yeah, he makana k‰ia. InÅ ‘ike ‘oe he nani, he
pØmaika‘i k‰ia, pono ‘oe e mÅlama.  No ka
mea, inÅ ‘a‘ole ‘oe e mÅlama, e mÅlama ana i nÅ
mea iÅ ‘oe, no kekahi wÅ, a laila, e nalo ana. A
ke nalo, nalo loa. Maopopo?

KÅwika: ‘Ae.

Tuti: Cause ma mua, laki wau, ‘eÅ. Na ka ‘Ølelo
e ho‘opakele ia‘u; k‰ia mau lÅ, ‘a‘ole. ‘A‘ole
ho‘opakele ka ‘Ølelo ia‘u, no ka mea ‘a‘ole wau
mÅlama. See, e like me nÅ mea a pau, ‘eÅ, e like
me nÅ keiki. InÅ ‘a‘ole ‘oe mÅlama iÅ lÅkou,
pehea e mÅlama ana lÅkou iÅ ‘oe? E like me nÅ
mea a pau. Ka ‘Ølelo, nÅ mea kanu, kÅu mau
keiki, ka ‘ohana; inÅ ‘a‘ole ‘oe mÅlama, ‘a‘ole
lÅkou mÅlama ana iÅ ‘oe kekahi. No laila, he
mea nui, ‘eÅ? Ke aloha aku, me ke aloha mai.
InÅ ‘a‘ole ‘oe aloha aku, ‘a‘ole aloha mai ana.
So maika‘i k‰lÅ nÈnau. Pehea, ua pane wau?

KÅwika: ‘Ae, ‘ae, ua pane nØ ‘oe! ‘A‘ale wau
i…

Tuti: No‘ono‘o, eh?

KÅwika: ‘A‘ole wau i mahu‘i i k‰lÅ.

Tuti: ‘O wau kekahi!

KÅwika: K‰lÅ ‘ano…k‰lÅ ‘ano

Tuti: ‘O wau kekahi, ‘a‘ale wau i mahu‘i.

KÅwika: I know. ‘A‘ole k‰lÅ ka pane a‘u i ‘imi
ai, akÅ, ua maika‘i nØ! Mahalo.

Tuti: NÈnau ‘‰ a‘e. Mai nÈnau kekahi nÈnau
hohonu. Hohonu loa k‰lÅ nÈnau. See, ‘o ia ka
pilikia, ua nÈnau ‘oe kekahi nÈnau hohonu! Sure,
makemake ‘oe e ‘ike ka waiwai o ka ‘Ølelo,
hehehe. He momi ka ‘Ølelo, he momi nØ, ‘o ia
k‰lÅ momi ke‘oke‘o hinuhinu. InÅ ‘a‘ole ‘oe
mÅlama pono, nalo ana.



KÅwika: He aha ka ‘oko‘a i ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i e
a‘o ‘ia i ke kula me ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i e ‘Ølelo
‘ia e nÅ mÅnaleo? Pehea e ‘oko‘a ai k‰lÅ ‘Ølelo
me ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i kula?

Tuti: ‘Ae, ‘ae. Oh, nui! Hehehe. He mau mea
‘oko‘a o k‰lÅ. E like me ka‘u i ha‘i mai i k‰ia
mau haumÅnÅ, no‘u ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i. ‘A‘ole
wau i a‘o mai i ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, eh, e like me
‘oe. Hele ‘oukou i ka papa a a‘o mai ‘oukou
pehea e ‘Ølelo ai, a laila hiki iÅ ‘oukou ke
‘Ølelo, ‘eÅ? Ka ‘oko‘a ho‘i o k‰lÅ ‘ano mai k‰ia
‘ano e like me a‘u, hÅnai ‘ia wau me ka ‘Ølelo.
Ke ‘Ølelo ‘ole ‘oe, poina koke ana ‘oe, ‘eÅ? E
ho‘omana‘o ana ‘oe inÅ ho‘omaopopo ana no ka
wÅ lØ‘ihi, akÅ, ‘o ka ‘Ølelo ‘ana, hala koke ana
k‰lÅ maiÅ ‘oe mai. AkÅ no‘u, ma muli o ko‘u
hÅnai ‘ia ma ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, ko‘u wÅ
kamali‘i, mau nØ ka ‘Ølelo me a‘u.

A kekahi ho‘i. InÅ ‘a‘ole i hÅnai ‘ia au me ka
‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, k‰lÅ mau ‘ike Hawai‘i, ‘o ka
mana‘o Hawai‘i, ‘a‘ole i pa‘a ia‘u. I loko o ka
‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, loa‘a nØ nÅ ‘ike, ‘eÅ, akÅ ‘a‘ale
lawa ma ka ‘Ølelo wale nØ. I loko nØ o ka hana,
‘eÅ, ke ola ‘ana, a‘o mai ‘oe k‰lÅ ‘ano mau ‘ike
Hawai‘i. E like me ka ‘Ølelo a k‰ia pØ, ‘Ølelo
ma ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, ka ihu, eh? He aha ka
hana me ka ihu?

KÅwika: Ka ihu?

Tuti: ‘Ae. Honi?

KÅwika: Honi. Um…

Tuti: ‘Ae. AkÅ, honi me ke ‘ano ho‘i honi ‘oe i
ke ‘ala. AkÅ, honi pË e like me ka honi o ka
po‘e Hawai‘i kahiko, ‘eÅ, me ka ihu lÅkou e
honi ai, ‘a‘ale me ka waha, k‰lÅ ‘ano. K‰lÅ ‘ano
‘ike, inÅ ‘a‘ale hÅnai ‘ia ‘oe me k‰lÅ ‘ike, and
then nÅnÅ ‘oe i loko o ka puke wale nØ, ka
unuhi, ‘a‘ole hiki iÅ ‘oe ke ho‘ohÅlikelike. ‘O
wau, ua hÅnai ‘ia wau me k‰lÅ cause honi ko‘u
kupuna ia‘u me k‰lÅ.

KÅwika: ‘O ia nØ?

Tuti: ‘Ae! ‘O ia ka honi maoli. Ma Ni‘ihau, me
k‰lÅ mÅkou honi ai. ‘A‘ale mÅkou honi me ka
waha. Me ka ihu.
KÅwika: ‘ˆ?

Tuti: ‘Ae! So k‰lÅ ‘ano mau ‘ike, inÅ ‘o ‘oe ke
kumu, a‘o nei i ka papa, a ‘a‘ole maopopo iÅ
‘oe k‰lÅ ‘ano ‘ike, ‘a‘ole hiki iÅ ‘oe ke hÅnai
pono i kÅu mau haumÅna. No laila, e a‘o mau
ana lÅkou i ka ‘Ølelo, akÅ he ‘ano hapahapa,
‘a‘ale piha.

KÅwika: ‘ˆ, ‘‰.

Tuti: See, ‘O ia ka ‘oko‘a ma waena o k‰lÅ ‘ano
a‘o ‘ana ma ka papa a me ke a‘o ‘ana ma kou
wÅ kamali‘i a nui wale. A ‘o ia kekahi mea nui,
‘eÅ. I loko o k‰ia manawa a kÅkou, e ola nei,
ho‘Øla hou ‘ia nei ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i ma nÅ kula
kaiapuni, hala k‰lÅ ‘ano mau ‘ike. K‰lÅ ‘ano
mana‘o Hawai‘i, k‰lÅ ‘ike Hawai‘i, ‘ike
hohonu, ‘a‘ale pa‘a i nÅ keiki. A inÅ ‘a‘ale ‘oe
hÅnai i kÅu mau keiki me k‰lÅ ‘ano ‘ike, e hala
ana k‰lÅ. A ‘ehia mau ‘ohana ma ke kula kaia-
puni e hÅnai kÅ lÅkou keiki ma ka ‘Ølelo
Hawai‘i?

‘A‘ale a‘o ‘ia ke keiki i loko o ka hana, ‘eÅ?
No‘u, ua a‘o mai wau no ka mea, ua nÅnÅ wau i
ko‘u mau kËpuna, ho‘olohe wau, a laila ho‘Å‘o
wau e ho‘omaopopo i kÅ lÅkou hana. InÅ ha‘i
lÅkou ia‘u kekahi mea, ua hana lÅkou kekahi
mea. NÈnau wau, No ke aha k‰lÅ? No ke aha
hana ‘o Kupuna me k‰lÅ? E like me ka pola ‘ai.
I nÅ manawa a pau, ke pau ka ‘ai ‘ana, pono e
kahi ka pola ‘ai, ‘eÅ?

KÅwika: ‘Ae.

Tuti: A no‘ono‘o wau, No ke aha k‰lÅ? No ke
aha e kahi ‘ia ai ka pola ‘ai? A ‘a‘ole ha‘i mai
ko‘u tËtË ia‘u, a ‘a‘ale wau nÈele ana iÅ ia. AkÅ,
nÅnÅ wau, a hahai wau, a hana wau. AkÅ, i loko
nØ o ka hana i ‘ike ai wau, ‘eÅ? Ke kumu no
k‰ia, paha, ‘o ia ho‘i ka ma‘ema‘e, you know?
No ka mea, kÅpulu ka pola, a laila kahi ‘oe
ma‘ema‘e maika‘i. So he mau ‘ike hohonu ma
lalo o k‰lÅ; ‘o ia ho‘i, ‘o ka pola ‘ai, e like me



ka mana‘o Hawai‘i now, he mana‘o Hawai‘i
k‰ia; ‘o ka ‘ai ‘ana, he mea nui k‰lÅ i ka po‘e
Hawai‘i. ‘Oi aku ka la‘a o ka ‘ai ‘ana ma mua o
ka ho‘oipoipo ‘ana, ‘eÅ? Maopopo iÅ ‘oe k‰lÅ?

KÅwika: ‘Ae.

Tuti: ‘Ae. AkÅ, ma muli o k‰ia hana i nÅ lÅ a
pau i ‘a‘apo ai ia‘u k‰lÅ ‘ike, ‘eÅ. ‘A‘ole ko‘u
tËtË i ha‘i ia‘u. ‘A‘ole wau i hele i kekahi ha‘i
‘Ølelo a ho‘olohe i kekahi kumu i maopopo ia‘u
k‰lÅ, ‘a‘ole! Ua ‘ike wau i loko o ka hana, k‰lÅ
a k‰ia lÅ. Ma hope o ka ‘ai ‘ana, kahi i ka pola.
‘Ike wau, iÅ mÅkou ka po‘e Hawai‘i, he ‘oi aku
ka la‘a o ka ‘ai ‘ana ma mua o ka ho‘oipoipo
‘ana cause he mea ‘ole k‰lÅ ‘ano ho‘oipoipo iÅ
lÅkou, ka po‘e Hawai‘i a ‘ike wau i k‰lÅ!
Ko‘iko‘i ka ‘ai ‘ana. Hana pono ‘oe i kÅu mea
‘ai, ‘a‘ole hiki ke hana wale, ‘eÅ? NÅ mea a pau
‘oe e hana ai me ka mea ‘ai me ka ma‘ema‘e
wale nØ. You know, moe aku, moe mai, he mea
‘ole k‰lÅ, akÅ, ka mea ‘ai, oh! ‘A‘ole hiki iÅ ‘oe
ke ho‘opa‘apa‘a ma ka pola ‘ai. InÅ aia ka pola
‘ai ma ka pÅkaukau, mai, mai ho‘opa‘apa‘a.
Kapu k‰lÅ. Ka wÅ ‘ai, he wÅ noa wale nØ, nÅ
wale nØ. Maika‘i wale nØ ka pÅkaukau ‘ai. Mai
lawe mai ka mana‘o pono ‘ole. ‘A‘ole maika‘i,
maopopo? 

So, k‰lÅ ‘ano mau ‘ike, ‘a‘ole kÅ kÅkou mau
keiki e a‘o ana ma ke kula. Hele lÅkou ma ka
hale ‘Åina, noho ma ka pÅkaukau, a leo nui
lÅkou, a ‘ai, a nuku ‘ia. ‘A‘ale hiki ke hana p‰lÅ
ma ka hale. HÅnai mua mÅkou inÅ ‘ai iÅ lÅkou a
mÅ‘ana, a laila noho nÅ mÅkua. ‘A‘ole k‰lÅ ‘ano
noho ka ‘ohana a pau a laila, nuku ka makua i
ke keiki ma ka pÅkaukau—‘a‘ole loa! ‘A‘ole
mÅkou hana me k‰lÅ. Kapu loa k‰lÅ. Ka wÅ ‘ai,
he wÅ nÅ, he wÅ noa k‰lÅ, he wÅ mÅlie. ‘O ia ka
wÅ kÅkou e hui ai a ‘Ølelo, k‰lÅ ‘ano manawa.
Mai ho‘opa‘apa‘a i ka wÅ ‘ai. InÅ kaumaha,
nÅukiuki paha, na ka mea ‘ai e ho‘onÅ i k‰lÅ
‘ano. ‘O ia ka mana‘o o ka Hawai‘i!

KÅwika: He ‘ano lÅ‘au?

Tuti: ‘Ae! See, ‘ano like me ka‘u wehewehe
‘ana e pili ana i ka ‘Ølelo.

KÅwika: He ‘ano lÅ‘au?

Tuti: ‘Ae!

KÅwika: No ka ‘uhane?

Tuti: ‘Ae! He mea e ho‘onÅ i ka na‘au, ho‘onÅ i
ka ‘uhane. Ka mea ‘ai, he mea nui ka mea ‘ai.
‘A‘ale a‘o ana i kÅ kÅkou mau keiki k‰lÅ, ma ke
kula. So nui ‘ino nÅ mea ‘oko‘a ma waena o ka
hÅnai ‘ana iÅ ‘oe me ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, a i ‘ole,
hele ‘oe i ke kula a a‘o mai ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i.

A maika‘i inÅ, e like me nÅ kula kaiapuni i k‰ia
lÅ, he mea maika‘i inÅ ‘ae nÅ mÅkua e komo i
ka papa ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, a ma muli o k‰lÅ, hiki iÅ
lÅkou ke kØkua i kÅ lÅkou mau keiki. AkÅ, i k‰ia
manawa, ‘a‘ole hiki. Hana me nÅ keiki ma ke
kula kaiapuni, ‘o lÅkou wale nØ. KË ka‘awale
lÅkou, kohu mea, ka‘awale kÅ lÅkou ola mai ke
ola ma ka hale. You know, ma ka hale ‘Ølelo
haole, a laila hele i ke kula, ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i, a
‘a‘ole kohu, ‘a‘ole like. You know, kohu mea ke
ola nei lÅkou ma ‘elua ao. Ke ao ‘Ølelo haole
ma ka home, a me ke ao ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i ma ke
kula. Ma hea ka pilina? ‘A‘ale pili k‰lÅ. A
minamina k‰lÅ no ka mea ‘a‘ole ulu ana ke
keiki me ka ‘ØpË piha. E ulu ana ke keiki me ka
‘ØpË hakahaka. A ‘o ka mea ‘ai, ‘o ia ho‘i ka
makua, na lÅkou k‰lÅ kuleana. Pono lÅkou e
hÅnai i nÅ keiki. ‘A‘ole hiki i ke kula wale nØ
ke hÅnai i ke keiki. Pono ka makua e hÅnai.

Pono e loa‘a kekahi pilina ma ka hale. ‘O ia ke
kumu pilikia kekahi o kÅ kÅkou keiki ma ke
kula kaiapuni. Pilikia wau. Ho‘i mai ka‘u mau
keiki me kÅ lÅua ha‘awina a nÅnÅ wau—a ‘Ølelo
Hawai‘i wau, hiki ia‘u ke heluhelu Hawai‘i,
maopopo ia‘u ka mea Hawai‘i—akÅ, nÅnÅ wau i
ka ha‘awina makemakika, k‰lÅ mau ‘Ølelo
Hawai‘i, ‘a‘ole wau kama‘Åina. A ‘a‘ale
ho‘iho‘i ‘ia mai ka unuhi eh, no k‰lÅ a k‰ia
‘Ølelo. No laila, ‘a‘ole hiki ia‘u ke kØkua i ka‘u
mau keiki. Pehea—inÅ ‘a‘ale hiki ia‘u, pehea nÅ
mÅkua ‘‰ a‘e? Laki inÅ ‘a‘apo nÅ keiki, hiki iÅ
lÅkou ke hana. Nui nÅ keiki ‘a‘ale hiki. Pehea e
kØkua ai? So ha‘i wau i ka‘u mau keiki, InÅ
‘a‘ole hiki, hele hou, nÈnau iÅ Kumu, no ka mea,



‘a‘ale hiki ia‘u ke kØkua iÅ ‘oe. ‘A‘ole maopopo
ia‘u k‰ia ‘Ølelo ma ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i. Pono e
no‘ono‘o k‰ia ‘Ølelo ma ka ‘Ølelo haole? He aha
k‰lÅ? Hehehe! ‘A‘ole “make sense” ia‘u.
Hehehe.

KÅwika: He aha nÅ mea maika‘i i nÅ PËnana
Leo a me nÅ kula kaiapuni? Ua ha‘i ‘oe i nÅ
mea pilikia.

Tuti: ‘A‘ohe mea maika‘i ‘ole. No, ‘a‘ole wau i
‘Ølelo pilikia ke kula. ‘A‘ole pilikia i ke kula.
‘A‘ohe mea maika‘i ‘ole. Ke hana nei ke kula
ma ka mea hiki ke hana, ‘eÅ? Ke a‘o nei lÅkou
ma ka mea hiki iÅ lÅkou ke a‘o. Aia ke kuleana
nui ma luna o ka makua. NÅna e ho‘ouna nei i
kÅna keiki i ke kula kaiapuni. ‘A‘ole na ke kula
kaiapuni ke kuleana nui. Na nÅ mÅkua, ‘eÅ? No
laila, ‘a‘ohe pilikia.

InÅ pilikia, nele ho‘i ka pilikia. ‘O ia ka mea,
nui ka nele. A ‘a‘ale k‰lÅ pilikia. Aia nØ ho‘i i
loko o ka hana nui, ka ‘imi kÅlÅ, he aha hou a‘e
e nele ‘ole ai. AkÅ ‘o ka nele, mea ‘ole ka nele;
hiki ke loa‘a a ‘a‘ole k‰lÅ he pilikia. He nele
wale nØ k‰lÅ. A nele nØ kÅ kÅkou mau kula
kaiapuni. Pehea e pono ai? Na ke kaiaulu, na nÅ
mÅkua, pono lÅkou e kØkua ma laila. ‘O ia ke
kumu i k‰ia makahiki kØkua nui wau me nÅ
kula kaiapuni. No ka mea ‘ike wau, nele. A he
hana, k‰ia kula kaiapuni, he hana…ko‘iko‘i,
‘ae. AkÅ he hana ‘a‘a k‰lÅ. You know k‰lÅ
‘Ølelo no‘eau? ‘A‘a i ka hulahula, waiho i ka
hilahila ma ka hale?

KÅwika: Kama‘Åina wau me ka hopena…

Tuti: Waiho i ka hilahila? ‘A‘a, ‘o ia ho‘i, e
hana ana ‘oe. ‘Ike ‘oe, he hana nui ia, akÅ e
hana ana nØ. K‰lÅ he ‘a‘a k‰lÅ, ‘a‘a ‘oe e hana,
you know, ‘a‘ale ‘oe e no‘ono‘o nui ana inÅ
pilikia paha, inÅ nele. E ‘a‘a ana ‘oe i ka hana
no ka mea he mea nui k‰lÅ, a ma muli o k‰lÅ,
lawa k‰lÅ mana‘o. Mea nui k‰ia ho‘Øla hou ‘ia
o ko kÅkou ‘Ølelo, a lohe hou ‘ia ka ‘Ølelo
Hawai‘i ma o nÅ keiki o Hawai‘i, no laila, ‘a‘a
ana mÅkou. Ua ho‘omaka ‘ia ke kula kaiapuni,
a‘o k‰ia ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i nei i nÅ keiki, a nele nØ,

maopopo ia‘u, nele, nele nØ. AkÅ, ke holomua
nei nØ, ke ho‘omau nei. ‘A‘ale na‘e he hemo-
lele, akÅ he pØmaika‘i nØ. InÅ ‘a‘ale i hana ‘ia,
‘a‘ole loa‘a k‰ia pØmaika‘i. ‘Oi aku ka nele, akÅ
ma muli o kÅ lÅkou hana, ‘eÅ, ua ho‘omau
lÅkou. NÅnÅ i k‰ia lÅ, ke ‘Ølelo nei nÅ keiki, no
laila, mahalo wau. ‘O ia wale nØ, he mahalo nui
ka‘u i ka po‘e na lÅkou i ho‘oikaika i loko o
k‰ia hana, ke kula kaiapuni, a ho‘omau lÅkou.

AkÅ ke hiki mai nØ ho‘i ka wÅ, a laila, ‘ike ‘oe
‘a‘ale lawa. E like me ka‘u i ‘Ølelo ai, ko‘u
mana‘o ‘a‘ale lawa. Makewai nØ au. ‘A‘ale i
ana ko‘u makewai ma laila. ‘A‘ole lawa. InÅ
‘ike ‘oe i k‰lÅ pono ‘oe e ho‘opiha. He ‘ano
hakahaka, ‘eÅ? No laila, pono ‘oe e ho‘opiha i
k‰lÅ hakahaka. Pehea lÅ? ‘A‘ole maopopo.
Ho‘Å‘o. ‘O ia wale nØ. Ho‘Å‘o. InÅ hana ‘oe i
k‰ia a piha nØ, then ‘ike ‘oe. InÅ ‘a‘ole, ho‘Å‘o i
kekahi mea ‘‰ a‘e. InÅ ‘a‘ole, ho‘Å‘o hou. Ka
mea nui, ho‘omau, mai hÅ‘awipio. Maika‘i ‘ike
‘oe, a ho‘Å‘o. Kekahi manawa, ka hapanui o
kÅkou, ‘a‘ole kÅkou ‘ike. ‘A‘ale kÅkou
maopopo nØ ho‘i ka mea i ka pouli. E, ma laila
ka pilikia, noho ‘oe i ka pouli, hala k‰ia
pØmaika‘i iÅ ‘oe, hoka! Hehehe. Mai ho‘ohala
aku i nÅ pØmaika‘i. Ke loa‘a ka pØmaika‘i, mai
hØ‘ole, mai hulikua. E mahalo o hala k‰lÅ
pØmaika‘i. Au‰, hoka ‘oe? He aha ka hopena?
‘Ole.





Notable Hawaiian
Profiles

When volume 2 of ‘¯iwi was being conceptualized in the fall
of 1999, many preparations were being made around the world
for the birth of the new millennium. While some were con-
cerned about potential computer glitches and other problems,
others were busy compiling all kinds of “Best of the
Millennium” lists. Inspired by all the hoopla, a list of “Notable
Hawaiians of the 20th Century” appeared in volume 2, all of
whom were nominated for inclusion by the general Hawaiian
community. While we asked everyone to write a little some-
thing about the people they nominated, not everyone did. 

In volume 3, we are featuring a handful of people who were
nominated to the list, but were not written about in volume 2;

hence the slightly altered title. All of these profiles have been
written by someone close to or deeply inspired by the person they

are writing about. We hope that when you read their profiles, you
are as inspired by their life stories and achievements as well.







Naomi Losch

Mary Kawena
Pukui

I have been interested in things Hawaiian for as long as I can
remember, but things Hawaiian have not always been as
popular as they are today. Now is perhaps the best time to be
Hawaiian, as Hawaiian music, dance, culture and history are
in the forefront, and Hawaiian issues are being discussed not
just locally but nationally and internationally as well. When I

began studying Hawaiian, it wasn’t an “in” thing to do. I
enrolled in my first Hawaiian language class at the University

of Hawai‘i at MÅnoa in the fall of 1963, and took four years of
Hawaiian from Kalani Meinecke (first year), Pua Hopkins (sec-

ond year) and Dorothy Kahananui (third and fourth years).
Studying Hawaiian before it became popular, before the period

described by Hawaiian scholar George Kanahele as the “Hawaiian
Renaissance” of the 1970s, I was often asked why I was doing it, or

what I was going to do with it, as if it wasn’t possible to study some-
thing just for the sake of learning. I wasn’t planning to be a teacher, so

for some it seemed a useless subject to study. Of course I didn’t think it
was useless because it was my language and culture, and the language and

culture of my ancestors. 

Although I am ethnically Hawaiian, up to that point, I didn’t speak Hawaiian, so
I thought that studying the language would add to my knowledge of my
Hawaiian heritage. I have been teaching, studying, and working in the area of
Hawaiian language and culture since 1961, and have had the good fortune of
knowing some very special people, people whose work is often cited in research
papers, and people considered pioneers in their fields. Perhaps the most out-
standing of them all is Mary Kawena Pukui. She was truly the most knowledge-
able Hawaiian individual I ever knew. Her knowledge was phenomenal, her
demeanor gentle and patient, and her pride in her people so deep and enduring.
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Mary Kawena Pukui,
Ka Wahine o La‘i Aloha



When I was asked to write about her, I consented
because I wanted others to know what she was
like—not just the scholar, but the extraordinary
individual that she was. 

The first time I remember hearing or seeing the
name Mary Kawena Pukui was when I was in
the 10th grade at the Kamehameha School for
Girls, as she provided the English translations
for the Hawaiian songs that were sung in the
school’s annual Song Contest. I had never heard
of her before then, but I would learn much more
about and from that remarkable Hawaiian
woman.

I entered Kamehameha in 1960 and at that time
the boys and girls were still separated, with the
Kamehameha School for Boys located at the
lower high school campus, and the Girls’ School
located at the top of the campus on KapÅlama
Heights. At that time, all classes were segregat-
ed by gender except advanced math, science,
and low-enrollment classes, as combining the
few students from both campuses rather than
having two similar low-enrolled classes on each
campus made better use of resources (The cam-
pus became co-ed in 1965). There were about
250 students in our class, the class of 1963, who
was, incidentally, the last class to graduate “on
the hill,” as the Neal S. Blaisdell Center was
nearing completion and the subsequent
Kamehameha graduations were held there. I
entered Kamehameha in the tenth grade. At that
time, students were tracked into college prep,
business, or vocational programs. Because I had
taken it upon myself to choose typing instead of
algebra in the ninth grade at my school in
Kahuku and also lacked a foreign language, I
was not placed in one of the college prep tracks.
Instead, I had to choose between a clerical/busi-
ness or a vocational program. The vocational
choices were library science, book binding,
printing (Kamehameha had its own print shop
and bindery then), and Bishop Museum
Workshop. Because of my interest in things
Hawaiian, I chose the Bishop Museum
Workshop.

In the Bishop Museum Workshop, we studied
Hawaiian culture, and made Hawaiian materials
such as kapa dyes, kØnane game boards, pala
‘ie, and various other Hawaiian cultural imple-
ments. Our classroom was at Bishop Hall on the
Bishop Museum grounds. As juniors we were
there three days a week, and as seniors we trav-
eled to the museum everyday on a little bus.
Besides studying about Hawaiian culture, we
were able to exhibit our understanding of what
we learned because we took school children on
tours of the museum galleries and explained the
various displays to them. Dr. Donald Mitchell
was our teacher, and a great admirer of
Kawena’s. Although she had already retired by
the time I was at the museum, Dr. Mitchell was
always very excited whenever he saw her and
would point her out to us. I was curious to see
what she looked like because she was a celebri-
ty to me, having written the Hawaiian Diction-
ary, The Polynesian Family System in Ka‘Ë,
Hawai‘i and numerous other articles and stories
pertaining to Hawai‘i and Hawaiian culture. I
knew her name, but had no idea what she
looked like. My recollection of her at the muse-
um is of a little old lady with white hair sitting
in a car, whose head barely peeked above the
door; I remember thinking how wonderful it
would be to know her.

I don’t remember the first time I was formally
introduced to Kawena, although it was probably
after graduation from high school. My affilia-
tion with the Bishop Museum continued after
graduation from high school and college. I
worked in the Anthropology Department with
Kawena’s daughter Pat Namaka Bacon, and
because we both lived in MÅnoa, we rode to and
from work together. It was during this period
that I got to know Kawena well, as I saw her
almost daily. I enjoyed visiting with her,
although I never “picked her brain” for informa-
tion as many friends said I should have. I
thought it would be maha‘oi to constantly grill
her for information, but as I got to know her
better, I realized how willing she was to share
information about anything Hawaiian. I was
treated like a member of the family, and even



called her “Grandma” like everyone else in the
household. We spent many hours sitting in the
living room, she on her koa rocker, often work-
ing on some crocheting or embroidery, and I
taking notes while we chatted about Hawaiian
culture, history, ‘Ølelo no‘eau, values, people,
and genealogy. I marveled at the depth and
breadth of her knowledge. She was a fascinating
individual. She had such a thirst for knowledge
and was interested in any topic imaginable.
When she heard people talking about things she
knew nothing about, she inquired about them.
The Bacon-Pukui home was a gathering place
of many interesting people, such as scholars of
language and culture from all over the world
and East-West Center grantees, as George and
Pat were a host family. One time a group of
Australian Aborigines came with their dijuri-
doos and fascinated us all with their playing and
their explanation of their performance. A great
number of people were made welcome at this
warm haven of love, La‘i Aloha. La‘i Aloha is
the name of the Pukui and Bacon residence. The
name means a place of solitude or peacefulness
and love, an accurate description of the home. 

When Kawena knew she was going to talk
about something that I should take notes on, she
would tell me to get a pencil and paper out and
then begin telling me about an ‘Ølelo no‘eau, an
unusual name, a point of Hawaiian history or
anything that suited her fancy. I was the listener
and note taker and enjoyed every moment.

One of the outstanding things about Kawena
was her love of writing and recording of infor-
mation every single day. She wrote volumes
about various topics in 3-ring binders, and kept
a daily diary preserving the activities and her
thoughts of each day of her life. When asked
what to get Kawena for her birthday or
Christmas, we were told that she could always
use pens, paper, and 3-ring binders for her writ-
ing. She was delighted to receive such gifts. Her
needs and wants were simple, and she was most
appreciative of any and all gifts she received. 

Kawena shared her experiences of growing up

in Ka‘Ë, going to school and being punished for
speaking Hawaiian, her work at the camouflage
unit during WWII, and her work at the Bishop
Museum where she went “in the field” inter-
viewing Hawaiian native informants. Kawena
spoke lovingly of her haole father who allowed
her maternal grandmother to hÅnai her and raise
her in Ka‘Ë where she passed on valuable infor-
mation and experiences to her. She spoke of her
time at Kawaiaha‘o Seminary, which became
Mills Seminary, then Mid-Pacific Institute, and
how she was punished when she had to explain
something in Hawaiian to a Hawaiian girl who
could only speak Hawaiian. For this “offense,”
she was detained on campus for the weekend.
When speaking about her work interviewing
native informants, or asked about a particular
cultural trait, she always qualified her writing or
discussions by saying that that was what they
did in Ka‘Ë, although she also interviewed peo-
ple from Hawai‘i to Ni‘ihau, so her knowledge
went beyond Ka‘Ë. Whenever she did relay
information she learned from people on other
islands, if she remembered the source she men-
tioned it.

Kawena never tried to speak for all Hawaiians.
She was a very humble individual and never
placed herself above others as far as being an
authority on the Hawaiian language or culture.
She just recorded what she knew and translated
material she was asked to translate, as well as
things she found interesting or which would be
of interest or importance to others. 

Kawena was not always as revered as she is
today. When she first started working in the
field, people were leery about this “youngster”
who came to ask them questions about their cul-
ture. One day as we were talking, Kawena told
me what happened when she and Dr. Handy
(co-author of Polynesian Family System in Ka‘Ë
and other books) went to Kohala to interview a
Hawaiian woman. Kawena was unknown to the
woman, so the woman wanted to test the depth
of Kawena’s knowledge; she posed a one word
puzzle: all she said was Kekuapu‘uhele-
ikealoali‘i.” Upon hearing that, Kawena formed



her index finger into a hook and placed it on her
chest just below her throat. When the woman
saw this, she immediately welcomed Kawena
and her colleague, and was willing to be inter-
viewed. I didn’t know the meaning of the word;
nor did I understand why Kawena gestured as
she did, so she pleasantly explained her actions
to me as she had always done whenever I had a
question. She pointed out to me that, “Kekua-
pu‘uheleikealoali‘i” literally meant “the hunch-
back that goes before the chief.” However, she
also explained that there was a deeper meaning
to the word: when Kawena formed the hook on
her chest, it was a lei niho palaoa, a whale tooth
pendant which she placed there. She explained
that when one looks at the carved ivory of a
whale’s tooth, it’s appearance resembles a
hunchback and because only ali‘i had the right
to wear such ornaments about the neck, the
hunchback then preceded or was in front of the
ali‘i. 

I was so impressed at the hidden meaning of the
name and never forgot it. That information
resurfaced years later in a conversation I had
with an aunt at her home here in Liliha. While
my aunt and I were chatting one day, I asked
her what her husband’s Hawaiian name was.
She scrunched her nose and said it wasn’t a
very nice name because it meant something
about a hunchback and she wondered why any-
one would give such a name to a child. As I lis-
tened to her I realized that it was the very name
with which Kawena was tested. I explained the
meaning of the name to her and said it was a
nane or riddle. As I talked with my aunt, it also
dawned on me that the woman Kawena had
interviewed those many years before was my
uncle’s aunt, his mother’s sister. The name must
have been a family treasure which was passed
down; the story, however, had been forgotten. 

Names have always fascinated me, so my ears
always perked up when Kawena spoke of vari-
ous people and their names, or when she spoke
of place names. I was amazed at the amount of
information that was stored in that dear lady’s
head. I wondered how anyone could remember

all those names, especially since they all
seemed to begin with the letter “K.”

Another thing I recall is that she would some-
times repeat stories. But I would sit and listen
as if I hadn’t heard the story before, and some-
times, I hadn’t heard it exactly the way it was
being told the second or third time. I picked up
details that went by me the first or second time
and each time I heard the story, it got reinforced
in my head. Today my family is quick to remind
me that they have heard a particular story previ-
ously but I ignore it and continue retelling it. 

There was another name Kawena told me about
which resurfaced later. Once when we were
talking about Ka‘Ë, she told me about the
slaughter of Ka‘Ë’s people at the hands of
Kamehameha I and his warriors. She said in
order to commemorate the event, a child born at
that time was given the name Pu‘uheana. The
name meant “a heap or hill of corpses” which
would remind family members and others of the
tragic event in Ka‘Ë’s history. I may have heard
this story a few times and it was something I
would never forget. Years later, I had a student
who was a relative of Kawena’s who asked me
about the name. She said she had named her
daughter a family name, “Pu‘uheana,” but
couldn’t find it on the map. She assumed it was
a geographic or place name because of the word
pu‘u. When I told her that it wasn’t a geograph-
ic feature in this case, she insisted it was
because pu‘u meant hill. I explained that I knew
the meaning of pu‘u and that pu‘u didn’t neces-
sarily mean a hill of dirt, then I told her the
story of the name. I don’t know if she regretted
giving the name to her child, but she at least
knew its history and meaning. Kawena recorded
the various names in her family and their mean-
ings and derivation. She also indicated those
names which she didn’t want passed on because
of the misfortune which seemed to accompany
some of them. I am often asked to translate or
interpret personal names. In my response to
such requests, I will often ask if the giver of the
name is still alive and if so, that individual
should be asked first. Sometimes a literal trans-



lation doesn’t come close to the intended mean-
ing of the name. However, through discussions
with kËpuna, we learn family histories and other
information which are not recorded in books.

As Kawena’s reputation grew, people went to
seek information from her—family members,
students of Hawaiian language and culture, and
other scholars of various aspects of Hawai‘i.
One such person was a graduate student who
wanted to know about Hawaiian surfing spots.
He asked her about surfing spots in Ka‘Ë which
she gladly shared. After recording the names
she had given him, he asked where he could
verify this information, that is, which books
could he look at to find the names of the surf
spots she had just told him. She said she had
just told him the names and that they weren’t
recorded anywhere. I don’t know if he ever used
that information as it couldn’t be found in any
books. I believe knowledge from our elders is
important and is often not contained in books.
Of course, some sources may be more reliable
than others. However, taking notes or recording
the material is necessary to preserve and perpet-
uate our indigenous knowledge.

Kawena and I also discussed the issue of blood
quantum. Although the term blood quantum
wasn’t used at the time, we talked about the
racial mix of our people; as we were both of
mixed ancestry, it was a topic of interest for us
both. Kawena was proud of both her haole
father’s and Hawaiian mother’s backgrounds.
We talked of how some people would say “so
and so is so little Hawaiian you really can’t
count it,” but she would say, “somewhere in that
person’s genealogy was a pure-blooded
Hawaiian, so how can you deny the existence of
that individual and those before and after him or
her?” We see so many “shades” of Hawaiians
today that whenever someone makes a snide
remark about not being able to “see” the
Hawaiian in an individual I remember what
Kawena said.

Another topic we shared was dreams. We talked
about different kinds of dreams and their mean-

ings. I remember telling her about a recurring
dream that I had that frightened me. As she lis-
tened to my dream she pointed out certain
aspects in the dream which represented certain
things in the Hawaiian interpretation of dreams,
and that I should ‘oki (cut) the dream. Well, I
had never heard about “‘oki-ing” a dream
before, so she commenced to explain the simple
process to me, which I did, and was never both-
ered by that dream again. 

On another occasion when we were talking
about dreams, I told Kawena about my brother,
who is now a quadriplegic, and a warning
dream a family member had prior to his becom-
ing a quadriplegic. A few years earlier, my
brother was visiting relatives on Moloka‘i. He
was an active individual who was very athlet-
ic—a hunter, diver, and fisherman ever since he
was a child. He went diving while on Moloka‘i,
enjoying the abundance of fish there, but expe-
rienced strange feelings, as if he was being
observed or watched. On the morning of his
return to O‘ahu, the relatives he was staying
with seemed concerned and warned him and a
male cousin not to go to the ocean because a
member of the family had a very unsettling
dream. In the dream, she saw a man floating
face down in the water, but she could not see
his face to properly identify him. 

Because both my brother and our cousin spent a
lot of time in the ocean, the dreamer cautioned
them about going fishing or swimming. I
remember hearing about the dream when they
returned, but did nothing because I wasn’t
aware of any remedy to such dreams except per-
haps a regular Christian prayer, although I don’t
remember doing even that. Anyway, a month or
so passed without incident and the men spoke of
another trip to Moloka‘i. They planned to go
over the Labor Day weekend, but my brother
heard about a class reunion on that weekend, so
he decided to stay on O‘ahu instead of making
the trip to Moloka‘i. Being the fisherman that
he was, he had set lobster traps with his friends
on September 1, and went to get them on the
2nd. As he and his friends returned to the boat



ramp, he gestured as if he was going to dive
into the shallow water. Seeing this, his friends
thought he was kidding. He always told them to
jump, never dive, into the water no matter how
familiar you were with the area, as things might
have changed, and a broken leg was better than
a broken neck (he was a first class diver in the
Navy and may have learned that there). How-
ever, he wasn’t kidding: he dove into the water
as they pulled alongside the boat ramp; his
hands struck the ramp which caused whiplash,
and he broke his neck. He was immediately par-
alyzed and was floating face-down in the water
just as the dream had portrayed. When Kawena
heard this, she said that if only someone could
have “oki-ed” the dream it could have prevented
the injury, or it would have at least been less
severe. Ever since then, I ‘oki dreams which
bother me and have taught others to do the
same. These and other practices should be per-
petuated because they define who we are. We
handle situations in life differently from the
West, and our ways of doing things are just as
valid for us as the Western ways are for the
dominant culture.

One of the many things about which I learned
from Kawena was Hawaiian adoption practices,
or hÅnai. Prior to our discussions I was aware of
hÅnai, as my maternal grandmother was a hÅnai,
and hÅnai was a common practice amongst
Hawaiians. Although I was aware of the prac-
tice, Kawena explained it more fully and intro-
duced two other forms of adoption to me. I
remember people saying things such as some-
one being only a hÅnai and not really adopted
legally, but as Kawena explained, a hÅnai adop-
tion was the Hawaiian legal adoption and that it
was binding, and wasn’t—or shouldn’t—be
taken lightly. Usually given at birth or soon
after, a child became the sole responsibility of
its kahu hÅnai or foster parent(s), “na‘au, kËkae,
and all.” It was the new parents’ responsibility
to feed (hÅnai) the new child and provide all
necessary care for it.

The other two forms of adoption which we
talked about were luhi and ho‘okama. The for-

mer, luhi, was a temporary adoption, similar to
foster care, which was agreed upon by the par-
ties involved at the time of the “adoption.” A
luhi was taken and raised for a few days, weeks,
months, or even years with the clear under-
standing of all parties concerned that the child
or children would be returned to the biological
family when the need for the arrangement no
longer existed. The circumstances which led to
a luhi situation might be an illness or death in
the family, or any hardship which would render
a family unable to care for a child or children.

Ho‘okama is also a form of “adoption,”
although it is really not an adoption as one
might define it because there is no change in
residence. As the name indicates, it is to make
one a child, to ho‘okama. Although there is no
change in residence with this form of adoption,
there exists a close relationship between an
adult and child or other individual. It might be a
bond between a couple and their child’s best
friend or a best friend’s child. The ho‘okama
relationship recognizes an endearing relation-
ship between these parties and there are no for-
mal agreements or arrangements for such rela-
tionships. As I mentioned earlier, the hÅnai was
our Hawaiian culture’s form of legal adoption—
there was no taking back of a child or changing
of one’s mind lest something happen to the
child involved. The child became a part of the
adopted family, although it was often—but not
always—a related person.

I find it disturbing today to hear people talk
about “hÅnai-ing” an individual who is usually
an adult and even having “hÅnai ceremonies”
performed. At best I believe the relationship is a
ho‘okama rather than a hÅnai. I include this
information here because of the lack of under-
standing of this important Hawaiian practice by
people today. HÅnai is still an important aspect
of Polynesian culture, as it is still practiced in
Samoan, Tahitian, and MÅori cultures. 

As Kawena explains in her writings, the hiapo
or the first-born of a family was often the hÅnai.
If the child was a boy, he was given to his pater-



nal grandparents. If a girl, she was given to her
maternal grandparents. This practice assured the
perpetuation of family histories, values, and
other important information and practices for
future generations as those hÅnai would be the
ones to which the younger siblings looked to for
advice and direction. 

There were obviously other reasons for hÅnai,
such as a childless couple’s desire to have chil-
dren, as was the case of my maternal grand-
mother’s adoption by her aunt. One thing which
Kawena stressed was that a child was not given
up for frivolous reasons, that is, for the conven-
ience of the mother. Hawaiian children were
cherished and loved by our people.

Over the years, Kawena often spoke about hula.
She said there was a particular order in which
chants were presented at events, and that this
order was determined by their texts. Chants to
and about the gods were performed first, fol-
lowed by chants about the ali‘i. These were fol-
lowed by chants of other subjects. All perform-
ances were closed with mele ma‘i or genital
chants. Although this essay is not a hula per-
formance, it is a presentation of sorts, and a
glimpse of the things that I learned from and
about a very special woman who has left us a
legacy through her own compositions, both in
prose and poetry, and numerous translations of
Hawaiian newspapers and manuscripts.
Therefore, in closing my presentation, I would
like to share a mele ma‘i which Kawena com-
posed for my hiapo, KealalØkahi. 

Sometime after my son was born, I asked
Kawena if she would compose a mele ma‘i for
him. She said she would and was pleased that I
wanted to carry on that tradition. She had told
me that mele inoa and mele ma‘i become “acti-
vated” when they were performed in public for
the first time. That being the case, this mele
ma‘i was performed at KealalØkahi’s first birth-
day lË‘au in May 1974 by our dear friend
Ka‘upena Wong, who studied with Kawena.
When we discussed his performance of the mele
ma‘i prior to the lË‘au, we also commented on

Kawena’s choice of the name of the ma‘i and of
her composition. We found out that Iholena is
the name of a banana, one of a few varieties
which was not kapu to women in ancient
Hawai‘i. How clever indeed! What a sense of
humor she had!

KealalØkahi has given permission to include his
mele ma‘i in this essay as a tribute to that won-
derful woman, whose skill at weaving words
shall live on in her numerous compositions.
Here then, is the pani for this tribute, the mele
ma‘i composed by Mary Kawena Pukui for
KealalØkahi Clarke Losch on the occasion of his
first birthday.

Iholena

Aia i hea kahi Iholena
Eia nØ i ke alo nei

Mai nØ ‘oe a ho‘olale
O pi‘ipi‘i kai auane‘i

Ma ‘ane‘i mai nØ ‘oe
A ‘ike i ke kaunu

Unu ‘ia a pa‘a pono
Hemo ‘ole i ka umi‘i

Ha‘ina ka inoa o ko ma‘i
‘O Iholena mai k‰ia.

Where is Iholena
Right here in front

Now don’t disturb it
Lest it rise like the waves

Come right over here
And discover the thrill of love

Take a grip and hold fast
Let nothing be released

This is the name of your ma‘i
This one, Iholena.



Hiko‘ulÅ HanapÈ
‘Aumoana

‘Aumoana

Pele is forced to flee the wrath of her eldest sister
NÅmakaokaha‘i in the canoe HonuaiÅkea. Many of her
‘ohana went with her in search of a new homeland. It was a
long journey.



R. KÅwika Makanani

Gabriel
Kapeliela ’˜

Though he descended from ali‘i nui of the wÅ kahiko, he was
a most humble, soft-spoken, and gentle man. In his lifelong
service leadership, he exemplified the pono chiefs of old who
strived not for personal glory, but for the security, health and
well-being of their people. Born to the Hale o ‘˜ as an
‘˜maikalani, he was Gabriel Kapeliela ‘˜.

In true Hawaiian style, “Uncle Peli” as he was affectionately
known in the family, always put ‘ohana first in his heart.
However, the wider community also received the generous gifts

of his dedicated service as a Kaua‘i educator and his volunteer
work with numerous organizations. When he died on May 1,

2002, Uncle Peli had accumulated awards and recognitions that
would fill a good-sized display case, which, of course, he never

had.

The modern history of the ‘˜ family (the name was truncated from
‘˜maikalani) began with the arrival of Joseph Lovell from

Massachusetts to Kawaihae, Hawai‘i. Around 1817 he married Mele
(Mary) Holokahiki, daughter of a Kohala ali‘i. After the death of

Kamehameha I in 1819, the Lovell family moved across the island chain in
the wake of the conqueror’s dynastic successors, putting down roots on Maui

and O‘ahu. Mele and Joseph continued on to Kaua‘i, eventually settling there on
lands ostensibly granted by a Kamehameha descendant. These family lands were
scattered from NÅwiliwili to Hanalei.

In the meantime, Joseph gained ownership of a property called Malumalu at
LÈhu‘e, and a parcel called Kalanihale at Mananaiki in the ‘Ewa District of
O‘ahu. Mele acquired interest in two Royal Patent lands at Waialua, O‘ahu,
from Hanapule. Perhaps feeling overwhelmed by the responsibilities of caring
for and managing these four dispersed properties, in 1885 the couple engaged

Photo courtesy Gabriella ‘˜ Kam.
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William Hyde Rice to look after their interests
through a Deed of Trust.

Mele and Joseph had five children, including
daughter Loika who, according to family lore,
was a no-nonsense woman and operator of a
shipping business out of NÅwiliwili, sailing a
small cargo ship between the islands. Loika had
several husbands in her lifetime, including
Daniel ‘˜maikalani. Together they had five chil-
dren. One of the two boys, Joseph, took as his
second wife Maria Emilia HaleakalÅ Kuanaio
Lota, who was born in 1884. This second mar-
riage brought forth four pua: David Emmanuel,
Emily Salai, Henry ‘˜ Lovell, and Gabriel
Kapeliela, the latter born in 1909. Since Emily
took her husband’s name of Makanani, Henry
adopted the Lovell name from his makua hÅnai,
and Uncle Peli never married, David was the
only one to carry the ‘˜ surname into the next
generation.

Uncle Peli grew up on the various family prop-
erties, but mostly at Hanalei. Over the years he
shared his remembrances of those times with his
various ‘˜, Lovell and Makanani ‘ohana mem-
bers. Born within a decade of the 19th century,
he gained from his mÅkua and kËpuna some
sense of that century’s critical events that now
define our Hawaiian identity. Uncle Peli was the
last of our kËpuna and thus the last direct link to
our ancestors who were born in, and lived
through, a century that now seems so much
more distant. When he died in 2002, his stories
passed over the threshold from living memories
to cherished family mo‘olelo.

One of our favorite stories gives us a vision of
the rural Kaua‘i lifestyle during the 1910s and
1920s. Uncle Peli was fond of describing the
trips he took with his father, the postman of the
Ko‘olau district. They rode in a horse-drawn
buggy between LÈhu‘e where they picked up the
mail, and Hanalei, delivering the mail along the
way. This was a journey that could take several
days, one way, and sometimes much more, dur-
ing the rainy season. As kama‘Åina well know,
this side of Kaua‘i abounds with wide rivers,

and when they were swollen with flood waters,
father and son had no choice but to wait until
the rains and streams subsided.

Uncle Peli liked to share another story because,
although he never said so, I sensed the love and
respect he had for the subject, his mother. The
scene is ‘Anini (Wanini) Beach, just below
Princeville Ranch, where the family stayed at
times. One day Uncle and his sister Emily were
out in the shallow reef water tending to a row-
boat when he cut his foot. Emily ran to call
their parents, who retrieved the little boy. His
mother then began the healing process, practic-
ing the ancestral skills for which she was
renowned. By the next day, Peli’s foot was per-
fectly healed without so much as a scar. The end
of this little tale was not simply the requisite
feel-good ending, but a proud testament to TËtË
HaleakalÅ’s powers, which both Emily and
Uncle inherited to a degree. Fortunately, that
gift continues today in the family through their
niece, Henry’s daughter Momi Lovell.

In a sense, I have been informally entrusted by
the ‘ohana to share our knowledge of Uncle
Peli. I am KÅwika Makanani, third child of
Joseph HØkËlani, fourth son of Emily.

I grew up in Niumalu and Wailua, and as a
grandnephew never had much of an opportunity
to spend time with Uncle Peli. We did on occa-
sion visit his home in NÅwiliwili, nestled
against a hillside in a lush garden oasis that
stretched fifty yards or more to the river. One
set of my cousins lived nearby, and when we
visited, they would often take us over to Uncle
Peli’s house, for it was a vast jungle playground
with no adults around to monitor our juvenile
antics. The short path cut across a pasture and
thus required constant vigilance for foot place-
ment, while the longer path followed the road,
which dipped under a huge, thick canopied
mango tree whose droppings were much easier
to sidestep.

Once my siblings and I did spend a few days at
Uncle Peli’s house when my mother was about



to give birth to another child. Apparently my
father felt having to parent three or four school-
age children single-handedly was too formida-
ble a task. My enduring vision of that stay was
sitting at the breakfast table watching Uncle
preparing breakfast for us children; I was
awestruck, for I had never seen a man cooking
before. This one demonstration against gender
stereotyping may not seem like a major lesson
in life, but when that life has stretched to a mere
six or seven years, its value is bound to be foun-
dational. For most of us keiki, these are the
kinds of indirect lessons we gained from Uncle
Peli; though he was a professional educator, he
never made it a point to “school” us.

I grew up not knowing Uncle Peli well, and
though my father and his brothers were raised
partly under his patronage, I have not been able
to seek information from them; except for their
youngest half-brother Thomas, all preceded him
in death. Fortunately, my father’s first cousins,
David’s and Henry’s children, had important
moments with Uncle Peli, and they willingly
share their loving memories of him.

The person who best remembers Uncle is
Gabriella, his niece and namesake. She was
born to David and his second wife, Alicia
Alvaro. Gabriella is also known within the fam-
ily as KalÅ, for she was also the namesake, as
well as the hÅnai, of TËtË HaleakalÅ. TËtË’s
husband Joseph had passed away in 1918, so
she had kept Gabriel close to her. As she
advanced in age, he naturally took on the
responsibility of caring for her. Ironically, care
for his hÅnai sister Gabriella also fell to him,
and thus began a pilina piha me ke aloha—an
intensely close and loving relationship. How-
ever, given the wide difference in age between
the two, their hÅnai sibling relationship eventu-
ally gave way to that of uncle and niece when
the elder HaleakalÅ died in 1945.

Though born on O‘ahu, Gabriella HaleakalÅ ‘˜
Kam spent much of her wÅ kamali‘i under the
care of her grandmother and uncle on Kaua‘i.
Gabriel’s brother Henry had left the islands,

eventually marrying and starting a family near
Tacoma, Washington. His older sister Emily
married Joseph Makanani and remained on
Kaua‘i, her hands full with five vigorous sons,
Lawrence, John (Honey), Ralph, Joseph, and
Nelson (Thomas was born much later). Since
Uncle Peli never married, these cousins took on
the role of Gabriella’s older brothers, indulging
her during good times and ignoring her during
her petulant times, but always guiding and pro-
tecting her when necessary. The boys knew that
if anything happened to KalÅ, they would be
held accountable according to their strict ‘ohana
standards. When TËtË HaleakalÅ died, they
weren’t let off the hook; they still had to answer
to their Uncle Peli, not to mention their mother
Emily.

While there are many more family stories to
share, we must recognize Uncle Peli as a model
of servant leadership in the community, particu-
larly in public education on Kaua‘i. Being the
giving person that he was, it is not surprising
that he began his service as an educator.

Uncle Peli prepared himself for his chosen
career by attending the Territorial Normal
School in Honolulu. After receiving his diploma
in elementary education in 1930, he returned to
Kaua‘i, accepting his first assignment teaching
7th grade at KØloa School. Uncle Peli moved to
LÈhu‘e School the next year and served there
until 1946, when he attended Colorado State
College of Education in Greeley. Not only did
he earn a BA in Social Studies with a minor in
English in 1947, he also gained membership in
Phi Delta Kappa. Upon returning to the islands
the following year, Uncle Peli was offered a
post at Kaua‘i High School, teaching freshman
English, Social Studies and Girls’ Chorus. From
1948-1953 Uncle Peli moved to administration,
serving as Vice-Principal of LÈhu‘e School.

In 1953 Uncle Peli was asked to fill the position
of acting postmaster of the LÈhu‘e Post Office.
He found it difficult to refuse an offer that
would allow him to re-live his childhood days,
so he accepted and left the school system. In his



second year with the postal service, he was
elected President of the Hawai‘i Postmasters
Association. However, even this recognition by
his postal peers could not alter his love for
working with the youth of Kaua‘i. Consequent-
ly, Uncle Peli returned to his educational career,
moving to Kapa‘a High and Elementary School
in 1956 as a health coordinator and counselor.

Three of my siblings and I were students at
Kapa‘a during that time, and two of our first
cousins who lived next door to us in Wailua
attended the nearby parochial school. As Uncle
Peli drove up from NÅwiliwili in the morning,
he would pick up all six of us kids, and off we’d
go, packed like sardines in his little sedan.
Thankfully, this close family bonding experi-
ence was short-lived, as my two older siblings
left for Kamehameha Schools. Uncle Peli
served as Acting Vice Principal for school year
1958-59 under Principal Gladys Brandt. The
following year he was assigned as 9th and 10th
grade counselor for Kaua‘i’s three high schools,
a position he kept until 1962 when he held a
similar position just for Kaua‘i High School,
and grades 7 and 8 for its three feeder schools:
Wilcox, KØloa and KalÅheo.

In 1966, then District Superintendent William
Waters tapped Uncle Peli as a district project
coordinator, his main assignment being to
upgrade the quality of the little school that
served the keiki on Ni‘ihau. Who could have
been a better choice? Not only was he an expe-
rienced educator by then, but he was a Kaua‘i
Hawaiian and manaleo (native speaker) who
could understand the culture of Ni‘ihau and
communicate with its residents, most of whom
spoke only Hawaiian. This was a fulfilling
assignment for Uncle; not only was he one of
the few non-residents to be allowed on the
island, but he earned the residents’ respect and
appreciation for his work, and made life-long
friends there.

One of Uncle Peli’s proudest moments in educa-
tion came with this Ni‘ihau project. After work-
ing with the Ni‘ihau community for a year, he

initiated a program in which he escorted small
groups of Ni‘ihau students and parents on a visit
to O‘ahu, to expose them to the realities of life
beyond their secluded corner of the world. Most
of the keiki and some of the mÅkua traveled off
Ni‘ihau for the very first time. Uncle Peli said
he would never forget the look of awe etched
upon their faces as they arrived in Honolulu, or
the equally astonished responses of their hosts
at Kamehameha Schools upon hearing the fluent
Hawaiian spoken by the children. Happily, we
know today that this kind of scene—hearing our
kamali‘i conversing in Hawaiian on the play-
grounds, in the stores, and everywhere, really—
is no longer an uncommon occurrence. Perhaps
Uncle Peli’s innovative program was part of the
inspiration.

A related program which derived from Uncle
Peli’s work on Ni‘ihau was the effort to bring
‘Øpio from Ni‘ihau to be educated at
Kamehameha Schools. Ironically, I was board-
ing there at the time that one of the first Ni‘ihau
students became a fellow boarder. Since then,
several others, including ‘Ilei Beniamina, have
traveled the same route to Kamehameha
Schools, benefiting from the legacy of Ke Ali‘i
Pauahi Bishop.

Following this exciting period in his career,
Uncle Peli returned to the conventional, assum-
ing a counselor coordinator position for the
Kaua‘i district in the 1967-’68 school year. He
then served as Vice Principal of Wilcox
Elementary School for the next two years. In
1970, Uncle Peli accepted the post of Principal
of Kaumakani School. At the end of the school
year he retired after 37 years of service in
Kaua‘i’s public schools.

Though retired, Uncle Peli’s commitment to
education was far from over. He continued to
assist the schools by advising the Department of
Education’s KËpuna in the Schools Program
when it was formed, and also served as a cultur-
al resource. The period of the 1970s was the
heyday of the Hawaiian cultural renaissance.
The great demand for information on Hawaiian



culture led Uncle Peli to a part-time position as
an instructor in Hawaiian language, folklore and
medicinal practices at Kaua‘i Community
College. He also shared his knowledge by giv-
ing public lectures and demonstrations in ven-
ues throughout our island state. This giving of
himself combined seamlessly with his work in
numerous community organizations, a sample
of which is indicated below.

Uncle Peli served the Wilcox Hospital
Foundation, soliciting funds to pay for much-
needed medical equipment. As a member of the
Kaua‘i Museum, he served on its membership
committee. At one time he was Vice-President
of Hui o Laka, the support group for the KØke‘e
Museum. He was also a trustee of Grove Farm
Homestead Museum and a life member of the
Kaua‘i Historical Society. As a member of the
Kaua‘i Hawaiian Civic Club, he served a stint
as its president.

Uncle Peli spent much of his time with the
Retired Teachers Association. He served as the
Kaua‘i branch’s Vice-President for one year and
President for four, some of this overlapping
with his role as Music Coordinator for 10 years.
He also held like positions at the state level of
the association and attended many of the nation-
al group’s events in cities throughout the conti-
nent. Uncle Peli’s service to his retired peers
found another outlet through the Kaua‘i Chapter
654 of the American Association of Retired
Persons (AARP).

In his retirement, Uncle Peli lived a busy and
giving life, and service to God was always a
part of it. Not only did he attend services, first
at LÈhu‘e Hawaiian Church, then LÈhu‘e United
Church, he also shared his musical talents by
directing their choirs for a time. When he
moved to O‘ahu to be under the care of his
niece Gabriella, he regularly attended services
at Kawaiaha‘o Church. As attendance became
too difficult, he would faithfully listen to the
services on the radio until the broadcasts were
discontinued. Nevertheless, Uncle Peli remained
the spiritual foundation for the entire ‘ohana.

The community at large continues to benefit
from the legacy of Uncle Peli in many ways.
Deservedly, his good works have been recog-
nized, beginning with the Honolulu Honpa
Hongwanji Mission’s 1980 designation of Uncle
Peli as a State of Hawai‘i “Living Treasure.”
The Kaua‘i Museum followed suit in 1988,
naming him as a “Living Treasure of Kaua‘i.”
Three years later, the Association of Hawaiian
Civic Clubs recognized Uncle Peli with a reso-
lution of congratulations for his achievements.
The Office of Hawaiian Affairs expressed its
appreciation for Uncle Peli’s excellence in
Hawaiian education, selecting him for its Ke
Kukui MÅlamalama award in 1997. More
recently, in 2000, Papa Ola LØkahi bestowed the
Ka‘Ønohi Award on Uncle Peli “for longstand-
ing contributions to improving the health and
well-being of all who call Hawai‘i home.”

Additional awards earned by Uncle Peli include
the Outstanding Volunteer Service Award from
the National Retired Teachers Association, the
Volunteer Service Award from the Hawai‘i
Educational Association, and induction into the
Program for Recognizing 
Academic Interest and Student Excellence
(PRAISE).

Shortly after Uncle Peli’s death, I had the
opportunity to be involved in the first Kameha-
meha Schools’ Leadership Workshop for educa-
tors of Hawaiian children. Some of the traits of
a Hawaiian leader identified by the participants
were kuleana and ha‘aha‘a. Kuleana refers to
the recognition and fulfillment of one’s respon-
sibilities. Uncle Peli was a descendant of
Hawaiian royalty, from the fabled blind warrior
chief ‘˜maikalani in the mo‘olelo, or history, of
Hawai‘i island. Having the privilege of knowl-
edge that he had inherited and learned from his
own kËpuna and parents, Uncle Peli accepted
his kuleana by being a leader in Hawaiian edu-
cation. Yet, through all of his learning, sharing
and teaching, he was the most humble of men.
Quiet, unassuming, soft-spoken and gentle, yet
always sincere in his caring and warm in his
interactions, he was the embodiment of



ha‘aha‘a, or humility.

Within the last 20 years or so, whenever we
met, Uncle Peli would tell me how proud he
was that I was following in his footsteps as an
educator. At first I didn’t quite see it that way,
for I had always thought that my career was due
to my own individual decision. More recently,
and with the help of the leadership workshop, I
began to see that following in one’s footsteps
implies that there is a leader ahead, and that
your kËpuna have more to say about who you
are than you may realize. I am now honored to
understand and acknowledge that Uncle Peli led
the way for me as a Hawaiian Studies educator.
However, this is not only a personal statement. I
know that many others have benefited from, and
perhaps have even been inspired, by the servant
leadership of Gabriel Kapeliela ‘˜.

The Kukui MÅlamalama Award from OHA
reads, in part: “Gabriel ‘˜ shares an educators
philosophy…that education is a privilege…a
responsibility…an interwoven entity in one’s
entire life…a gift of receiving, sharing, and
returning….He is a living legacy of a life-long
educator who has continued to transmit and
share his knowledge about his Hawaiian culture
to several generations of students.”

Uncle Peli made the most of his 93 years. It was
a fulfilling life, one that warmly touched the
lives of many, family, friends, colleagues and
community members. The following ‘Ølelo
no‘eau from Mary Kawena Pukui is a fitting
tribute to a descendant of royalty whose service
as a Hawaiian educator will long continue to
inspire us:

Ke momole nei no ka mole o ‘˜.
The ‘˜ chiefs still adhere to their taproots.

The descendants of ‘˜ hold fast.





Mohala P. Aiu

Dr. Patrick Koon
Hung Charles
Pi‘imauna Aiu

My Dad, Patrick Koon Hung Charles Pi‘imauna Aiu, was cho-
sen as a Notable Hawaiian before I came on staff with ‘¯iwi
and before his untimely passing in October 2002. When I went
to his hospital room and said that he had been chosen to be fea-
tured in‘¯iwi as someone “notable” he said, “Who me? Let’s
talk about your grandpa—he was the one who gave us (my Dad

and his siblings) our inspiration.” Yes, my grandfather was truly
an inspirational man, and so it follows, was my father. Dad was

the youngest of 6 born to Eugene Kahoali‘i Aiu and Alice Apana
Aiu in 1939. His mo‘okË‘auhau goes back to Kona through

Kamehameha and the four KØhala chiefs. Dad was born and raised
on Kaua‘i, which he knew intimately as a hiker, hunter, and water

man, and which he loved dearly.

Dad was an island boy with big aspirations. First and foremost, he was a
healer. He wanted to be a doctor since he was in elementary school and he

never deviated from this goal. He had long, graceful hands which my grand-
mother knew were going to do great things, and therefore excused him from

yard work. He was talented, smart, and very kolohe. He graduated from Kapa‘a
High School in 1957. The principal during this time was Gladys Brandt, who
years later upon meeting my sister and me while we worked in Hawaiian health,
said, “Aiu…I know that name; I know your father, the boy with the ‘ukulele.
Kolohe that one, but so akamai.” He went to undergraduate school at Loyola
(before it was joined with Marymount) in Southern California. In his junior year
there he took the MCAT (Medical School Admissions Test) on a whim and was
accepted into the Oregon Health Sciences University in Portland. He didn’t like
the weather there and transferred to UCLA where he earned a medical degree in

obstetrics and gynecology.

Photo courtesy Georgia Meyer.

In Celebration of My Dad,
Dr. Patrick Koon Hung Charles

Pi‘imauna Aiu



He met and married my mom, Danita ‘˜mai-
kalani McGregor in California, a city girl from
Honolulu who was also Hawaiian. As a young
father, Dad helped deliver me, his third child,
when he was just 25 years old and not yet a
full-fledged medical resident. In 1966, not long
after I was born, he was drafted into the Army
and sent to Germany where he was assigned to
a medical unit in Munchweiler. We returned to
the U.S. in 1969 via an ocean liner from France
to New York. My father remained in the mili-
tary as part of the Army National Guard, where
he earned the rank of a Full Bird Colonel. 

My father was a good doctor and a gifted sur-
geon, which could have earned him money and
notoriety had he stayed in Honolulu. Instead, he
choose to return home and live and work on
Kaua‘i. Dr. Tom Grollman, who first met my
Dad in medical school and was both a colleague
and a friend, commented that he was one of the
best and most skilled surgeons he had the
chance to observe. “Most of us are predomi-
nantly right or left handed. Pat was remarkable
in his ability to use either hand with facility
while operating. My regard for his skill goes
beyond talk. My wife, Sachiko and I, are forev-
er grateful to Pat for bringing our two boys into
this world.” 

After training for his specialty, Dad returned
home to Kaua‘i in 1971 and joined Kaua‘i
Medical Group as the island’s first OB/GYN
specialist. In 1970, Kaua‘i had the highest infant
mortality in the state; by 1974, Kaua‘i had the
lowest. 

Dad was a quiet leader in all aspects of his life
with an amazing record of accomplishments.
During those years our family received many
gifts of appreciation. For who knows what—my
father never said. In all his dealings, he was
never known to break a confidence. As I
became a young woman, people would tell me
of things my Dad did for them as a doctor and a
friend. I never knew my father in his profes-
sional role until he had to stitch up my hand
when as a teenager I was accidentally cut on my

left hand with a knife. It was a pretty deep slice
and he was worried about muscle and nerve
damage to my only functional hand. I did not
know what he was thinking then—he never let
on a thing. I can only remember he and I in the
emergency room. He was very calm. He told me
exactly what he was doing in a very matter-of-
fact voice and I didn’t feel the need to be
scared. The scar is barely visible now and I had
almost forgotten about it until my Dad’s passing
when my cousins and I were sitting around the
table talking and comparing battle scars. 

I loved to go with my Dad to make rounds at
the hospital because that wasn’t all we did. We
would go for a jog on the beach behind Wailua
Golf Course—I walked, he jogged. After, we
always went for breakfast at Kaua‘i Surf or a
little diner here or there for Portuguese sausage,
eggs, and rice. Walking on the beach remains
my favorite activity and breakfast has become a
comfort food in my adult years.

Life was always an adventure with my Dad; he
went out and met challenges and opportunity
with enthusiastic zeal. We got lost and stuck in
tight situations numerous times. There were
hikes in KØke‘e that were supposed to last an
hour, but turned into eight. He would dress in
his old army fatigues and bring a machete in
case he had to clear new paths. I remember
coming straight up the steep ledge in back of
our house from the waterfall below—most of it
on his back. He took my brothers, each in their
time, hiking into Kalalau valley on Kaua‘i’s
remote and challenging NÅ Pali coastline. He
had a 4-wheel drive truck which only increased
the places we could go to. It was important to
Dad that we experienced life fully. We didn’t
own a TV until I was in 8th grade and when we
did we were hardly home to watch it.

My mother and father divorced while I was
attending high school on O‘ahu. Despite this
breakup of the family, he still kept close to his
four children, my oldest sister Pua, my older
brother Pi‘imauna, my younger brother ‘˜mai-
kalani, and me. He had other relationships and



two more children, Makani and Victoria. We
remained close to him through these years.
While we no longer lived on the same island
(and for a time, in the same state), Dad and I
were particularly close. After two years of col-
lege in California, I returned to Honolulu to
complete my degree at UH MÅnoa. Dad would
come to Honolulu once or twice a month, and
we would go to Keo’s when it was still in
KaimukÈ (where Starbuck’s is now). During
these years, I got to know my Dad not only as a
father, but as a valued friend. 

My father was a man of many talents. His fami-
ly is musical, and he was no exception. He
played the guitar, ‘ukulele, bass, and piano, and
had a melodious tenor voice. He was a wood-
worker who built things big and small, such as
model canoes, custom furniture, and houses. As
a little girl I would hang out with him down at
Kalapaki Beach where he would go scuba and
skin-diving with Leleo Kinimaka. They would
come back loaded down with fish and lobster.
He loved the water and was in his element
whenever he was around it.

In 1980, he got involved with the HØkËle‘a, the
premier voyaging canoe of modern times, which
brought back the proud legacy of non-instru-
mental navigation to the Hawaiians. He was the
ship doctor and sailed with the HØkËle‘a on sev-
eral voyages, such as the Voyage of
Rediscovery (1987), which took him to places
like the Cook Islands, Tonga, Western Samoa,
and Aotearoa. My Dad loved to sail. When
Nainoa Thompson spoke at Dad’s services, he
said that the rougher the seas got, the calmer my
Dad became. Sailing the Pacific, he was away
for long stretches of time while I was finishing
my undergraduate studies at UH. I heard from
him during finals. He called and said, “Hey Mo,
come to Aotearoa.” I didn’t think I could get out
of my finals, so I said no, even though he
offered to bring me down for the weekend.
While he said he’d see me at graduation, the
weather wasn’t cooperative, and the canoe land-
ed at Kualoa a few days after. While he brought
me black pearls from the Tuamotu Islands as a

graduation gift, I was just glad he was home
and safe. 

I talked with Dad’s friend John Kruse about
Dad’s life with the canoe, and about their
friendship. Dad first met John when he came to
our house to help build a hot tub. They became
lifelong friends who shared a love for the ocean
and a talent for building things. John said that
the cool thing about my Dad is that he was a
motivator. “He got people doing things. When
he spoke people listened.” We also talked about
my father’s superb skills as a cook. He could
cook anything for any amount of people. Before
he remarried, his house was always opened to
his friends and family, and people were always
there. In addition to his company, we got a hot
meal, some good music, and, more often than
not, lots of stimulating conversation. 

Dad believed in travel and broadening one’s
horizons. He sent me to Japan and Australia and
my sister to Greece and Italy. Even though he
passed before his time, he experienced all the
world had to offer. John Kruse put it best when
he said, “He was a warm, fast breeze that blew
right through life, and left too soon.” 

As a Hawaiian physician, Dad walked in two
worlds, a Hawaiian and a western one. Although
he usually found a balance, he struggled at
times to reconcile them. On one hand he was a
medical professional who carried a lot of
responsibility and authority at the hospital, but
he also stuck close to his roots as a Hawaiian
who practiced the values of aloha ‘Åina, and
aloha kekahi i kekahi. He was generous and
always willing to lend a hand. One example is
when I graduated from UH in 1987, and dad
had just returned from the south Pacific on
HØkËle‘a. Inviting the entire crew and their
families to his home, as well as all of his family
and friends, dad threw an impromptu graduation
party for me, combined with a “welcome home”
celebration for the crew, with lots of food,
music, and laughter. It was a great moment in
which his different worlds came together for a
few days, and it was a time of great cultural



interaction that I will never forget.

Many of dad’s friends I spoke with remember
the little things dad did. Sam Meyer shared the
following story: once I was doing yard work,
and accidentally cut my finger. It was pretty
deep. My wife Georgia drove me to Pat’s house
so he could take a look. He recommended
stitches, and called the hospital to let them
know I was coming from his house. Then he
said, “Wait—I’ll go get something for the pain;
I’ll be right back.” I said it didn’t hurt, but he
left the room anyway. A minute later he came
back with two ice cold beers. Later, he said to
stop by his office in about two weeks so he
could take out the stitches. 

Having a male patient in dad’s office must have
been something, considering he was an obstetri-
cian! Sam’s daughter Kamaile summed up dad’s
generosity well when she said, “he was always
just there, no matter what—whether it was to
kill a pig for a luau, help board up windows
during Hurricane ‘Iwa, show up with his woks
at [the annual Fourth of July] camp to cook for
everybody, or taking us to the beach at night to
show my sister how to use the star chart for her
Astronomy 100 class at KCC. That’s what we
miss the most, the little things that are often
overlooked and underappreciated.”

In the last decade of his life, Dad remarried and
distanced himself from his family and friends. I
missed his friendship and easy ways that
marked our relationship. When he grew gravely
ill, our family rallied around him. A lifetime of
memories passed between us as we saw him
through his illness. We thought we had weath-
ered the worst of his illness; after a month in
ICU and 3 weeks in Rehab, he was in recovery.
A kidney donor had been found, one of my
cousins, and Dad was building up his strength
for the surgery. We all had hopes for the best. 

How suddenly life ends. The memories linger.
My father gave a lot to others during his life.
I’ll remember his well-placed words of encour-
agement, his reassuring presence, and his many

talents. He left us way to soon. 

The following kanikau for my dad was com-
posed by my mom’s sister, my Aunty Daviana
PØmaika‘i McGregor. Each stanza represents
one of dad’s kids, from Pua to Makani. The
stanza about KØke‘e is my Aunty’s and cousin
Rosie’s memories of time spent with dad there.

He Hali‘a Aloha iÅ Patrick Koon Hung 
Charles Pi‘imauna Aiu

September 14, 1939—October 28, 2002 
Ua haku ‘ia e Daviana PØmaika‘i McGregor

U‰, u‰, u‰
Aloha e ku‘u hoa o ku‘u wÅ ‘Øpio
Hali‘a aloha iÅ ko kÅkou mau holo ana
Mai ka ‘Øili ana o ka lÅ i Kumukahi
A nÅpo‘o ana o ka lÅ i ka mole Lehua 
Aia e pili mau kÅkou i loko o ko mÅkou pu‘uwai

U‰, u‰, u‰
Aloha e ku‘u hoa i nÅ ala hele i Amelika
Kalaiwa ka‘a mai ka moana Pakipika a ka

moana Akelanika
Ua piha ku‘u pu‘uwai i ka mÅlie.
Aia e pili mau kÅua i loko o ku‘u pu‘uwai.

U‰, u‰, u‰
Aloha e ku‘u hoa o nÅ ala hele ki‘eki‘e o 

Mauna Loa
Aia ma luna o Pu‘u ‘Ula‘ula ua ‘ike nÅ hØkË 

lehulehu
Ka ‘Upena Makali‘i ka lamalama
Anuanu ka ili, a nÅ huna ahi i ka pØ uliuli
Aia e pili mau kÅua i loko o ku‘u pu‘uwai

U‰, u‰, u‰
Aloha e ku‘u hoa i ke ao ma ke one o NËkØli‘i 

Kau nÅ mea o ke ola kino o nÅ ‘¯iwi
Hawai‘i i ko kÅua mana‘o
Inu i ke kokoleka wela a nÅnÅ i ka ‘ikena o 

Kalapaki
Aia e pili mau kÅua i loko o ku‘u pu‘uwai
U‰, u‰, u‰



Aloha e ku‘u hoa ma ke ala hele i ka piko o 
Nounou

Kapa ‘ia kÅua i ka pØhaku honu
‘Ohi nÅ ‘Øhia ‘ai me ka wai nui
Aia e pili mau kÅua i loko o ku‘u pu‘uwai

U‰, u‰, u‰
Aloha e ku‘u hoa o Kalalau
Ua hele wawae ma ke ala o NÅ Pali o
luna o ke kai uli
Inu kÅkou i ka wai puna
‘Au‘au kÅkou ma lalo i ka wailele
Aia e pili mau kÅua i loko o ku‘u pu‘uwai

U‰, u‰, u‰
Aloha e ku‘u hoa i nÅ ala hele o KØke‘e
Me ka onaona o mokihana a me ka maile
Nalo ka mele o ka manu hele loa
Aia e pili mau kÅkou i loko o ko mÅkou 

pu‘uwai
Lele wale ka mana‘o
Lele i ka lewa, lele i ke kai

Amama, ua noa.

Cry, lament, sorrow
Farewell my dear friend of my youth
We fondly remember our many travels
From the appearance of the sun at Kumukahi
To the setting of the sun at the foundation of 

Lehua
There we will always be together in our hearts.

Cry, lament, sorrow
Farewell my dear friend of the pathways of 

America
We drove from the Pacific ocean to the Atlantic

ocean
My heart was filled in the gentle calm.
There we will always be together in my heart.
Cry, lament, sorrow
Farewell my dear friend of the steep trails of

Mauna Loa
There on the top of Pu‘u ‘Ula‘ula we observed 

the multitude of stars
The small eyed net shown brightly
Our skin was cold, sparks burned brightly in the

dark night
There we will always be together in my heart.
Cry, lament, sorrow
Farewell my dear friend of the morning on the 

sands of NËkØli‘i
The health of the Hawaiian people rested upon

our minds
We would drink hot cocoa and watch the view

of Kalapaki
There we will always be together in my heart

Cry, lament, sorrow
Farewell my dear friend of the trail to the center

of Nounou
We named the rock “turtle rock”
We picked the juicy mountain apples
There we will always be together in my heart.

Cry, lament, sorrow
Farewell my friend of Kalalau
We hiked on the NÅ Pali trail above the dark

blue sea
We drank the water of the spring
We bathed under the waterfall
There we will always be together in my heart

Cry, lament, sorrow
Farewell my friend of the KØke‘e trails
With the fragrance of mokihana and maile
Gone is the song of the wandering bird
There we will always be together in our hearts
The thought takes flight
It flies into the sky, it flies into the ocean
It is finished, it is free.



Hiko‘ulÅ HanapÈ
He Akua Malihini

He Akua Malihini

Pele and her family’s migration to Hawai‘i is an epic
story. Arriving at the northwest of the Hawaiian chain,
they discover that others have come before them. With her
sacred digging staff Paoa, she tests each island to see if it can
hold her growing fiery nature.





Keala‘aumoe Inciong

David Michael
Kaipolaua‘eokekuahiwi
Inciong

Note: The following piece is excerpted from a seven volume
autobiography currently being compiled and edited by the
author for publication.

My father, David Michael Kaipolaua‘eokekuahiwi Inciong,
was born the fifth of eight children to Benito Garcia Inciong
and Roselani Ho‘oipoikamalanai Gooman at KÈlauea, Kaua‘i
on December 6, 1918. Dad was appropriately named by his

maternal tËtË, Po‘oui Kanialama, who spoke fluent Hawaiian.
His Hawaiian name translates to “The Sweetheart Laua‘e Fern of

the Mountain.” In life, Dad wore his name like a lei around his
kino. 

During his early years, Dad was raised in KÈlauea, Kaua‘i, living part
of the time in Kahili with his maternal tËtË Elizabeth Po‘oui

Kanialama, who was famous for her activism in retaining her water
rights, and his Chinese akoon, Joseph Goo Ah Man. When he eventual-

ly went to China, TËtË Po‘oui refused to go, stating, “‘A‘ole Poi!” She
refused to leave her ‘ohana or her ‘Åina hÅnau.

Dad lived the idyllic days of his youth roaming around the ‘Åina with his broth-
ers and cousins, swimming in the ocean and punawai ditch, and climbing, hiking
and exploring. He’d help TËtË with the flowers and plants, in the taro fields, and
also with the animals. Sometimes he hiked up mauka to gather kuahiwi ‘Øpae.
He occasionally walked from Hanalei to Kalihiwai, a distance of about 5 miles,
as “cars were few and far between.” Dad would also participate in the many
hukilau which took place at Kalihiwai bay, which, “was known for large akule
hauls.” For his participation he was always given fish to take home. 

Photo courtesy Ke‘alaaumoe Inciong.

E Ku‘u Sweet Papa, Ko‘u Aloha iÅ
‘Oe He Mea Poina‘ole  



TËtË’s hale was located across the KÈlauea river.
Dad writes, “in order to get to and from TËtË’s
place we had to cross the KÈlauea river on a row
boat. We would holler from the top of the road
before descending to the river bank from a zig
zag foot trail. TËtË would row the boat across the
river to pick up the passengers, then row back to
other side.” One of my Dad’s cousins told me
that when people would visit TËtË they would oli
to her across the river and she would kÅhea back
to them. Then she would continue her oli while
rowing to pick up the lucky person(s) to take
back to her hale. Dad said, “From the river we
walked on paths along the banks of the taro
patches one side, and rice paddies on the other.
TËtË’s house was nestled at the bottom of the val-
ley. The house had a large veranda in front. We
used to gather on the pËne‘e in the late after-
noons where TËtË would say the night prayers.
When evening came, the kerosene lamps were lit.
There was no electricity in this remote area. At
the left of the house there was a honey bee hive
in the wall. To this day I don’t understand why
Akoon didn’t get the honey and get rid of the
bees, as they were just pests. We were occasion-
al victims of their sting.

In the front of the house which faced the river,
TËtË had her flower garden. Various colored
geraniums bordered the length of the front
veranda. In the evenings Akoon would sit on the
veranda and smoke his pipe and gazed towards
the river while the birds chirped and frogs
croaked.

About 100 feet to the south of the main house
was the cooking and eating house. Akoon did
most of the cooking using a cast iron stove. We
sat on wooden benches at a wooden table with
Akoon at one end. Before having dinner, Akoon
would pour himself a jigger of Chinese whiskey
and down it with a couple of gulps while we
watched with envy. On a number of occasions,
TËtË would take us to certain taro patches to
help harvest the curled, center part of the lË‘au
leaf. The lË‘au was cooked with salt salmon and
at times with chicken. From the river, ‘Øpae,
Åholehole and ‘ama‘ama crab were caught.

‘O‘opu was found in the taro patches as well as
bullfrogs. The beach was approximately 1 1/2
miles away for ‘opihi, limu and pÈpÈpÈ. We had
to carry drinking water from a spring located
about 100 yards northeast from the main house.
To get there, we had to travel across Akoon’s
watermelon and squash garden.

I remember pulling the strings with empty cans
tied to scare the rice birds from the rice fields.
My brother Joe was more effective when he
fired the rice bird gun into the air. The gun,
however, had such a powerful kick that Joe
sometimes found himself on his ‘Økole. My
brothers Joseph and Henry would sometimes
pack taro across the river, then load the taro on
a one-eyed horse named Daisy. She had to carry
the load, usually one full bag on each side of
her back, up the trail to the road at the side of
the valley, then proceed to KÈlauea.

Between the main house and cooking house was
a taro cooking oven near a small shack which
housed the poi pounding board, poi pounding
stones and other implements. After the taro was
cooked, our job was to peel the taro and clean
off the spots. Akoon and TËtË sat across each
other with the poi board between them. They
would fill a couple of large crocks with poi to
last a week. A stream ran in front of the eating
house where the vegetables and fish and dishes
were cleaned. There was a path between the
stream and eating house which led into a large
yard with a couple of big rose apple trees. The
chickens ran wild in this area and would roost
in the branches of the rose apple trees. Beyond
this large yard was a small shack where Akoon
kept his tools and hung banana bunches to
ripen. There were a few coconut trees in this
vicinity. From the tool shed were a couple of
taro patches leading to the pig pens. I used to
accompany Akoon as he cut honohono grass,
then cooked it with millet for the pigs. There
was one sow which gave Akoon a bad time, and
this is one of the few times I ever heard Akoon
cuss. Once the sow started to go for him and I
heard him yell, ‘Tam you, sona ka bitchee!’ as
he swung the hammer at the sows head.”



Dad’s early years embraced him with the won-
derful security of knowing who he was and
where he came from. He learned from his
kËpuna the fundamental values of the Hawaiian
essence of life, that of aloha for one another,
aloha ‘Åina, and the security in knowing that he
could always go home to his one hÅnau. 

Dad’s family lived in three different homes in
KÈlauea. The first was on the mauka side of the
main road when entering KÈlauea. Dad said, “ A
train track ran in front of the house. My older
brother Felipe, then 2 years old, was killed
while playing on the tracks.” The second home
was located in the middle of town, on the north
side of the road leading toward Kung Lung
store. Their neighbors on both sides were
Japanese. Dad wrote, “The neighbors to our
right pounded mochi each New Year’s Eve. It
was fascinating, especially the precision of fold-
ing the mochi while two pounders with wooden
mallets took turns without stopping. You kept
wondering when one of the pounders would get
the person folding the mochi. 

Our third home was on the same road near the
sugar mill and the carpenter shop my father
worked in. One of the better known activities in
KÈlauea was swimming in the ditch near the
Rapozo’s house in the main camp east of the
mill. There were so many kids swimming that
they looked like a school of mullets with their
heads bobbing up and down. Every kid would
claim utmost success if he could swim under the
low lying railroad bridge and hold his breath
until he was on the other side.

I learned to swim in KÈlauea at 5 years of age.
My brother Joseph just threw me in the water
and I had to sink or swim. I dog paddled to
keep afloat and from then on, it was no sweat.
I’m sure my brother Joseph was watching
intently to be sure I wasn’t in trouble.”

This would not be the first nor last time Dad
would bask in the affection shown to him by his
older brother. I grew up observing my father
with his brothers and sisters. How unique they

were in their relationship to one another! The
conservative outward show of affection com-
mon in Hawaiian-Chinese families was so much
different from my Hawaiian-haole mother’s
side. But nevertheless, the love and aloha for
one another on my father’s side was always evi-
dent. In his early years, Dad was never left feel-
ing unsafe. He knew his brothers, sisters,  and
parents were always there for him. He has
raised us in the same manner, for we always
knew he was (and is) there for us. How fortu-
nate we are. In this day and age, families are
continually changing, and many parents don’t
take the time to look to our past to find treas-
ured experiences and memories to pass on to
our children, so they can feel safe and support-
ed, and pass on this knowledge to future genera-
tions of Hawaiians. 

When my Dad was 6 or 7 years old he said that
the family moved from KÈlauea to Kekaha, or
“from an extremely wet climate to a very hot
one. From what I can gather, the plantation
manager at KÈlauea believed that my brother
Joseph wasn’t the best example for the planta-
tion. Joe was very fond of the cowboys and
whooped it up with them. His trouble was mild
in comparison with how youngsters act now.
Still, my father thought that it was best to move
from KÈlauea.”

Apparently Dad’s older brother, Joseph
Kanika‘io, known as “the bull” to friends, hung
out with the Hawaiian boys who lived outside
the plantation. The haole lunas didn’t appreciate
their presence, for they were the best horsemen,
spoke Hawaiian to each other, and laughed a lot. 

Uncle Joe was the second oldest, and the oldest
son. He was the uncle we followed down to the
beach to pick ‘opihi for family luaus. First we’d
watch the men kui ‘opihi, then all of us cousins
would kui ‘opihi under their watchful eyes. We
never ventured farther than they’d allow, and
always kept our eyes on them as they swam to
the rocks further out. While we knew that Uncle
Joe had a reputation as the toughest, brawniest
“Bull,” we also knew him as the easygoing



“‘opihi man.” We loved his sweet nature, and
enjoyed his great singing at family luaus, espe-
cially when he sang “Pennies from Heaven.” He
was always regarded with great love and affec-
tion, and he reciprocated the same feelings. No
matter where he was when we all arrived home
at Ha‘ikË, Uncle would always come straight
from work, lumbering in with that great big
smile of his, and come over and sit around with
us nieces and nephews to just talk story. When
Dad and Uncle were around each other, we
would sit and listen to them talk, joke, and
laugh. How we basked in their “love light.”
Later when my father’s ‘uhane would lele as he
passed from this world to the next, he often
dreamed of seeing an ‘Io flying. It was Uncle
Joe, Kanika‘io, coming to visit, preparing him
for his journey home...

I had a wonderful childhood living on O‘ahu in
the heights of Wahiawa. My parents created a
beautiful environment and home for us. Dad
planted two lauhala trees in the front yard,
along with hapu‘u ferns, Chinese, “ice-cream,”
and Bluefields bananas; poha, pØpolo, wauke,
mountain apple, fishtail fern, laua‘e (his fern),
various kinds of ti leaf, and flowers, all around
the house. He built a hot house that grew vari-
eties of lilikoi, and a big sand box with a roof
and walls for us kids. This became our neigh-
borhood headquarters and club house.
Reflecting back, I know Dad tried to give us the
same gift he had received growing up.

For many years Dad headed our family organi-
zation, Pukana O Kanialama, and headed the
family genealogy project, assisted by his
youngest sister Ku‘ulei. Even after being
“retired” from this position, in 1998 he directed
(by phone) my sister Lokelani in Kona, assist-
ing her with setting up the hotel and car reserva-
tions, bus tours, and activities. For his dedica-
tion, Dad was honored that year at the Pukana
O Kanialama Family Reunion in Kona. Dad’s
strong will and faith gave him the strength to fly
from O‘ahu to Kona to attend the reunion,
despite his failing health. 

Dad had photos of his younger sister Lillian and
his older brother Felipe, who both died as chil-
dren. Because Dad kept their photos and told us
his stories, we grew up knowing who they were.
One photo is of my mother standing on a
cement rubble pile when they went to search for
Aunty Lillian’s grave. “The cement rubble Ellen
is standing on is near the grave in Kekaha
Cemetery. Lillian’s grave is lost somewhere in
the Kekaha Cemetery because of Hurricane
‘Iwa, which, in 1982, covered this cemetery
with sand and shifted some grave markers
around. The kiawe stump at the right between
where she is standing and the grave at right
appears to be from the small tree which grew
just in front of Lillian’s grave. There was a two
strand wire fence that ran next to it. I remember
these things because it was my job to clean the
grave. My father boxed in Lillian’s grave with a
cement wall. I remember Lillian’s grave being
situated a couple of steps in front the kiawe
bush, which was the only kiawe bush growing
in this cemetery. Unfortunately, we have been
unable to definitely identify the spot.”

Dad spent wonderful days in Kekaha, but plan-
tation life influence and the colonialist attitude
of the plantation owners greatly affected his
family. Thus, they had to move once again, this
time from Kekaha, Kaua‘i to Ha‘ikË, Maui. This
is Dad’s recounting of the event. “It seems that
brother Joe was hanging around with a bunch of
Hawaiians who lived on homestead land and
were not subject to the policies of the plantation
managers. The plantation manager, Lindsey
Faye, was upset by disturbances in the commu-
nity and singled out Joseph because he was a
member of the plantation community. Well, the
plantation owners and managers ruled the plan-
tation as kings of the universe, and they consid-
ered all races other than haole as inferior. Their
words were law. My father must have been
called on the carpet several times to hear that
his son was a bad influence on the rest of the
plantation kids (again). Perhaps my father was
told if the situation didn’t improve, he himself
may face demotion from carpenter foreman to a
working carpenter. Again, as in KÈlauea, my



brother Joseph didn’t go outof his way to create
trouble, but perhaps disturbed the peace with
hilarious noises with his Hawaiian buddies in
their homestead area. So here again the
Hawaiian and haole culture clashed.

Why my father elected to go to Ha‘ikË, Maui I
haven’t the faintest idea. Perhaps he couldn’t
stomach sugar plantations anymore and decided
to work for a pineapple company for a change.
The whole family moved to first to NÅwiliwili,
where we temporarily settled with the Peahu’s
[my grandmother’s sister’s family]. Henry and
Joseph quit school to help the family out.”

When I think about the circumstance that sur-
rounded this situation of the ‘ohana having to
move yet again, I am reminded of the continued
displacement of our po‘e Hawai‘i, and the deja
vu of history repeating itself.

Dad said, “We left Kaua‘i in 1931. We stopped
over in Honolulu where Uncle George Gooman
took us on a tour around the city. He took us for
breakfast and Aunt Rose (Gooman) Warriner
hosted us for lunch. I remember the lei sellers at
the pier when we arrived and left Honolulu. 

Dad had many interesting experiences on Maui.
His elementary and middle school years pre-
pared him for outstanding achievement in many
areas in his life. “I attended Ha‘ikË School,
located in Pauwela about 3 miles from Ha‘ikË
Intermediate. During the time I was in Ha‘ikË
Intermediate, I was appointed JPO captain, was
foreman of the garden project, a member and
officer of FFA (Future Farmers of America), and
participated in athletics.”

Dad made friends easily, a trait that he would
have all his life. When traveling, all of his chil-
dren would inadvertently bump into someone
who knew him. One time I was on the Big
Island with my sister Lokelani, who sings at the
Maunalani Resort. After one of her breaks, she
introduced me to a local Japanese couple who
had come back because they liked her singing.
She had to go back on stage, so she asked me to

talk to them because they had found out that her
last name was Inciong. She told me that the
man had worked for Daddy, and as soon as he
heard the name he was very excited. He told me
that he had always remembered my father, who
had been his supervisor at Schofield. With tear-
filled eyes he looked at me and said, “You
know, your father was my role model; all these
years I have admired him. Even though he was
way up there, your father always treated us
good. Your dad was always pleasant, always
smiling. I own a Service Station in KaimukÈ and
have always though of your Dad throughout the
years and admired his ways as a boss. I learned
from him, and that is how I have tried to be in
my business and to my workers. He was my
role model.”

Dad graduated from Ha‘ikË Intermediate in
1935 with a diploma for agricultural studies; he
was 15 years old. He then applied to
LÅhainaluna to continue his agricultural and
academic studies. Dad’s time at LÅhainaluna
was the first time he ever lived away from
home. He was assigned to the Hitchcock towers
where “supposedly the good boys with high rec-
ommendations were housed. We boarders were
regimented by a daily schedule Monday through
Friday. We could have a weekend pass once a
month. Those who didn’t care for an overnight
pass were required to return to the dorm by
11:00 p.m. each night. Those who had animals
to feed could get someone to fill in their duties.
All the boys who were not on a weekend pass
were required to attend Protestant services
Sunday mornings. This was one of the problems
I faced. As a Catholic I refused to attend these
services and preferred to walk to LÅhaina town
to attend mass. For missing the services in
school on Sundays I received demerits which
consisted of one hour on the rock pile for each
Sunday I didn’t attended. 

I played barefoot football for a LÅhaina team
and was contacted by Coach Hogenthorn, the
football coach for LÅhainaluna High School. He
told me that he had watched me play and saw
that I had a good passing arm. He wanted me as



quarterback for LÅhainaluna. Naturally I was
interested and pleased. While this was happen-
ing, I was approached by John St. Sure, my his-
tory teacher, to play for the LÅhaina Senior
Soccer Team. He knew of me and our family in
Ha‘ikË. His brother Pete coached barefoot foot-
ball teams in Ha‘ikË and also hung around with
my brother Henry. John St. Sure would pick me
up after school, and he and I would practice
with the LÅhaina team; I would get back to
school in time for dinner.”

Aside from sports, Dad also had a talent for
speech and drama. His stage debut occurred at
an Arbor Day school assembly, where he says
his schoolmates “were impressed with my pres-
entation in pleading for the conservation of the
trees—especially our Hawaiian trees.” Later he
was the male lead in the play “For Whom the
Bell Tolls,” playing opposite the female lead—
the Principal’s daughter! Dad had fond memo-
ries of LÅhainaluna, and he had a special place
in his heart for the school and the friends he
made there. He always loved to sing
“LÅhainaluna,” the school song written by
Samuel K. Mo‘okini; he could sing, in his rich
baritone, all the parts of the traditional arrange-
ment; he even had the sheet music! 

But living so far from home was difficult, and
eventually Dad left to attend Maui High. Here
he was involved in sports, drama, and student
government. He lettered in football, baseball,
and soccer, and also played tennis, basketball,
and ran track until he graduated in 1938, while
also keeping active with the speech and debate
team. His Maui High “Silversword” yearbook
notes he was a “Gentleman, Athlete and
Scholar.” 

As a member of FFA (Future Farmers of
America), Dad was the first Hawaiian boy to
win the FFA’s public speech contest in Hawai‘i.
He says, “I entered the FFA public speaking
contest at the Territorial Convention in
Honolulu during Easter vacation 1937. The con-
vention was held at KalÅkaua Intermediate
School. I was fortunate to win first place in the

senior division.” There was a 5 step process the
contestants had to complete before being eligi-
ble to compete at the national level, thus, “By
the time the regional winner was selected there
would have been thousands of boys who had
competed in the public speaking contest. This
particular year, Riley Allen, Editor of the
Honolulu Star Bulletin, Mr. W.W. Beers, the
Department Head for Vocational Agriculture in
the Territory of Hawai‘i, and others, were push-
ing to have Hawai‘i be represented at the
national level; I was the guinea pig to see how
well Hawai‘i would stack up against the main-
land finalists.” 

The Hawai‘i delegates to the national finals,
Dad, Stephenson Ching, and Raymond Won
sailed on the Lurline to Los Angeles. Here they
boarded a Southern Pacific Railway train to get
to Kansas City, Missouri, the location of the
national finals. “On our arrival at Los Angeles
we were met by a Chinese movie extra related
to Stephenson, who took us for an excursion of
Los Angeles. After a full day there we boarded
the train. We made a few stops on the way east
to El Paso, Texas where Stephenson and I got
off to buy a coke. While we were having our
coke, we saw the train moving; it was heading
west, where we had just come from! We ran
down the track chasing the train, but it kept
moving away faster than we could run. In the
meantime, the switchman was yelling at us in
Spanish, which we didn’t understand. We were
in big trouble, with our bags in the Pullman
coach, and our chaperon fast asleep in his
berth...as we walked back we passed some pas-
senger coaches which somehow looked vaguely
familiar. We peeked in one from the platform
and saw Raymond still dozing. Boy! We scram-
bled into the Pullman coach and slid into our
berths. You can bet that there was no attempt to
leave the coach until we reached Kansas City.” 

When Dad arrived in Missouri, he made fast
friends with the other boys; “Sometimes on the
street the boys from the south would yell ‘Dave!
You all wait up for us!’ The ‘you all’ took
awhile to set in. On one occasion, several boys



from Texas were visiting. One of them was
intrigued with the zoris I was wearing. He tried
them on, then suggested I swap them for his
Texas boots. His boots were beauties made of
cowhide leather with black background and
white trimmings. He didn’t get any arguments
from me on the trade.” 

At the competition, Dad won one of the top
three places in the contest. He was quite amused
by all the attention he received when he came
back home a celebrity. Newspaper articles and
photos of Dad appeared in all the local papers;
he was the first Hawaiian to ever place in the
top three nationally, as well as the first
Hawaiian to ever compete in this event. He
paved the way for other local boys to represent
Hawai‘i in subsequent competitions. 

While Dad received college scholarship offers,
he turned them down in order to help his family
move from Maui to Helemano, O‘ahu. “After
graduation, I was awarded a scholarship to
attend the University of Hawai‘i-MÅnoa, and
Iowa State College at Ames, Iowa. A friend I
had made at the FFA Convention in Kansas City
invited me to reside with his family in Iowa.
His mother had suggested this invitation. But
because of the move from Ha‘ikË to Halemano
and the uncertainty of the situation, I decided to
remain out of school temporarily.

In June 1938, Hawaiian Pineapple Co. decided
to close the Ha‘ikË cannery and offered the
employees a choice to work on LÅna‘i or at
Wahiawa, O‘ahu. This move was a big surprise
to the community, because the Ha‘ikË
Plantation appeared to be a thriving operation,
and was supported by many private pineapple
farmers in the surrounding districts. It was sad
to see a spirited and closely knit community
being phased out.

My first job with Dole Pineapple was as a
pineapple checker. My job as a checker paid the
minimum of 25 cents an hour. This amounted to
$2.00 a day. This is what I made in 10 minutes
in later years! During this period there was no

pineapple picking machine. The men went into
the rows and plucked the ripe pineapples; each
had a special carrying bag for the purpose. The
pineapples were placed into this bag, and the
overflow tucked in the cradle of the arm. In this
manner 10-15 pineapples were carried to the
end of the row. The women and younger kids
cut the top and placed the pineapples, according
to size, into the crates. The size was determined
by the set of rings each packer carried. As a
checker, I counted the number of crates of no. 1
and no. 2 sized pineapples. Caution was taken
that the pineapples were below the top level of
the crates to prevent bruises during stacking on
the ground level, or when stacked on loading
operations. The inventory count was turned in at
the end of the 8 hour work day.”

Throughout his career at Halemano, Dad
worked as a truck driver, a tractor operator, a
dispatcher, a member of the pineapple experi-
mental group, and as a part-time office clerk.
He also participated in sports. “I played center-
field, left field and second baseman on the base-
ball team. I also played quarterback for the Dole
team. Kahuku was our main competitor.” 

Dad eventually left the plantation and took a job
at the Schofield Barracks Post Office. A few
months later he moved on to work for the
Raymond Pile and Concrete and Cement Co. at
the Pacific Naval Air Base in Pearl Harbor. It
was mid-1941, just prior to the attack on Pearl
Harbor. This is when Dad met Mom, the begin-
ning of our family. A few months later, one day
after his birthday, war broke out. 

“On December 6, 1941, Ellen and I went to the
Honolulu Stadium to watch the Fresno Bulldogs
play the University of Hawai‘i. It was a nice
day to celebrate my birthday. Imagine our sur-
prise when we woke up to the ‘boom boom‘ of
guns and aircraft flying low overhead. We were
cussing out the National guard for buzzing so
low on their maneuvers, until we turned on the
radio to hear Web Edwards saying, ‘Keep under
cover, this is the real McCoy!’ We went out to
the porch and saw a few planes circling over-



head with the big red ball marked under each
wing. Ellen and my in-laws went to Our Lady
Of Sorrows church about 3 blocks away. I
remained to watch the bombs fall over Wheeler
Field, while the machine guns chattered from
the Japanese planes. One Japanese plane flying
over Wheeler Field sort of swerved over the
Eucalyptus trees next to the Wilson bridge, and
crashed very close to the Hawaiian Electric sub-
station a few blocks from where I was watch-
ing. In the meantime, I saw a dog fight over the
pineapple fields north of Wahiawa. When Ellen
came home, we attempted to see the Japanese
plane that had crashed, but the police wouldn’t
allow us near it.”

I can only imagine what my family had to
endure during this time. My grandmother told
me that when the dog fights were over my
grandparent’s house on Makani Street, they had
to run for cover and use their bodies to shield
my cousin Arthur, who was only one year old at
the time. 

Later, Dad got a job with Hawaiian Dredging
and remained there until December 1945, when
he accepted a job at Wheeler Field AFB.
Eventually, both my parents got jobs at
Schofield Barracks. After this, Dad was promot-
ed several times, first to the position of Supplies
Management Specialist, and later to Closed
Loop Support Coordinator of the Pacific posi-
tion. Here he was involved in sensitive negotia-
tions and classified procedures with China and
Korea, and was the liaison between those two
countries and the U.S. Missile Systems, moni-
toring equipment and their deployment in the
Pacific Command. Dad headed a department
with over 600 employees during his 35 years of
work, before retiring in 1976. I know now that
Dad had to fight against racism in his job, but
despite this he was still recognized and promot-
ed because, as he would say, “You can’t keep a
good man down.”

Even in retirement, a time in which he could
have traveled and enjoyed himself, Dad worked.
He put off an operation (one of what would be

several heart bypasses) and worked at City Mill,
a job he held until my youngest brother graduat-
ed from high school in 1984. In the late 1980s,
he retired for good. He had wanted to work long
enough to ensure that all of his children finished
high school. He lived long enough to see half of
his kids graduate with college degrees. 

All together, Dad and Mom raised 11 kids.
Through it all, Dad never changed his priority
of ‘ohana being first. They raised us with
encouragement and love, instilling these
Hawaiian values within us all. The love Dad
and Mom had for us has been passed on to our
children. All 11 siblings share a very close rela-
tionship with our parents, and with each other.
While Dad has departed this earth, he left us
many valuable gifts, one of which is his
mo‘olelo, written longhand in his beautiful pen-
manship; his autobiography fills many albums
with stories from various segments of his life.
Through his actions and his stories, dad has
indeed left us with an incredible legacy which
will continue until we all meet again.

EPILOGUE

On September 8, 1999, the day after his 58th
wedding anniversary, Dad passed quietly from
this earth. He was 81 years old. My brother,
David Michael “Tane” Kaipolaua‘eokekuahiwi
Inciong II composed the following kanikau to
honor him, our ancestors, and the beloved
places they lived and played. This kanikau was
presented to Dad at his ho‘olewa.

Kanikau For Dad

Aia lÅ! Aia i luna!
Lele ka ‘Io!
Ke kani ka ‘Io
Kukala ana alo nØ ia

‘I...O ‘I...O

E hele mai nØ ia i ka‘ili ke Ali‘i
Kaipolaua‘eokekuahiwi
He inoa ‘ala



Ka ipo laua‘e ‘ala o Makana
Ka‘ili ‘ia mai nÅ mea aloha

Kupu o ka ‘ohana 

NÅ Inoa mai Tahiti:
Kinikahikiainoa noho me ka wahine Po‘oui 

Pahane
Ke Keiki Kanialama noho wahine Ka‘ohuaino 

Kaianui
Ke keiki Ho‘oipoikamalanai noho kÅne Benito 

Garcia Yn Sheung

Ke Keiki Kaipolaua‘eokekuahiwi
Kapu o ka ‘ohana nØ

Kaianui noho wahine NÅkahili
He kama mai ka hale o Kanialama
Ka lima o nÅ kama ‘o Ho‘oipoikamalanai
He lei aloha o nÅ kËpuna e ho‘oheno ai
‘Ele‘ele Waipahu, ho‘opanopano i ka ua
Kulu ka waimaka

‘U‰ ka ‘Øpua nÅ waimaka o ka lani
Ka ua maka ko‘i o Kahili
Ka ua nui loko o KÈlauea
Ka ua Lanipili o Kekaha
Ka ua Pe‘e PË Hala o NÅwiliwili
Ka ua ‘Awa o Ha‘ikË

Ka ua Lanipa‘ina o Ulupalakua
Ka ua Lehei o Makawao
Ka ua Pa‘upili o Lele
Ka ua Po‘ai Maunalei o LÅna‘i
Ka ua KËkalahale o Honolulu
Ka ua koko o Wahiawa
Ho‘owiliwili ka ua i ka ‘ino

I ke pË kÅkou i ka luhi i nÅ lÅ Iaui a‘e
He hana maika‘i kÅu

Pau kau hana, pio ke ahi
E ola ‘oe i loko o ko mÅkou nÅ pu‘uwai
Ke aloha iÅ ‘oe he mea poina‘ole
Ke Akua pË me ‘oe

‘U‰ mÅkou no ‘oe e ho‘i wale nØ...lilo ‰!
E ho‘i, ho‘i aku a noho ke akua

Ua noa, a ua noa, elieli noa
E ola ana ‘oe i ka pono o ke akua 
Hele pË me ke Akua
Au‰! Aloha ‰! Aloha ‰!
Aloha nui loa iÅ ‘oe

There! Up there!
The Hawk flies
The sound of the Hawk
Proclaiming its Presence

‘I...O ‘I...O

It comes indeed to whisk away the chief
The-sweet-natured-lover-of-the-mountain
A fragrant name of good reputation
The fragrant Laua‘e fern of Makana
Snatched from the loved ones
Offspring of the family
The names from Tahiti:
Kinikahikiainoa was with the woman Po‘oui 

Pahane
The child Kanialama was with the woman 

Ka‘ohuaino Kaianui
The child Ho‘oipokamalanai was with the man 

Benito Garcia Yn Sheung
Their child Kaipolaua‘eokekuahiwi
Sacred to the family
Kaianui was with the woman NÅkahili
Child of the house of Kanialama
The fifth child of Ho‘oipoikamalanai
A beloved lei that the grandparents cherish
Waipahu is black, darkened in the rain
The tears fall
The clouds weep the tears of heaven
The adze-edge rain of Kahili
The heavy pouring of rain of KÈlauea
The heavy cloudburst of Kekaha
The rain of NÅwiliwili that makes one hide in 

the Hala Grove
The cold bitter rain of Ha‘ikË
The sky crackling rain of Ulupalakua
The leaping rain of Makawao
The pili grass soaking rain of Lele
The rain surrounding Maunalei, LÅna‘i
The rain that announces itself to the homes of 

Honolulu



The heavy rains that turns streams red-brown in 
Wahiawa

The rain that swirls in the storm
We all know the burdens of the past
You have done good works
The work is done, the fire is extinguished
You live within our hearts
The love for you will never be forgotten
God be with you
We cry, for you who went alone...gone!
Return to abide in God
Freedom, yes, a freedom complete
Life shall be thine in God’s righteousness
Go with God
Alas! Farewell! Farewell!
Great is our love for you!





Leslie Keli‘ilauahi Stewart

Dr. James
Kapaeali‘i Scott

Nestled below lush MÅnoa valley stands one of Hawai‘i’s pre-
eminent and enduring academic institutions, Punahou School.
Founded in 1841 for the purpose of educating the children of
missionaries, Punahou officially ended its exclusive admis-
sions policy ten years after its creation. Since that time,
Punahou has accepted and matriculated a broad cross section
of Hawai‘i’s diverse island community. In 1994, Punahou
School welcomed home one of their own, Dr. James Kapaeali‘i
Scott, to succeed retiring President Roderick McPhee. So how
did this local boy from WaimÅnalo become the leader of one of

Hawai‘i’s oldest and most prestigious private schools? 

Today, it seems more often than not that “Hawaiian education” is
too narrowly identified as being either a charter school, immersion

school, or Kamehameha Schools. More accurately, “Hawaiian edu-
cation” includes Native Hawaiians contributing to the broader field

of education as an educator anywhere and everywhere. Like many
Hawaiians, “Jim” Scott has been on a personal journey in understand-

ing who he is as a Hawaiian and what his kuleana is to the Hawaiian peo-
ple. His responses are thoughtful and reflective and the lessons he passes

on through example are enduring. While spending his undergraduate years
at Stanford University, Scott found himself more aware of being Hawaiian,

stating, “I was at Stanford during the time when people wanted to honor their
ethnic heritage. The Asian and Native American groups lobbied for me to join
their dorms and clubs. I went to Pow Wows and learned a lot about other cultur-
al groups. When the Native Americans asked what tribe I belonged to I said the
‘Waimanalo tribe.’ I figured I was a ‘Nalo boy,’ so that must be the tribe I
belonged to. I grew up aware of being Hawaiian, but it wasn’t until I moved
away from home to go to school that I really began to think deeply about what
that meant. When you reside on the mainland, other people want to talk about
your Hawaiianess. For many, there is a romantic notion of Hawai‘i that our

Photo courtesy Punahou School.

Punahou’s Native Son



tourist industry promotes. I think most people
assumed that I was further along in my journey
of understanding what being Hawaiian meant
and expected me to have a clearly defined
answer.” 

Like many Hawaiians who move to the main-
land temporarily or are born and raised there,
Scott found himself isolated from the conversa-
tions and political upheaval centering on
Hawaiian rights and identity. When Scott decid-
ed to further his education with graduate school,
he soon discovered that the Federal Government
did not consider Hawaiians to be Native
Americans. Although there was money set aside
for Native Americans, there was none set aside
for Native Hawaiians who wanted to further
their education. So in 1988 he traveled to
Washington, D.C. to join Kamehameha Schools
Trustee Myron “Pinky” Thompson, Neil
Hannahs and many other Hawaiians to testify
before Congress for passage of the Native
Hawaiian Education Act. There, Scott and oth-
ers shared how difficult it was for Hawaiians to
further their education. 

Despite the many challenges Scott has faced
throughout his life, the lessons he learned from
his parents, Joseph Kapaeali‘i “Buddy” Scott
and Shirley Moss Scott, would prevail. “My dad
is a graduate of Punahou School. He earned a
scholarship to attend Punahou and he truly cher-
ished his experience there. He developed long
lasting friendships with many of his classmates
and valued the learning experiences that
Punahou provided. He decided a long time ago
that he was going to do whatever it took to
ensure that we were provided for, and that all of
his children would attend Punahou. I spent my
entire education here, from Kindergarten
through 12th grade.” 

After graduating from Punahou, Scott’s father
attended Stanford University. Scott said, “My
father graduated from Stanford. He attended
Stanford for his freshman year, but when World
War II broke out, like so many men his age, he
went to war. Following his service to our coun-

try he then completed his education at Stanford
through the G.I. Bill.” After graduation, Buddy
Scott returned home and began working. He
sold cars with Jimmy Pfleuger on the Windward
side of O‘ahu for a period of time before land-
ing a job with Hawaiian Tel. Both of Scott’s
parents were career employees of Hawaiian Tel.
Scott says, “Although my mother didn’t attend
college, she was a proud graduate of Roosevelt
High School. She never failed to point out that
Roosevelt was an ‘English Standard’ School
when she went there are a student. My mother
worked for Hawaiian Tel for 25 years before
retiring.”

When discussing his family, Scott shares that
his father was the son of James LÈloa Purdy, but
was hÅnai to the Scott family. When the hÅnai
tradition began coming into conflict with
Western values in the early 20th century, Scott
believes that the stigma of being “hÅnai” left an
emotional and psychological scar on his father.
“For years my father had been very angry and
had clearly cut himself off from the Purdy side
of the family. I think he felt badly not knowing
who his real father was. He identified very
strongly with being a Scott and would tell us,
‘you are Scotts.’ Shortly before his death in
1988, Scott’s father urged him to get to know
the Purdy side of the family. “When dad got
older, he told my brother and me that there was
a side of the family that wanted to get to know
us and we should get to know them. Eventually
my brother changed his name to Purdy-Scott.”
Since returning to Hawai‘i in 1994, Scott has
gotten to know many of his extended ‘ohana
from the Purdy side of the family.

Upon earning his Bachelor’s degree from
Stanford University in Political Science, Scott
began his career in education that would eventu-
ally lead him back to his alma mater. He has
been a history teacher, baseball coach and aca-
demic dean at the Robert Louis Stevenson
School in California. He has served as an under-
graduate admissions officer for both Stanford
and Harvard Universities. He has earned his
Master’s and PhD in Administration, Planning



and Social Policy from Harvard University.
Prior to Scott’s Punahou presidency, he was the
headmaster at The Catlin Gabel School in
Portland, Oregon for nine years.

While his resume is impressive, the path he has
chosen to steer Punahou School in the 21st cen-
tury is more interesting. While Punahou is wide-
ly recognized as a world class college prepara-
tory school. It is not enough that it is a leader in
academics. According to Scott, Punahou is striv-
ing to include the unique, island culture that its
student body represents. He says, “Most of
these kids will go on to become community
leaders. Ninety percent of our graduates go to
school on the mainland. What will their connec-
tion be to Hawai‘i and its people? What is
Punahou’s role in the community? What is our
kuleana to our neighbors? How do we, as a
school inculcate the cultural values that make
up our island state?”

These are tough questions that Scott has brought
to the table with the Punahou staff and faculty.
Approximately 30 to 40 faculty and staff from
across all disciplines have come together to
work on defining this vision. While many of the
families and students are actively involved in
building a community at Punahou, Scott would
like to see kids thinking about their roles in the
communities they come from. Ultimately, the
question the vision team is focusing on is “how
will Punahou School meet the community’s
needs and take an active role as a private school
serving a public purpose?” To meet this vision,
Punahou has recently begun construction on the
Luke Center for Public Service. While it has
been a long standing component of the Punahou
curriculum for students to take part in commu-
nity service projects, Scott envisions the com-
munity service component as a way to help fos-
ter social responsibility and a sense of commu-
nity. “One of the strengths of Punahou is the
sense that this is your neighborhood. Kids spend
a lot of time on campus, participating in a wide
range of activities. Students and their families
are very proud to be a part of Punahou. At the
same time it is also a weakness because many

of the students are taken out of the community
they live in, and thus identify more with the
school than where they come from.”

To further this mission of community spirit,
Scott has discussed the future partnering with
other middle schools within the MÅnoa area for
community service projects. Connecting with
Washington, Stevenson and Kawananakoa
Middle Schools, and eventually Roosevelt and
McKinley High Schools is a goal that Scott
would like to see happen in the near future.
Beginning in Summer 2005, Punahou will inau-
gurate the Partnerships Unlimited Educational
Opportunities Program or PUEO. The purpose
of the PUEO Program is to target public middle
school students in the geographic area surround-
ing Punahou who possess high academic prom-
ise but have limited economic opportunities.
Students finishing the sixth grade in their
respective public schools will be allowed to
attend Punahou’s Summer School Program for
free. Students selected for the program would
have to commit to taking summer school cours-
es for three consecutive years. Courses would
include intensive writing and math skills pro-
gram, which students would be enrolled in for
the three years they are a part of the program.
“The idea for this program,” Scott says, “is to
help public school students make college a
viable option for them following high school.
After the three years attending PUEO’s summer
school courses, students would be mentored by
Punahou students throughout their next four
years of high school.” Punahou’s PUEO
Program is a bold and progressive step in
Hawai‘i’s educational system, as it is unprece-
dented for a private educational institution to
make such a long term and meaningful commit-
ment to students outside their own student body.
Hopefully, it is a move other private educational
institutions will be encouraged to implement.

With the construction of the new Case Middle
School at Punahou, there is also a new approach
to housing a multi-dimensional Creative
Learning Center from the 6th through the 8th
grades. A Performing Arts Center with a theater



is planned for the 6th grade, and a Center for
Creativity, Invention and Entrepreneurship at
the 8th grade. A Hawaiian Cultural Center is
planned for the 7th grade, and is meant to tie in
with the 7th grade component of Hawaiian cul-
ture and history. But Scott also states that the
Hawaiian Center is meant to be a resource for
all grade levels from Kindergarten through 12th
grade, not just for the middle school students. “I
would like the Hawaiian Cultural Center to be a
gathering place for students, faculty and parents.
For those students taking Hawaiian language, I
see the center as a place for the older students to
help the younger students. Of course this would
be a place for our hula hÅlau to practice, where
preparations for our annual HolokË Pageant to
take place. We’d also like to bring in communi-
ty speakers and artists for guest lectures and
workshops. There are so many people that vol-
unteer their time here. At some point I would
like to see those individuals hired as adjunct
faculty.” When asked about the Hawaiian
Center, Scott explains that the Campbell Estate
donated a $2 million dollar gift towards the
completion of the new Case Middle School,
asking that the Hawaiian Center be named
Kuaihelani, in honor of the Hawaiian matriarch
of their ‘ohana, Abigail Pinepine Kuaihelani
Campbell.

Scott has tried to expand the Hawaiian experi-
ence at Punahou since he came board almost ten
years ago. Four years ago, Hawaiian language
became a part of the foreign language depart-
ment to satisfy one of the school’s graduation
requirements. Since Punahou has a strong elec-
tives system, student interest determines the
variety of courses taught at the high school level
(grades 9 through 12). In recent years, more stu-
dents have opted to take Hawaiian Studies and
language courses than before. Scott has encour-
aged the incorporation of Hawaiian concepts
and themes across the curriculum, commenting
that “The challenge is not to add on another
requirement, but to build on what we already
have that is working, and incorporating
Hawaiian concepts, values and ideas into the
curriculum.” One example of this which Scott

shared is the gathering of water samples from
MÅnoa stream and at the Ala Wai canal to fur-
ther quantitative analysis by students in their
science classes. When applying the Hawaiian
concept of MÅlama ‘ıina to this science lesson,
the students begin to connect stewardship of the
land with caring about the community in which
you reside. Again, the spirit of community fel-
lowship resounds with Punahou’s head man in
charge.

Scott went on to discuss the possibility of creat-
ing an outdoor campus site for students to have
an even greater hands-on approach to their
learning. Students already have the opportunity
to work in taro lo‘i and fishponds on the
Windward side of O‘ahu, but what Scott would
like to see someday is a permanent venue for
Punahou students and staff to utilize across their
curriculum. “I see that there is an even greater
potential to bring different strands such as
Environmental Studies, Hawaiian Culture,
Science, and so much more with an outdoor
campus,” Scott said. “The ancient Hawaiians
embraced sustainability and the idea that you
only use what you need today and preserve
more for the next generation. Ultimately, it
would be a wonderful addition to have a perma-
nent location to integrate these ideas in an out-
door setting.” What Scott envisions is a re-cre-
ation of a complete ahupua‘a system from
which students can learn. Since this would be
very difficult on the urban campus, Punahou is
currently looking to secure a site off campus
and make this educational vision a reality.

Jim Scott gives the impression that he is a man
who sees his job as just beginning. As the issue
of Hawaiian sovereignty came up in the course
of our conversation, Scott thoughtfully respond-
ed, “Sovereignty in the literal sense means
‘independence.’ There are many ways in which
one can be independent. Gaining as much
knowledge as one can, whether it be through
traditional institutions or by self-learning,
makes one intellectually independent. By hav-
ing a wide range of knowledge, a person can
draw their own conclusions, make informed



decisions and have thoughtful opinions. Having
a good education behind you can also give you
financial independence, the means to gainful
employment. I think my greatest contribution as
an educator is to seek this idea for all of our
kids, but especially our Hawaiian kids.” 

As a father to two young children, perhaps the
greatest goal in his life is to insure that his chil-
dren are unconditionally loved, nurtured and
culturally grounded. The approach that he has to
parenthood is the same approach that he has to
guiding the future generations of Punahou
School graduates. The lessons of perseverance,
appreciation and giving back to your communi-
ty were lessons that James Kapaeali‘i Scott
learned from his parents. These valuable lessons
are what he, in turn, wants to instill in his chil-
dren, and in the children who walk the halls of
Punahou School.







KÅkau
He aha ia mea he Hawai‘i?

Writing on the Run

Lufi A. MatÅ’afa
Luteru

KÅkau

Musical tapping
Broken skin carving essence

Teeth sink in
Conjuring up protection

Etching ancestry ma luna o ka ‘ili
Kukui, light of knowledge

Soot embedded into one’s skin
As he taps, prayers are sent to your kËpuna

Embrace your destiny
Teeth bite, penetrate your na‘au

A hØ maila iÅ ‘oe ka na‘auao
Silent witnesses behind the master

As he taps, they sing praises
Eternal is the mark that carries the seed

Seed of enlightenment
Light of understanding

You are a vessel of your ancestors
A perpetuation of the bones of your mÅkua

One of pride,
One of pono

You are an eternal etching
Carrying the history of your people

EØ



He aha ia mea he Hawai‘i?

We are people of the land
Worshippers of many glorious Gods

Origin of true aloha
Master navigators

Symbiotic beings of nature
Children of PapahÅnaumoku and WÅkea

Siblings of HÅloanakalaukapalili
Discovered by greedy kanaka ‘‰

Subjugated at the hands of covetous 
transgressors

Innocent recipients of horrendous, 
defiling diseases

Wahine sterile, lost heirs—
He aha ia mea he Hawai‘i?

Generations wiped out, nalowale—
He aha ia mea he Hawai‘i?

Ali‘i misled by whispered promises of
fortune—

He aha ia mea he Hawai‘i?
Introduced to a foreign God by the ‘black box’

people—
Hea aha ia mea he Hawai‘i?

Mouths taped, backs beaten—
He aha ia mea Hawai‘i?
Mother tongue silenced.

Resurgence of hope by sovereign, 
pride-filled youth

Voices awaken, na‘au stirs to life
Emerging out of pØ

Ancestors speak again, history is shared—
ma ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i

Wahine speaking to their unborn children—
ma ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i

Keiki utter their first words—
ma ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i 

‘¯lelo haole eradicated!
WÅkea once again showers his son HÅloa

in untold numbers of lo‘i kalo
We are kÅnaka maoli on the verge of revolution!

Writing on the run

Get up in the morning—
Spam, eggs over easy, rice washed down

with POG,
Pick a plumeria bathed in morning dew,

mahalo iÅ ‘oe.
Sun rising, feel the warmth on my skin, 

mahalo e ka lÅ.
Jump in the car, swapping country for city as
Many children wait for the school bus:

Kids kicking the gravel and dirt,
Kids staring sleepy-eyed at the hot black 

pavement,
Keiki picking his nose,
Keiki wiping away maka piapia,
Keiki crying for his mama,

Tired mama taking tired children to school 
on foot, lost in thought,

“Why didn’t he come home last night? 
How am I going to pay the rent this month?
Hope my EBT comes in…”





Mauna Kea
Testimonies

Introduction

Hawai‘i island’s Mauna Kea is a wahi kapu, a most sacred
place to the Hawaiian people, in part because it is the piko of
our pae‘Åina where the bones of ali‘i and their kahu are
buried. It is also home to over 70 identified ‘ahu or shrines,
numerous heiau and other sacred sites, many endangered
species like the native Wekiu bug, and the spectacular lake
Waiau. It is also the site where 13 observatories housing 24
telescopes (some rising over 100 feet in the air) have been
built, along with a cluster of support buildings, to house
scientists from 11 countries, including the United States, in
their pursuit to unlock the mysteries of astronomy and the uni-

verse. Since 1968 these international scientists, led by the
University of Hawai‘i’s Institute for Astronomy, have been able to

view the heavens from what is said to be the most “premier astro-
nomical site” in the world. Each participating country, (including

the UK, Japan and Canada), pays the state $1 per year to operate
amidst the Mauna Kea Science Reserve, an 11,288 acre area of land

leased since 1968 by the University of Hawai‘i from the State of
Hawai‘i for use as a scientific complex. Their lease will end in 2033. 

Balancing Mauna Kea’s scientific and astronomical uses with the preser-
vation of cultural and natural resources is the subject of an intense battle

being fought today over the future of the sacred mountain. While scientists want
to expand their use by building additional telescopes and viewing structures,
Native Hawaiians and environmentalists are pushing to stop further develop-
ment in order to preserve important historic and cultural sites, as well as the
integrity of the sacred, open space, as well as to protect endangered native
species, and keep the island’s main water aquifer pure. Organizations such as
K A H E A — A Hawaiian Environmental Alliance and the Royal Order of
Kamehameha I, have pointed out that a mandatory Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) has never been done for any of the projects atop Mauna Kea.

This, they say, puts the community and the mountain’s habitat at risk of contam-

Photo courtesy of Puhi Pau and NÅ Maka o ka
‘ıina Productions.



ination from highly toxic substances used by sci-
entists as well as the human and construction
waste they produce by simply occupying the 
summit.

To address this issue, the Mauna Kea Science
Reserve Master Plan, spanning 20 years, was
created by the University of Hawai‘i’s Board of
Regents in June 2000. In addition, the Office of
Mauna Kea Management was formed by the
administration of the University of Hawai‘i at
Hilo to oversee the master plan. Its mission is to
protect the sacredness of the mountain from fur-
ther desecration wherever possible, and to miti-
gate and minimize any detrimental effects that
may be suffered from the existing uses by the
scientific community. The Master Plan is an
update and extension of the 1983 Mauna Kea
Science Reserve Complex Development Plan,
which critics say was not implemented properly,
failing to protect the mountain from over-
development.

Kahu KË Mauna, a council made up of
Hawaiian cultural resource people, also arose
out of this process. Their mission is “to develop
Hawaiian programs that educate and preserve
the Hawaiian culture; to make Hawaiian pro-
gram recommendations to the Mauna Kea
Management Board (MKMB) and assist in
implementation; to integrate the foundation of
Hawaiian culture into scientific education; and
to establish a marriage between Hawaiian and
Western scientific culture.” They serve as advi-
sors to the Board’s deliberations and give the
community a voice in the management of the
mountain. 

The community’s voice now rises in opposition
to the addition of more telescopes being pro-
posed in a $50-million dollar project funded by
the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA). The new project calls
for 6-8 new “outrigger” telescopes, meant to
enhance the viewing of the existing W.M. Keck
Telescopes. In response, in April 2002 the Office
of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) filed a federal law-
suit to force NASA to prepare a comprehensive

EIS and deny them a Conservation District Use
Area permit (CDUA). But in August 2003, the
State Board of Land and Natural Resources
(BLNR) denied OHA’s request to block the proj-
ect, instead allowing it to proceed while it con-
ducts more hearings on the management plan.
Meanwhile, U.S. District Judge Susan Mollway
has ruled on the contested-case hearing, deter-
mining that a new environmental assessment
must be conducted, as the previous one was 
“insufficient.”

The following testimonies are from KÅnaka
Maoli and representatives of Hawaiian conser-
vation groups who went before the BLNR in
March 2002 to voice their opinion against the
further destruction of ka wahi kapu o ka lÅhui
Hawai‘i—our sacred mountain. 

Chad KalepÅ Baybayan

I am not an astronomer; my deep interest with
the sky comes from the many years I have spent
on the decks of Hawai‘i’s large voyaging canoes
plying the ocean between Hawai‘i and the
islands to the south.

On HØkËle‘a’s last voyage home, with several
days of foul weather and thick clouds that
obscured our search for land, it was Mauna Kea
that broke through the darkness of night and
first welcomed us home. At that moment it was
easy for me to recognize why my ancestors con-
sidered that mountain to be so sacred; its sheer
size seemed to reach up and touch the doorstep
to the heavens. That night, under this spectacu-
lar starry sky what was also clear to me was that
Mauna Kea, that sacred mountain, was also



framed by an equally sacred sky, and as I
looked around me there stood a group of peo-
ple, men and women of differing cultures and
beliefs, that were also a part of that sacred rela-
tionship that existed between the sky and the
mountain.

The richness of the story of the Polynesian sea-
farer is not in the example of how they used the
stars to guide them to these islands, but about
how they used exploration to make the impor-
tant discoveries that allow communities to grow
and survive. It is out of that spirit of exploration
that I approach the use of Mauna Kea by a glob-
al community of explorers. The exploration of
deep space and the essential discoveries that
have and will continue to be made will have a
direct impact on the survival of all inhabitants
of this planet. The benefits of those discoveries
are unselfishly shared and the knowledge gener-
ated has no political boundaries.

On the basis of the importance of exploration I
support the applicants’ request to extend the
current physical footprint of the W.M. Keck
Observatory facility through construction of the
six outrigger telescopes, the result of which will
greatly enhance the product of their research
efforts. For Big Island residents, astronomy is
an environmentally clean industry and there are
both economic and educational benefits. I con-
tinue to urge the BLNR to scrutinize all future
request from applicants. Although the scientific
research is of global importance, Mauna Kea is
becoming very crowded and without constant
diligence we may forever destroy the cultural
and natural resources that make the mountain
sacred. I would urge the applicant, that when
their facility and the technology is antiquated
and no longer any use, that they maintain the
ancestral tradition of this by restoring your site
to the natural state you found it in.

I would like to repeat my request that the BLNR
grant this applicants’ request. Like my own per-
sonal history and that of my Polynesian ances-
tors, exploration is generational and we all have
a collective stake in its success.

Clarence Kahikina Ching

I am Clarence Ching, a Hawaiian, and I am
speaking in opposition to the application for a
CDUA permit by the UHIFA on behalf of
NASA’s Outrigger Telescope Project.

To begin with, the UHIFA is not the proper
party to make the application. Since the UHIFA
is NOT one of the principal and supposedly
responsible parties in the project, one wonders
why it has decided to submit this application.
Such behavior is definitely out of order. Not
only does it have a conflict of interest as an
agent of the University of Hawai‘i, the lessee of
the ceded lands known as Mauna Kea, but it has
ventured into an area that is akin to misrepre-
sentation, deception, and fraud.

Can any Joe Blow who has no legal responsibil-
ity for such a project as that contemplated here
come along and submit an application, without
any of the procedural safeguards in place, and
expect to have the application approved? The
Institute lacks the privity necessary in order to
carry out any legal functions as hoped for here.

The Application is not unlike a bride’s mother
going down to City Hall to apply for the bride’s
marriage license. Everyone knows that the bride
has to show up in person and be a signatory to
the application.

The Application should be cursorily rejected
without further deliberation.

However, to humor the possibility of this
attempted fraud, arguments have been raised
that the Mauna Kea Outrigger Telescope Project
is a Keck project and not necessarily one that is



bought and paid for by the US government.
However, NASA, the primary source of funds
for the project, is an agency of the US federal
government. Therefore, all necessary procedures
for federal projects must be complied with.

Regardless of whether or not a determination of
a finding of no significant impact has been
made, because of its “federal” participation, a
full federal EIS is required. 

In the absence of a federal EIS, an application
by anybody for a CDUA permit is out of order.
To even contemplate granting the permit with-
out requiring an EIS is grossly irresponsible.

The legal findings of the PASH case, which
went before the Hawai‘i State Supreme Court
requires all state agencies—of which this Board
is a part—must do everything in its power to
protect and advocate for Hawaiian rights and
culture.

Before the BLNR can pronounce any kind of
judgment on the Application, it has the respon-
sibility to ascertain that all requirements and
procedures for granting a use permit are com-
plied with, with full legal and moral responsibil-
ities being assumed by proper parties.

While certain past actions and non-actions of
this Board have been the subject of negative
criticism by the State Auditor, you, as members
of the Board, must do the right thing. The
Sacred Temple must be protected. 

Noa HelelÅ

Aloha! My name is Noa Teale Haehu Kaukawai
HelelÅ and I want to stop the telescopes from
being made. My first point is the Wekiu bugs. I
like them a lot and I am a Hawaiian keiki and I
want them to be alive when I grow up! They
have an antifreeze in their blood and they’re
endangered. Building telescopes will destroy
their homes! So please don’t build any more 
telescopes!

My second point is that 24 doesn’t equal 1! Just
because you are making twenty-four telescopes
in one unit doesn’t mean it’s one telescope, it’s
still twenty-four telescopes!

My third point is that you adults keep telling us
kids to share, but how to do we learn how to
share if you don’t share? So how about sharing
some of those telescopes with each other and
then maybe you won’t have to build any more.
And maybe you can share with us but we don’t
really need any so you don’t have to give us
any, but if you do we will select where to put
the telescopes not NASA! Since you can have
telescopes in every country of America, you
should let other places have them where the
people want them to be too. And we don’t want
them to be on Mauna Kea!

My fourth point is that it’s a very beautiful,
sacred mountain and although I like science and
have my own telescope it’s not right to put even
one telescope on that mountain!

KAHEA

My name is Cha Smith and I am testifying on
behalf of KAHEA: The Hawaiian-
Environmental Alliance. We are formally
requesting a contested case hearing on the issue
of a CDUA permit. This hearing would allow us
an opportunity to present documented evidence
of potential problems with NASA/UHIFA proj-
ect that have not been adequately addressed by
the applicant. 

We believe that the permit bust be denied for
numerous reasons. Primarily, the applicants
have not met the legal requirements in order to
adequately assess the very real threats to the
environment and to cultural rights on Mauna
Kea. For example, there is no cultural impact
statement that addresses the potential impacts of
this proposed project.

In addition, federal law requires NASA to com-
plete a site-specific EIS that addresses potential



impacts to cultural resources and rights, identi-
fies environmental threats, and addresses cumu-
lative impacts from the construction of four to
six additional telescopes. A legal challenge to
the Finding of No Significant Impact is current-
ly underway, making this permit premature. 

Mauna Kea serves as the zenith of the Hawaiian
people’s ancestral connection to Creation and of
the spirit of Creation. The summit of Mauna is
the sacred temple of the Supreme Being. Mauna
Kea holds the burial grounds of the highest born
and most sacred ancestors.

Currently, there are 25 telescopes with the sup-
port structures for a total of 36 on the summit.
The new Mauna Kea Management Plan allows
for between 40 to 60 additional telescopes. In
30 years of systematic development on Mauna
Kea, no federal EIS has ever been completed,
even though many of the telescope projects
have been publicly funded. The State has no
idea what the cumulative impacts of this indus-
try have been, or what mitigating factors should
be required to insure our public trust resources
are protected. Serious potential threats to the
environment include the transportation, storage,
and disposal of hazardous compounds, includ-
ing unknown volumes of toxic solvents and sig-
nificant amounts of extremely hazardous ele-
mental mercury. The Mauna Kea aquifer, locat-
ed just below the very vulnerable gravely soil,
is a central source of water for the entire island.

The impact on the Natural Area Reserve lands
and on the fragile and extremely endangered
Wekiu bug have not been adequately assessed.
Without an adequate and comprehensive envi-
ronmental assessment or a full, publicly
reviewed assessment of the impacts to cultural
and religious resources, there should be no per-
mit to build.

It would be irresponsible for the State to ignore
the real threats to our groundwater resource and
the legal requirements of this federally funded
project. To do so would jeopardize our public
trust resources.

Kani Keana‘aina

As a Hawaiian religious practitioner, my spiritu-
al endeavors are violated by the past desecration
that has been sustained on the top of the highest
point of sacredness, Mauna Kea. The BLNR
must deny the sacrilegious blasphemy, which
NASA whishes to continue by their request to
build 6 more telescopes. Approval of 6 addition-
al telescopes will constitute the further annihila-
tion of traditional and customary religious prac-
tice of Hawaiians. It is offensive and abhorrent
that numerous telescopes exist on Mauna Kea.
They should be dismantled. The Vatican or
other revered holy sights are not allowed to be
desecrated. Respect for Hawaiian religion
should be upheld. Discrimination of religious
sanctity perpetuates genocide to Hawaiian reli-
gion and spiritual exertion. Is ‘Hawaiianness’
only a commodity to be sold and prostituted?
Let this Board set a precedence to uphold jus-
tice to Hawaiians—indigenous people deserve
full recognition of their religiousness!

In the Apology Resolution, signed by Congress
and President Clinton, it is stated that the
Republic of Hawai‘i ceded 1,800,000 acres of
Crown, Government and public lands of the
Kingdom of Hawai‘i without the consent of or
compensation to the Native Hawaiian people of
Hawai‘i or their sovereign government. Mauna
Kea comes under the above definition—of hav-
ing an apology for theft. In good conscience, the
BLNR should understand the ramifications of
perpetuation of stolen lands by granting permis-
sion to build 6 telescopes. Therefore, “Just say
‘NO.’” Mahalo.

Bernard Keliikoa

Aloha! Please uphold righteousness for the
Hawaiian people who have experienced for
more than a century continued unjust treatment
in their homeland.
—The religious rights of Hawaiian people are
defaced by the continued desecration of Mauna
Kea.



—Increased excavation and the spreading of
more asphalt and concrete would not be allowed
upon the holy grounds of the Sistine Chapel.
Please stop the atrocity of the rape and pillage
of Mauna Kea.

The correct decision to deny NASA’s permit can
rectify the numerous past injustices and sacrile-
gious acts that have taken place on sacred
Mauna Kea. The alarming statistics that engulf
the Hawaiian people? The highest rates of dia-
betes, heart disease, cancer, juvenile delinquen-
cy, substance abuse, poverty, teen pregnancy,
violent juvenile crime and the disproportionate
number of Hawaiians incarcerated is reason to
rethink the blatant disregard to Hawaiian reli-
gious rights. Genocide is perpetuated as tele-
scopes are deviant to Hawaiian religious rights,
therefore, I implore this board to disprove
NASA’s request to construct six telescopes.

Paul Neves

Aloha KÅkou. The Royal Order of Kamehameha
I, Moku o Mamalahoa, Heiau o Mamalahoa
Helu ‘Elua requests a contested case hearing
with regards to the CDUA permit presently
before the BLNR of the State of Hawai‘i.

Overwhelming testimony to stop the further
development of Mauna Kea was heard over and
over again year after year in so called hearings
before the University of Hawai‘i’s Board of
Regents. Despite the public outcry against the
universities plans for further development, the
university still approved “their” plan, after dou-
ble-digit revisions. We as chiefs could not then,
or now, ignore the pleas of the people. So we
commissioned Mauna Kea Anaina Hou, directed
by Ms. Kealoha Pisciotta, to create a people’s
plan to incorporate all of the rights and stake
holders concerns without any further develop-
ment. That plan was initiated on December 11,
1999 right here in Keaukaha, and completed on
September 10, 2001. The report is called
“Mauna Kea – The Sacred Temple,” and insures
that concerns of Native Hawaiians and the gen-

eral public are addressed, including, but not lim-
ited to, issues of education, health, navigation,
astronomy (native and western), the Wekiu bug,
water management, and other environmental
concerns. Authority and enforcement issues are
also addressed in our report. Forty-five million
dollars annually is in the proposal which does
not come from the taxpayers of Hawai‘i, but
from present use of Mauna Kea’s telescopes.
Again, all of this without further development, a
Board with spiritual, cultural and political teeth
is responsibly formed and the plan also seeks a
solution for the eventual removal of all struc-
tures and the restoration of the sacred landscape
of Mauna Kea.

The Royal Order of Kamehameha I wishes to
partner with the rights holders, and extends
ALOHA to the stake holders in a comprehen-
sive effort to reverse this tragic history of dese-
cration: $1.00 per year rents, un-permitted
buildings, irrevocable leases, thefts of sacred
artifacts and properties, the disturbing of graves,
the closing of public roads by un-authorized
persons, mercury spills, commercialization of
our sacred temple, and the denying of gathering
rights and recreational use by Native Hawaiians
and the general public. All of this and more has
been un-checked for almost forty years.

The Royal Order of Kamehameha I, Moku o
Mamalahoa, Heiau o Mamalahoa Helu ‘Elua,
mindful of this tragic history, says to you now:
DENY this permit, and together with the people
of Hawai‘i, let us take care of our lands and nat-
ural resources for our children and the peoples
of the whole world. Educational opportunities
by desecration is NOT education at all.

The Royal Order of Kamehameha I, Moku o
Mamalahoa, Heiau o Mamalahoa Helu ‘Elua is
aghast by the University of Hawai‘i’s plan to
further desecrate our sacred site. We question
their motives and their rationale. We are further
appalled with a two million dollar offer of miti-
gation which goes right back to the same
University. This two-million dollars is from a
Federal Agency, NASA, which has budgeted 14



billion dollars of tax payers money annually.
Over the next four years, this amounts to 56 bil-
lion dollars. Comparatively speaking, the two
million dollars of mitigation money over four
years sounds like a $1.00 or nothing deal all
over again.

The Royal Order of Kamehameha I, Moku o
Mamalahoa, Heiau o Mamalahoa Helu ‘Elua,
having been formed by His Majesty King
Kamehameha V in 1865 to infuse patriotism
and loyalty to the Kingdom, continues to recog-
nize the existence of the Kingdom of Hawai‘i.
Since the United States illegal occupation of
Hawai‘i in 1893, we realize that the United
States and its entity, the State of Hawai‘i are
bound by International Law and principals in
the governance of our people, land and natural
resources. The Royal Order of Kamehameha I
does NOT submit to your authority, for we can-
not by treaties that bind us both. But under
duress, we encourage you to do what you are
appointed to do and take care of the land and
natural resources, especially Mauna Kea. The
United States, through the Apology Bill,
Kaho‘olawe, the PASH case, and other deci-
sions recognizes that a Hawaiian Nation will
come to pass. That is why we question the pass-
ing of jurisdiction from the State of Hawai‘i to
the University.

In closing, we of the Royal Order of
Kamehameha I, for the record, wish to make
you aware that the people of Hawai‘i are being
set against each other because of the tainted
political processes of the past and present.
Money is being offered to our people who are
under duress and that offer of money is confus-
ing their spiritual, cultural and political founda-
tion. We will resolve to continue to object local-
ly and internationally the mitigation of our
national heir to the promises of financial gain
and power.

Mauna Kea, our sacred temple, is NOT for sale.
Neither are our children, our culture, or our
nation. Mr. Chair, again DENY the permit and

let’s begin on a pono path and raise the stan-
dards of ALOHA.

Laulani Teale

Aloha KÅkou. I am writing today as a Kanaka
Maoli cultural student and practitioner, a Public
Health practitioner, a mother, and a person who
loves both the land and the people of Hawai‘i
and all of the Earth very dearly. I ask that, with
all due respect to the University of Hawai‘i and
its associates, the CDUA for this project be
denied.

Since 1992, I have been deeply involved in cul-
tural practice in HÅlawa Valley on the island of
O‘ahu. Much of this practice has involved
efforts to protect the sacred features of that val-
ley from destruction by the H-3 construction
project. I pray that the horrors I have witnessed
in HÅlawa have been, in some way, part of a
learning experience for the State, and that this
Board will therefore be extremely cautious in
granting permits to destructive projects in such
sacred, unique, and fragile environments in the
future. Mauna Kea shares all these characteris-
tics.

In HÅlawa, I have witnessed blatant violations
of CDUA permit conditions. I have seen broken
giant electrical transformers dumped en masse
on the roadside and in the streambed; trash-
filled freeway runoff illegally channeled into
fragile aquatic habitats and areas of water-based
cultural practice; and blatant violations of native
access rights. I have also seen brutal, though
sometimes unforeseen, impacts resulting from
actions that were entirely permissible under the
conditions of the CDUA permit. I’ve watched as
the pueo have disappeared form the valley. I’ve
seen them at night, confused by the bright lights
of the freeway, diving into H-3 traffic in com-
plete bewilderment. I’ve watched the native for-
est recede up the mountain slopes at an alarm-
ing rate, chased by impenetrable weeds from the
freeway project. And I’ve stood in the valley as
our sacred view of the heavens—gauged by 
little-understood stone markers—was perma-



nently (at least as long as the precariously-
designed freeway continues to function) obliter-
ated by towering cement pillars and blinding
electrical lights.

Had the CDUA for the H-3 freeway been
denied, or had the Board members at that time
at least insisted upon the inclusion of conditions
which would have held the project to more
stringent standards and guaranteed truly effec-
tive monitoring and protection of the ‘Åina as
well as the practice rights and input of cultural
stakeholders and ‘ohana, tremendous losses
would have been prevented. Once the Board
granted the CDUA permit, it lost its fundamen-
tal ability to protect the land and its resources
from devastation.

Mauna Kea is a place which is also very dear,
and very sacred to me. It is a blessed place for
all of the peoples of the Pacific, and there is
only one mountain of its kind in the world we
know. I do not doubt that some amazing discov-
eries are made through NASA’s telescopes, but I
guarantee that no amount of searching the heav-
ens will ever reveal another Mauna Kea. We
have ONE chance to protect this beautiful and
fragile place, and you as members of the BLNR,
have before you the opportunity to hold back
the destruction of that mountain in a very signif-
icant way. Such an opportunity, and such a
responsibility, will not come before you like this
again.

This is a momentous time in human history. We
are coming to the realization that our survival
depends upon our willingness to look honestly
at the choices we make, and our ability to take
the needs of all beings, as well as the land itself,
into very serious consideration in order for
future generations to thrive. The wise people in
this modern society are beginning to understand
that the wisdom and practices of ancient cul-
tures—whether academically comprehensible or
not—must be protected and nurtured for the
long-term benefit of all people.

I sincerely honor you as Board members for

your willingness to volunteer your time in order
to ensure the protection of the land. I believe
that you understand the importance of the deci-
sion before you. I respectfully await your
response to Mauna Kea’s needs, and to the
needs of all of humanity’s future generations.
Mahalo Nui Loa.

Mililani Trask

I am presenting this testimony in opposition to
the CDUA application for more telescopes on
Mauna Kea. I served on the first Mauna Kea
Community Committee, which recommended
against any further development of Mauna Kea.

Mauna Kea is a wahi pana (sacred place). It is
the location of several sacred sites, and is cur-
rently used by Hawaiians, including myself, for
worship. In Hawaiian cultural terms, Mauna
Kea is Wao Akua—dedicated to sacred uses and
reserved to the gods. Wao Akua are not consid-
ered to be part of the lands for human use. If
you research the land division of Hawai‘i
Island, you will see that all ahupua‘a and land
districts on Hawai‘i link to Mauna Loa. Because
Mauna Kea is Wao Akua, the boundaries of the
land districts on our island avoid po‘owai, or a
waterhead. The deities of Mauna Kea—Poliahu,
Lilinoe, and Waiau—are female water forms.
These deities are benevolent and life giving.
The religious significance of the mountain has
been the topic of a report entitled, “Mauna
Kea—The Temple: Protecting the Sacred
Resource” by the Royal Order of Kamehameha
and Mauna Kea Anaina Hou who are cultural
practitioners who utilize the mountain. This
report provides alternatives to the proposal sub-
mitted by UHIFA and NASA for Mauna Kea.



When Mauna Kea was first developed, Federal
and State regulations for historic site preserva-
tion, endangered species protection, wastewater
disposal and toxic natural disposal were
bypassed. In fact, to date no federal EIS has
been undertaken. The state should not issue any
permit until the federal EIS is completed, and a
full assessment of potential negative impacts of
the development has been completed. There are
already several telescopes on Mauna Kea. They
were all constructed in violation of State and
Federal law.

Mauna Kea is a po‘owai—it is the headwaters
or primary aquifer for Hawai‘i  island. Because
there is inadequate sewage disposal on the sum-
mit, human waste and other effluents leach into
the porous soil and enter the groundwater.
Hazardous solvents and hard chemicals, includ-
ing elemental mercury, are used by the tele-
scopes. We cannot afford to have these types of
toxic and hazardous materials get into our
groundwater.

These concerns have been voiced by the com-
munity repeatedly for over 30 years, but no
effort has been made to address and resolve
these issues. In 1968, we asked for a compre-
hensive master plan, which would ensure that
cultural and environmental issues would be
addressed before construction proceeded.
Instead, the State allowed the construction of
“one observatory and support structures” and
promised that cultural and environmental stud-
ies and inventories would be done. The con-
struction proceeded, but the issues remained and
the cultural and environmental concerns were
ignored. In 1983, we again raised these same
concerns. The 1983 Master Plan was filled with
promises—it allowed for the construction of 13
telescopes by the year 2000, but failed to
address cultural and environmental issues. By
2000, IFA and the state had allowed the con-
struction of 24 telescopes (11 more than
allowed under the 1983 plan) and infrastructure
for 36 more telescopes. The new plan allowed
for a minimum of 40 more telescopes and 

support structures, increasing the number to 76 
telescopes.

In the meantime, Hawaiian sacred places and
sites of worship have been destroyed. It is no
wonder that Hawaiians have successfully lob-
bied OHA for funding to sue the project if this
permit is awarded.

The States that use Mauna Kea—the US,
France, Canada, the UK, Japan, etc.—pay $1.00
per year lease rent. This does not compensate
our state or its people—including Hawaiians—
for the “use” of Mauna Kea. NASA has a budg-
et for 14 billion dollars, but has failed to pro-
vide funding to address cultural and environ-
mental issues.

The CDUA application should be denied until
these issues are resolved. Funding needed for
solutions should come from the current user
states and NASA. Litigation is not what we
need—we need a good faith effort to be made to
protect this significant and precious resource for
all of Hawai‘i.

Keomailani Van Gogh

My name is Keomailani Von Gogh. I am sub-
mitting this testimony to ask you not to approve
the CDUA application for the NASA project
submitted by the University of Hawai‘i. There
has been enormous opposition to this project
since its beginning. There are numerous prob-
lems that have not been adequately addressed.
First of all, there should be no further develop-
ment on Mauna Kea at all. This is a Temple, a
Church of the Hawaiian people. We hear those
who want to build more and more that they
understand the sacredness of this place, but still
they insist on building.

This and other developments on Mauna Kea
threaten our water table, for astronomy is not a
clean science as claimed. They use mercury to
float their mirrors, because mercury is non-com-
pressible. They use numerous other toxic chemi-



cals to clean these mirrors. On a site visit to the
Keck telescopes I and II, an astronomer showed
us how they clean the mirrors with chemicals,
which are rinsed off with water and washed
down a drain. Their human waste is flushed into
a septic tank leach field, a system which has
supposedly been approved by the State Depart-
ment of Health (DOH). I find this unacceptable,
as Mauna Kea sits on the aquifer for the Big
Island. If this system was approved, then the
DOH should review their standards. Where does
the Environmental Protection Agency come in?

Another problem is the reduction of the native
Wekiu bug population, which has been reduced
by 99.7%. We cannot risk the lives of the .3%
remaining for the sake of astronomy. There have
not been enough studies done on the bug.
Moving their habitat and making it three times
bigger, and then hoping the Wekiu will move
itself there is grossly inadequate planning. There
mitigation plan for the Wekiu is worthless.

When I go to pray on Mauna Kea, while stand-
ing on the summit, I cannot turn and face the 4
directions without seeing those telescopes. Ahu
(shrines) have been removed, taken by a UH
employee hired to “manage” the mountain. Our
Aunty’s ashes were thrown and scattered with
other objects put with the ashes. How many
other shrines has he desecrated?

Astronomy is a science that does not search to
find the cure for cancer, AIDS, diabetes; it does
not feed the hungry, or house the homeless.
They already have the world’s largest and best
telescopes in the world. We have shared and
compromised enough. Fred Chaffee has said,
“Where better to nurture the fascination of
space than Mauna Kea?” I say, a fascination? At
the expense of a whole species? A church? The
public is saying NO. I am saying NO. No more. 





Mauna Kea Lele

Anakura Melemai

Once again, NÅ KÅnaka Maoli
are being swept aside

Colonialism’s oppression,
Continuance of GENOCIDE

Mauna Kea’s summit covered
with telescopic “eyes”

Continuous expansion and building
deadened to all cries—

STOP!

E – X – P – A – N – D – I – N – G
and taking for economic and ego’s sake

Mauna Kea’s physical and spiritual beauty
Her Kapu—Sacredness demised

OVERTHROWN AGAIN!!!
by Western GREED, Haoles aggrandize

Motivated, supported by their titles— 
documented paper trail strides

Ravaging, desecrating Mauna Kea’s
Kapu sites, our lawful and religious rights

Mauna Kea is OUR plight
We stand IKAIKA for OUR rights

NÅ Akua’s ALOHA and guidance protects
Against your might



Hawaiian voices proclaim
yet are seldom adhered to

Ignoring our Constitutional rights
IGNORANT of our views

Promoting foreigners scientific, 
non-cultural ties
Built from falsities and economic LIES

God on their money is their culture—they try!
and bury Mauna Kea alive with telescopic eyes

1893—the first Overthrow
many more since then

Taken over by greed,
again and again and AGAIN

Who does it benefit, pushing Hawaiian
ways aside?
Not caring if Hawaiian values LIVE or DIE

Mauna Kea’s our link to Ancient Ones STILL
Stand STRONG, Nı KıNAKA with 
Nı AKUA’S love and will.





Uncle Kaulana Gives Wun Speech
NÅ Moku ‘EhÅ

Joe Balaz

UNCLE KAULANA GIVES WUN SPEECH

I want to get all of your attention today
foa wun very important issue,
and dat issue is sovereignty!
And dis is da main ting I want to say about it—
Sovereignty is wun good ting,
if we can just figure out wat it is.

I know wat you tinking
heah’s anadah guy talking about sovereignty,
but wat he going do foa me?
Da question is not wat I going do foa you,
da question is wat you going do foa yourself!

No be wun babooze

In 1989 I had the opportunity to be the editor of Ho‘omÅnoa:
An Anthology of Contemporary Hawaiian Literature, which
was the first collection of its kind comprised entirely of ethnic
Hawaiian writers creating work predominantly in the English
language. Subsequently, I was also a contributing editor on the
advisory board to Hawai‘i Review: Aloha ‘ıina a similar col-
lection which was published later that same year. In both cases
I was glad to contribute as an editor to the continued develop-
ment of contemporary Hawaiian literature. 

I share the same philosophy of contributing to a broader
Hawaiian literature with my own writing, which varies in styles

from American English and local Pidgin text to visual concrete
poetry and performance music poetry.



and just sit on your ‘Økole
waiting foa everyone else
foa do something.
Do it yourself!
Participate!
And I talking mainly about
all of you fair weadah Hawaiians—
You know who you are!
You like to go to da canoe race
and hula festivals,
but wen come to da hard stuff
like Hawaiian politics,
you about as brown as Snow White!
But dis is no fairy tale, people!
Cause we talking about wun movement
and dat movement is moving!

True 
it’s not always moving 
in da same direction,
but nevahdaless, it is moving,
and dat, my friends,
is bettah den nutting.

Nobody said it wuz going to be wun picnic—
You gottah invest your time and energy!

Let me put it dis way—
Da sometimes heah
sometimes deah
back and forth feeling
dat you going get about sovereignty nowadays,
is just like da stock market.
Sometimes da market stay up,
sometimes da market stay down.
Sometimes you feel like wun bull,
sometimes you feel like wun bear.
But as long as you stay willing
foa take wun risk and invest,
ovah time you going score,
and you going come out ahead.
And coming out ahead
is wat we all striving foa.
I know many of you
out dere are listening to me right now
and saying to yourself,
Okay Uncle, sovereignty,
but, wat da stuff going look like?

You heah all dis talk 
about different kine models.
Nation within wun nation, 
State within wun state,
you don’t know wat kine model
foa choose.

Nevahmind all of dat now!
Da idea is foa tink small
but at da same time, tink big.
Let me give you wun analogy, li’dat—

Da kine model we need
is like da kine model airplane
you used to make
wen you wuz wun kid—
(dats if you wuz wun boy. If you wuz wun
girl, well, you gottah tink of wunada analogy).
But, anyway
just like dat model airplane
you going patiently put all of da pieces 
togettah.
And wen dat model airplane stay pau,
you going hang ‘um up on da ceiling.

And den you going make wunada wun.
And your friend going make wun.
And his friend going make wun.
And his friend’s friend going make wun.
And before you know it,
da whole ceiling going be full of airplanes,
and we going have wun dynamic ceiling
instead of wun floor!
Hanging up deah in da sky,
wun Hawaiian air force
foa support da ground troops!
Dat’s da kine of collective model you want!
And dats da kine of model we need!

If we could be in control,
anyting is possible!
Believe it!
Hawai‘i going be different!

We going grow taro instead of pineapples,
and Hawaiian and Pidgin going be
da official languages of da land.



Tourists going be confined on tour buses,
and dey not going be allowed out of WaikÈkÈ
without wun visa.
You not going see dem anymoa on public buses,
and I talking mainly about da Circle Island wun
wheah dey take every available seat,
making all da local people
stand up aftah work.

And da guys you love most,
da military,
going pay substantial rent,
and dey going follow our rules—
All dere maneuvers
going be held in California.
And wen dey stay in Hawai‘i,
aloha print going be mandatory
and incorporated into all of dere uniforms.

Changes like dese
are coming, people,
coming down da road
as fast as wun stolen Honda.

But you know
even wit all of dis new found optimism
and ideas about da future,
we still get our critics,
especially from dose people dat not Hawaiian
who came from da continent.
Dey like to say dat we cannot organize
and handle our own affairs.
Dis is wat I have to say about dose people—
No give me anymoa of dat “crab in da bucket”
syndrome,
telling us Hawaiians 
dat we just like crabs in wun bucket
always pulling ourselves down.
Crabs in wun bucket?
How’s about lobsters in wun pot?!
Dats wat Congress in Washington is!
Everyday you get Democrats and Republicans
trying foa stab each adah in da back!
How’s dat foa working togettah!

It’s wun struggle all da way around, people,
and it’s not easy,
but confrontation is necessary.

And sovereignty is something we all going
have to deal wit,
today, tonight, or wen ‘Ewa.

Wen ‘Ewa, brah.
Wen ‘Ewa makes wun move,
NÅnÅkuli and Wai‘anae going follow.
Wen ‘Ewa stands proud,
‘Aiea and Waipahu going be right behind.
And da feeling going spread 
from WahiawÅ down to Waialua and Kahuku 

side,
right around da island to KÅne‘ohe and PÅlolo.
And den da neighbah islands going join in,
and sovereignty 
going be on da television news
and in all da newspapers.

And as dis glorious movement
grows strongah and strongah,
through all da rain, thundah, and whitewadah
and watevah else dat may develop,
I want all of you to remembah
watevah side of da fence you stay on,
dat sovereignty means
nevah having to say you’re sorry.

And as I finish my speech today,
I know dat all of you going do
watevah you going do—
But no be afraid to do
wat you tink is right.

Aloha nui loa,
and eh,
mÅlama da pono!

Nı MOKU ‘EHı

Way down inside,
I always knew why
I had wun affinity
wit da land of da rising sun.

And now,
several anthropologists
like confirm da reason



wit wun new theory: Dey say
dat wen
some of da ancient Polynesians
wen begin to migrate
out into da Pacific,
dey wen start furdah up north
in Asia
den previously believed,
wit da taught
dat dey wen pass through Japan
and wuz deah
way before da Japanees.

Eh, I could’ve told ‘um dat,
cause all dat info stay stuck
deep in my collective memory, brah.

I found all dat out
wen I wen meditate.

Somehow,
wit relaxed breathing
and without drugs,
I wen realize
dat I could tune in
to my ancestral heritage
foa contemplate
da long look back.
And all at once,
like coming through wun tunnel,
everyting wen look different,
and I could see
cherry blossoms
falling,
wit beautiful Mt. Ke‘oke‘o
in da distance—

—NÅmoku‘ehÅ,
da four islands,
dat’s da original name
foa Japan, brah.
It used to be wun nice place,
but cuz,
wen da wintah wen come,
wuz too damn cold!
Dat wuz wun of da reasons
we wen hele on!

Plus, our chief Maka Nui,
who wuz also our best navigatah,
and who wasn’t too crazy
about da cold weadah eidah,
wen figgah
dat if we could find
dis place off of da Asian continent,
den maybe get adah places
out deah too!—
—And bettah yet,
maybe da adah places
stay moa warm.

Wat amazing vision,
cause Maka wuz right.

You heard
of da Bermuda Triangle, eh?

Well,
Maka Nui and da Polynesian ‘ohana,
wen embark
on wat became known as 
“Da Great Pacific Boomerang.”

First,
he wen sail us
from NÅmoku‘ehÅ
into da far unknown,
all da way to wun place
he wen name aftah his fadah—
—Hawai‘i, brah,
wheah warm weadah
and wun nice suntan
wuz happily discovered.

Den,
high on success,
Maka wen take us
on wun unbelievable dig
from Hawai‘i,
to wun island
off da coast
of wat is now
known as Chile.
He wen
name da place
aftah his cousin



on his madah’s side,
Rapa,
who wuz wun
unreal stonecuttah.

From deah,
confident in his moves,
Maka wen head south
from Rapanui,
and wen find
on da horizon
wun new land
undah wun long white cloud.
He wen stick out his tongue in excitement
and shouted, “Aotearoa!”— 
unknowingly
naming da place
right on da spot.

Next,
wit da quest of moa islands
in his eyes,
Maka
wen sail up north
and came upon Tahiti,
named foa his madah,
wheah
da first bottles
of Tahitian beer wuz brewed,
to honor da occasion.

And finally,
from Tahiti,
using his magnificent
navigational skills,
Maka Nui
wen sail da remaining ‘ohana
back to Hawai‘i,
thus completing
“Da Great Pacific Boomerang”—

—And all because
NÅmoku‘ehÅ wuz too cold.
Absolutely incredible!
History is truly fascinating.

And sometimes now
knowing all of dis,

I have taughts from da heart
of one day
going back to NÅmoku‘ehÅ,
to trace da steps
of my ancestors
and see
wheah Maka Nui once lived.
Wit da rising sun
rising,
I would find myself
surrounded by trees,
wheah I would sit
in silence,
undah da reach
of blooming branches.
And as da day
brightened
to wun softah blue,
I would observe,
just like wun Buddha,
da peaceful beauty
of cherry blossoms
in da old country—

—But den again,
sentimentality aside,
maybe visiting NÅmoku‘ehÅ today
would be about as interesting
as going to Pearl City,
Hawai‘i’s “Little Tokyo,”
foa da very same reason—

—too many Japanees!



Hiko‘ulÅ HanapÈ
Kaua o NÅmaka a Pele

Kaua o NÅmaka a Pele

Pele mÅ reached the island of Maui. As she begins to sink
her digging staff Paoa into the mountain of HaleakalÅ, she
encounters NÅmaka, who follows her there. A fierce batle
begins between them. NÅmaka tears at Pele’s body and
mounds of flesh fall on the surrounding islands, called Pu‘u o
Pele. But Pele’s brothers and sisters warn NÅmaka to flee
because in the east a glow is seen. A fire is growing in the bowels
of KÈlauea at Halema‘uma‘u and all can see the power of Pele
renewed as a great spiritual being. NÅmaka takes heed and flees.
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A Place to Haka

NÅlani Mattox
From Punalu‘u Valley: There are words that are said and there
are words that are seen. There are poets who have formal train-
ing and there are those who go with the na‘au. There is no right
or wrong, only what the soul and the ear accept.

A fear in any ‘ohana is to have a writer among it’s members.
Subtle little secrets, unspoken and unnamed, rise and fall with
each tide. I can’t seem to grab them out of the wave before
they spill from my pen. Sometimes I write to find out where
I’ve been or to recover haunting memories. Sometimes I write
to have peace, to preserve a design, a wish or a sense of
beauty.

As part of a whole, my effort is but a grain of sand on the beach.
I can only contribute, then regret or celebrate in retrospect.

This is what MÅhealani was teaching me—how to work through
challenges and condolences. My heart wishes for more of her laugh-

ter and insight. I have not remembered every exchange, but my life is
guided through her influence and friendship.

The rhythm of belonging pounds incessantly. Somehow, I am breathing in
time with someone else, somewhere. Maybe it’s you—or maybe not. Take

what you will. I am honored in your presence. Sing loud. Write well. 



1 Page Per Life

For the mainland English teacher who flunked me in
English Literature in the summer of 1978 at UH. She
cost me my graduation with the rest of my class in
June 1980. Thank goodness she was only visiting.

1 page per life
the haole teacher said
—her snow white toenails so clean and bright

a single page
on things you don’t know
—she closed the louvers from the cool breeze

and make it legible
credible, predictable, praisable
—she wiped her face in the stagnant heat

and try not to use 
local words, terms and slang
—opening her book to the gold foil bookmark

we speak English in here
so restrain yourselves accordingly
—as she sat on the edge of the table

in American literature
there are no substitutes
—she sniffed
and haunted me forever

Single Mothers

For a single mother at Kahikinui.

we are single mothers
we pili to our children, so close
we raise the bird net
to keep the manu away
and try to yawn at the secret pain,
the sudden pillar of strength we must become.

then we cry and wipe our faces
and sleep alone every night
wearing a fragile crust so thin

it sometimes bursts,
the deluge rising only to recede,
lapping at our ankles in the dim morning.

as the days wear on
our abiding faith in children
as our future selves
grows and takes hold—
hulu takes on meaning
in a family that can love without men.

A Place to Haka

Originally from 8/96 when shooting Living on
Islands at Kahikinui, Maui

Kahikinui has a view
the high point, a place to haka
and create a song 
from a mo‘omo‘o

Wind to push me aside,
the grass cuts in distinguished patterns
like kapa from the kÈhei
of Papa herself

A lei cloud, a mist that moves—
my voice is blown to the back slopes
my line, my lines all bent by 
this whipping wind

From the ocean below
where people come and go
and fish and swim and call and die and 
stand above the living printer

I dip and press
and form my foundation
that is forever
to wonder and call my own.



Ka‘ina

I ikeia no ke kanaka no kekahi lahui ma kana
olelo. Ina e nalowale ana ka olelo makuahine o
kekahi lahui, e nalohia aku ana no ia lahui. (Ka
Puuhonua o na Hawaii, 1917)

He mea nui ko‘iko‘i k‰lÅ ‘Ølelo e kau maila ma
luna no kÅkou a pau e ho‘omana‘o ai, a no ka
mea, i k‰ia wÅ a kÅkou e ho‘oikaika nei i ka
ho‘Åla ‘ana i ka ‘Ølelo makuahine o kÅkou, he
mau leo ho‘omaloka e kÅnalua nei i ka ‘i‘o a me
ka ‘ole o ka ‘Ølelo e ala nei. InÅ ‘a‘ole ia ‘o ka
‘Ølelo makuahine ‘oia‘i‘o o ka po‘e Hawai‘i, ua
nalo ‘‰ nØ paha ka lÅhui Hawai‘i. Ua kapa ‘ia
ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i e ho‘Åla ‘ia nei i k‰ia mau lÅ
he ‘Ølelo “puke” a he ‘Ølelo “kulanui” paha, a
pehea lÅ e pale ai i ia ‘ano nemanema? He
‘oia‘i‘o nØ, ua ‘oko‘a ka ‘Ølelo a nÅ kËpuna a
‘oko‘a ho‘i ka ‘Ølelo a kÅkou, a nÅ mamo ho‘i a
ia mau kËpuna, e ho‘opuka nei. ‘O ka mea
‘Åpiki na‘e, ‘o nÅ kËpuna e koe nei i k‰ia wÅ, ‘o
ia nÅ “keiki” a ka mea kÅkau o k‰ia kolamu
(Olelo Hawaii) e ho‘ohalahala nei no ka “hepa”
‘ana mai o ka ‘Ølelo makuahine i ia wÅ (1917),
‘oiai “Aole keiki o 15 makahiki e hiki ke
kamailio pololei i ka olelo makuahine o keia
aina.” Hele a mea, ua ‘oko‘a ka ‘Ølelo a ko
kÅkou po‘e kËpuna a ‘oko‘a ho‘i ka ‘Ølelo a ko
lÅkou po‘e kËpuna.

Ua maopopo iÅ kÅkou ka pÅpÅ ‘ia o ka ‘Ølelo
Hawai‘i i ka makahiki 1896, ‘a‘ole e a‘o ‘ia ma
nÅ kula aupuni. A me he mea lÅ, ‘o ia nØ ke
kumu i “hepa” mai ai ka ‘Ølelo a nÅ keiki o ia
wÅ. Eia mai ka mea hoihoi. ‘O ka mana‘olana ia
o ka mea kÅkau o k‰ia kolamu e “hoea mai ka
la e ku ai he mau kula olelo Hawaii ma ko
kakou nei aina.” Eia kÅ, i k‰ia wÅ a kÅkou e ‘ike
nei, ua ‘ae hou ‘ia ke a‘o ‘ana i ka ‘Ølelo
Hawai‘i ma nÅ kula aupuni, a ke a‘o ‘ia nei ho‘i
ma nÅ kula nui, nÅ kula kaiaulu, nÅ kula Sabati,
a me ia kula aku ia kula aku. ‘O ia ho‘ohalahala
‘ia nØ na‘e kÅ kÅkou ‘Ølelo me ka ‘È ‘ana mai ‰
‘a‘ohe wahi ‘ano o ka ‘Ølelo a nÅ kËpuna. He
mea ‘oia‘i‘o nØ, ua ‘oko‘a ka ‘Ølelo o ia wÅ a
‘oko‘a ka ‘Ølelo o k‰ia wÅ. Eia na‘e, ‘o ka

pilikia o ia wÅ, ‘o ia pilikia ho‘okahi nØ ia i k‰ia
wÅ. InÅ ‘a‘ole kÅkou e ho‘oikaika i ka mÅlama
‘ana i kÅ kÅkou ‘Ølelo, e kØ mai ana ka ‘Ølelo
ana a ka mea kÅkau, ‘o ia ho‘i, “i ka hala ana o
na la pokole wale no o ka pau no ia, a mai uwe
aku kakou no ka mea, na kakou no i nana
maka.” Na wai lÅ ka ‘ole o ka ‘ike, he alanui i
ma‘a i ka hele ‘ia e nÅ kËpuna?*

* He ‘Ølelo no‘eau k‰ia (#2301) i ho‘ololi iki
‘ia. 

–Ua haku ‘ia e Laiana Wong

Ka Puuhonua
o na Hawaii



A. Akana
“Olelo Hawaii.”
An Editorial in the 19th century newspaper
Ka Puuhonua o na Hawaii, 
January 26, 1917.





Kaho‘iwai:
Teachers in Hawaiian Education Cohort, 
University of Hawai‘i MÅnoa

Introduction

My name is Kerri-Ann Kealohapau‘ole Hewett. I was born in
Honolulu and raised in Pearl City. My parents are Kenneth and
Geraldine Hewett. I have been a teacher since 1983, and am
currently a Professor in Teacher Education in the College of
Education at the University of Hawai‘i at MÅnoa. I love chil-
dren immensely; more specifically, I have a passion for
improving the quality of life and education for Native
Hawaiian children, which is what has inspired me to envision
Kaho‘iwai. I love to read, and am “very good friends” with
Childrens’ Literature. My favorite color is orange, and my most
favorite thing of all is the scent of pÈkake that permeates my nos-

trils in the first 3 seconds of breathing it in; this “waft” of sweet-
ness forever imbedded in my memory is comparable to a love that

can never be forgotten. I love to travel and to meet people, and thus
have enjoyed making international indigenous connections in

research, especially now with Aboriginal Australia. Finally, I was
raised at Kawaiaha‘o Church and continue to worship and serve the

Lord there today.

For a long time now, there has been a clear need to improve the education
of Native Hawaiian children in the State of Hawai‘i. This change can be

best achieved through the preparation of well-qualified teachers, administra-
tors, researchers and curriculum developers who support Native Hawaiian chil-

dren to reach high levels of academic achievement. In particular, the quality of
schooling can improve as more Native Hawaiians become educators who imple-
ment more relevant curriculum, pedagogy, and administrative and disciplinary
styles which better serve Native Hawaiian children.

The educational needs of Native Hawaiian students have long been document-
ed. Typically, this group scores in the bottom quartile on standardized tests of
reading and mathematics. Their rates of absenteeism and retention in grade are

far above state and national averages. Contributing factors include the marginal-

A New Education Model for
a New Century

The Kaho‘iwai ‘ohana with the voyaging canoe
Makali‘i at Kawaihae, Hawai‘i. Photo courtesy
David Maika‘i Hana‘ike.



ization of the Native language, culture, and tradi-
tions, as well as the absence of Native Hawaiian
role models in our schools.

Kaho‘iwai is a Teachers in Hawaiian Education
Cohort, which is based at the University of
Hawai‘i at MÅnoa’s College of Education. The
purpose of Kaho‘iwai is to prepare teachers to
provide instruction aimed at better addressing
the unique needs of Native Hawaiian students
within the context of Native Hawaiian culture,
language, and traditions. Our name, Kaho‘iwai,
refers to the fresh water springs in MÅnoa,
whose waters are our source of life and suste-
nance. Metaphorically, Kaho‘iwai speaks of the
returning (ka ho‘i) of the water (wai). In ess-
ence, it evokes the concept of waiwai, wealth,
or our ancestral knowledge that renews and
refreshes us as it is returned to us. Metaphor-
ically, wai, a source of life, is renewed through
the wisdom of our ancestral knowledge, en-
abling us to know who we are as Hawaiians,
thus we are restored and empowered by the
wealth of wisdom and knowledge (education)
that comes to us through the vision of our
kËpuna or ancestors.

One way this is achieved through Kaho‘iwai is
by use of traditional Hawaiian mo‘olelo (stories,
histories) which forms the foundation of our
teaching guidelines, building along a traditional
Hawaiian, rather than foreign educational
philosophies. This is important, as educational
philosophies forward the teaching pedagogies,
methodologies, practices, and strategies, as well
as the development of curriculum in our educa-
tional institutions today.

An example of how traditional Hawaiian
mo‘olelo can be used to develop a new and
more culturally relevant educational philosophy
illustrated in Julie Stewart Williams’ And the
Birds Appeared. A Native Hawaiian master
teacher who has authored both children’s litera-
ture and school curriculum, Williams expertly
retells a Maui legend in which he makes visible
to all the beautiful birds that only he could see.
The legend serves as a metaphor for Native

Hawaiian children who, in the eyes of the West,
are sometimes invisible and exploited. Like
Maui’s birds, Native Hawaiian children are visi-
ble to culturally-connected Native Hawaiian
educators, who see them as beautiful, unique,
gifted, intelligent and precious. For these teach-
ers, Native Hawaiian children are not nameless,
invisible creatures who historically, through col-
onization, became burdened by the stereotype of
stupid, dumb, and lazy; in the quest to improve
the quality of education for Native Hawaiian
children today, as well as for those yet to be
born, the culturally-connected Hawaiian teacher
sees both their beauty and their ability, their
intelligence and their talent, in ways culturally
insensitive educators have been hard pressed to
identify.

The success of the Kaho‘iwai Cohort is impera-
tive to improving the success of Native
Hawaiian students in Hawai‘i’s education sys-
tem where their needs have been continually
ignored; as one of only a handful of teacher
education cohorts that uses Native Hawaiian
education methodology, culturally relevant cur-
riculum, and culturally appropriate teaching and
learning strategies, Kaho‘iwai was designed to
fill the gaping chasm into which Native
Hawaiian children have fallen for far too long.
As a cohort which trains teachers to become
culturally responsive in their work with children
at different levels and in different schools,
Kaho‘iwai is in a position to positively change
Native Hawaiian students’ experiences in the
classroom for the upcoming and future genera-
tions.

The two-year cohort provides opportunities to
prepare teachers of Native Hawaiian ancestry
and others to become excellent teachers of
Native Hawaiian children. The teacher educa-
tion program offers courses and field work,
emphasizing culturally-driven curriculum that is
also student-centered and community-based.
The cohort facilitates the implementation of
Hawaiian education methodology and is a truly
innovative model of education designed to meet
the unique needs and cultural propensities of



Hawai‘i’s indigenous student population. 

There are three components of the cohort that
reflect the immediate and unique needs of
Native Hawaiian children. These components
are: Kula KaiÅpuni (Hawaiian Language
Immersion), where pre-service teachers prepare
to become teachers in Hawaiian immersion
schools, fluent in the Hawaiian language and
Hawaiian pedagogy; Kula KaiÅulu (Native
Hawaiian Charter Schools), and schools in
Native Hawaiian communities, where pre-serv-
ice teachers prepare to become competent in
both Hawaiian and English, and well-skilled to
help children become bi-lingual as well as bi-
cultural, able to walk successfully in both
worlds—Hawaiian and Western.

In addition, through the efforts of myself and
Anthony Joe Fraser, Deputy Head of the
Wollotuka School of Aboriginal Studies at the
University of Newcastle in New South Wales,
Australia, Kaho‘iwai has established a research
partnership with this program, as well as with
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Bachelor’s of Education Program at the
University of Technology, Sydney, Australia.
Both of these indigenous groups at their respec-
tive universities focus on indigenous education,
indigenous identity, and cultural appropriateness
in the classroom.

As the director of Kaho‘iwai, I have learned
how important it is for us to work hard at
recruiting, mentoring, and supporting Native
Hawaiians in teacher education so that they are
able to earn their certification to return to their
own communities to teach and help Native
Hawaiian children to achieve success in school.
Preparing teachers to teach in culturally driven
K-12 schools will result in generations of
Native Hawaiian children who are fluent speak-
ers of both Hawaiian and English, who have the
tools and capacity to succeed in the 21st centu-
ry, and who can walk successfully in both
worlds without having to give up their values
and traditions. Creating relevant and meaningful
learning experiences for Hawai‘i’s indigenous

people is vital in the effort to control our indige-
nous educational destiny. This collective com-
mitment as Kaho‘iwai ensures academic excel-
lence for Native Hawaiian children and empow-
erment for Native Hawaiian people over all.

In teacher education and curriculum studies, the
College of Education provided a strong support
of resource and curriculum development that
honored culture and learning. The teacher train-
ing efforts provided direction in the develop-
ment of innovative learning experiences that
linked curriculum to a culturally sustainable
pedagogy. The commitment to establish this
model of education for Native Hawaiian chil-
dren was community-based, embracing the
indigenous values and philosophies of Hawai‘i. 

The Hawaiian Education Teacher Education
Cohort commenced in January 2002 with 20
pre-service teachers (15 are of Native Hawaiian
ancestry). The Cohort moved through six
semesters of coursework. In the Fall 2003
semester, they began their student teaching
assignments and graduated in December 2003.
Kaho‘iwai is the starting point of a long-range
teacher education plan to provide for NÅ Kula
KaiÅpuni, NÅ Kula KaiÅulu, and schools in
Hawaiian communities. This is important, as we
believe that Native Hawaiian education is a pri-
mary focus in the quest for self-determination. 

In June of 2003, Kaho‘iwai went on a huaka‘i
(fieldtrip) to Hawai‘i island, for the purpose of
practicing what was being learned in the class-
room. Hosted by three cohort members as well
as their families, friends, and other members of
the Hawai‘i island communities, our students
participated in a number of cultural activities
while simultaneously taking courses in Literacy,
Science, Kinesthetic Movement, and Indigenous
Perspectives. All activities and courses were
taught by indigenous kumu, and from an indige-
nous perspective. Most importantly, all of the
kumu who taught this block of courses partici-
pated in the huaka‘i. 

In the one week spent on Hawai‘i island,



Kaho‘iwai visited Halema‘uma‘u, where they
held a pÈkai ceremony at the hula pÅ and offered
ho‘okupu at the crater rim to TËtË Pele. They
hiked into and out of Waipi‘o valley, where they
cleaned lo‘i and pulled kalo in the valley, before
trekking across the pastures of Waimea early in
the morning to see Waipi‘o from the topside,
looking over the rim. The next few days were
spent in Kawaihae and Mahukona with the
Makali‘i crew, where students and kumu
learned the ropes—literally—of how to sail the
canoe and work as a team, before setting sail off
the North Kona coastline aboard the sleek dou-
ble-hulled canoe. 

Kaho‘iwai spent a few days at Papawai—the
camp area maintained by the Queen
Lili‘uokalani Children’s Center in Kona and
home to ancient ‘Øpae‘ula shrimp ponds. Here,
students not only learned about the history of
the area and assisted in cleaning the ponds, but
also practiced their hula under the shade of the
kamani trees, and dyed kÈhei using both modern
tumeric and traditional ‘olena dye baths. Before
leaving Kona for Ka‘Ë, Kaho‘iwai spent some
time at Kuamo‘o in South Kona, to learn about
the historic battleground and offer ho‘okupu in
remembrance of the kËpuna who gave their
lives fighting for what they believed. 

At Punalu‘u in Ka‘Ë, Kaho‘iwai learned about
the history, geography, and sacred sites of the
area from the Hanoa ‘ohana, as well as saw and
learned about the endangered sea turtles who
habitually nest there. The last stop on this won-
derful journey was in Kea‘au, where time was
spent with the Kahuawaiola Hawaiian Language
Teachers’ Training Cohort, also a first of its
kind, based at UH Hilo.

Throughout this huaka‘i, Kaho‘iwai was blessed
by the ‘ike and aloha of so many wonderful,
generous people. Mahalo ke Akua for all you
have blessed us with and for all you have made
possible. A special heart-felt mahalo from
Kaho‘iwai to the three cohort members who
made it happen: Keala Ching, Pilialoha
Ka‘apuni, and Keomailani Case. Also, a heart-

felt mahalo to the ‘ohana who hosted us around
the island: Aunty Eleanor Laeha and ‘ohana in
LaupÅhoehoe, Uncle ‘Olu and Aunty Linda
Eskaran of Waipi‘o valley, Lindell ‘¯hia and
‘ohana in Waimea, the Case ‘ohana of Waimea,
MÅlamapØki‘i pre-school in Waimea, Uncle
Clay and Aunty Didi Bertelmann, Uncle Chad
and Aunty PØmai Paishon, and the rest of the
Makali‘i crew and ‘ohana at Kawaihae and
Mahukona, Uncle Mike Ikeda and the staff of
QLCC Kona, Keala Ching’s hÅlau ‘ohana in
Kona, Jason Ki‘aha and ‘ohana in Kona, Aunty
Keola Hanoa and ‘ohana of Punalu‘u, Kumu
Keiki Kawaiae‘a, the Kahuawaiola Hawaiian
Language Teacher Education Cohort of UH
Hilo, and the ‘ohana of NÅwahÈokalani‘Øpu‘u
school in Kea‘au. 

The following pieces are excerpted from
Kaho‘iwai students work. Most of the pieces
here were written as part of the summer block
Literacy course, which focused on the theme,
“He ‘ili‘ili au: I am a pebble.” The mana‘o
behind this theme, as shared by kumu ku‘ualoha
ho‘omanawanui, is that we all experience the
world from ourselves outward, wherever we
stand and wherever our place is in the world, in
a manner similar to how water ripples away
from a pebble dropped into a water.

Students wrote pieces reflecting on themselves
and their place within their ‘ohana and greater
communities. They learned to recite their family
mo‘okË‘auhau and relate their experiences to
the ‘Åina they come from through the traditional
genre of wahi pana (storied places). They also
focused on larger issues, such as their place as
educators of Hawaiian children, and reflected
on questions such as “What is Hawaiian
Education?” and “What is literacy from a
Native Hawaiian perspective?” 

Haumana were encouraged to write in ‘Ølelo
Hawai‘i and pidgin (Hawai‘i Creole English) in
addition to English. Translations of Hawaiian
pieces were left up to individual students.
Students were also encouraged to introduce art
and images to their work, and to use non-stan-



dard formats, such as posters and collages.
What follows is a small sample of the amazing
tapestry of work woven together throughout the
semester by the Cohort. 

Throughout this experience, students were
encouraged to be active recipients of knowledge
and information by becoming writers and cre-
ators of mo‘olelo which can be passed on and
shared, but more importantly, mo‘olelo that doc-
ument their experiences and the times. These
pieces could also serve as both writing models
for their students, as well as a written record for
future generations. 

Hinaleimoana Wong

Aloha, my name is Hinaleimoana Kwai Kong
Wong and I am a child of the Kealoha,
Kawahinekoa/Pali, Gardner, Mathias, Hu/Look,
and Wong families. I am the cultural coordina-
tor for HÅlau LØkahi Public Charter School, and
I teach all grades from K-12. As a child of
Liliha, I am most fortunate to teach at PÅlama,
near Kunawai, Lanakila, Ma‘ema‘e, Mauna
‘Ala and Pu‘unui, all within the ahupua‘a of
Nu‘uanu where I was born and raised. My fami-
ly traces back four generations on both my
maternal and paternal sides having lived in this
ahuapua‘a.

Lei Ana ‘o Kaho‘iwai

Uluwehi MÅnoa i ka lei Tuahine
He ua hu‘ikoni ‰, ‘eÅ
Konikoni ka ‘i‘ini
HË a‘e ke aloha
No ka pono o nÅ ‘Øiwi ‰, ‘eÅ
NÅ ‘i‘iwi o ka uka o KapÅlama lÅ ‰
He lama pio‘ole ho‘i ‘eÅ ‰
Ho‘iho‘i mai i ka wai
Ke ea o ke ola
I pono ka lÅhui ‰, ‘eÅ
Ho‘ohui ‘ia nØ nÅ Kai ‘Ewalu lÅ ‰
I ka malu o Ke Akua lÅ ‘eÅ ‰
I naue mua kÅkou lÅ ‘eÅ ‰
He nui ke aloha no ka leihiwa lÅ ‰

No ka lei o Kaho‘iwai
EØ e nÅ kula o ke kaiaulu lÅ ‰,
NÅ kaiapuni, nÅ hoamana lÅ ‘eÅ ‰
Kui ‘ia ke aloha, ‘ekolu pua lÅ ‰
I hanohano nÅ kËpuna lÅ ‘eÅ ‰
I naue mua kÅkou lÅ ‘eÅ ‰
EØ e Kaho‘iwai!

MÅnoa is verdant, adorned in refreshing 
rains

A crisp and cool rain indeed
The desire within yearns to forge ahead,
A profound love and respect wells within
For justice for our Hawaiian people
For it shall be the song of the ‘i‘iwi of the 

uplands of KapÅlama
That shall remain a beacon of hope for our 

future
Return to us what is ours, our waters, our lands
Our independence, our lives
For justice and dignity for the Nation of 

Hawai‘i
Our islands are united, we stand as one
Under the grace of the Almighty
That we should march onward
Our integrity and love shall prevail, for our
efforts, guided by our ancestors, are blessed 

indeed
Kaho‘iwai shall stand victorious
Our youth of the Charter, Immersion, and
Kamehameha schools in our community
We stand joined together as a lei
So precious to our ancestors
That they may be honored, revered, cherished 

and remembered always
That we, Kaho‘iwai and our future generations, 

claim victory and success; may we emerge 
triumphant!

What is Hawaiian Education?

In the days of our kËpuna, Hawaiian education
was about heart and soul. It meant that cultural
values and expectations prevailed over our gov-
ernance and guidance of situations involving
students. Hawaiian culture is by nature at times
very strict, demanding discipline, and at others,



very giving, as well as forgiving.

Traditionally, discipline was not an option, but a
given. No matter what situation was at hand,
discipline, etiquette, and proper manners were
never compromised or forsaken for the benefit
of the parasitic and problematic western culture
we all embrace today. What does this mean? It
means that we need to be as sturdy and steadfast
as the ‘a‘ali‘i kË makani, the native plant which
is able to withstand the most devastating winds
without being uprooted and destroyed. It means
we need to be as kind and loving of our people
as our ancient chiefly ancestor, ‘UmiÅlÈloa.
While his harsh, cruel, and unjust brother Hakau
made unreasonable demands of his people,
‘UmiÅlÈloa had enough insight to know that a
more calm and gentle, yet firm approach, part-
nered with fairness and respect, would gain him
the seat of power over the kingdom. He eventu-
ally came to rule after his father LÈloa, his
brother Hakau vanquished by the people for his
unjust ways.

As Hawaiian teachers of Hawaiian youth, we
need to be as clever as that rascal pig-god,
Kamapua‘a, as diligent as Pele’s youngest sib-
ling, Hi‘iakaikapoliopele, as strong and direct as
the volcano goddess Pelehonuamea, and as
determined and insightful as our ali‘i
Kamehameha.

We also need to be ever mindful of other les-
sons and concepts that we have learned from
our kËpuna. We need to be as vigilant as
KalÅkaua in preserving what is left of our cul-
ture, as staunch and resilient as Luka
Ke‘elikØlani in defying the colonialism and
oppression we as a people continue to endure,
and as noble as Lili‘uokalani in preventing
unnecessary harm, bloodshed, and hurt amongst
our own people. Hawaiian education demands
that we shed the bonds of a foreign culture
which continues to permeate our very spirit and
being. We need to differentiate the methods we
claim as our own from the methods we internal-
ize from outsiders, methods which do not work
for our people. Yet while we embrace our native

culture and reject foreign ways which avail us
not, but instead seek to destroy us, we must also
carefully note what outsiders have which we
can adapt for our benefit.

In today’s socially disparaging climate, as stew-
ards of our culture, we need to know that our
endeavors will come to fruition over time. Some
will mature as quickly as the ‘awapuhi planted
just weeks ago, while others will grow as slow-
ly and surely as a koa tree planted generations
ago, for the generations to come.

Hawaiian education is about change. As kupuna
Nana Veary has so eloquently said, “Change we
must.” The very survival of Hawaiians as a
viable and healthy people grounded in tradition
while embracing innovation depends on our
ability to be flexible. The mo‘o were very good
at adapting to their environments; it’s up to us
as a people to know how to be flexible, and true
to our culture at the same time. Some ‘Ølelo
no‘eau which may be helpful to keep in mind
are: i ka ‘Ølelo nØ ke ola, i ka ‘Ølelo nØ ka
make, nÅnÅ i ke kumu, and i maika‘i ke kalo i
ka ‘ØhÅ. The first, i ka ‘Ølelo nØ ke ola, i ka
‘Ølelo nØ ka make, “in the language is life, in
the language is death” speaks to the idea that we
must think wisely before we say or do anything
which can be harmful to ourselves or others.
The second, nÅnÅ i ke kumu, “look to the
source,” encourages us to look to our past to
understand where we came from, so we know
the rightful direction to take. The third, i
maika‘i ke kalo i ka ‘ØhÅ, “the taro is only as
good as its source,” warns us that our children
are only as healthy and capable as their parents
or elders for we are a reflection of them. 

As teachers, this last ‘Ølelo no‘‰au applies to us
as well in our classrooms, as we are the ‘ØhÅ for
our students. We need to continually ask our-
selves: what have we empowered our students
with for their future? In what way did we
bestow this gift of knowledge? Let us strive to
be at our healthiest, and in turn, strive to help
our youth to be the best they can be. Let us
remember to be firm, yet temper our discipli-



nary practices with a loving, steady, and patient
guiding hand. Let us also incorporate the stories
of our kËpuna to inform our disciplinary prac-
tices as we guide our students along the some-
times rough and rocky path they encounter
throughout their education. 

Our kËpuna left us with the knowledge and
tools we need for survival. Let us not turn our
backs to them and look only to foreigners as we
seek western diagnoses to the illnesses which
plague our people. Instead, let us learn how to
empower ourselves through cultural ‘ike, and
strive to learn and practice the wisdom of our
ancestors. 

Keomailani Case

My homeland is Waimea, Hawai‘i. I am a grad-
uate of the first class of Kanu o ka ‘ıina
Hawaiian Academy. I am now a teacher at Kanu
o ka ‘ıina charter school in Waimea. Taching is
a way for me to give back to the community
which raised me to be who I am today.

KÈlauea

Clouds open up and shine your light on us—
Let us feel the updraft of your might;
Shower us with the voices of the past,
Encircle us with your never-fading knowledge.

Here I stand in the bone-chilling mist of the 
highlands

Embraced by your touch, and drenched by your
warmth;

Sound of the slow-drifting drizzle echoes
as it gently reaches out to touch faces of 

leaves—
Astonished by your haze and grounded by your

wonder,
Here I stand at your command.

Clouds open up and shine your light on us—
Let us feel the updraft of your might;
Shower us with the voices of the past,
Encircle us with your never-fading knowledge.

Carry my whisper to your great depths—
Drink of the Waimea water I offer you;
Let it replenish your energy,
May it nourish all sides
Let it run through the uplands and lowlands, 

inward and out
May you continue to grow and live forever.

Clouds open up and shine your light on us—
Let us feel the updraft of your might;
Shower us with the voices of the past,
Encircle us with your never-fading knowledge.

Grounded by your presence my mind drifts 
towards another light—

The pathway is shown through your eyes;
Weave the way and I shall learn all I can,
Create, generate and continue to dominate with 

your craft:
Give life with your breath and live on.

Clouds open up and shine your light on us—
Let us feel the updraft of your might;
Shower us with the voices of the past,
Encircle us with your never-fading knowledge.

Tasha Kawailehua Fong

Mahalo Ke Akua! I was a freshman at Kalani
High School when I wrote this poem. I love to
play sports, play ‘ukulele, go to the beach, and
hang with my family. I was fortunate to accom-
pany Kaho‘iwai to Hawai‘i Island. While we
were there, I was inspired to write my poem
when we stayed in Waimea. I was sitting out-
side and it was cold; all of a sudden, I saw a rat!

Feelings of Night

Freezing in the cold
Face hard as a frozen rock

Ears numb with the stilled flow of blood
In the dark night stars shine bright, twinkling

high above
The Milky Way so wide and creamy, with

Billions of stars filling the night sky
No one around—just Mother Nature and I as



A rat runs up an down trying to be sneaky and
sly—

But nothing gets passed me.
The breeze is as cold as snow, so cold—

Nothing but darkness here,
No sound of people:

just the gentle whispers of Waimea’s cold wind.

Kauwila Hanchett

Kauwila Hanchett grew up on Moloka‘i and in
HÅna and KaupØ on Maui. She is a 1997 gradu-
ate of HÅna High School. As a member of the
Kaho‘iwai cohort, she is currently living on
O‘ahu, and working at Hakipu‘u Learning
Center, a Charter School based in the
Ko‘olaupoko area. When she graduates with her
teaching degree, she plans to continue teaching
in the Native Hawaiian Charter School system.

Some thoughts on literacy from a Hawaiian
perspective

I ka ‘Ølelo no ke ola, I ka ‘Ølelo no ka make, “In
the word there is life, in the word there is
death.” This wise saying of our kËpuna express-
es the mana found in our ‘Ølelo, our language. It
is opposite in value from the Western rhyme we
recited as children, “sticks and stones may
break my bones but words will never hurt me.”
Indeed, literacy is the passage through which
culture, traditions, and values flow from one
generation to the next.

For me, looking at literacy from a Hawaiian
perspective is reclaiming the mana and value of
our ‘Ølelo and our traditional forms of commu-
nication. It is an opening of all the senses to the
world around us. It is listening first and then
speaking, observing and then doing. It is look-
ing to the path of our kËpuna, knowing our past,
and then moving forward in the present to cre-
ate a strong and sustainable future for our keiki.

Recently, my grandfather John Ikua Hanchett
Sr. passed on, and I couldn’t help but feel a
heavy burden, he kuleana kaumaha, come and

rest upon my shoulders. My kËpuna are moving
on and I am left to ensure that their legacy is
upheld, that the work they have done is contin-
ued, and the standards they lived are not buried
with them. This is a great task in today’s mod-
ern and westernized world.

I look around to others amongst my generation,
and I start to panic. I look at our kamali‘i and
‘Øpio and wonder what my community will be
like when they are the mÅkua and kËpuna. Will
they tell their mo‘opuna stories about being the
first kid to have Playstation 2, and sing them
mele about going shopping at the mall? Today
we are bombarded with materialism and capital-
ist values through new forms of communication,
such as radio, magazines, TV, and the world-
wide web, values which directly contradict or
diminish the traditional Hawaiian cultural val-
ues of aloha, ‘ohana, sharing, and connection to
the ‘Åina.

Words shape our way of life. The Hawaiian lan-
guage is not just a vocabulary used as a form of
communication. Exploring the words, patterns
and vibrations of our mother tongue reveals the
keys to understanding the essence of our
kËpuna—what they valued, what they scorned,
how they lived in connection with the earth,
each other, and Akua. Speaking the language in
this same way allows one to take on the same
essence. This is why our language is called our
mother, because she molds and teaches us how
to live. We can also do this with English, using
words to communicate our thoughts and world-
view, although English communicates these
ideas differently. Thus I believe literacy in
Hawaiian education should strive to incorporate
a multi-dimensional Hawaiian perspective,
which would allow haumana to be the passage
through which traditional (and new) knowledge
flows. Let the earth be our greatest teacher. Let
the voices of our Akua, ‘aumÅkua, and kËpuna
also be heard and heeded.

My idea of “literacy” has definitely been
enhanced because of our huaka‘i to Hawai‘i
island. If Hawaiian literacy had to have a motto,



I would use the ‘Ølelo no‘eau, nÅnÅ ka maka,
ho‘olohe ka pepeiao, pa‘a ka waha, hana ka
lima. This proverb, which urges one to look
with the eyes, listen with the ears, close the
mouth, and work with the hands, embodies a
way of learning that I would not have initially
considered a part of literacy.

Literacy has many forms, both verbal and non-
verbal. In Hawaiian culture, there are several
forms of non-verbal communication, such as lis-
tening with the ears through the mind, and lis-
tening with the heart through the spirit, na‘au,
and breath. This latter form of communication is
what we lived on our huaka‘i. In each place we
went, the majority of what we learned was
taught to us by the place itself and the work we
did there. These lessons would have been
missed if we were not listening with more than
just our ears. For me, this what true learning is
all about. By creating experiences that touch the
mind, body, and soul, teachers can provide stu-
dents not only with information, but also knowl-
edge, strength, and connection to place, people,
and Akua.

This is what I hope to accomplish as a teacher
of Hawaiian children. I will NOT be the kumu
who stands in the front of neat rows of bored
students with glazed-over little eyes, pouring
out useless words that fall from my mouth, only
to pile up on the ground. I will be a kumu who
helps students to use and trust all their senses to
communicate through meaningful learning
experiences, such as those I was privileged to
have participated in on our Hawai‘i island
excursion.

In honor of my grandfather’s passing I compsed
the following mele.In it, I attempt to share the
person who he was and the values which he
lived by. As the title says, his descendants are a
lei of love for him, and this mele inoa is just a
small expression of that, as I hope to continue
carrying the torch he held up so high throughout
his life. Aloha wau iÅ ‘oe e Papa.

He Lei Aloha Nou

Hui mÅkou i k‰ia lÅ
E ho‘omana‘o me ke aloha
He kaikunane ikaika
He kÅne i ka ‘ili
He makua lokomaika‘i
He kupuna hiwahiwa
E ho‘omana‘o

Kulu ka wai maka 
Me he punawai ola
Eia nÅ pua ou
Kui ‘ia i lei ‘ohana
He lei aloha nou

Hui mÅkou i k‰ia lÅ
E ho‘omana‘o me ke aloha
He paniolo no‘eau
He kumu na‘auao
He alaka‘i kËpono
He hoaloha pËlama ‘ia
E ho‘omana‘o 

We gather today
To remember with love
A strong brother
A beloved husband
A just father
An esteemed grandfather
We remember

Tears fall
Like a living spring
Here are your flowers
Strung together in a lei of family
A lei of love for you

We gather today
To remember with love
A skilled paniolo
A wise teacher
A rightful leader
A cherished friend
We remember



Keoki Haynes

I was raised in Waimea on the island of Hawai‘i
but have also lived in Oklahoma and
California. I attended the Kamehameha Schools
and have completed my degree in Elementary
Education at the University of Hawai‘i at
MÅnoa. I eventually plan to pursue my Master’s
degree in Educational Administration and hope
to one day make my greatest contribution to the
Hawaiian people through that position.

Yearn for the Morning

As night passes by in silent reverie,
I can only wonder how it must have been
for my tËtË kÅne and tËtË wahine 
to sit on the porch and discuss the day’s events,
speaking in the mother tongue, 
for them to reminisce of the days of old
and remember what it was like as a child—

Did they wear the same kind of clothes?
Did they work the lo‘i with their tËtË kÅne?
Did they see their tËtË wahine pound kapa into

a soothing cloth,
Or weave a beautiful makaloa mat?

Did they lie down at night 
and overhear their tËtË kÅne and tËtË wahine
speak about the day’s events in their mother 

tongue?
Did they listen to their tËtË kÅne and tËtË 

wahine 
Reminisce about their days of old,
and remember what it was like as a child—

When they lived in hale pili,
When they wove nets to fish,
And made poi in the traditional way?

Did they overhear their tËtË kÅne and tËtË 
wahine

talk about the future Hawaiians,
their children and their grandchildren,

How they would survive

How they needed to learn English 
How they wanted their children to marry non-

Hawaiians 
to escape the shame brought by haoles?

Were they born during Kamehameha’s reign?
Did they remember their tËtË kÅne and tËtË 

wahine
Speak of the Kamehameha ali‘i, and agree or 

disagree with what they did?
Did they know KalÅkaua or Pauahi?
Did they love Lili‘u like we love Lili‘u?

Did my tËtË kÅne and tËtË wahine 
hear their tËtË kÅne and tËtË wahine speak of 

the night sky?
Did they speak of how their tËtË kÅne and tËtË 

wahine
Sailed from Kahiki, as they read the starry 

night?

Did they wear a malo made of kapa?
Did they oli upon arrival to the new island?
Were they greeted by an ali‘i with an ‘ahu ‘ula?
Did they sing and dance and laugh with each 

other 
Ma ka ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i?

Did they love speaking Hawaiian like I love 
speaking Hawaiian,

the mother tongue passed down from the 
ancestors?

Sometimes I yearn for the morning—
when we carved canoe and wove lauhala mats,
when we fished and grew lo‘i, 
when we lived in hale pili and made imu, 
when we read the hØkË in the sky as our map 
and told stories of the gods,
when we loved our mother tongue so much it
was all we spoke.

Sometimes I yearn for the morning—
when my tËtË kÅne and tËtË wahine
will visit with me. We will sit together 
strumming an ‘ukulele and sing songs ma ka 

‘Ølelo Hawai‘i,
Or they will tell me to set the rocks in the imu 



and grab banana stumps,
and show me how to make imu in the way they 

were taught. 

Sometimes I yearn for the morning—
When we will chart our own course
When we will live the way we please
And follow our own path—

where we can plant our lo‘i and mai‘a and 
‘uala

where we will fish our grounds,
restore our loko i‘a, and 
use our ‘Øpae ‘ula;

where we oli to each other when we visit,
and weave fine mats of lauhala;

when we will build hale pili they way they 
were,

when we will love our ‘Åina the way she 
loved us.

Do I yearn for the morning?
Yes, I yearn for the morning.

Gail Pilialoha Ka‘apuni

My name is Pilialoha Kailimai Ka‘apuni, and I
am the daughter of David and Abbie Kailimai. I
was born and still live in HonomË, Hawai‘i. I
have six children, and ten grandchildren. I am
also a single parent. I received my BA in
Sociology with a minor in French from Church
College of Hawai‘i in 1972, and have recently
returned to school as a non-traditional student in
Kaho‘iwai. I am currently a teacher at Kanu o
ka ‘ıina New Century Public Charter School in
Waimea, Hawai‘i. My goal is to leave a written
legacy for each of my grandchildren. Kaoe, the
kaikamahine in this short story, is my eighth
mo‘opuna. Her name Ka‘oekuikaleoanela
speaks of the kahawai that runs near our home,
the same kahawai in the mo‘olelo. When the
kahawai is running, it sounds like the voices of
angels. 

Papa Gets ‘O‘opu

“Hui! Hui!” was the call that came from beyond

the guava trees. Ka‘oe turned and saw her
Great-grandmother walking towards her. Grand-
ma had a big smile on her face, and a lei-
trimmed pÅpale on her head. She was slightly
bent from 87 years of good living, and she
walked a little slower these days.

Ka‘oe knew she was going to have one of her
“Grandma Remembers” days. Whenever
Grandma visited unexpectedly, wearing her
pÅpale and that look on her face, Ka‘oe knew
that spending the day with Grandma meant
hearing a story about the “old days.”

When Grandma caught up to her, she gave
Ka‘oe a big honi. They walked hand-in-hand to
their favorite spot by the stream and sat near a
bamboo grove. They listened as the wind blew
gently through the leaves, which sounded like
voices singing a sweet lullaby. Grandma didn’t
waste much time. Pointing to the waterfall, she
began to tell her story.

“See the top of the waterfall, where the water
gathers before it falls over into the pond below?
It was there that your great-great grandfather,
my papa, caught the largest and tastiest ‘o‘opu.
You don’t see any ‘o‘opu in this stream any-
more. We used to have a lot of them here. Along
the stream grew some tall grass. Papa would
pull them out, roots, dirt, and everything that
came with it. He placed the grass along the edge
of the waterfall, creating a dam so the water
would rise and make a pond. The water turned
brown from all the dirt, but Papa didn’t care. He
got right into it, sat next to the dam of grass, put
his hand in the water and waited quietly. In a
few minutes, he raised his arm and there in his
hand was a large ‘o‘opu! He would repeat this
over and over again until he had enough ‘o‘opu
for dinner. Once he was done, he got out of the
water and removed the clumps of grass, setting
them on the stream bank. Then, we were off to
clean the ‘o‘opu and prepare our meal. 

It was during these times that I learned the
most. Papa never said much. Whenever I asked
a question, he would quietly point first to his



eyes, and then to his ears, before lifting his
hands out in front of him and say, ‘just do as I
tell you.’

The lesson did not stop there. While we cleaned
the fish and prepared for dinner, it was Papa’s
turn to ask the questions. ‘Why did I use the
grass in the water?’ he asked. I thought and
thought, but I had no reply. Instead of answer-
ing, he asked another question. ‘What do you
think lives in the dirt that comes with the
roots?’ he queried. 

‘Worms!’ I replied.

Then I understood—the ‘o‘opu came to eat the
worms! Wasn’t Papa a really smart man? Now
that I knew his secret, I could catch ‘o‘opu, too.
When your dad was a young boy, Grandma
said, I taught him Papa’s ‘o‘opu-catching secret.
Now that there are no ‘o‘opu in our stream, I
can only tell you stories of what used to be.”

Ka‘oe watched Grandma as she gazed into the
water, hoping to see once again a little ‘o‘opu
swim up stream.

Kalani Kalima

Kalani Kalima is from WaimÅnalo, O‘ahu. His
focus is secondary education. He is currently
working at HÅlau LØkahi Public Charter School
in PÅlama, O‘ahu.

Haiku for Our Huaka‘i to Hawai‘i

Kaho‘iwai waits
Anticipation is high
We’re ready to go

Tickets with kumu
Kerri-Ann is calling us
To gather around
The sun is above
Black ants are stirring about
To the wrong checkout

A man with a lei
his ‘ohana is with us
her name—Kauila

Playing “Pipito”
Braddah Scott sitting down with
his boar’s tooth necklace

Offering food to
people he never knew, but
will soon come to love

Listening, waiting
playing, laughing, wanting to 
board the airplane soon

The airplane was packed
the haoles were plenty but
insignificant

We’re finally here!
Not another gathering—
Gotta go lua!

Keala’s waiting
for the bags to be loaded—
but nobody moves

Protocol is done— 
Kupuna is in the front,
Us guys in the back

Drove to KTA
The food was so ‘ono that
I had to eat twice

Nature surrounds us
As we drive to volcano;
Too much damn guava

We “KËnihi” in
to ask for permission from
kËpuna who passed

Pule is given
Our hØ‘ailona received
in rain, wind, and clouds



Standing in kÈhei
with Liliha and Pale
waiting to pÈkai

The circle’s complete
the cleansing is now over
for kino and pÅ

He ho‘okupu:
ka hula, mele, oli
me ke aloha

‘O KÈlauea
ka piko o Hawai‘i
Ola honua

The sun watches all
figures stand in the distance
Like Keoua mÅ

Ma hea Pele?
mai nÅ mo‘olelo i
heluhelu ‘ia?

Na Hi‘iaka
me Lonomakua pu
ma hea lakou?

I left wondering
wishing, hoping hopelessly
without an answer

Til we meet again
ma Halema‘uma‘u
I will return soon

I LaupÅhoehoe
ka ‘Åina uluwehi
lepo ‘akeke

Kakahiaka
E ala e ‘o Hina
Hikina ka lÅ

She gracefully trips
and is caught by the hale
Ah, nobody saw

She did it again
first time luck, second time skill
that’s what I’ve been told

Parting with Mama
Michele is Ka‘ulu
Ho‘i ke kumu

Holo Waipi‘o
iho ana o luna
pi‘i o lalo

Huki ke kalo
MÅlama i ka ‘ØhÅ
KÈloi ka pilau

Holoi ke kalo
E ku‘i ‘oe me ka wai
Eia nØ ka poi

IholÅ ka wai
‘Au me he kÅmano lÅ
A! Hi‘u ‘ole

PØloli nØ au
WÅ ‘Åina awakea
PÅ‘ina kÅkou!

Mahalo ‘Olu
‘Olu‘olu ke kÅne
KÅne lima nui

At Honoka‘a
We gather more provisions
Wahi a Kanu

Anu Waimea
Ko‘eko‘e ka ‘Åina
Konahau wale

We’re barbequing.
It’s so damn cold that the fire
is shivering, too

In the back of trucks
above Waimea, up the
Kohala mountains



Cattle all over
Brown, white, black—all cute.  Just don’t
get too attached!

‘Ohi‘a, Maile,
‘Olapa, Laukahi, me
‘Ohelo berries

Behind Waipi‘o
a rare kÅhuli was seen—
or was it a snake?

Kumu Maika‘i,
Pehea k‰ia ‘Åina?
He bog no ho‘i?

Two rolls of film, eight bucks.
Water bottle, dolla. Ex-
perience? Priceless.

‘O Makali‘i
Ho‘okahi ka lÅ‘au
KË i ka lani

45 minutes
floating, swimming, paddling,
helping, supporting

E lele taia
Lele a‘e ka nai‘a
me kÅna hoa

Ho‘i ka hale
E ho‘oponopono
Pau pilikia

Nohea Stibbard

Originally from Kahuku, O‘ahu, Nohea works
at HÅlau KË Mana Public Charter School in
MÅnoa, O‘ahu.







Ululani Fong

My name is Ululani Fong and I am a mother of
two. My son Scotty is studying to become a
doctor, and my daughter Kawailehua is a stu-
dent at Kalani High School. My husband Scott
works for the City and is a great cook. I come
from KaimukÈ and now reside in Niu Valley. I
am an Educational Assistant at Niu Valley
Middle School. I have been working with chil-
dren who have special needs since 1984. I
decided to return to college in the fall of 1998.
My desire is to become a teacher who will be
there to help the children of Hawai‘i, especially
Native Hawaiian children. Kaho‘iwai has made
it possible for me to continue working while I
am attending school. I am grateful and blessed
to be a part of such an awesome cohort! I give
great thanks to Dr. Kerri-Ann Hewett who
helped me to make my life long dream to
become a reality. With the many challenges,
obstacles, and experiences that took place on
Hawai‘i Island, I am grateful to have had the
opportunity to learn many new things about
myself and to realize what “Mahalo Ke Akua”
really means. I thank my family for their love
and support and for being there with me through
many of those experiences. Most of all, mahalo
ke Akua for Your unconditional love and for
being a part of my life.

Mahalo ke Akua

Mahalo ke Akua
for bringing us to the hula pÅ
for the special blessings you bring upon us
for the tears that run down our faces
for accepting our prayers, mele, and chants
for your forgiveness and understanding
for your cleansing on this day at Halema‘uma‘u

Mahalo ke Akua
for giving us a place to sleep at Michele’s tËtË’s

hale
for giving us nourishment for our bodies
for a warm and beautiful sunrise
for the beauty of LaupÅhoehoe

Mahalo ke Akua
for inviting us to this beautiful place called 

Waipi‘o
for the lush mountains that meet the cool blue 

ocean
for the heavenly twin waterfalls of Hi‘ilawe
for giving us the strength to walk down and up 

the steep valley path
for the teachings of Uncle Olu in his lo‘i kalo
for our health and strength to huki, ‘oki, and 

hØloi ke kalo
for the mea ‘ai gift of kalo
for a beautiful day in Waipi‘o

Mahalo ke Akua
for the hospitality of Lindell and the use of her 

hale
for the warm showers on a cold night 
for giving us the love and understanding of 

ho‘oponopono
for a new start to wounded friendships
for the chilly misty air
for the serenity of Waimea

Mahalo ke Akua
for the ‘ike and aloha shared by Chad and 

PØmai
for watching over us as we tread water in
silence for forty-five minutes
for giving us the opportunity to learn how to
work and sail on Makali‘i
for keeping Makali‘i’s crew safe every time 

they sail
for the heiau at Mahukona which guides her
across the Pacific
for the hula and oli that You inspired Keala and 

Hina to create
for the mea ‘ai shared by Makana and Jason’s

‘ohana
for expanding our ‘ohana and giving us loving 

memories
for the many hØ‘ailona—the honu, nai‘a,

Ånuenue, and a beautiful sunset
for the chant composed, and allowing us to send 

Makali‘i off to Hilo
for the majestic Makali‘i of Kawaihae
Mahalo ke Akua
for a comfortable campsite in Kona



for the ancient ‘Øpae ‘ula ponds
for the teachings of Uncle Mike
for the science lesson from Kumu Maika‘i
for the kØkua from Kumu as we dyed our kÈhei
for the hula lessons from Kumu Vicky
for giving Scott and Demetrius the courage to 

learn the hula
for the lunch that Aunty Pili and Reid picked up 

for us
for the tears of hurt we shared with Hina and 

Lydia
for the healing words from Aunty Pili and Keala
For the huaka‘i at Papawai

Mahalo ke Akua
for the friendship of Keala’s hÅlau
for the mea‘ai which they prepared for us
for their hospitality, hula, and mele
for the beautiful Keaomelemele sunset, and the 

blessing of rain
for our ancestors at Kuamo‘o
for the wonderful time in Kona

Mahalo ke Akua
for the exquisite black sand beach
for the Aloha shared by Aunty Keolalani
for the honu that rested on shore
for the pueo which flew overhead
for the cool and crisp fresh spring waters
for the lesson Kauwila shared about the stars
for Ho‘ola and Kawailehua who have bonded a 

new friendship
for the special ‘awa ceremony shared by Kalani, 

Hina, and Keala
for the beauty of Punalu‘u

Mahalo ke Akua
for helping us overcome many struggles and 

obstacles
for Aunty Pili, Keala, and Keomailani, who 

shared their island with us
for Kerri-Ann who made my college dream a 

reality
for ku‘ualoha, Yvonne, Maika‘i, Joe, and Aunty
Vicky for sharing their gifts
for all the beautiful people in my Kaho‘iwai 

‘ohana
for the teachers from Kamehameha who came 

to experience it with us
for the love and support of my husband Scott, 

my son Scott Jr., 
and my precious Kawailehua

for the life and love you have blessed me with 
everyday of my life

for this maika‘i loa huaka‘i on Hawai‘i Island

Mahalo ke Akua for Kaho‘iwai.





A Poem for Sand Island

‘˜maikalani
KalÅhele

May I quote my brother,
Puhipau:
“Thank you, Governor Ariyoshi,”
“Thank you, America.”







The Adventure

Shondra 
Kapuaakoakoaokamoanaokalani 
Kam Grenz

Born and raised in San Bernardino, California, I am a first
generation Mainlander. I have come to know my heritage from
my parents, Wondra and George Kam, who were raised with
the local style in Kalihi Valley and NÅnÅkuli, O‘ahu, and
Kahului, Maui. I was born into a strong lineage embracing
Hawaiian music, traditions, hula, and ‘ohana. I now have a
family of my own and I share all that I know with my husband
Marshall Grenz and my newborn son Aden Kekoa Hanohano
Kam Grenz.

As a double bass musician in the Claremont Young Musicians
Orchestra in California, I had the opportunity to travel to

Europe in the summer of 2000, which enhanced my talents and
my love for music. Claremont was one of many orchestras that I

took membership to and growing up with the arts has given me
opportunities to pursue my endeavors.

At age 17, I attended the NÅ Pua No‘eau program for gifted and
talented Native Hawaiian children. I cherish those accomplishments

and pride that I gained. I wrote “The Adventure” in 1997 while I was
in NÅ Pua No‘eau’s art program with kumu ‘Imaikalani KalÅhele held at

the University of Hawai‘i MÅnoa. The poem and its symbolism reflects
upon my trip to MÅkaha and fosters the Hawaiian culture from both a

personal and universal sense. 



The Adventure

Us Hawaiians
picking and looking
for sacred rocks of the past,
rocks to make it live forever.
Us Hawaiians
on our adventure to MÅkaha
that brings us back to the edge of our land,
overlooking the spirits in the world of the 

ocean.
Clouds cover us,
trying to keep us warm,
like the eyes of the Gods.

Our perfect white van
is now 20 lbs. heavier
with remnants of the beginning of time,
giving me chills down my spine.

We drive along the narrow road,
passing by the thousand dollar tourists.
We reach a cave
known by our ancestors,
A cave I wish I could travel through with 

confidence.
We leave the cave and pass 
discards of disrespectful memories for the ‘Åina.

We continue our adventure,
our adventure to Wai‘anae.
We climb rocks and hike up
to a beautiful and abandoned oceanside
with only a few people.
The tourist hotels
make the untouched ocean
look like it’s in the future,
when it really is the past.

Us Hawaiians
feel so innocent.
Innocent in our souls and mind.
We leave our property on the respected ‘Åina
as some go swimming,
and some go walking on the overlooking rocks.
It is so beautiful, don’t you think?
Us few go to look
at an overthrown pool of earth.

A place where there’s a hiding place for a time 
of peace.

A time of peace it was.
Until the disrespect of others was shown with 

theft.
The moment there was rage, fire,
and thoughts of revenge.
It all comes to sense now.
We were victims
as the suspect walked upon us.





Miss Reedo

David J. 
‘˜maikalani Wallace

I would like to thank ‘¯iwi and its staff for the great opportu-
nity they have given me by printing my stories. It’s weird to
see your story in print and made available to the general pub-
lic rather than just words on the computer screen or the odd
hard copies made for family members and friends. Mahalo nui
loa, my friends.

For those Hawaiians reading this, your stories are needed to
complete the kaleidoscope of memories and events that make
us, a people, unique in this world. So dig down deep, remem-
ber and recall all the wonderful, and not so wonderful, things in
your life. Then maybe together, we can make sense of who we

really are, and while in the process, make ourselves better as a
people.

Da furrs haole lede I stay rememba from sma‘kid time wuz Miss
Reedo, my kinnegaaden teecha. She wuz bigga den my madda ‘n fadda

pu‘tugedda. She musta bin one giant I tink so, stan‘up way ova 7 feet ta‘
I figga. She kinna good fun doe, kinna lØlØ, if you no wat I mean. Afta all,

she haole, ha. How cum she cum o‘here Molokai, nobody no. But she kinna
nice to me doe—she neva pull ma eeyah, wak ma hanz, o ‘Økole, o even make

me pu‘weedz li‘dat. Az why fo looong time, she my fav‘ret teecha.

Godda say dat beein wan teecha o‘hea Molokai Alamenchari wuz kinna haad fo
any kine teecha, no madda you Pake, Kepani, o‘ oda kine peepo. Get only wan
Dairy Queen ‘n 2 bahz fo‘ go drink. Odda wise, nomo na‘ting else. But, beein
wan haole lede from da mainlan, speshly wan priddi much new to da kine island
living, musta bin haad fo Miss Reedo. 

Fo instense, she stay dress a‘wrong from da furrs day skool n neva keech da hint



fo long time. Us guyz, we a‘locals so we wear
shots, t-shurt, n sleepaz alla time. Her, no madda
how hot stay, she wear jaket n tick scurt alla time.
Sum time she sweat plenny n smell hauna aw
day. Sum time I no tink she bade cuz nex day, she
stay smell da same. I tink, oh wow, poo‘ ting
Miss Reedo, nomo money fo go buy soap fo go
bade o wash close.

N den fo wan wahine, she can crank down da
grinds, man. She awways stay hungry look like,
jus li‘ she get wan tape worm o wat. Fo ins-
tence, cum lunch time, we aw eat togedda insai
da kafateereea. Wen we pau eat, wateva we no
eat, Miss Reedo nail em man. By da time we aw
go dump awr plates, stay aw empty. Da kafa-
teereea manaja musta tink, oh wow, da kin-
negaaden keedz can grine.

Wan day, Miss Reedo musta bin real hungry,
cuz evin doe I steel stay eatin, she go swipe my
bun. I stahded fo cry. My sista foun oud n bum-
bai afta skool she go big mout to my madda. Da
nex day cum, my madda cum skool n a‘most
brok Miss Reedo’z ‘Økole. Afta dat, she no
touch nutin on my plate, not even my bun.
Bumbai I feel sorry fo Miss Reedo doe. Poo‘
ting, nomo money fo buy nuff food. So afta dat
evry mawning I bring her wan flat pancake wit
budda n hunny, n sum time loaded wit sum
guava jaylee. Feel good fo see Miss Reedo stuff
her face wit da pancake. She make em look real
‘ono.

Miss Reedo wan good sleeppa, too. Wen time fo
us take aftanoon nap, she konk out wit us. Wen
time fo moemoe cum, we aw get awr sleepin
bags from da lakas n lay em on da floor. Da
buggaz stay ruff fo sleep insai cuz nomo cush-
ion, so sowa da back. Plenny time we wake up,
we fine Miss Reedo streech out, her mout wide
opin n galagala runnin down her face. Real
pilau!!! She look finny kine liddat, a‘most like
wan pËpule bugga stay lock up insai KÅne‘ohe. 

Wan time, we go fine her konk out wen we go
get up, so we aw sneak ousai fo go play. Maybe
15 meenet ledda, she stay cum run ousai aw

piss off at us. She wen geev us aw detenshun!
Dat wen piss me off, cuz garrans bawbarans,
wen I go home afta skool, my sista go big mout
to my madda n den my madda go geev me lick-
ens. Shu ting, I go home, my madda awready
get da slippa n stay crak me sum good ones.
Nex day cum, I fo‘get take wan pancake fo
Miss Reedo. Ledder starve wan hole week.
Friggin stuped haole coudint figga out how cum
I stay all nuha wit her fo liddle bit. Afta dat, she
no dare sleep insai da class agen.

By da time Halloween cum, Miss Reedo wuz
ma‘a wit us awready. Wan time, she walk insai
da class room, we aw panik, cuz she look funny
kine. She stay dress li‘ wan uglee witch!!!
Bumbai, we figga out da witch wuz her, n we
aw tease her up. She make wan good uglee
witch. Wen pau skool, she go tell us fo cum her
house fo go trik o treet. Da way she make em
soun, o wow, soun li‘she wuz goin geev us sum
good kine stuff. So I figga, eh, why not, cuz I
neva wen go wan haole house befo fo
Halloween. I figga mus be good ha, so go
chance em.

Halloween nite cum, my madda n fada take me,
my bradda n sistaz fo go trik o treet. We aw stay
dress up li‘ cavemanz. My fadda go get sum
chako from da hibachi n rub ‘em aw ova my
face n mess up my hair liddat. Den he go get
wan empty barley bag n cut chree holz insai em.
Den he go put em ova me fo my costume. Aw
nite da bag make me so dam ichi, so I skrach,
skrach, skrach jus li‘ I get loaded ukus aw ova
me. Ev‘ry buddy house I go trik o treet tink I
only ack li‘wan caveman. Dey neva no how ichi
I stay.

My madda n fadda take us aw ova Ho‘olehua
homestead fo go trik o treet at aw da family
house. Dey aw happy fo see us n dey feed us
cake, cookies, soda wadda, juice. At sum houses
had wan foo meal wit rice n wat eva dey stay
eaten.

Like at Uncle Eddie house, wen we go trick o
treet, we godda tell wan joke o sing wan song



liddat. Wen wuz my turn fo say sumting, I go
tell wan poddagee joke. Da joke make Uncle
Eddie laff so much, he awmose fawdown from
da chair. Bumbai he open da dowa n tell us fo
go insai. We aw go insai, n wow, we fine aw
kine stuff fo eat li‘ sushi, aku poke, kalua pig,
deer meat, patedo salad, n ham. Aunty Vergie
tell us fo go eat, so we aw siddown n start
wackin em. Afta pau eat, get aw kine candy fo
us fo take home. Uncle Eddie no I like Big
Hunk, so he grab wan big hanfoo o Big Hunk, n
puddem insai my pakkage. Den we aw go trik o
treet at odda fam‘ly hauz too, n dey aw feed us
again—cake, juice, soda wadda, aw kine stuff.
By da time we cum Miss Reedo place, we stay
foo awreddy, n my piko stay stick way ousai my
fat stomak. Even doe, I like fo go see wat she
get fo me but.

Da place stay kinna spooky, wit plenny treez dat
luk li‘ get plenny da kine kepalØ stay hangin
arown. Chiken skin, man. So I grab my brad-
da’z arm n walk widdem til we get to da dowa.
I nock on da door, n Miss Reedo cum open da
door n look addus n geddakik.

“How cute, a pair of Wild Men from Borneo.”

“No, Miss Reedo,” I wen tell, aw confused.
“We from o‘hea, Molokai.”

She musta tink I cute so she go insai da house
fo go get wan smaw pakkage den cum bak
ousai. Me n my bradda quik opin awr bag. Miss
Reedo reach insai da smaw pakkage, take out
wan single Bazooka baboo gum, n puddum
insai my bradda’z bag. Bumbai, she do da same
ting fo me. Wen she pau, she tell me:

“Thanks for coming by David John. Happy
Halloween.”

Den, she go close da door. Me n my bradda
look at each odda n we stay aw shawkd. Sumtin
wrong o‘hea. Only wan baboo gum fo me? N
she no wuz me!! How cum she liddat?

I feel funny kine, so I go walk back to da kah n

tell my fadda n madda wat went happen. Dey
only laff n tell me:

“Az haole fo you, eh.”

We aw laff up insai da kah n talk stink ‘bout da
haoles ‘til we reach home. ‘Til dat nite, I neva
no haole people stay selfish. Den I figga out, oh
wow, no wanda dey aw rich n Hawaiians
poowa. Haoles hold cheese—dey no shayah like
Hawaiians. Dey get good job, good house, good
kah; Hawaiians, work pineapple field, brok ass,
nomo nutting. Az why fo long time, I neva
kayah fo haoles. Dey teach us fo shayah, but
wen time fo dem fo go shayah, suck wind brah.
Az why too, wen I fine‘oud I stay liddo bit
haole, I feel real shame. I neva like believe. But
wit wan last name li‘ Wallace, doe, not so hard
fo figga out, ha.

Bumbai Krismas cum, Miss Reedo like us fo go
sing wan song fo da skool Krismas program. Da
song she go pik wuz “Da twelve day of
Krismas.” Aw us guys, we no da song, so wen
Miss Reedo go try teech us da song, we no da
wordz stay aw wrong. Fo instence, we neva
even know wat wan friggin partride wuz. Wat
kine pear tree wuz? Da only kine pear tree we
no wuz da kine avacado tree. How da hell you
goin fit wan avacado tree insai wan house fo
Krismas? An how cum you go give wan avaca-
do tree to your girlfren? N wat dis, wan French
hen? Sumting like wan French fry? Funny kine
dis haole, we aw tink. Maybe she no like da
way we en‘ da song, eatin‘ up da mishunarries,
ha. Bumbai, she get aw fed up, cuz nobody like
da way da song soun, so she leddus sing da
song like we awready no. Cum reely good afta
dat.
Krismas time, my fadda n madda awways get
wan pahtee, wan smaw kine famlee pÅ‘ina. My
fadda go tell me fo go invite Miss Reedo fo
cum. Make “A” fo go ass wan teecha fo cum
wan pahtee cuz da kidz in skool go caw me wan
kiss ass. But I go chance em anyway, cuz I neva
like my fadda kick my ‘Økole. She come aw
happy wen I ax her n she say “OK” she goin
cum.



Da pahtee wen staht 6 ‘o clock in da evening.
Miss Reedo neva show up ‘til 7 terdy. By den,
sum a da famlee stay aw jack up n stay singen
aw kine drunk pile songz. Quik kine, I go run
insai da haus fo get da lei I wen sow fo her.
Wen I put da lei on top her neck, she geev me
wan kiss rite on da cheek n tell me “Merry
Christmas, David John.” I no tink I wen wash
my face fo loong time aftadat.

I go take her to da food line wea aw da ‘ono
kine stuff stay pile up, li‘ poke, sashimi, ‘opihi,
raw crab, limu, n palu mix up wit da kalua pig,
turkey, n sweet potado. Ho boy, she spak da
food n awmose pass out. Too much da kine raw
stuff, I tink. She go sit down at da tabo n I go
get her sum food I figga she can hando, like
rice, kalua pig, turkey, n patedo saled. I even go
bring her wan primo beer. Ho boy, she stahdead
fo eaddup n suck‘em up aw nite. Wen she kinna
wen loosen up, she stahdead fo dance wit my
ankols n cuzens n anybody who like dance.
Priddi soon, I see her faw down n pass out, rai
on da grown. My fadda dem, who no drink, go
pick her up n go take her insai da haus fo go
sleep em off. She neva wake up til 10 ‘o clock
da nex day, wid wan beeg headache, n she neva
no wea she stay. Da pahtee still goin on ousai. I
tink she no she made “A”, so she go bag widd-
out sayen g‘bye to anybody but me.

“Wonderful party, David John. And you are
such a fine young host.”

She go kees my head, n den wen take off. I
stahdead fo like haole peepo agen, speshly Miss
Reedo. But if sumbody tell dat to me, I kick dey
‘Økole. 

Wen we aw go back skool, Miss Reedo go tell
us priddy soon, we goin be wan State, da 50th
State in da United States. Wuz no beeg deal
doe; da flags stay da same. My fadda n madda
neva kayah too much I tink, cuz my fadda bin
wan American solja in WWII n my madda‘s
braddaz wen go fite o‘dea, too. I tink we
awready feel like Americans even doe we still
Hawaiians. Fo loong time, I bin feel dat way,

evin doe I Hawaiian, I stay proud I American.
Sumbody wen do wan good job brainwash me,
ha.

Miss Reedo da furrs lede I give wan Valentine
card. Da way I fine oud ‘bout Valentine wuz da
day my fren Lex go kiss Reeza unda da mon-
keypod tree rite by da baffroom. Wuz
GROOSSSS!!! Miss Reedo wen go ketch um n
go sendem to da prinsabo. Cuz plenny o‘us wen
go see dem kees, Miss Reedo go tell us ‘bout da
kine yucky stuff li‘ love, n den, Valentine’s Day.
She go make us cuddout red hats, den make da
kine fancy puka puka tings aw ova da ousai a da
hat. She den go tell us fo go rite da name of awr
favret pursun insai da hat. Li‘wan lØlØ, I go
pood: Miss Reedo.

Pau awreddy, cuz my odda fren Mikki go spak
wat I go rite, he go big mout to da class n dey
aw teez me. Get me aw work up; I go nail
Mikki n give em wan blak eye. I go rip da hat n
puddem in da rubbish can. Lucky ting Miss
Reedo neva spak me crak Mikki, oddawise I go
prinsabo office n get lickens. She go spak me
chroo away da hat do, n da nex mawnin, I spak
my had aw tape up n stay hang up on her dress.
Neva have my name, but me n Miss Reedo no
weya da card cum from. She give me wan wink
n make me feel kinna good fo liddobit.

Da nex time I rememba Miss Reedo wen cum
my haus wuz fo Eastah. Da nite befoe Eastah,
we aw kala up da eggs n pood‘em insai da food
kala fo make‘em look nice, so da nex day my
fadda n madda can go hide‘em. We aw no dat
cuz we raise rabbits ha, n no friggin way rabbits
lay eggs den go hide em. Dey give birt to live
bebe, no hach‘em like wan egg. Only chiken do
dat. Evin doe we aw stay no dat, we aw
shaddup cuz if awr madda o fadda no dat we
no, pau awreddy, nomo hide egg when Eastah
cum.

Sunday cum, we go church furrs, den wen
church pau, we aw take off fo go home. Wen we
reach home, az wen I wen spak Miss Reedo n
my fadda awreddy home, pau set da tabo fo



Eastah lunch. Even doe get my favret fo lunch,
ham n deer meat, I stay awreddy fo go hunt egg.
But no way my madda o fadda goin let me go
hunt egg til we aw pau eat. So quick kine, I
eaddup da ‘ono ham n deer meat wit patedo
saled. Priddy soon, my fadda go tell us da
Eastah Rabbit wen cum so we can go ousai fo
go hunt eggs.

Me, my braddah n my sistaz step ousai n den
we chahj‘em. We take kapo steps den we spak
awr friggin dogs stay nailin aw da eggs my
fadda n Miss Reedo wen go hide. Rite deya, my
2 sistaz siddown n cry up. I get aw mad n chahj
da dam dogs wit my Eastah baskit. My fadda
run insai da haus n grab da shotgun n shoot‘em
in da ayah. Da friggin dogs take off. I watch my
sistaz cry n feel sorry fo dem, so I go look fo
wateva eggz da friggin dogs neva eat. I wen
fine only 6 eggz oudda da chree dozen we wen
kala. Mo worse, my sista dem cry up, n my
madda‘s high blood presha go buss. I tink if
Miss Reedo no wuz awr haus, my madda go kill
my fadda. Aw kine pilau stuff go cum ousai my
madda‘z mout n my fadda stay aw shame n feel
stoopet. Aw dis make me cry.

Den Miss Reedo go tawk wit my fadda n
madda. My fadda quick kine go give Miss
Reedo money n she go jump insai da kah. I run
to Miss Reedo n she say, “Don‘t worry, David
John, I‘ll be back.” 

Shoo ting, 10 minutes ledda, Miss Reedo cum
up da driveway. I go run up to da kah n spak
chree dozen eggs. Bumbai, I fine out Miss
Reedo wen go down da skool farm n went talk
story wit da farm boss. Da farm boss go let
Miss Reedo take chree dozen eggz fo‘us.
Wen my sistaz seen da eggz, de wen stop cryin.
My fadda n madda tell us fo go make new eggz
fo go hide. Quick kine, my fadda take out da
big pot n start boylen wadda fo cook da eggz.
Wen da eggz pau, my fadda run ousai n tie up
da dam dogs. Miss Reedo den stahded fo teech
me n my sistaz da Eggbert Easter song I reely
like. Aftah singing da song fo 3 or 4 times, my
madda n fadda cum runnin insai da haus fo tell

us da Easter Rabbit wen cum. Me n my sistaz
jump up n run ousai da haus. We aw step on da
pawch, den fine oud stay 8:00 awreddy. My sis-
taz cry up mo wurs den befo. Quick kine, my
madda n fadda run down da stairz fo go get da
karoseen lamps n flash lites, n bring em up
stairz. My fadda go take wan sista, n my madda
go take da odda n Miss Reedo go take me. Evin
doe I go fine only liddo bit eggz, Eastah time
wit Miss Reedo stay hahd fo fo‘get.

By da time pau skool in June, Miss Reedo stay
my bess fren. So wen I wen go fine oud Miss
Reedo goin leeve Molokai, I cry up. I wanned
her fo stay on da ilan so she can be my teecha
nex yeah. She tell me she no can, she godda go
cuz her contrak pau. Kinna hahd fo undastan
contrak stuff wen you stay only 5 yeahs old. On
da lass day skool, wuz kinegaaden grajuashun.
We aw stan inline fo go get awr diploma from
Miss Reedo n da prinsabo. I wuz lass cuz my
las name. Wen my turn cum, Miss Reedo give
me wan big unvalope n den da prinsabo shake
my han. Wen I walk away from da stage, I look
back, n Miss Reedo give me wan wink, den
wave her han. I wink back for say “Aloha n
good bye.”

Wen I reech home, I tek out da diploma from da
unvalope n den I go fine wan red hat insai, wit
my name on da top, n Miss Reedo‘s rite unda-
neet. Oh wow…



Hiko‘ulÅ HanapÈ
Halema‘uma‘u

Halema‘uma‘u

Pele and her ‘ohana remain at Halema‘uma‘u and make
Hawai‘i their home. Local mo‘olelo on every island record
the love affairs, games, customs, and many signs, symbols,
and other hØ‘ailona of the sacred woman and her ‘ohana.





Towards Native Control of
Hawaiian Education

KË Kahakalau
In August 2000, Kanu o ka ‘ıina New Century Public Charter
School opened in Waimea on the Island of Hawai‘i, after near-
ly a decade of action research, and an incredible amount of
effort and faith by a small group of Hawaiian educators, par-
ents, and community members. This group, called the Kanu o
ka ‘ıina Learning ‘Ohana (KALO), felt that the present sys-
tem was not adequately serving the needs of our Hawaiian stu-
dents, and that as indigenous peoples, Hawaiians have a right
to design and control our own processes of education.
Currently, Kanu o ka ‘ıina offers 150 children ages 5-18 the
opportunity to learn their native cultural traditions and values,
including their native language, in a culturally appropriate

learning environment. At the same time, these students, 94 per
cent of whom are of Hawaiian ancestry, are acquiring the skills to

successfully function in a 21st century global society. A s
Hawai‘i’s first culturally-driven K-12 public school, Kanu o ka

‘ıina has proven that Hawaiian communities can design quality
models of education, and that if given the appropriate resources and

autonomy, we can control our own destiny.



E lawe i ka ma‘alea i kË‘ono‘ono
Take wisdom and make it deep.

On June 17, 1744, commissioners from the
English colonies of Maryland and Virginia
negotiated a treaty with the Indians of the Six
Nations at Lancaster, Pennsylvania. As part of
this treaty, the English colonists invited the
natives to send some of their boys to William
and Mary College. The next day, chief
Canassatego sent back the following answer:

We know that you highly esteem the kind of
learning taught in those colleges, and that the 
maintenance of our young men, while with you, 
would be very expensive to you. We are 
convinced that you mean to do us good by 
your proposal; and we thank you heartily. But 
you, who are wise, must know that different 
nations have different conceptions of things. 
You will therefore not take it amiss if our
ideas of education happen not to be the same as 
yours. We have had some experience of it.
Several of our young people were formerly 
brought up at the colleges of the Northern 
Provinces: they were instructed in all your 
sciences; but, when they came back to us, they
were bad runners, ignorant of every means of
living in the woods…They spoke our language 
imperfectly. They were therefore unfit to be 
hunters, warriors, or counselors, they were 
totally good for nothing. We are, however, not 
the less obligated by your kind offer, though 
we decline accepting it. To show our 
gratefulness, if the gentlemen of Virginia will 
send us a dozen of their sons, we will take 
care with their education, instruct them in all 
we know, and make men of them. (Nerburn, 
1999)

We do not know the reaction of the English
colonists to this message. But, there is no doubt
that the Indians of the Six Nations were con-
vinced that their education was very different
from the education of the white newcomers to
their land—and that they preferred their indige-
nous ways of learning over Western models.
Actually, based on their experience, it was

apparent that Western education was quite inad-
equate for their wants, and by no means ful-
filled their needs.

Today, ample data validates the contention of
the Indians of the Six Nations. Imperialist mod-
els of schooling imposed upon native popula-
tions in the United States, Canada, and the
Pacific Islands have not been able to meet
indigenous wants and needs (LaFromboise &
Rowe, 1983; Cajete, 1994; Kawagley, 1995;
Gray, Hunter, Schwab, 2000; Beaulieu, 2000).
As a matter of fact, two hundred plus years of
Western education have left many indigenous
peoples on the American continent and in the
Pacific, “totally good for nothing.” In all parts
of the United States, native peoples are the most
un- and under-educated, leading the nation in
school dropouts, adjudicated youth, and teenage
pregnancies (Indian Nations at Risk, 1991;
Beaulieu, 2000). In addition, Native Americans,
Native Alaskans, and Native Hawaiians suffer
from disproportionate alcohol, drug, spouse and
child abuse, excessive incarceration and poverty
rates, and a wide range of social, physical, and
mental health problems, including having the
highest suicide rates in the nation (Langdon,
1993; Native Hawaiian Educational Assessment
1993; Blaisdell & Mokuau, 1994; Metha &
Webb, 1996). Instead of being bi-lingual and bi-
cultural, able to navigate in two worlds, most
native peoples in the United States today are
dysfunctional, disconnected from their native
values and traditions. At the same time, they are
unable, uninterested, or unwilling to adjust to
Western ways. They are neither capable of func-
tioning in a Western society, nor knowledgeable
about native traditions, historical events, cultur-
al practices, or the languages of our ancestors.
As Yupiaq educator Oskar Kawagley states, “I
have heard elders and middle-age Yupiaq people
say that the young people of today ‘no longer
have brains, have little common sense, and are
irresponsible.’ They are a generation of depend-
ents” (Kawagley, 1995).

This breakdown of our native societies and the
alienation of Native Americans, Native



Alaskans and Native Hawaiians from our tradi-
tional ways was not something that occurred by
accident or by choice, but rather as a result of
intense assimilation efforts by American imperi-
alists. One primary instrument of Americaniza-
tion was the establishment of Western systems
of schooling. Initiated under the pretense of
aiming to “civilize,” “Christianize,” and
“enlighten” native peoples, centuries of
American education almost succeeded in sys-
tematically eradicating native cultures, lan-
guages, and traditions on the North American
continent and in Hawai‘i. 

While pockets of native resistance against this
involuntary acculturation existed from the very
beginning, until a few decades ago, there
seemed to be little hope that indigenous peo-
ples, within the United States, including Native
Hawaiians, would survive into the next millen-
nium as distinct peoples, with unique cultures
and languages. However, in the 1960s, as
African Americans were involved in fighting for
their civil rights, a rather unexpected rebirth of
native culture and traditions began among many
indigenous peoples, a rebirth and rebuilding of
culture which continues today.

In Hawai‘i, this native rebirth started with a
revival of Hawaiian arts in the late 1960s. Since
then, we have witnessed a tremendous growth
of community interest in and support for
Hawaiian cultural forms, beliefs, and values
(Native Hawaiian Educational Assessment,
1993). This has brought about the resurgence of
many traditional practices and skills, including a
miraculous comeback of the Hawaiian lan-
guage, considered by many a “dead” language,
only decades ago. What has since been coined
“The Hawaiian renaissance” also affected the
political arena, where demands for native rights
to self-governance and our fair share of monies
and resources, including a land-base, have been
growing steadily over the past thirty years. 

While Hawaiian grassroots activists have been
pushing for political independence from the
United States, a select group of native educa-

tors, this author included, have been working
towards the liberation of Native Hawaiian stu-
dents from the present system of education
based entirely on Western paradigms and
Western traditions. Like the Indians of the Six
Nations centuries before, these Hawaiian educa-
tors, along with our indigenous colleagues from
around the world, are declaring that “different
nations have different conceptions of things,”
and that our ideas of education “happen to be
different” from those of the haole colonizers.
Furthermore, we believe that it is not only our
indigenous right, but also our kuleana—our
duty, to both our ancestors and our descen-
dants—to define our own epistemologies, devel-
op our own research methodologies, and control
our own comprehensive systems of education
(Kawagley, 1990; Meyer, 1999; Smith, 1999).

One major organized effort to initiate a native
designed and controlled system of Hawaiian
education officially began in January 2000,
when a group of Native Hawaiian grassroots
educators, representing Hawaiian communities
from throughout the island chain, formed NÅ
Lei Na‘auao Native Hawaiian Charter School
Alliance. Spurred by this author’s doctoral
research and a vision inspired by Paulo Freire,
the strategy of NÅ Lei Na‘auao is to utilize the
charter school movement as a vehicle to design
and implement culturally-driven, community-
based models of education throughout Hawai‘i.
The chartering of these Hawaiian-founded pub-
lic schools demonstrates that Hawai‘i’s native
people have not only the desire, but also the
ability to create and implement quality models
of education, based on native ways of knowing.
The long-range goal of NÅ Lei Na‘auao is to
assist in the creation of self-sustaining cultural
learning centers or kauhale in Hawaiian com-
munities throughout the archipelago, which will
provide Hawai‘i’s 50,000 native public school
students with viable choices in education.
Together, we want to develop a comprehensive
system of Hawaiian education and care that
spans “from the womb to the tomb” as we usher
in a new era of Hawaiian enlightenment and
empowerment.



Members of NÅ Lei Na‘auao strongly believe
that it is the kuleana of the State and the Federal
government to support these indigenous educa-
tion efforts by providing technical and financial
assistance and other requested services. This
contention is supported by Article 1.7.1 of the
Coolangatta Statement on Indigenous Edu-
cation, developed by delegates to the World
Indigenous Peoples’ Conference on Education
(www.fnahec.org/wipce2002). It states that,
“meaningful, empowering, and culturally sus-
tainable education for indigenous people will be
possible only when indigenous people have the
control (a fundamental right) and the resources
(an inarguable responsibility of states/govern-
ments) to develop educational theories, curricu-
lum, and practices that are indigenous and
determine the environment within which this
education can best occur” (WIPCE). However,
NÅ Lei Na‘auao members believe that here in
Hawai‘i, this “inarguable responsibility” lies not
only with the federal and state levels of govern-
ment, but also with the Hawaiian ali‘i trusts like
the Kamehameha Schools (KS), the Queen
Lili‘uokalani Children’s Center (QLCC), and
other affluent Hawaiian service institutions and
agencies, like the Office of Hawaiian Affairs
(OHA). Furthermore, federal and state govern-
ment organizations, like the Native Hawaiian
Education Council (NHEC), which lists as one
of its goals the creation of a culturally-driven,
family-oriented and community-based system of
Hawaiian education, should also be mandated to
support the efforts of Hawaiian communities to
create educational models at the grassroots
level.

Kanu o ka ‘ıina New Century Public Charter
School, the first of these grassroots NÅ Lei
Na‘auao schools, opened in Waimea in 2000.
This first-of-its-kind K-12 model of education is
framed from a Native Hawaiian perspective
designed by and for the Native Hawaiian com-
munity. Created by Hawaiians for Hawaiians,
this model presents not necessarily an alterna-
tive to the present Western-based public educa-
tion system in Hawai‘i, but rather a preferred
way of practicing education. As such, it allows

Native Hawaiians to become bi-lingual and bi-
cultural, able to successfully navigate in two
worlds. Like all other NÅ Lei Na‘auao schools,
Kanu o ka ‘ıina is tailored to meet the unique
needs of its community and students, and incor-
porates the special resources available and
accessible in its locale. Eleven more NÅ Lei
Na‘auao charter schools have since opened,
each one community-based, culturally-driven,
and incorporating a high degree of academic
rigor. Together we plan to form the foundation
of a comprehensive community-based system of
Hawaiian education and care, as we assert our
indigenous right to design and control our own
destiny. NÅ Lei Na‘auao exists because we
believe in the Hawaiian tradition of kËkulu
kumuhana, the pooling of strengths for a com-
mon purpose. It is in that spirit of kËkulu
kumuhana that we invite all interested stake-
holders to join our efforts and work with us as
we usher in a new era of Hawaiian enlighten-
ment and empowerment.

For more information about NÅ Lei Na‘auao,
contact Dr. KË Kahakalau at kukahaka@gte.net.
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Hiko‘ulÅ HanapÈ
Maka‘ula

Maka‘ula

Hawai‘i’s paramount fire-maker Pele is also known as
Maka‘ula, “the red-eyed seer,” the prophet in the fire. She
is power, status, and wealth on a spiritual order. She sees
man’s attempt to learn the art of making fire as global
destruction. Nuclear technology is modern day “fire-
making.” It is power and it is mass destruction. A few are trying
to control it and piece it out. The modern day woman of the vol-
cano believes that it is up to man to find a way to stop their mad-
ness as Pele travels to be a messenger, a prophet warning of 
danger.

The earth trembles and the pillars of KÅne are destroyed.
Lightning strikes and earth erupts with fire. Mankind

disintergrates into fine ash as the world returns to chaos and 
darkness, called PØ.





...at heart
On White Paper

Ua ‘ai i ke kakØÈ o ‘Ewa
Ho‘i Hou i ka Mole

Kahi Brooks

…at heart

Aloha
poor ting, her

bus’ up
used up

spread too thin
people from all around the world

think they know her
think they carry her in their hearts

they all call her
Ahhloooooohaaaaaaaaaa!
and take her name in vain

On White Paper

Hello, Mr. Form
Application

questionnaire
“Name”

“Address”
“Telephone”

“Date of Birth”
no problem
“Ethnicity”

my favorite! (check only one)
There I am, I guess

“Part-Hawaiian”
(like a credit card bill
due on your birthday

sometimes it feels good
to see yourself in writing

even if you don’t like what it means)



Which part do they mean?
which section

of body
mind, bones &

DNA?
The eyes? A little.

The nose? Get some there, too.
The skin? Not really.

The butt? Everything’s in there.
Its all spread out

(The Hawaiian, I mean)
Blended and fluid
in everything I do

Enough to lend
definition, direction

motivation and inspiration
to living

Ua ‘ai i ke kaikØÈ o ‘Ewa

Above the hills
golden-brown and thirsty by day

soaking in a cool ocean of darkness
this night,

swims the sky
naked and gently pressing 

missing not an inch of earthly wonders
Darkness that is no darkness

but a showcase,
a limitless frame

engrossing and exquisitely demanding
focus, energy, and eyes
on the gentlest twinkle

the most delicate sparkle 
of
a

star

Ho‘i Hou I ka Mole

I admit that
sometimes I wonder

what they would think of me
Would they see me

pale, blue jeans, Frappucino
and find me more foreign than haole

My Ford more strange than the Endeavor,
or would they see me

(TËtË can you see me?!)
and know me as their own
koko, ‘iwi, mo‘okË‘auhau

And everytime I wonder
every time I ask, they answer

Mo‘o, they say, there is
nothing to know

you are the skin wrapped 
around our bones
We are the spine

holding up your body
we are as rain and a running stream

the same, unable to 
exist without each other.
And yet, they say, it is

you that struggles to recognize us.
We are all around you

listen—without trying, hear your own
koko, ‘iwi, mo‘okË‘auhau

and understand that you belong to us.

(Epilogue)
Every time I hear them

their answer, their reassurance,
their fact.

I am dumbfounded by the 
oppressed victim 

lurking in my own mind
(in plain sight!)
it frightens me,

fills me with distrust
for my thoughts, for my feelings

so I take a deep breath
and force myself

force myself
to listen without trying,

to hear my own
koko, ‘iwi, mo‘okË‘auhau

and be at peace





The Question

Noelle M. K. Y.
Kahanu

She scuttles up the narrow, stone-strewn river bed,
rising easily over moss-covered boulders.
Only the shimmering laua‘e
marks her silent passage.

In words is the power to name, to recall, to make sense of our
past in a way that brings meaning to us, and sometimes, if
we’re lucky, to others. I most often write when night has fall-
en and the house is quiet, when all that I have born witness to
rises, simmering, to the surface. I admit, unapologetically, to
having taken many paths, some scenic, many winding, others
less so. But all have lead me to where I am now, and for that I

am eternally grateful. The child of George Hawae Kahanu, Jr.
and Diane “Hina” Matsuo, I consider myself first and foremost

the mother of Hattie Keonaona NiolopÅ HÅpai.

So there it is

THE QUESTION
The Answer to which will tell you
If I was one snob, one slut
one nerd, one geek
one lez
The question I don’t want to answer
The question that sets me apart
A violation of protocol
What kine local you, no like answer



THE QUESTION?

The kine that went to “that school on Diamond 
Head”

I say delicately, apologetically
Oh, you mean that girls’ school?
Yeah, the pink one
Oh
Oh
I know what that oh means
It means you thinking I was one snob, slut,
Geek, AND lez
What kine local girl even goes to a school 

like that?
The kine girl that begged her mom not to send

her there 
The kine girl that cried cuz she wanted to go

Stevenson
The kine girl whose mom said “you are not
going to Kam school--your dad went there

and he only read one book! Black Beauty.”
The kine girl who loved Black Beauty
The kine girl that caught the bus with the only

two other local girls in school
The kine girl that walked up the hill, while her

classmates rode past in their BMWs
The kine girl who had academic scholarship
The kine girl who got called into the principal’s

office cause her mom was late in the 
payments

The kine girl who got dropped off in an orange 
Datsun with holes in the muffler--the kine
car that announced your arrival to the 
whole school, especially when you was late

The kine girl who, when she finally got one car,
drove up in her faux-wood panel orange 
and brown Vega

The kine girl who found solace in basketball
The kine girl who applied for mainland schools 

even though she knew all along she was 
goin’ UH cause never had money

The kine girl that hung out at Crane park, 
you know, by Alex Drive-Inn

Went school with haoles by day, and locals by 
night

The kine that watched the local boys fish for 
cats, body slam them against cars, put fire 

crackers in bufos and watch them explode
The kine that when contribute her dollar when
they was trying for pool their money for buy

one six pack Bud, but not when they was 
trying for buy paint

The kine girl that “went” with Jon, one 
Hawaiian-Chinese Kaimuki School dropout

And so, what about it?

That Question

That Stupid Question

It doesn’t tell you I almost when skitso
Living a double life
Going one expensive haole school
And buying groceries with food stamps
Pink stucco Italian mansion 

(Dillingham’s old house, you know)
And one Nahaku Place duplex, with rats and 

peeling paint
The neighbors selling acid, and having sex so 

fricken loud you could hear every “oof”
Rolls Royces, and orange Vegas
Gastritis in 10th grade
My social studies teacher saw me 10 years

after high school,
And told me I looked better, and younger,

then I ever did back then
So, you don’t know nothing about me
Never have, never will
Asking a stupid question like that
So what if I violate protocol?
That’s what happens when you live life 
Suspended
Besides, that was almost twenty fucken

years ago
So what if I was whatever you was thinking 
I was?





Deathlist

Leilani Gamboa

Wait,
you’ll get your turn.
They told tËtË to go—
she went home;
no humbug, her.

Wait,
you’ll get your turn.
They told mama go— 
she went home, too;
no humbug, her.

Wait,
you’ll get your turn
they tell me.
No, I not going;
keep me off the
deathlist.

This is a poem about all of us Kanaka Maoli who have seen our
kËpuna and even mÅkua pass away while on the waiting list for
Hawaiian homelands. This is for all of us who refuse to stay on
this deathlist, who will one day say to the damn haole—no,
you wait.







Ka Huaka‘i (The Journey)

Lia Keawe
Lia O’Neill is my first name. Folks don’t usually call me by 
that name but it’s the name I was given at birth. I’ve been
asked to change it to just Lia, but this name holds special sig-
nificance, as I was named for two women in my family: my
tËtË kuakahi, Emmalia Keawe (my father's grandmother) and
my Nana, Margaret Katherine O'Neill Keawe (my father's
mother). So I think I will keep my name as is. I was born on
O'ahu and raised on Hawai'i island in Hilo. Currently I reside
on O'ahu and am working on my PhD in Political Science at
the University of Hawai‘i at MÅnoa.

I am learning that everything in life happens for a reason: the
challenges we encounter are actually lessons to prepare us for

the future, and that challenges are opportunities to become
empowered. This essay focuses on my experiences as a Kanaka

Maoli graduate student and the things I have had to endure in the
pursuit of higher education. It was written near the completion of

my master’s degree in Political Science at the University of Hawai‘i
at MÅnoa in 1999. While located in the past, similar events continue

to impact me in the present. I must often reflect upon them and hope
they will help to guide me, in a positive way, towards the future. 

I share these events with you because I know I am not alone in my experi-
ences, although these experiences seldom ever become public. This sharing is

an opportunity to provide solace to other Kanaka Maoli students who have sur-
vived similar experiences as well as a way to warn Kanaka Maoli newly-arrived
on campus who may be unaware of these hostile conditions as they navigate their
journeys through this “sea of knowledge” called the university. As Kanaka
Maoli, we should never allow anyone to prohibit us from achieving the goals we
set for ourselves, our people, and our lÅhui. There have been educational
improvements for Kanaka Maoli at UH MÅnoa since I first wrote this piece.
Still, there is more work which remains to be done.



Ka Huaka‘i (The Journey)

Au umauma ‘o Hilo i ka wai is an ‘Ølelo no‘eau
(proverb) that speaks of difficulties one encoun-
ters when traveling.1 Literally it translates as,
“Hilo has breasted the water.” Figuratively it
means, “To weather a storm.” Noted Hawaiian
language scholar Mary Kawena Pukui explains
that this is because, “the district of Hilo had
many gulches and streams and was difficult to
cross.”2 I use this particular ‘Ølelo no‘eau to
begin this huaka‘i (journey3) because as a
Kanaka Maoli (Hawaiian4), it establishes a con-
nection between my mo‘okË‘auhau (genea-logy)
and the ‘Åina (land). Next, it honors Hawai‘i,
Moku o Keawe, the land of my ancestors;
Hawai‘i, moku o Keawe, the space where I
locate the things, places and people that have
helped to shape my identity as Kanaka Maoli;
the place where the fabric of my memory begins
and where I depart on my journey.

Huaka‘i means “trip, voyage, journey, mission,
procession, parade; to travel.” The term hua also
refers to “a seed, offspring, fruit; to bear a
child,” while ka‘i means “to lead, direct, lift up
and carry; to walk or step in a row or proces-
sion, or as a child learning to walk.” Thus the
term “huaka‘i” figuratively describes my role as
a Kanaka Maoli graduate student as one who is
not just on a journey, but who is on a journey
which will be fruitful for myself, my ‘ohana,
and the larger lÅhui (Hawaiian nation).

This essay is a ho‘okupu (offering) wherein I
engage with the concepts known in my field of
Political Science as “spatial arrangements” and
social relations as I journey through a “spatial
imaginary” that crosses a myriad of borders in
space and time. The term “spatial imaginary”
can be understood as a kind of consciousness
which affects my vision. It is an imaginary that
is reflective, an analytical gazing of space not as
an “empty” or “filled” container, but as some-
thing affected by or affecting me.5 This essay is
also an opportunity for me to engage in the con-
cept of “theory in the flesh,” defined by
Chicana scholar Cherrie Moraga as “embodied

knowledge that we, as Indigenous peoples,
acquire as a direct result of our own unique
lived experiences.”5 The Hawaiian concept of
mo‘olelo (story, history) is thus important as I
share my lived experiences as a Kanaka Maoli
“woman of color” who has struggled to navigate
through—and who ultimately survived—the
challenge of being a Kanaka Maoli graduate
student at the University of Hawai‘i at MÅnoa. 

The journey from a safe Kanaka Maoli home
community to the hostile environment of acade-
mia is lonely, dangerous, and alienating. As a
Kanaka Maoli, a female, and scholar striving to
reclaim and preserve my history, language, cul-
ture and identity, the border crossings from one
territory to another have often been difficult.
Entering the contested and contentious space of
the academic arena is similar, in a sense, to
what refugees from a war-torn country might
experience, as in academia, I became as dis-
placed as a refugee, marked as “other” within
the borders of this institution of higher learning.
I am not alone in my perception, or experiences
of the university. For Kanaka Maoli, the univer-
sity is often an alien, foreign space. From the
very onset of my journey, I learned that as a
Kanaka Maoli, I did not have the proper
“credentials” required to exist within this space,
credentials previously determined by others,
who are not Kanaka Maoli. Simultaneously, atti-
tudes shaping my presence in the academy were
predetermined by the voices of privileged white
historians, explorers, and scholars who have
spoken and written about Kanaka Maoli, our
history, and our culture depicting us as the
dying “noble savage” incapable of learning.
Through American and Eurocentric publications
and practices of knowledge dissemination,
Kanaka Maoli have been continuously excluded
and devalued in a manner similar to how
African American author Toni Morrison
describes the “African presence” in America. In
Playing in the Dark, Morrison notes that the
devaluing of African Americans as “Other” is a
stereotyped tool used to instill “a process of
exclusion—of assigning designation and
value.”7 While focusing on African Americans,



the lexical ambiguity of Morrison’s title Playing
in the Dark captures the American and
Eurocentric stigma of Kanaka Maoli as well:
our physical presence is certainly felt, but only
as objects without voices which reside in the
margins of darkness.

My family thinks that my academic journey has
been great. As the first member of my immedi-
ate family to graduate from college with a
degree, I can understand why they feel as they
do. Coming from a working-class family, higher
education was valued but rarely achieved, thus
my presence at UH is seen as one of honor and
pride for them. But what they don’t realize is
that my academic journey has been one of
tremendous discomfort and pain. In many ways,
my college career reflects the opening ‘Ølelo
no‘eau in that many hazardous “gulches and
streams” have been negotiated, and difficult to
cross. Like many other Kanaka Maoli students
who choose to hold on to or reclaim cultural
values and practices such as using our Hawaiian
names, speaking ‘Ølelo Hawai‘i (Hawaiian lan-
guage), and valuing of oral traditions and other
culturally valid and valued forms of knowledge
acquisition, I have experienced racism, preju-
dice, and ignorance from professors, administra-
tors, and peers who refuse to acknowledge me
as a Kanaka Maoli scholar. As a Kanaka Maoli
woman, I have faced varying degrees of sexism
as well. Thus at times my academic journey
reminds me of the mo‘olelo of Pele and Hi‘iaka,
where Hi‘iaka slays many mo‘o (reptile), nearly
drowning herself in the process; like Hi‘iaka, I
too have encountered many “mo‘o.” Like
Hi‘iaka, I too, have survived.

Although I feel privileged to be a part of the
small Kanaka Maoli community on the UH
MÅnoa campus, I simultaneously feel estranged
here, a foreigner in this academic space, which
is ironic since it exists on my homeland.
Vietnamese scholar Trihn Minh-Ha recognizes
this feeling of strangeness when she writes
about how one is allowed entry into a place like
the academy but seldom finds true happiness or
acceptance. Thus, in Minh-Ha’s words, it is both

“my self and my other self” that journeys across
this campus.8 On one hand, I come to the uni-
versity with cultural ways of knowing that often
clash with western ways of knowing that are
valued in the academy. At times, the term
“Kanaka Maoli scholar” seems an oxymoron as
the academy generally devalues everything
Kanaka Maoli in the attempt to shape a scholar
in a confining and limiting western mold.
Perhaps another way to describe it is that being
hapa, I am of both Kanaka Maoli and haole
descent, and in my veins flows the blood of
both oppressor and oppressed, which has result-
ed in “this identity [containing] a sign of contra-
diction and rejection, [being] an identity that
has been shoved to the margins of history,
where one stands at the border.”9 Although I
have haole ancestors, the lines of race and class
still separate me from that whiteness. 

When I crossed the threshold from my safe
home community into the contested space at the
university, I did not realize that I was truly
entering another world, one which was cold and
strange, and devoid of the comfort and familiar-
ity of the Kanaka Maoli community. Nor did I
comprehend at that time that my rite of passage
in this foreign space would require me to leave
behind native forms of knowledge acquired
from oral tradition, from hÅlau (hula instruction)
training, and from my kËpuna (elders).
Suddenly, I realized that in order to assimilate
and be accepted into this excluding hegemonic
system, I had to cast aside all things cultural—
everything which had, up until that point of my
life, identified me as Kanaka Maoli. Once in
college, I was forced to view the world from a
different perspective. This was difficult, as it
was the binary opposite of that to which I am
anchored as a Kanaka Maoli. The result of this
paradigm shift contributed to the prejudicial and
hostile experiences I have encountered, thus
challenging my concepts of my own identity.
This emotional trauma is captured by African
American scholar bell hooks when she says, “In
graduate school, the classroom became a place I
hated, yet a place where I struggled to claim
and maintain the right to be an independent



thinker. The university and the classroom began
to feel more like a prison, a place of punishment
and confinement than a place of promise and
possibility.”10

For me, the classroom was a battlefield, a site of
yet another border crossing where I was a target
of violent assaults committed by my professors
who functioned as “gatekeepers,” or the border
patrol agents. Other students were actors who
“used the classroom to enact rituals of control
that are about domination and the unjust exer-
cise of hostile, anti-native power,” which
echoed the hegemonic anti-native discourse of
white oppression.11 In this environment, I was
made to feel as if I were a hypochondriac, con-
stantly being told that I should disregard the
pain I felt in my na‘au (gut, heart, mind) simply
because to them, my Kanaka Maoli perspective
carried no value because it stemmed from a dif-
ferent culture paradigm—a Kanaka Maoli one. 

At the university, one particularly alienating
place was the Political Science Department
where I was a graduate student. Here I constant-
ly searched for Kanaka Maoli faces but seldom
found any. This place was filled with objects
unfamiliar to me, objects I could not locate in
my memory, objects foreign and strange which
made me uncomfortable. Housed in Saunders
Hall, the Political Science Department practices,
like other academic disciplines, a discourse of
“situated knowledge,” or knowledge which
results from being in a particular condition,
especially one which references money and
material possession (western capitalism). It
would be wrong to say that there are no spaces
at the university where Kanaka Maoli scholar-
ship is welcomed, but they exist only in small
pockets scattered throughout the institution.
This was true even within the Department of
Political Science, where I was fortunate to find
a few professors who supported and encouraged
me and my ideas which helped me continue
through the program and eventually graduate
with my MA.

Yet at the same time I have also been exposed

to racist and sexist notions of stereotyped race
and gender roles for ethnic women, deeply root-
ed prejudices held mostly by but are not limited
to white male professors. At the UH MÅnoa
campus, it is not difficult to see that this place is
truly the domain of white men. One example is
the naming of buildings on campus; all of the
buildings located on the upper campus have
been named for former white male faculty. The
only exception is the newly constructed Student
Services building, recently named the Queen
Lili‘uokalani Center for Student Services after a
long and relentless campaign by the Kanaka
Maoli population on campus.

The only facilities named for Kanaka Maoli are
not easily visible because they are tucked away
behind other structures, or are located on the
margins of campus, such as the Duke
Kahanamoku pool, sandwiched between the
massive steel and concrete barriers of the
Athletic Complex, the Dorothy Kahananui
music building located behind the famed Orvis
Auditorium, and the Gladys KamakakËokalani
‘Ainoa Brandt Center for Hawaiian Studies
building, located between the KÅnewai Lo‘i and
KÅnewai Park. 

Another example is the heavy dominance of
white male faculty. Statistics from the universi-
ty’s personnel office show that women comprise
only 30.1 percent of the total faculty, whereas
men makeup 69.6 percent.12 Furthermore, only
2.1 percent of total faculty on campus are
Hawaiian or part Hawaiian. In addition, it is an
established fact that the field of social sciences
was founded by men. Today the heavy domi-
nance of males in this field is perhaps telling of
its genealogy. So too is my field of graduate
study, which is dominated by men whose con-
cepts and vocabulary I now understand, but
painfully attempt to find meaningful. As a
Kanaka Maoli woman, their thoughts, ideas, and
words are meaningless to me because they are
the cause of two worlds colliding.

My experiences as a graduate student in the
Political Science Department have been alienat-



ing. My first semester in the political science
master’s program was most challenging. While
the transition of moving from an undergraduate
to a graduate student was overwhelming, the
manner in which courses are conducted and the
kinds of course work required were also very
foreign, especially in seminar classes, where
students are expected to read and then lead class
discussions on topics that I could not under-
stand. It was also difficult, uncomfortable, and
intimidating as an MA student to be in graduate
seminars where the majority of students were
PhD candidates. The method in which students
are expected to discuss the readings is yet
another aspect of my graduate studies that was
foreign to me because these methodologies are
foreign to Hawaiian ways of knowing. In this
spatial imaginary the experiences of alienation
as a Kanaka Maoli student were reinforced
when I looked around and saw strange images,
heard strange voices, sounds and words in a lan-
guage so foreign to Hawaiian traditions and cul-
ture in this place. The Political Science Depart-
ment has a history as a place that has rarely, if
ever, acknowledged Hawaiian ways of thinking
and knowing. 

It is only now, when I am near the end of my
journey in this “spatial imaginary of academia,”
that I am becoming familiar with the vocabulary
and the concepts necessary to negotiate the
dense and difficult terrain called political theory.
Yet there have been some rare comforting mom-
ents. Recently, I’ve been introduced to theoreti-
cal ideas and concepts of feminist activism
which have truly been enlightening for me.
These theories have been instrumental in help-
ing me address my feelings of alienation and
have helped me to understand that many other
women of color have struggled with similar
issues, but they have been successful in finding
ways to challenge the cultural, sexual and politi-
cal hegemony in the academy. For example,
hooks’s notion of “education as the practice of
freedom” has inspired me to critically reflect on
my experiences on this huaka‘i. These reflec-
tions have helped me realize that my presence
in this “sacred grove” of academic knowledge

and power are not in vain; rather, I’ve been able
to contribute to current efforts to create a more
diverse institution dedicated to revolutionary
praxis and social justice. 

The voice of African American poet Audre
Lorde has healed unnecessary divisions within
me, as I heed her words regarding the signifi-
cance of diversity in the field of feminism.13

The importance of her work is that she writes
from the daily activities of her life, reinforcing
the feminist notion that “the personal is politi-
cal.”14 Following Minh-ha’s concept of “Other
than myself/My Other self,” I too am becoming
more and more aware of the duality of who I
am as a Kanaka Maoli scholar. Thus while the
mixing of these two identities—Kanaka Maoli
and scholar—have been extremely challenging
and a source of great discomfort at times, I have
been slowly learning how to navigate through
educational gulches and weather academic
storms.

As a Kanaka Maoli woman pursing a degree of
higher learning I realize the benefits that have
been afforded me through education. I am most
grateful to the support of other Kanaka Maoli
scholars like Kaleikoa Ka‘eo and Noenoe Silva,
who have been my kia‘i (guardians) on this
huaka‘i. They have been like a ho‘okele (navi-
gator) to me guiding me through many turbulent
waters in this sea of knowledge. Both have been
instrumental in helping me recognize the impor-
tance of our existence as Kanaka Maoli in this
place. The path that we Kanaka Maoli travel in
this sacred grove of academia is not smoothly
paved because it is relatively new and now
recently traveled upon. Through my experiences
of border crossing in this spatial imaginary, I
truly understand and believe that together our
combined efforts as Kanaka Maoli who trample
this path smooth will make the passage easier
for Kanaka Maoli scholars to come. The differ-
ent roles I occupy as a Kanaka Maoli, female,
and scholar on this huaka‘i are accompanied
with tremendous responsibility.

It is by acknowledging this responsibility that I



can contribute to the progression of the lÅhui in
the field of education. Most importantly, I also
have deep appreciation for the generations of
ancestors who came before me who are respon-
sible for my existence, and for the benefit of
generations yet to come. Like our Kanaka Maoli
ancestral Earth Mother, PapahÅnaumoku, the
foundation who gave birth to these islands,
someday I too will give birth to a new genera-
tion of Kanaka Maoli. The knowledge gained
from this huaka‘i, although painful, has
enriched my life tremendously. Soon the oppor-
tunity will arise for me to again engage in an
experience of “theory in the flesh,” as the
knowledge I share with them will become the
fabric upon which this generation will form
their memory of Hawaiian culture, language,
history, and, more importantly, their identity as
Kanaka Maoli.

The collective memory of the lÅhui Hawai‘i
(Hawaiian nation) holds images as securely
interwoven together as a makaloa mat. The
makaloa, a native grass reed plant valued in
Hawai‘i for making fine mats, is a hardy plant,
as it “grows in fresh, brackish and salt-water.”15

The makaloa plant is a fitting symbol for
Kanaka Maoli because it survives and flourish-
es, as we do, in many diverse environments.
Each lau (leaf) is plaited together to make a
moena (mat) of intricate texture. Maka means
“presence, sight, view;” it also refers to “a
beloved one.” Loa is “distance, length, far, per-
manent.” Figuratively, the makaloa signifies a
permanent presence of a beloved person. As
Ni‘ihau island was renown for the best quality
makaloa mats, the island is also symbolic
because it again establishes a connection to
place, genealogy, and Hawaiian protocol. This
huaka‘i began in Hilo, the easternmost point of
the pae‘Åina (archipelago), the point where the
sun rises, and the new day begins. It ends here
at the westernmost point, on a comfortably
woven makaloa mat for which Ni‘ihau is famed. 

When the weaving of the mat was completed, it
was adorned with numerous pÅwehe (colored
geometric motifs), which required exceptional

skill and care. Wehe, “to open, uncover, to
unlock,” is symbolic of the opening of space in
the academy dedicated to the perspectives of
Kanaka Maoli scholarship, a space where our
scholarship will be created, welcomed, and most
importantly, valued. Each intricate pÅwehe
design replicates our experiences as Kanaka
Maoli, and are thus symbolic because they tell
the story of our past and our future, demonstrat-
ing how our view of mo‘okË‘auhau values and
acknowledges both directions, ka wÅ ma mua,
the past, and ka wÅ ma hope, the future.16 We
look to the past in deliberate acknowledgment
to those who have come before us, to those who
have given us a precious gift that allows us to
reside in the present, while we simultaneously
move toward the future and labor for the gener-
ations yet unknown. 

1Pukui, Mary Kawena. ‘¯lelo No‘eau:
Hawaiian Proverbs and Poetical Sayings
(Honolulu: Bishop Museum Press, 1986), 28.
2ibid.
3Unless otherwise stated, all translations and
definitions of Hawaiian words are from Mary
Kawena Pukui and Samuel H. Elbert’s
Hawaiian Dictionary, revised edition (Honolulu:
University of Hawai‘i Press, 1986). 
4I define Kanaka Maoli as “Hawaiian.” Cur-
rently, there is a diversity of voices among
Kanaka Maoli that define this term in many dif-
ferent ways. Because the process of reclaiming
our sovereignty is still in progress this term can-
not be specifically defined at this time. My defi-
nition of this term is not meant to silence or
diminish any of those voices or their definitions
of this term, but rather, to recognize the diversi-
ty within the Kanaka Maoli movement and cele-
brate the unique perspectives among Kanaka
Maoli in our struggle for independence.
5I want to thank Political Science professor
Phyllis Turnbull for her conversation with me
regarding this concept.
6“Moya, Paula M. L. “Postmodernism,
Realism, and the Politics of Identity: Cherie
Moraga and Chicana Feminism.” In Feminist 
Genealogies, Colonial Legacies, Democratic



Futures, M. Jacqui Alexander and Chandra
Talpade Mohanty, eds. (New York: Routledge
and London: Routledge, 1977). 
7Morrison, Toni. Playing in the Dark: Whiteness
and the Literary Imagination (Boston: Harvard
University Press, 1992).
8Mihn-Ha, Trinh T. “Other than Myself/My
Other Self.” Travellers’ Tales: Narratives of
Home and Displacement, George Robertson et.
al., eds. (New York: Routledge, 1995), 9-26. 
9“Crossing the Border.” Dangerous Memories:
Invasion and Resistance since 1492, Renny
Golden, Michael McConnell, and Peggy
Mueller, eds. (Chicago: Chicago Religious Task,
1992), 214.
10hooks, bell. Teaching to Transgress:
Education as the Practice of Freedom. (New
York: Routledge, 1994), 4.
11ibid., 9.
12University of Hawai‘i Equal Employment
Opportunity and Affirmative Action Office (UH
EEOAA), 1999. Unpublished data. Honolulu:
University of Hawai‘i at MÅnoa.
13Audre Lorde is a poet, but her contributions
have given me a clearer understanding of the
concepts in feminist theory; therefore, I consid-
er her a theorist.
14 Lorde, Audre. Sister Outsider: Essays &
Speeches by Audre Lorde (California: The
Crossing Press, 1996).
15Abbott, Isabella Aiona. LÅ‘au Hawaii:
Traditional Hawaiian Uses of Plants 
(Honolulu: Bishop Museum Press, 1992), 74.
16While the term ka wÅ ma mua means “the
past,” it literally means “the time in front,”
implying the future. Similarly, ka wÅ ma hope
means “the future,” but literally means “the
time behind.” Kanaka Maoli historian LilikalÅ
Kame‘eleihiwa states, “It is as if the Hawaiian
stands firmly in the present, with his back to the
future, and his eyes fixed upon the past, seeking
historical answers for present-day dilemmas.
Such an orientation is to the Hawaiian an emi-
nently practical one, for the future is always
unknown, whereas the past is rich in glory and
knowledge.” Kame‘eleihiwa, LilikalÅ. Native 
Lands and Foreign Desires: Pehea La e Pono
ai? (Honolulu: Bishop Museum Press, 1992), 22.







How the ‘Iwa Flies

Leialoha
Apo Perkins

How the ‘Iwa Flies

I will not hold my breath
as the ocean rolls its long
and silver tongue sweeping to death
the land in lilting song.

I will not shut my eyes
to the rags of spindrift
the shark’s clean cruising streak
and how the ‘Iwa flies

crying
from cliff to littoral.

Waving sea weeds desolate
in dance I know and I know not
because there is a singing in everything
and green is the colour of the heart.

Leialoha Apo Perkins is from the Makekau family of Lahaina,
Maui. She is a poet, short story writer, novelist and critic.
“How the ‘Iwa Flies” is the name of a volume from a series
Histories in Stone, Wood, and Bone (forthcoming). She
received the 1998 Hawai‘i Award for Literature.







The Uncivilized
They Came

LÅkea Trask-Batti
These poems are a reflection of where I come from. I was born
and raised on the island of Hawai‘i in the forest of ‘Ola‘a. I
was taught in my ‘Ølelo makuahine at Keaukaha Immersion
School in a Hawaiian community. Being brought up in a fam-
ily that is active in Hawaiian issues has given me a clear
understanding of what it is to be a Hawaiian.
E ola mau ka lÅhui o Hawai‘i.

The Uncivilized

You landed in our islands

from countries far away.

You pretended to be gods

and took advantage of our own.

You bargained for our women,

and our healthy foods.

Giving us diseases

and murdering our men.

Now, I ask you….

Just who is uncivilized?



They Came

They came

by the hundreds,

thousands,

millions.

Like wild fires,

they spread.

Rapidly.

Ferociously.

They pollute

our beaches,

volcanoes,

graveyards.

They claim

our land.

Ignorantly.

Disrespectfully.

Our ancient heiau,

run over by metal

monsters with metal teeth.

Our greatest leaders

and ancestor’s iwi,

dug up and sold

to museums.

They buy land

that was stolen by them.

They own green paper,

not kalo leaves.

They pretend

to be native.

By blood.

By heart.

Here we are.

Jobless.

Houseless.

What else do they want?

What else can they take?





burial rights
‘Opihi $100 a Gallon

Leomi Bergknut
When I grew up in Waiakea Houselots in Hilo, life was simple,
but it was hard work. It was even harder when you had no
brothers and had four sisters, because my father was a com-
mercial fisherman who had no sons! Yet we knew what it was
like to be on his aku boat, to gut fish and try to clean all the
fish blood off your body and clothes. Yuck, yuck, yuck!!!
Later on when I was at Hilo High, my dad had a fish market
in downtown Hilo. Sometimes I had to go there in the after-
noon and peel ‘opihi in the pakinis. That was backbreaking
work. Because I sat for hours it became routine, almost like
meditation, until I felt the razor-sharp spoon that would cut into
my flesh. The funny part is that once in a while my sister and I

would come across a succulent yellow crunchy kine ‘opihi that
we would sneak into our mouths! They were such an ‘ono

reward! But most of all we had to finish and complete the job. No
slacking when a gallon took all day to fill up!

I never really knew my TËtË, Mary Oak, until my eldest daughter
was born. I was in my late twenties. What a shock to know that I had

a grandmother who spoke only Hawaiian in her aging years. In a way
it was a blessing that TËtË came into our lives at this time, because the

Hawaiian Renaissance was happening and my two daughters would learn
about being Hawaiian. When TËtË passed away there was a simple burial on

O‘ahu and all family matters seemed to be pau. But later on it became evident
that we really didn’t know where she was buried! I would go to the graveyard

and they would always take me to a different place; the headstone did not arrive
until two years later. I kept thinking—is this how the Hawaiians would have
treated their ‘ohana? No, it would have been unthinkable! But it was happening
to my ‘ohana. It is a perplexity of human nature that haunts me to this day.

That is why I write poetry—it has the breath of truth and moments that brings
us home to what we know.



burial rites

tËtË, burial was meant to be sacred
done with honor and respect.

We knew you were dying
as you lay on your warm bed

surrounded by your dolls
that you held and rocked in your arms.

tËtË, i never knew you till i was an adult
being robbed of a grandmother 
in my youth and there you lay

gazing outward and inward calling 
mistaking me for your daughter

in your native tongue that i never learned.

tËtË, your daughter never knew how much
her own children could have loved you— 

if only she had known where you were
in those days of drunken abandonment

being placed in an institution of madness
living a life without memory

to later come back to the sanity of humanity
beaten, crippled and weak.

tËtË, i am sorry to have missed your burial
i visited your gravesite only to be told 

that i had visited the wrong grave
even though it had your name

on an old piece of wood withered and wrinkled 
causing great disbelief among the family

who knew where you were buried 
in that tiny community cemetery

that had taken money for a tombstone
still undelivered to this day.

tËtË, i fear that we will never know where 
your burial site is at that cemetery

or where your bones lay
and that will be enough for some
but there is a feeling of injustice

with a cycle of unknowing where you are
that continues to leave 

an uncertain void in my life.

‘Opihi—$100.00 a Gallon

You learn to be patient
Keeping time and perseverance
With others around the pÅkini.

Left hand–- 
Thick white sticky adhesive tape

Strapping your hand,
With rings of tape around 

Deft fingers
Firmly holding

The sharp-edged shell
Bonded flatly to 

The palm.

Right hand–-
Razor-sharp spoon

Held with calloused fingers
Strip the yellow flesh

Firmly glued to the shell
Gently, but quickly–- 

Dropping into the pÅkini
Mingling with the juices
Of other shelled ‘opihi.

Salted, tasted and stored
In large clear gallon jugs
They sit to be seasoned
From sunrise to sunset.

Do this day to day
With bathroom breaks

Till the job is done
To strap, strip and bottle

Until your hands and fingers
Swell from the rhythm

And bleed from tiny cuts
Stripping you of pain
As the tiny treasure

Is eaten as a delicacy
A desired treat

For one hundred dollars
A gallon. 





Red Hibiscus in the Rain
Cane Spider

To Takahe

Brandy NÅlani 
McDougall

Brandy NÅlani McDougall is a poet of Kanaka Maoli, Chinese
and Scottish descent, born and raised in upcountry Maui. A
1994 graduate of the Kamehameha Schools, she received her
Master of Fine Arts from the University of Oregon. She was
the 2002 recipient of the James Vaughan Award for Poetry and
has published in literary journals throughout the US. Most
recently, she completed a Fulbright Award to Aotearoa. Her
first collection of poetry, Origins, is near completion. 

Red Hibiscus in the Rain

Though the red fire-flower shivers with each tickle
of water, her stigma hangs above her like a flare to catch 

a pill of pollen in her mouth, by chance. You ask her why 
and listen closely, as she begins the story of her birth—

from calyx to pistil, filament to corolla—opening the folds 
of her thin-veined petals to reveal the light deep in her throat.

He nuku, he wai ka ‘ai a ka lÅ‘au.
O ke akua ke komo, ‘a‘oe komo kanaka.*

A chant of night falls from the clouds overhead and she closes, 
drawing the fire inside her petals, out of reverence for the stars.

* excerpt from the Kumulipo, a Hawaiian creation chant 



Cane Spider

Quick, dark whir

across the floor

toward the unlit corner.

Long legs folded

over thorax—

you make yourself

small, almost gone

in a camouflage

of dust.

Hairless arachnid,

born between

the jointed stalks

and the restless shadows

that measure the earth—

scared, spindly thing.

They’ve burned your home

long into night

and won’t stop

until morning.

To Takahe
Mt. Bruce National Wildlife Centre, Aotearoa

How do you answer when the wind reminds you
of oneness, when the stars ask you to tell your

story,
whispering their whakapapa high above the 

clouds?

Do you bury your beak in your dark green-
feathered wing

to pick through the language the lice have 
spelled, or call

to the others, shadowing themselves under the 
ferns?

Among the loud hands that feed and breed you, 
that add

to the pile of brush once your nest, can you 
still hear 

the old cries of your blood as they call you back
and back?

whakapapa (MÅori): genealogy, bloodline





A Tragic Indigenous Mo‘olelo:
The Decline of Kanaka Maoli

Linguistic Identity

Walter
Kahumoku III

I am deeply grateful to ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui for
suggesting this article for ‘¯iwi. My thanks also to Gabriel
Alisna and Alohi A‘ea for their careful, critical input. Trying to
cut a dissertation down from 400+ pages is difficult if not
impossible for someone like me; it’s a matter of ownership.
Thank you to Dr. Ron Heck and the rest of my dissertation
committee for their guidance and aid through the doctorate
process. Mahalo a nui to my family and friends who continue
to honor me with their support. I am humbled by their love.
Finally, if it were not for my soul, my love, I would not be able
to continue to support and encourage other Kanaka Maoli to
spread their academic wings and fly through the obstacles

inherent in education. Ka‘imi, love—you inspire me to venture
out into the unknown with the knowledge that I am loved and

there is a place on this earth for me. Mahalo a nui.

Historically, indigenous people have been prodded, poked at, and
pondered over by “others” who believed that what they were doing,

in the name of research and/or policy, was pono. Unfortunately, for all
their pontification, the impact of such research and policy-making has

often resulted in misrepresentation at best and being downright destruc-
tive at worst. My mission has always been to forward knowledge from a

Kanaka Maoli standpoint so our native communities can help ourselves
become, once again, a healthy and vibrant people. To this end, I have chosen

to meander my way through academia with the hope that my work will help at
least one other Native Hawaiian to navigate through this complex world. 



How does a language die? One obvious way is that
its speakers perish through disease or genoide…More
often language death is the culmination of language
shift, resulting from a complex of internal and exter-

nal pressures that induce a speech community to
adopt a language spoken by others. These may

include changes in values, rituals, or economic and
political life resulting rom trade, migration, intermar-

riage, religious conversion, or military conquest.
(Crawford 1995)

The sagas of many native communities sorrow-
fully whisper lamentations of genocidal warfare
against their land, culture, language, and identi-
ty. These narratives chronicle the difficulty of
navigating through dangerous waters filled with
predatory colonialists who were driven by impe-
rialistic fervor. Diminished in numbers, deci-
mated by strife and rancor (from within as well
as outside community walls), and deduced as
being inferior, Kanaka Maoli today face contin-
ual challenges to their epistemological, axiolog-
ical, and ontological essences. The modern
indigenous individual, as a storyteller, must
have the ability to exist with feet planted in two
worlds: the traditional and the transactional. But
how is this possible if so much has been lost?

This is an account of a native community’s—
Kanaka Maoli—voyage over the past 200 years.
This research project began in 1996 as a part of
a broader dissertation project. Through primari-
ly archival investigation, the following pages
recount the decline of Hawaiian language use
and the number of speakers with specific focus
on Act 57, an educational policy that was
passed in 1896 which legally restricted the use
of the Hawaiian mother tongue as a means of
communication between students and teachers
in the school setting. While the findings from
this case study constitute the majority of this
mo‘olelo, the foci are to: 1) present a rationale
for this type of narrative, 2) illustrate the multi-
variate forces which formulated and implement-
ed Act 57, and 3) elucidate the tragic backwash
of such an act. This is the story of the loss of
the Hawaiian language and Native Hawaiian
voices.

Theoretical frames, methodological
approach, and language positioning

To understand how Act 57, which purposefully
supplanted the Hawaiian lingua franca with
English, came into existence, examining the
internal and external pressures leading to this
policy’s enactment is necessary. Such an exposi-
tion, if it is to be merited as research (which is
arguably a Western ideo-political standpoint and
should be contextually seen as such), must be
more than a retelling of personal experiences.
Research is conducted with two fundamental
questions in mind: what is already known and
what still needs to be unearthed, investigated,
and, to some degree, exposed about a phenome-
non, experience, or occurrence. This investiga-
tion weaves multi-layered theoretical frame-
works (explanations for why events have
occurred) with a set of new findings to articu-
late the enactment, implementation and impact
of this educational policy.

Justifiably, some argue that such an approach to
narrating a native people’s history is antithetical
to the indigenous being, particularly when that
ethnic community’s traditional mode of commu-
nication was oral rather than written. In her
book Decolonizing Methodologies: Research
and Indigenous Peoples, MÅori educator Linda
Tuhiwai Smith argues that much of the research
about and theoretical explanations for indige-
nous existence have been conducted by “others”
who have, in many ways, marginalized and sup-
pressed native voices. She asserts, “Any consid-
eration of the ways our origins have been exam-
ined, our histories recounted, our arts analyzed,
our cultures dissected, measured, torn apart and
distorted back to us will suggest that theories
have not looked sympathetically or ethically at
us” (Smith 1999). Thus, development of theo-
ries by indigenous scholars formulates new
explanations for a native people’s existence in
modern society, and unlike previous research
conducted by “others,” are “grounded in a real
sense of, and sensitivity towards, what it means
to be an indigenous person” (ibid.). Part of the
research experience and exercise, then, is about:



recovery of language and epistemology, recon-
ciliation and reprioritization of what is impor-
tant, and careful and critical dismantling of
Western theory and research concerning indige-
nous peoples. Engaging in this process “can
provide systematic ways of understanding our
own predicaments, of answering our own ques-
tions, and of helping us as communities to solve
our problems and develop ourselves…When
indigenous peoples become the researchers and
not merely the researched, the activity of
research is transformed” (ibid.). The time has
come to bring to the forefront the screams of a
native people whose stories and experiences, for
so long, have been placated to mere whispers of
what occurred.

There are a number of existing theories that are
beneficial to the telling of this mo‘olelo.
Political-Cultural theory allows a lens through
which governmental policy-making can be
viewed, and Institutional theory expands such
investigation to include national and internation-
al events, ideologies, and actors that influenced
an otherwise localized situation (Plank, Scotch
and Gamble 1996). Finally, three theories—
Protestant ideology, Savage-to-Civilization, and
Manifest Destiny—offered by Adams (1998) in
his exposition of the Native American educa-
tional experience, provide further insight into
this research. 

In addition to theory, the methodology used to
investigate this phenomenon is grounded in the
qualitative, naturalistic research paradigm via
the use of a case study design. Yin (1984) noted
that case studies rely on many of the same types
of evidence as historical research–primary docu-
ments, secondary documents, and cultural and
physical artifacts; its unique strength is the abil-
ity to deal with a full variety of evidence in its
description of a particular event. Whether
chronologically or by arrangement of significant
events, case studies explain the forces and net-
works that shape policy over the bounded time
period (Marshall and Rossman 1989). 

Established Theory Explaining The
Formation of Act 57

As this story unfolds, the circumstances leading
to Act 57’s enactment is fraught with political,
socio-cultural, and economic intrigue. Akin to
David Adams’ (1988) descriptions of the history
of Native American education during the 1800s,
Kanaka Maoli faced a missionary ideology that
labeled them as savagely uncivilized and in
need of salvation. As Adams postulated, the
U.S. government position was that the
Protestant value system could be brought to the
continent’s native population in order to mod-
ernize and civilize them. Collectivism would be
replaced by individualism; the belief in the
Christian ‘God’ would replace the polytheism
practiced by many native tribes. Working in
conjunction with Protestant ideology and
Civilizing the Savage principle was the notion
that the new nation called the United States had
the God given right, indeed, its Manifest
Destiny, to expand its territorial boarders.
Ironically, as these ideologies spread across
North America, they also became dominant
themes in Kanaka Maoli narratives.

Protestant Ideology: The Hawaiian Crusades

Boston missionaries arrived in 1820 on a cru-
sade to inculcate the native brethren in Christian
doctrine. As Benham and Heck (1998) noted,
the missionaries were directed to: 

obtain an adequate knowledge of the 
language of the people; make them 
acquainted with letters; give them the Bible 
with skill to read it; turn them from their 
barbarous courses and habits; introduce, and 
get into extended operation and influence 
among them, the arts and institutions and 
usages of civilized life and society; and 
above all, convert them from their idolatries 
and superstitions and vices, to the living and 
redeeming God (American Board of 
Commissioners 1838).

Although these hardy people believed in the



propriety of their mission, in their zeal to con-
vert the masses, they destroyed the indigenous
religion, culture, and belief system. Like other
indigenous peoples, Kanaka Maoli polytheism
involved multiple gods and goddesses who were
closely associated with elemental patterns,
occurrences and forms of human activity. The
social strata were inherently aligned with native
theology. NÅ Ali‘i (the chiefs or royalty), con-
sidered the gods’ progeny, were at the pinnacle
of the social hierarchy and held the most mana,
or power base. The kahuna (priest), the human
conduits to these deities, held a position right
below that of the ruling class. They were
responsible for the maintenance of religious
customs and the kapu, or laws. The
maka‘Åinana, or commoners, served both the
gods and those above them. Hawaiian historian
David Malo describes the relationship between
maka‘Åinana and ali‘i:

The life of the people was one of patient endur-
ance, of yielding to the chiefs to purchase their
favor…. It was from the common people, how-
ever, that the chiefs received their food and their
apparel for men and women, also their houses 
and many other things. When the chiefs went 
forth to war some of the commoners also went 
out to fight on the same side with them…It was 
the makaainanas [sic] also who did all the work 
on the land…all they produced from the soil 
belonged to the chiefs; and the power to expel a 
man from the land and rob him of his 
possessions lay with the chief. (Malo 1951) 

As Jonathan Osorio argues in Dismembering
LÅhui (2002), the disruption of this network
resulted in a chain reaction that began to wash
away other cultural institutions.

At first, the rate of missionary encroachment
was somewhat slow (Kuykendall 1938). While
they promptly learned the Hawaiian language
and were able to translate the Bible into the
native vernacular, it was not until the missionar-
ies persuaded the ali‘i to join their mission that
mass conversion was possible. Once members
of the royal court were baptized, the next step

towards nationwide redemption was to construct
a Christian code of ethics and a mission-
controlled school system.

Following Ka‘ahumanu’s conversion to Christ-
ianity in 1825, she and other ali‘i “initiated a
system of laws based on Christian morality and
behavior known as prohibitionary or sumptuary
laws (Kamakau 1992). These laws not only
altered traditional morality and customs, but
also resulted in the Natives’ abnegation of their
own culture and values as well as in their
reliance on foreigners to tell them what was
pono” (Osorio 2002). With the support from the
native rulers, doors opened for greater mission-
ary influence and control.

The Protestant clergy quickly encouraged the
ali‘i to take legal action against several cultural
institutions. Considered obscene in their por-
trayal of common experiences such as eating,
harvesting, fishing, and sex, Native Hawaiian
traditions—hula, mele, and oli—provoked
immediate and often harsh responses from the
missionaries. For example, the first edition of
the Hawaiian language paper, Ka HØkË o ka
Pakipika in 1861, included the mele, “He mele
aloha no ka na‘auao…A song of affection for
education/civilization” (Silva 1999). According
to Silva, couched in the mele were allusions to
sex and illicit love. Immediately, the newspaper
received a backwash of indignation from the
haole missionary society, and a government ban
on publishing such material was enacted. 

Beside legislative measures to forward Protest-
ant piety, missionaries also sought educative
policies to advance their religious crusade.
During their first tentative year in Hawai‘i,
schools were constructed adjacent to mission
houses and were initially commissioned to teach
the English language to the native population
(Wist 1940). But when this endeavor failed,
they labored to become fluent in the native lan-
guage—though few attained such a level—so
that the Hawaiian language could be reduced to
a written form. They believed that schools could
conduct their Christian mission if the native



tongue was the means by which the Bible was
read and quoted. By January 7, 1822, the mis-
sionaries had progressed enough to print the
first copies of the alphabet. By the end of that
month, they had printed in this standardized
Hawaiian a spelling and reading book and a six-
teen-page pamphlet containing Biblical sayings
(Kuykendall 1938).

Thereafter, the mission schools began their reli-
gious institutionalization of the Kanaka Maoli.
At first, the Calvinist ministers targeted adult
learners. They believed that once the adult pop-
ulation became literate, conversion to
Christianity would rapidly follow (Daws 1968).
By the early 1830s, however, the system had
reached its zenith. The schools had accom-
plished about all for which they were designed
because the adults had lost interest in them
(ibid.). Cognizant that the Kanaka Maoli chil-
dren symbolized a rich source of future con-
verts, the missionaries refocused their attention
on the young (Wist 1940). The government
began passing laws aimed at “encouraging”—
sometimes forcibly—parents to send their chil-
dren to local schools. A mission seminary,
Lahainaluna, was established in 1831 to train
young Native Hawaiian males to fill govern-
ment civil service and educational vacancies.
Supported by the American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions
(ABCFM), it became a premiere educational
institution and had a renowned reputation for
academic excellence.

What began as a means of continuing the reli-
gious conversion of the general populace
became a movement to re-educate the masses.
By the mid-1800s, Christianity had become so
commonplace that Kanaka Maoli polytheism
and way of life were suppressed. The mission-
aries had successfully implanted laws and a
school system that perpetuated their western,
Christian ideology.

The Savage-to-Civilization Paradigm:
Assimilation and Indoctrination

As Adams (1988) suggests, policy toward
Native Americans was driven by the belief that
native peoples were uncivilized—that is, they
lacked the proper Euro-American beliefs, tech-
nology, economies, and socio-cultural institu-
tions to survive in the modern world. The duty
of the white man, then, was to save these naÈve
beings from themselves. One of the first targets
of Protestant zeal in Hawai‘i was the native
governance structure. 

Hierarchical in nature, at the apex of govern-
ment power in Hawaiian society were the
chiefs.1 In their disdain for the omnipotence of
monarchial rule and a penchant for democracy,
the missionaries orchestrated a new set of laws
and an educational system to wean the natives
from their traditional authority structures and
values. In the Constitution of 1840 and the
Declaration of Rights that preceded it by a year,
both the products of the former American mis-
sionary turned King’s advisor, William
Richards, the nation’s governance structure was
distinctly redefined. Legislation essentially
replaced the former configuration of a single
source of power that resided in the King, to one
that distributed authority among three branches
of government: judicial, executive and legisla-
tive. For the first time, commoners were granted
the ability to elect men to represent them in
government though general elections. This gov-
ernment reorganization significantly altered the
kuleana relationship between the ruling ali‘i and
maka‘Åinana.

Just as western civilization encroached upon
Hawai‘i’s shores and deliberately changed the
islands’ authority structure, religious belief sys-
tem, and cultural customs and values, so too did
the missionary language. In fact, English
became one of the primary mechanisms used for
implementing western values and constructs. In
an editorial translated by Silva (1999), Abraham
Fornander2 argued, “Every journal hitherto
issued in the Hawaiian language has been pub-



lished by the Missionaries…and native intelli-
gence and native thought, if admitted to their
columns, have been subjected to their scrutiny
and elimination” (37).

Prior to the 1850s, “the general view of the
American missionaries seems to have been
against the idea of substituting English for the
native language” (Kuykendall 1938). They had
believed that only those Kanaka Maoli who
occupied key posts in church, state, or business
should “be able to read, write and speak English
with facility” (ibid.). However, by the early
1860s, the haole elite made real efforts to civi-
lize the kingdom by displacing the native ver-
nacular with English (as will be seen later in
this article). A commentary in the Pacific
Commercial Advertiser contended: “In truth the
English language…may with all right be called
a world language; and, like the English people,
seems destined to prevail with away even more
than at present over all portions of the globe”
(March 17, 1859). Sadly, the introduction and
propagation of the English language led to the
loss of Kanaka Maoli linguistic and cultural
identity.

Manifest Destiny: Political and Economic
Usurpation

In the belief that it was their providence to
amass as many new territories for themselves as
they could, western nations ventured into the
Pacific with dreams of colonization. From the
point when western explorers stumbled upon
Hawai‘i, Native Hawaiians continuously con-
fronted foreign threats to their political sover-
eignty. Realizing that his tiny municipality was
no match against foreign weapons of war,
Kamehameha I sought the assistance of—and
not, as some claim, the annexation to—the
British to secure Hawai‘i’s autonomy.
Kamehameha III even promulgated the
Constitution of 1840, partially as a means of
securing recognition from foreign powers of
Hawai‘i’s status as a “civilized” nation. 

Unfortunately, these steps did little to protect or

prevent the Hawaiian archipelago from foreign
encroachment. As Kuykendall (1938, 1953) and
others noted, the island chain was inherently
valuable for its position in the Pacific.3 From
the Paulet affair in 1843 to French and Russian
coercion in the mid-1800s, and finally American
fracases in the latter decades of that century, the
tiny Hawaiian Islands and her people were
always exposed to the manifest desires of
Europeans and Americans.4

Just as in the political arena, this Manifest
Destiny ideology certainly imprinted itself on
the islands’ commerce. As subsistence gave way
to capitalism, the haole began to monopolize
Hawai‘i’s market places. Throughout the latter
1700s and early 1800s, European and American
fur traders, explorers, naval officers, and
whalers bartered for produce with the local
chiefs, and a portion of the proceeds went to
ali‘i nui. Even as sandalwood became a com-
modity to trade, the area chiefs as well as
Kamehameha I had complete jurisdiction over
the market. Not until land reformation policies
of the middle of the century—known as the
MÅhele—did economic prosperity significantly
transfer out of the hands of native royalty and
into the hands of haole elites. 

With establishment of private land ownership,
English became the argot of the kingdom’s
financial system, as witnessed in the earliest
commercial accounts. Transactions between the
Ministry of Education and local businesses were
written in English using an American business
accounting system. Furthermore, by 1850, much
of the financial agenda for the kingdom lay in
the hands of the haole elite. The Manifest
Destiny paradigm had swept across the
Hawaiian archipelago with such force that
although a native monarch sat atop the king-
dom, non-natives controlled the world around
them. The change from a subsistence society to
one of capitalism and semi-democracy gravely
impacted the traditional lifestyle of Native
Hawaiians.

These three paradigms formed the policy foun-



dation for the unfolding of the Native
Hawaiians’ narrative. Like their North American
cousins, the islands’ native population faced an
onslaught of Protestantism, “civilizing” doc-
trines, and colonizing desires. As historian
Kuykendall wrote: 

Unfortunately, none of…the missionaries…had 
any adequate understanding or appreciation of 
the native culture or considered it, or any 
important part of it, worth preserving. None of 
them had the knowledge or that training that 
would have fitted them to help the natives find a 
new way of life based upon the old culture but 
reconciled with the new. The strange new ideas 
and practices broke the force of the old kapus, 
weakened the relationship between the common 
people and the ali‘i (their leaders from time 
immemorial), and set the Hawaiians adrift on a 
competitive sea whose winds and currents 
baffled them for many years. (Kuykendall 1938)

The Implementation and Consequences of
Act 57

Against this backdrop of larger cultural institu-
tions that formed the underpinning for policy
toward the Kanaka Maoli, the events leading to
Act 57 are numerous and interrelated; five
events help tell the mo‘olelo of Act 57 enact-
ment: 1) the siege on the Native Hawaiian
newspapers; 2) land acquisition; 3) the erosion
of the Native Hawaiian identity; 4) western edu-
cation and non-native policymakers; and 5) key
political, economic, and socio-cultural determi-
nants.

Laying Siege on Native Newspapers:
Civilizing Efforts Continue

With the expanding foreign impingement upon
island life came heated exchanges between
natives and non-natives. The Hawaiian language
newspapers provided a vehicle for voicing
Kanaka Maoli opinions and opposition where
there had been none before. In the second half
of the 1800s, many Native Hawaiians and most
particularly, the maka‘Åinana who were the pri-

mary targets of the foreigners scrutiny, strove to
transform themselves into vocal citizens who
were proud and unafraid to rebel. This was a
starting metamorphosis on two levels. First, in a
nÅ ali‘i, kapu system of government, the com-
moner occupied a lower status on the social
scale and protests and open defiance were rare.
Second, the Kanaka Maoli utilized the very
skills taught by their former teachers to protest
against and oppose them. The transformation
came as a shock to the missionary establishment
which had assumed a position of authority and
prominence among the maka‘Åinana. Pertaining
to this time, Chapin writes, “Without a doubt,
the Hawaiian language newspapers had the
largest readership of any papers in the Islands.
Among these, by far the largest number were
opposition papers. A highly literate Hawaiian
population read the output of Native Hawaiians
and their Caucasian allies who from the 1860s
to 1900 produced almost 70 newspapers”
(1985).

Clearly, the Kanaka Maoli saw the newspapers
as a way to express their views, “free of censor-
ship by the government or the restrictive
Calvinist church [Hawaiian Evangelical
Association]” (Silva 1999). In addition, many of
the papers would publish classical Hawaiian
mo‘olelo and mele. This provided a way to
share Kanaka Maoli wisdom and became a vital
record of the past. Moreover, it was important
that foreign news was available to all including
the indigenous people; there were instances
when the government-run or established papers
would forego printing news of the world.
Finally, these newspapers became a literary tool
that united all of the Native Hawaiians.
Furthermore, Silva argues that, “For the first
time, Kanaka Maoli in rural areas and neighbor
islands were connected to the center of anti-
colonial nationalist thought on a weekly
basis…The Hawaiian language then became a
threat to the ongoing colonial project” (ibid.).

The old guard did not stand idly by while these
newspapers incited the indigenous people to
reject their notions of civility, Protestantism,



capitalism, and democracy. According to Silva,
there were three rationales underlying the haole
community’s move to suppress the pro-native
publications (1999). The first was a “pious”
concern that the Kanaka Maoli should not be
exposed, through literary avenues such as these
newspapers, to their own “evil” traditions.
Many non-Hawaiians felt that the independent
Hawaiian language papers re-introduced the
heathen “old ways” and would destroy the great
strides the Christian clergy had made toward
“civilizing” the indigenous population. A prime
example is the once banned traditional lÅ‘au
lapa‘au healing arts, which reawakened through
native-controlled publications. 

A second rationale for suppression was a wish
to control the content of the papers and perhaps
expand the western, Protestant dominion over
Native Hawaiians. As Silva has recognized, the
missionaries believed that the substance of these
newspapers could be swept of contaminants
most harmful to the “enlightened” native or the
newspapers could be disbanded (1999). The
final and probably most critical objection
stemmed from not understanding the language
of the resistance. By the second half of the
1800s, English had become the predominant
patois of the islands’ major institutions includ-
ing business, government, and education (Wist
1940). Yet most of the native population still
spoke and understood their mother tongue. The
missionaries, their off-spring, and other foreign-
ers were afraid of political fallout if the native
population ever mounted a serious threat to non-
native control over social, economic, and politi-
cal institutions. The native newspapers repre-
sented a vehicle that allowed the Kanaka Maoli
to rebel against the assimilatory actions of the
haole powerbrokers, and as such, many non-
Hawaiians sought to monitor and derail native
newspapers. 

By the last decade of the century, there was a
noticeable decline in the number of newspapers
in publication. According to Daws, some were
forced out of business when competing circula-
tions prevented access to printing houses

(1968). In addition, the decreasing native read-
ership—a consequence of the diminishing over-
all population of Kanaka Maoli and fewer profi-
cient readers—made for a decline in Hawaiian
paper subscriptions. This decrease in Hawaiian
language media was just one part of the larger
movement to establish English as Hawai‘i’s lan-
guage of choice. By 1896 and the passage of
Act 57, the Hawaiian vernacular papers were
near extinction.

The Acquisition and Stealing of Land

A second explanation that resonated from the
research was the connection between the con-
cept of land proprietorship and the decline of
the Hawaiian identity. In terms of land utiliza-
tion and property rights, after the MÅhele, as
rapidly as non-natives acquired land titles the
Kanaka Maoli lost them. Testifying before the
Committee of Hawaiian Affairs in the 1978
Constitutional Convention, Hawaiian advocate
Kali Watson asserted that property originally
owned by Native Hawaiians was acquired
through what he termed “legalized thievery;”5

that is, the title to the land was passed over to
another without the consent of the owner and in
many cases, without the knowledge of what has
happened until the transaction was officially
recognized. 

Tragically, the English language assisted with
the “legal” transference of property into haole
hands. For example, the Pacific Commercial
Advertiser reported in 1858 a case involving a
dispute over the boundary between two adjacent
properties.6 The initial lease agreement was
written in Hawaiian and later amended in
English when the property was sold to the haole
tenant. In that amended version, new boundary
lines were drawn according to detailed English
recording techniques. The court decided, “after
careful reflection we are of the opinion that it
would be both unsafe and unreasonable, for the
court to hold that Hawaiian, and not English
version (of the land title deed), should control in
this instance” (reprinted in the Polynesian,
March 13, 1858). Thus the “English-versus-



Hawaiian” argument concluded with the Native
Hawaiian property owner loosing the battle. The
acquisition of large tracts of land for business
interests (e.g., sugar, pineapple, etc.) necessitat-
ed securing, through a bureaucratic system, the
legal means to own property. The MÅhele and
those court proceedings that upheld English
over Hawaiian made it inevitable that a mandate
such as Act 57 would be constructed and even-
tually passed.

The Erosion of the Native Hawaiian Identity

The editor of the Polynesian wrote: “Hawaiians
are condemned as ‘radically unfitted,’ because,
with such [education] as they received during
the thirty and some years, they have not pro-
duced a Newton, a Shakespeare, a Montesquieu
or a Kant” (March 20, 1858). This condescend-
ing attitude toward the Kanaka Maoli permeated
through the white aristocracy of the islands and
those living on the U.S. continent: what was
Hawaiian was crude and unsuitable; what was
haole, principally American, was proper and
inevitably better. Reverend Sereno Bishop
wrote, “The social order and moral standards of
the coming generations of Hawai‘i nei…are
inevitably to become English [Anglo-American]
in types as in language…Our literature, our art,
our manners, our moral and political opinions
will be mainly American” (Hawaiian Monthly
1884). Sadly, even as the Kanaka Maoli began
to dress and speak as haole, their identity still
lay in their skin color and the way they thought.
Although some adroitly adapted to the new cir-
cumstances, many more did not develop the
deftness needed for navigating over the topogra-
phy of Western ideologies and customs. The
subrogation of the Hawaiian language in the fol-
lowing decade occurred because, in part, the
social climate of the times stressed conformity
to an American lifestyle.

Western Education and Non-Native
Policymakers

Daws wrote, “One of the mission’s most deter-
mined efforts to control the future was made in

the field of education, and the results showed
clearly the extent and limitations of their suc-
cess” (1968). Yet, their ethnocentric, non-native
influence became so pervasive that it permeated
almost every pore of the country—government,
culture, economy, education, and language.

The Curriculum and Instruction of
Assimilation

Though the missionaries launched their schools
with little to no government aid and involve-
ment, they eventually solicited the support of
the monarchy and the kingdom and the
Hawaiian public school system was born. While
early laws mandated that school funding would
be generated by charging a tax on the working
males in a community, in many situations, such
revenue was insufficient for the operations of
schools. Even when the government began
extensive financial aid for the country’s public
institutions in the early 1850s, much of the cor-
respondence between the Board of Education
(BOE) and individual schoolmasters as well as
school agents who had jurisdiction over collect-
ing taxes for schools indicated a dismal pecu-
niary picture.

One concern plaguing the Board emerged in the
difficulty of hiring and posting qualified teach-
ers to schools. In the first part of the century,
the need to produce educated native speakers
for teaching positions led to the construction of
teaching schools. But some expressed trepida-
tion over the quality of instruction being con-
ducted by these indigenous teachers. Thus, the
missionaries held a tight rein over what was
taught, how it was taught, and who did the
teaching.

By 1880, many public schools were teaching an
American-styled curriculum (Wist 1940).
Geography, math, and reading, still strong com-
ponents of the curriculum, were now accompa-
nied by college preparatory courses like chem-
istry and philosophy (western, not indigenous).
Instead of native teachers, imports from the
United States and Europe were hired to teach



these courses. English erudition took top billing
as all of these college preparatory classes, with
the exception of the few taught in a number of
common schools, were taught in select schools
by English speaking teachers.

The impetus for Act 57 was evident in the trans-
formation of the public school curriculum and
instruction. When American-formulated text-
books, American-designed classes, and
American born teachers replaced the Hawaiian
language Bible, instructional materials, and
native teachers, the utility of the native lan-
guage in schools waned and became obsolete.

Differences Between the Common,
Independent and Select Schools

There was a pronounced difference between
English select schools, independent schools, and
common schools. First, the independent and
English select institutions sought and hired pre-
dominantly English-speaking foreigners. To
secure the best and brightest foreign instructors,
the kingdom’s education ministry sent represen-
tatives to the U.S. mainland (BOE minutes
November 1875).7 As the number of English
speaking teachers increased, the number of
Hawaiian speaking teachers decreased. As criti-
cism mounted against the quality of education
in common schools, general opinion among the
haole elite was that the English select schools
presented the finest education in the islands. As
the Inspector General of Schools wrote in 1880,
“we are becoming more and more convinced
that our only hope for improving the education-
al system of the country is in the superior class
of teachers which are available for...English and
select schools alone; and not available for our
Common Hawaiian Schools” (Baldwin 1880).8

Wist noted, “The growth of English schools
came about somewhat gradually during the
early years, but the number took a considerable
leap during the decade from 1878 to 1888”
(1940). By 1888, there were more English-only
public institutions than schools taught in the
Hawaiian medium. This transition translated to

fewer positions for Hawaiian speaking teachers
and less expenditure paid for Hawaiian lan-
guage materials and curriculum, and a decreas-
ing role for native language speakers in the
schools. The analysis thus corroborates the view
that Act 57 developed, in part, from an erosion
of perceived usefulness of the native language.

The Debate Over English Erudition

As introduced earlier, until the middle of the
century, learning the English language was
strictly the domain of the foreigner, missionary,
and ali‘i. By the mid-1800s, there seemed to be
a growing interest by native and foreign parents
alike, by the economic and political power bro-
kers, and by the Christian clergy to provide all
children English language erudition. Richard
Armstrong, then Minister of Public Instruction,
wrote, “I have found parents everywhere, even
on the remote island of Ni‘ihau, most anxious to
have their children taught the English lan-
guage…that without it—they will, by-and-by be
nothing, and the white man everything” (1853).
This sentiment was further emphasized when
Armstrong noted that from 1849 to 1850, the
number of students in common schools
decreased by 312. He explained that this decline
paralleled an increased enrollment in English
select schools (those teaching in the English
language) and posited that parents were moving
their children for the purpose of learning
English. He advocated for the government poli-
cymakers to appropriate resources to support the
beginning of English education for Native
Hawaiian children. In 1854, fifteen schools
commenced teaching in English, serving some
650 students. A year later, the experiment
proved to be such an accomplishment in the
eyes of the former missionaries that in 1855 the
Missionary Herald reported, “The call for
English schools is becoming louder…It would
be no surprising thing if…schools in the
Hawaiian language were to be entirely supplant-
ed by those in English” (qtd. in Wist 1940).

This was a prophetic proclamation of what was
to come. As English became the dominant lan-



guage of the islands’ commercial and political
environments, school policy mirrored the
changing domestic tides. The 1857 Minister’s
report concluded that the progress of the “native
children” had been greater than was expected.
By the close of 1850s, there were at least a
thousand students being taught in the English
language. 

In order to facilitate this linguistic juxtaposition,
several restrictions were lifted. In Kamehameha
IV’s address to the kingdom’s legislature in
1860, he proclaimed, “I particularly recommend
to your favorage [sic] notice the suggestions of
the President of the Board of Education, with
reference to substituting English for Hawaiian
schools, in so far as may be practicable”
(Lydecker 1918). The legislature obliged the
king by enacting the Civil Code of 1860. In it, a
ban against the use of English in the classroom
was lifted as well as a restriction on the amount
of schools teaching in the English vernacular. It
also abolished a special tax placed on parents to
pay for textbooks and other English language
materials. Combined with the removal of other
fees, English acquisition was now free and, sub-
sequently, displaced the Hawaiian vernacular.
This pervasive prevalence for English swirled
within both non-native and indigenous commu-
nities. 

Their zeal in the presention [sic] of the English 
language has not abated, yet it is evident that in 
order to speak that language correctly, they must 
commence earlier in life and we think they will 
not acquire a thorough knowledge of English 
until Hawaiian books are banished from the 
school and English text books take their place. 
(Alexander and Bartow 1856) 

Furthermore, when examining monarchial
speeches during the 1850s and 60s, there were
continued references made by the Kings as to
the use of English as a means of gaining pros-
perity, cachet, and clout. Alexander Liholiho, in
his first address to the Hawaiian legislature in
1855, expressed his wish for his people to learn
English:

It is of the highest importance in my opinion, 
that education in the English language should 
become more general, for it is my firm convic-
tion that unless my subjects become educated in 
this tongue, their hope of intellectual progress, 
and of meeting the foreigners on terms of equal-
ity, is a vain one. (Lydecker 1918)

At the same time, data indicated that native par-
ents poured through the school doors to enroll
their children in English speaking classes. A
report to the legislature from the BOE in 1874,
it recognized “The desire of parents that their
children may be instructed in English language,
still continues unabated...All Hawaiian parents
therefore, who may be desirous to give their
children, a better education, or one in the
English language, can avail themselves of
[schools] (BOE minutes 1874).

By now, even the newspapers were abuzz with
commentary on the English versus Hawaiian
controversy. An article in the Pacific
Commercial Advertiser highlighted the tenor of
those who campaigned for supplanting the
mother tongue with English in the country’s
school system, saying, “Has our system of free
schools, taught in the native language, been a
‘failure’...an ‘imposition?’.... We are not...about
to argue that instruction in the native language
is at all equal to...English...for we all know that
the English language is vastly superior in every
respect to the Hawaiian” (April 5, 1860).
Clearly, the message that English was a public
good resonated amongst native and non-native
alike. If the Native Hawaiian child was to
become a dignified, refined, intellectual adult,
he or she had to embrace the language of a
western, Protestant civilization. The implication
then was that what was Hawaiian was of lesser
value. Although, according to Silva, the mon-
archs may not have vouched for the replacement
of their indigenous language with another, it is
clear that the educational policyholders of that
time, in collaboration with the isle’s economic
and political elites, engineered this conversion
(1999). 



Nonetheless, not everyone subscribed to the
notion of an English language education during
these times. Early on, even Minister Armstrong
deliberated the wisdom of exchanging Hawaiian
as the language of schools with English; he
wrote: 

But there are some evils connected with these 
English schools for natives. One is, that unless 
they [native students] persevere for several 
years, they will know nothing but the English 
language & that imperfectly. The time in school 
being wholely [sic] occupied in studying the 
language, other studies, such as arithmatic [sic], 
writing, geography are neglected; & there is 
danger that many of these scholars will, for want 
of perseverance, acquire no education at all 
except a smattering of English. [Moreover,] 
natives who understand English too are apt to be 
conceited, & puffed up; and more difficult to be 
brought under the influence of the gospel, than 
others. (Armstrong 1850)

Armstrong’s words acknowledge two important,
continuing themes concerning haole attitudes
toward Native Hawaiians and their language.
First, the Kanaka Maoli did not possess the
intellectual capacity for comprehensive linguis-
tic acquisition of any other language than
Hawaiian. The second, and probably more
Machiavellian, was the rationale that the
enlightened natives would no longer be
ensconced by missionary acumen. A return to
the mother tongue would mean that the natives
would revert back to the evils of native influ-
ences and leave the embrace of Christianity.
However loud the early opposition to English
education was, the wave of change had already
begun to transform Hawaiian public schools. In
1861, there were an estimated 266 schools that
taught in Hawaiian with over 8,000 students in
attendance (Reinecke 1969). By 1878, there
were only 169 Common schools that served
4,313, but 53 independent and private institution
with 2,678 students enrolled. Between 1878 and
1888, the number of common schools dropped
from 169 to 63 (Reinecke 1969). And the trend
continued into the 1890s: Silva writes, “In 1886,

there were seventy-seven Hawaiian language
schools; and in 1896, there was only a single
school” (1999).

As already cataloged, there existed a hierarchi-
cal system of education in the islands. At the
apex were the private, exclusive schools that
taught primarily in the English language. At the
interim level lay the public English language
schools. Private, independent institutions as well
as these select schools offered college-prepara-
tory courses and were better funded than the
Common schools which taught in Hawaiian.
Numerous school board correspondences indi-
cated that the purpose of the Common school
was to reproduce laborers for the plantation.9
English, then, became the idiom of social status
and power.

Although instruction in the Hawaiian language
was fast approaching its demise, the displace-
ment of the native language by English did not
fully transpire until after 1897. As late as 1894,
educational mandates did not stipulate English
language instruction for all children: As the Act
of Bureau of Public Instruction (1894) states,
“the course of instruction in every family school
shall comprise at least, reading and writing in
English or Hawaiian.”10 Even after Act 57
became law, applications for exemption were
submitted to the board. In a petition dated July
29, 1896, Lum Wing Yin applied for a license to
operate a Chinese language school in Honolulu.
The Board’s secretary notified the petitioner that
in accordance to the laws of the Republic, “all
children between the ages of six and fifteen
years are required to attend some school in
which the basis of instruction is the English lan-
guage,” and that no school was to be authorized
if it interfered with the execution of this law
(BOE Minutes 1896). 

In February, 1897, the Inspector General of
schools indicated, “that many Hawaiians attend-
ing schools taught in the English language
desired instruction in the reading and writing of
Hawaiian” (BOE Minutes 1897). Though the
inspector was amiable to these desires, the mat-



ter was deferred without action. Throughout the
rest of the decade and well into the next, there
were several other communications with school
representatives over the matter of Hawaiian lan-
guage instruction. In addition, other ethnic
groups, such as the Japanese and Chinese, also
appealed for exemptions to Act 57. The Board’s
minutes from 1896 to 1900 indicate multiple
denials but no affirmations of these requests. 

The linguistic course was set as the islands
became a territory of the United States in 1900
and educational policy came under both local
and federal jurisdiction. As Wist argued, “Public
education had contributed to the general adop-
tion of the English language in the Islands—a
factor of some significance in the American
decision favoring annexation” (1940). Act 57
became a preliminary step to complete
Americanization and eventual annexation.

Key Political, Economic and Social Factors
That Facilitated the Passage of Act 57

Between 1880 and 1910, on the political land-
scape of the country, Kanaka Maoli were being
dispossessed of their land, culture, and lan-
guage. Examination of the legislative initiatives
passed during these years revealed a distinct
pressure to replace the indigenous language
with English.11 For instance, the Constitution of
1887 mandated that the Minister of Finance pro-
duce a financial budget written in Hawaiian and
English (Article 43). The voting requirements,
also a part of this legislation, mandated that all
voters be able to read and comprehend an ordi-
nary newspaper printed in Hawaiian, English, or
some other European language (Article 62).
Article 61 stipulated that no person would be
eligible to become a legislative representative if
he did not know how to read and write in either
Hawaiian, English, or some European language.
The latter two articles also opened the doors for
European foreigners to vote, further diminishing
the electoral authority of Kanaka Maoli.

In addition, the article on naturalization estab-
lished by the Constitution of 1894 directed that

all individuals who sought admittance as a citi-
zen of the Republic must demonstrate the ability
to read, write, and speak English; he must be
able to explain in English the general import of
the articles of the Constitution. By the Organic
Act of 1900, which made Hawai‘i a territory of
the United States, all official business had to be
conducted in English (Lydecker 1918). 

The removal of the Kanaka Maoli and their
indigenous language from the nation’s political
arena occurred in tandem with other economic
and social factors affecting both the islands as
well as the United States. The economic portrait
of the time period did not change greatly, even
with the passing of the kingdom and the annex-
ation by the United States. The haole-led oli-
garchy still controlled commerce and the body
politic of the islands. The islands’ economic
community continued to utilize English instead
of the native vernacular. In fact, as more and
more immigrants landed on Hawai‘i’s shores,
plantation owners turned to the English lan-
guage as a single unifying vehicle for their
operations (Tamura 1994). Although the pidgin
dialect became more pronounced, English
remained a primary means for suppressing those
who could not speak it and elevating those who
could. 

Socio-culturally, as more and more immigrants
walked onto Hawai‘i’s shores, the population of
pure-blooded Kanaka Maoli declined. While the
immigrant population rose from nearly 90,000
in 1890 to 191,874 in 1910, by 1900, the native
population represented only 24.4 percent
(approximately 37,000) of the nearly 154,193
residents in the islands (Schmitt 1977). The rate
of decimation was only halted when intermar-
riage between the indigenous people and immi-
grants created a generation of part-Hawaiians.

Recognizably, such decline in the native popula-
tion spelt the doom for Hawaiian language use
in the islands. Obviously, Act 57 was the result
of multiple forces at work and it could be said
that the mandate would have eventually sur-
faced due to what was occurring in other arenas.



While this may be true, it does not dismiss the
fact that this legislation sealed the fate of this
indigenous language. 

Act 57 reads:

The English language shall be the medium and 
basis of instruction in all public and private 
schools, provided that where it is deemed that 
another language shall be taught in addition to 
the English language, such instruction may be 
authorized by the department, either by its rules, 
the curriculum of the school, or by direct order 
in any particular instance. Any schools that shall 
not conform to the provision of this section shall 
not be recognized by the Department. (Laws of 
the Republic of Hawai‘i 1896)

This legislation was the final blow dealt to the
Hawaiian vernacular.

The Impacts of Act 57 on the Health of the
Hawaiian Language

According to Benham and Heck, between 1896
and 1919, no Kanaka Maoli student received
formal, government-sponsored instruction in
Hawaiian (1987). While the language survived
in homes and special enclaves of the Hawaiian
community, the BOE repeatedly denied the
requests by parents and communities to restore
Hawaiian language education in their schools.
In effect, then, the public school system in
accordance with the laws of that time forced a
foreign language on the indigenous people.
Subsequently, these events led to a sharp
decline in the number of Hawaiian speakers
available today.

Furthermore, Act 57 indirectly attributed to a
loss of Native Hawaiian teachers in the school
system. Once thought of as the backbone of the
missionary’s educational philosophy, indigenous
teachers were marginalized for their inability to
speak and write fluently in English. Thus,
Common schools decreased and then disap-
peared with the advent of Act 57, the number of

available jobs for native speaking educators
exponentially declined.

Hawai‘i’s school system quickly became unified
under a common set of “American ideals” that
were closely aligned with those held by the
island’s political and economic elite. In the
process, Native Hawaiians were prevented from
exercising their native language and culture
because they were deemed too “different” from
the status quo—they were not American
enough. For the Kanaka Maoli teachers and stu-
dents, Act 57 was among a number of educa-
tional and government policies that muted their
voices and made them feel inferior.

Summary

The template for the passage of Act 57 and the
banning of the Hawaiian language from public
school classrooms was found in the larger wave
of transformation that swept across the islands.
Before Cook’s arrival, Native Hawaiians had an
axiology, epistemology, and ontology that
rivaled many of the Western nations of the time.
In the years following Cook’s visit, many visi-
tors walked these shores, some to stay, others
merely as tourists. Those who remained, partic-
ularly the missionaries who brought with them a
Calvinist Americana, left permanent footprints
upon the islands. The tides of hegemonic assim-
ilation left a legacy of cultural and linguistic
displacement. 

Clearly, these internal as well as external politi-
cal, economic, socio-cultural, and educational
pressures led to the establishment of Act 57.
Hawai‘i’s new elite, the offspring of missionar-
ies, now sought to blend the newly arrived eth-
nicities with Native Hawaiians under one com-
mon “American” set of ideals. Over the course
of a century and a half, Kanaka Maoli not only
were decimated by disease, dispossessed of
their land, and deprived of the autonomy to rule
over their island home, but their native voices
were muted by government policy. Now, after
years of veiled whispers and innuendos, ka
mo‘olelo o nÅ Kanaka Maoli is being told.



1Although there were both good and bad rulers,
in reality, without the productivity and love of
the common people, no kingdom could be sus-
tained and no ali‘i nui remained in power.

2In 1861, Abraham Fornander was the editor of
the Polynesian, an English-language newspaper.

3See Wist 1940, Fuchs 1961, Daws 1968, Kent
1983, Daws and Cooper 1985. 

4See Malo 1951, Wist 1940, Fuchs 1961, Daws
1968, Kent 1983, Daws and Cooper 1985,
Kamakau 1992, and Osorio 2002 for
descriptions of events where the Hawaiian
Kingdom had international dealings with for-
eign powers such as England, France, Germany,
Russia, and the United States.

5This testimony appeared in the records of the
1978 Hawai‘i Constitution Convention.

6 he land in question was in the area known as
Hono‘uli‘uli. 

7See also Wist 1940, Daws 1968 and the BOE
minutes for 1878 for additional information on
this topic. 

8BOE report 1880.

9See Silva 1999 for another explanation.

10See BOE minutes, 1896–1898.

11Information concerning the exact wording of
these articles is derived from Lydecker 1918.
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Wandering
Edna in the Morning

Alohi Ae‘a
Wandering

KuapÅ Pond. Warmth. Night. We glide through
all three, three almost-silent figures. You, myself,
this canoe beneath us both. Your very bones are skilled,

your back, your hands; I fumble with my paddle, pray
that you are watching the houses we slide past, dark island
flecked with birds, the pond opening

wide and dim before us. Anything but me. “How you
doing?” Fine. I don’t tell you that I’ve never felt 

anything this safe. Water surrounds your paddle; glows.

I know that there will never be another time so 
clear and empty between us. Together, we have no history.

There is only this moment, this night, your dry cough,

the water seeping up the sleeves of my sweater, soaking
into my shorts. I do not know yet that later

you will steer us into the bay, out to the sand bar where

we will pause as you point at the brightest star
in the night sky. Jupiter above us, Orion’s belt behind

me, the tide rising, rising, in the bay, in the pond. Days later

I will learn how much the bay means to you. I will wonder
at the grief that you have walked through. That comes later.
For now, there is only your rhythm steady behind me,

your voice calling the change over, our shadows slipping
along docked boats, homes preparing for sleep. The assurances
of what we’ve known in our separate lives.



Edna in the Mornings

In the mornings, Edna feeds
her birds. She has eight of them:
One for each great-grandchild

each house she’s lived in
each man she vowed to love 

forever.

They are finches.
Two for each job she quit

each sister she buried
each year she spent

in medical school.

What she wonders
when she feeds those birds
is how, after all the years
it’s come to this: days that begin
with dust floating in water dishes,

newspaper covered in birdshit,
the silent fall of feathers.





My Sister’s Friend Francis
Wahiawa
Hawai‘i

Sarah Daniels

Wahiawa

Wahiawa
‘alaea
salt, and dirt.
Where my ‘ohana lived
was called ‘the gulch’
My sister’s boyfriends
Used to not walk her home
—cos skead.

The houses were
Brown
Old, Plantation kine
No even paint

I once heard a visionary Hawaiian writer I admire very much
say, “E, I no write because I like ‘become one better writer,’ I
write because I piss off!”

I write because “I piss off.”
And I write because I’m in love with life.
And I write because I have voices inside me that cannot
come first out of my mouth, and seek other venues.

I believe that finding the voice inside you and learning to
speak it—whatever it takes—that is the most important thing.

I am grateful to my teachers, parents, grandparents, and 
ancestors.



The wood
Smelled comfortable
And damp
—Had rats, though—

The dogs, 
Sistah and Gibbos,
Couldn’t go outside
Because they’d fight.
My grandparents
Neva had a couch
Always had the table
And the playing cards
And the poi
—and limu

No mo da touch-tone telephone
cos—why?
Only
The sound of chickens
Kids playing
At night, only crickets
Wind
In Elephant grass
And the smell
Of nÅhelehele
Would invade upon the kitchen
—it still does,
even though she moved 
to Kahalu‘u.

It didn’t seem like
Anyone could take
The jungle-smell out of that place.
Had like six houses
And couple abandoned
Down the road.
And then it was
Condemned.
Modernity
Had crept in.
Pushed that life out
Where we
Cracked macadamias
cos had one tree.
And always had 
Old men talking story
Granny saying, “Go eat!”

And kids playing.

Now, there
Off California Avenue—
To tell the truth,
I don’t know what’s there
cos I neva went back.
But I know
It’s concrete
Where I used to play.
I know they took the jungle-smell
Out of that place.

Hawai‘i

In Hawai‘i
We are “like this”
Our view belongs
To another
“This” is not our world
Yours is not our country
Our constructions
Pretend to come
From us, and yet
Belong not to us.
Life based on refutation
Like a fetal thought
Falls apart,
Before escaping the mouth.
“Who are they?”
they ask.
And we echo,
“Yes, who are we?
—who are ‘those people’?”
and no one hears.
There is no answer
When the question
Doesn’t even exist.
Yet there
Are still the mornings
When the ‘alihi lani
Will rise up, like fire
Look you straight in the eye
He alo Å he alo
And ask you what your real name is
—and will you know how to reply?



My Sister’s Friend Francis

My sister had this friend—
His name was Francis.
I was a bitch to him,
Because I was unhappy
With my life.
But at the time,
My rationale
Was that I didn’t want her
Hanging out with grunts.

One time
He came to our door
To ask if she was home
“Is Leigh home?”
he said.
“FUCK YOU!”
I yelled,
And slammed it
In his face.

For some reason
He was still nice to me
After that.
My life changed
I saw all the things 
I did because 
I didn’t like myself.
But what good is regret
If it does not impact
One’s tomorrow?

One time, in Evolution
I asked him if
He had forgiven
Me, for being such 
A bitch to him before.
He just said,
“I don’t think that
about you”
so I dropped it.

We have been talking 
On the phone.
He said if he was in Siberia
He would still call me.
I said, “There’s no 

Telephones
In Siberia.”
He said,
“How do you know
If you’ve never been there?”

Leigh said
He gave her chaos theory books
Four years ago.
He knows
All about consciousness
And being
Not normal
Inside your own head.
And he can play
The French Horn.

Sometimes when
We talk on the phone
I wish he was
With me, in my bed
So we could fall asleep talking.
I hear his voice get tired
And mine gets dreamy—
He said it was like music.

I said,
“So what,
are you infatuated with me?”
he just nodded,
and I wondered 
if my tactlessness
was too much for him.

I like
The way he says things
In a conversation
That force the other person
To admit
“I don’t know
what the fuck
I’m talking about.”







For Li-Young Lee (With No
Apologies To His Wife)

Wai‘anae by Full Moon

Jeanne Kawelolani 
Kinney

For Li-Young Lee (With No Apologies to His Wife)

Leave the light on
was all you murmured.
I was too young to translate
the soft edge of your voice.
Was it malice or disdain?
The sign of impatience
as I confirmed the presence
of condoms. Goes to motive.
Premeditation. I was not your first.
You were not my last.

The photograph you turned face down.
I would have preferred

that you did not carry one.
The bite of your cologne,

citrus and Pacific.
No one will want to publish this poem.

The other poem, the one in the rubbish,
is much more raw. And much more interesting.

I will leave it there for someone else.
So please put your tongue back in my mouth.

At least I said please this time.



Wai‘anae By Full Moon

Waves sigh jagged onto sand,
contract in dance against blue light,

breathe sharply as a woman
would gasp for air between words

in the middle of a dispute.

If I ask the ocean now
to tell me how to mourn a kingdom,

it will remind me to reread
the signs of WaikÈkÈ, streets

named after Hawai‘i’s dead queens
and their retired estates.

The city betrays
nights loud with stars for neon,

plays an uneasy descant
against stiletto heeled codes

of call girls who beat sidewalks
keeping time for convenience shops,

both open for twenty-four hours,
forcing a woman outside herself

to search for her face in a silver sea.

But even the Wai‘anae highway
gets tired of cars. I know a line

is the distance between two points;
but the histories of these sister towns 

deny linear burials, demand
circular arguments. This high tide

becomes a clock, a measure
precise an unsorry as a metronome.

The Pacific has no pity for facts.
The moon is just as outspoken.



E ala e KahikikË!

E ala e Kahikimoe!

E ala ho‘i mai ua hiki mai ‘oe

Ua ala ka lani

Ua ala ka honua

Ua ala ka uka 

Ua ala ke kai

A ka lÅ e hiki mai ai.

Awake KahikikË!

Awake Kahikimoe!

Rise up, awaken for the arrival of the sun

The heavens arise

The earth is awake

The uplands arise

The ocean is awale

The new day has arrived.

From the epic He Mo‘olelo no 
Hi‘iakaikapoliopele by J. N. Kapihenui, 

published in Ka Hoku o ka Pakipika, 1861.

E Ala ˆ
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